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ADVERTISEMENT

A S it seemed proper to exhibit at one View,

the Whole of Lieutenant Wilford's

learned Essay on Egypt and the Nile, there was

not Room in this Volume for a Meteorological

Journal ; and it may be doubted whether the

Utility of such Diaries compensates for their

Tediousnels, and for the Space which they

occupy : the two Specimens already published,

will give a correct Idea of the Weather in this

Part of India. Very copious and interesting

Materials for the Fourth Volume are now ready

for the Press; but a short Paper on the Code

of Siamese Laws, which was too hastily an

nounced, has been unfortunately lost ; and

we cannot expect that Captain Light, the

only Englishman among us who understands

the Language of Siam, should find Leisure, in

his present important Station, to compose an

other Account of that curious, but abstruse,

Work.



 



I.

THE EIGHTH

ANNIVERSARY DISCOURSE, .

GENTLEMEN,

TE have taken a general view, at our five last an-

v v nual meetings, of as many celebrated nations,

•whom we have proved, as far as the subject admits of

proof, to have descended from three primitive stocks,

which we call for the present, Indian, Arabian, 'Tarta

rian; and we have nearly travelled over all Asia, if

not with a perfect coincidence of sentiment, at least

with as much unanimity as can be naturally expected

in a large body of men, each of whom must assert it as

his right, and consider it as his duty, to decide on all

points, for himself; and never to decide on obscure

points, without the best evidence that can possibly be

adduced. Our travels will this day be concluded; but

our historical researches would have been left inconv

plete, if we had passed without attention over the nu

merous races of borderers who have long been estab

lished on the limits of Arabia, Persia* India, China,
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2 ON THE BORDERERS, MOUNTAINEERS,

and Tariary; over the wild tribes residing in the

mountainous parts of those extensive regions ; and the

more civilized inhabitants of the iflands annexed by

geographers to their Asiatick division of this globe.

Let us take our departure from Idume, near the gulf

of Elanitis, and having encircled Asia, with such de

viations from our course as the subject may require,

let us return to the point from which we began; en

deavouring, is we are able, to find a nation who may

clearly be shown, by just reasoning from their lan

guage, religion, and manners, to be neither Indians,

Arabs, nor Tartars pure or mixed; but always re

membering, that any small family detached in an early

age from the parent stock, without letters, with few

ideas beyond objects of the first necessity, and conse

quently with few words, and fixing their abode on a

range of mountains', in an ifland, or even in a wide

region before uninhabited, might, in four or five

centuries, people their new country, and would ne

cessarily form a new language, with no perceptible

traces, perhaps, of that spoken by their ancestors.

Edom, or Idume, and Erithra, or Phenice, had originally,

as many believed, a similar meaning, and were derived

from words denoting a red colour; but whatever be

their derivation, it seems indubitable, that a race of

men were anciently settled in Idume, and in Median,

whom-the oldest and best Greek authors call Erythreans,

who were very distinct from the Arabs; and whom,

from the concurrence of many strong testimonies, we

may fafely refer to the Indiarrtlem. M. D'Herbelot

mentions a tradition (which he treats indeed as a fable)

that a colony of those Idumeans had migrated from the

northern shores of the Erytbrean Sea, and failed across

the Mediterranean to Europe, at the time fixed by chro-

•nologers for the passage of Evan d er, with his Arca

dians, into Italy, and that both Greeks and Romans were

the progeny of these emigrants. It is not on vague

and suspected traditions that we must build our belief

, - - 3 c\. of
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of such events: for Newton, who advanced nothing

in science without demonstration, and nothing in his

tory without such evidence as he thought conclusive,

asserts from authorities, which he had carefully exa

mined, that the Idumean voyagers " carried with them

" both arts and sciences, among which were their

"astronomy, navigation, and letters; for in Idume

" (fays he) they had letters and names for constellations

" before the days of Job, who mentions them." Job,

indeed, or the author of the book which takes its

name from him, was of the Arabian stock, as the lan

guage of that sublime work incontestibly proves; but

the invention and propagation of letters and astrono

my, are, by all, so justly ascribed to the Indian family,

that, if Strabo and Herodotus were not grossly de

ceived, the adventurous Idumeans, who first gave

names to the stars, and hazarded long voyages in (hips

of their own construction, could be no other than a

branch of the Hindu race. In all events, there is no

ground for believing them of afourth distinct lineage;

and we need fay no more of them, till we meet them

again on our return, under the name of Pbenicians.

As we pass down the formidable sea which rolls

over its coral bed between the coast of the Arabs, or

those who speak the pure language of Ismail, and that

of the Ajams, or those who mutter it barbarously, we

find no certain traces on the Arabian side, of any peo

ple who were not originally Arabs of the genuine or

mixed breed. Anciently, perhaps, there were Troglo

dytes in part of the peninsula, but they seem to have

been long supplanted by the Nomades, or wandering

herdsmen; and who those Troglodytes were, we shall

see very clearly, if we deviate a few moments from

our intended path, and make a stiort excursion into

countries very lately explored on the Western or Af

rican side of the Red Sea.

B 2 That
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That the written Abyffinian language, which we call

Ethiopick, is a dialect of old Chaldean, and sister of

Arabick and Hebrew, we know with certainty ; not on

ly from the great multitude of identical words, but

(which is a far stronger proof) from the similar gram

matical arrangement of the several idioms. We know,

at the fame time, that it is written, like all the Indian

characters, from the left hand to the right, and that

the vowels are annexed, as in De-vanagari, to the con

sonants; with which they form a syllabic system, ex

tremely clear and convenient, but disposed in a less

artificial order than the system of letters now exhibited

in the Sanscrit grammars; whence it may justly be in

ferred, that the order contrived by Pa'nini, or his dis

ciples, is comparatively modern; and I have no doubt,

from a cursory examination of many old inscriptions

on pillars, and in caves, which have obligingly been

sent to me from all parts of India, that the Ndgari and

Ethiopian letters had at first a similar form. It has

long been my opinion, that the Abyjsmians of the Ara

bian stock, having no symbols of their own to represent

articulate sounds, borrowed those of the black Pagans,

whom the Greeks call Troglodytes, from their primeval

habitations in natural caverns, or in mountains exca

vated by their own labour. They were probably the

first inhabitants of Africa, where they became in time

the builders of magnificent cities, the founders of se

minaries for the advancement of science and philo

sophy, and the inventors (if they were not rather the

importers) of symbolical characters. I believe, on the

whole, that the Etbiops of Meroe were the fame people

with the first Egyptians, and consequently, as it might

easily be shown, with the original Hindus. To the ar

dent and intrepid Mr. Bruce, whose travels are, to

my taste, uniformly agreeable and fatisfactory, though

he thinks very differently from me on the language and •

genius of the Arabs, we are indebted for more impor

tant, and, I believe, more accurate information con-

1 cerning
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cerning the nations established near the Nile, from its

fountains to its mouths, than ail Europe united could

before have supplied; but since he has not been at

the pains to compare the seven languages, of which he

has exhibited a specimen, and since I have not leisure

to make the comparison, I must be fatisfied with ob

serving, on his authority, that the dialects of the Ga-

fots and the Gallas, the Agows of both races, and the

Falajhas, who must originally have used a Chaldean

idiom, were never preserved in writing, and the Am-

harick only in modern times: they must, therefore,

have been for ages in fluctuation, and can lead, per

haps, to no certain conclusion as to the origin of the

several tribes who anciently spoke them. It is very

remarkable, as Mr. Bruce and Mr. Bryant have

proved, that the Greeks gave the appellation of Indians

both to the southern nations of A/rick, and to the peo

ple among whom we now live: nor is it less observa

ble, that, according to Ephorus, quoted by Strabo,

they called all the southern nations in the world Ethio

pians, thus using Indian and Ethiop as convertible

terms: but we must leave the Gymnosophists of Ethio

pia, who seemed to have professed the doctrines of

Buddha, and enter the great Indian Ocean, of which

their Asiatick and African brethren were probably the

first navigators.

On the iflands near Temen, we have little to re-

mark: they appear now to be peopled chiefly by Mo

hammedans, and afford no marks of discrimination,

with which I am acquainted, either in language or

manners: but I cannot bid farewell to the coast of Ara-

bia, without assuring you, that, whatever may be faid

of Ommdn, and the Scythian colonies, who, it is imagin

ed, was formerly settled there, I have met with no

trace, in the maritime part of Yemen, from Aden to

Majkat, of any nation who were not either Arabs or

AbyJJinian invaders.

Between
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Between that country and Iran are some iflands,

which, from their insignificance in our present in

quiry, may here be neglected: and as to the Curds,

or other independent races, who inhabit the branches

of Taurus, or the banks of Euphrates and Tigris, they

have, I believe, no written language, nor any certain

memorials of their origin. 1 1 has, indeed, been assert

ed by travellers, that a race of wanderers in Diyabecr,

yet speak the Chaldaick of our Scripture; and the ram

bling Turcmdns have retained, I imagine, some traces

of their Tartarian idioms: but since no vestige ap

pears, from the gulph of Persia to the rivers Cur and

Aras, of any people distinct from the Arabs, Persians,

or Tartars, we may conclude, that no such people

exists in the Iranian mountains, and return to those

which separate Iran from India. The principal inha

bitants of the mountains called Parsici, where they

run towards the west, Parveti, from a known Sanscrit

word, where they turn in an eastern direction, and

Parofamisus, where they join Imaus in the north, were

anciently distinguished among the Brahmans by the

name of Derados, but seem to have been destroyed, or

expelled, by the numerous tribes of Afghans, or Pa-

tans, among whom are the Balojas, who give their

name to a mountainous district: and there is very so

lid ground for believing that the Afghans descended

from the Jews ; because they sometimes, in confidence,

avow that unpopular origin, which, in general, they

seduloufly conceal, and which other Muselmans po

sitively assert; because Hazaret, which appears to be

the Afaretb of Esdras, is one of their territories; and,

principally, because their language is evidently a dia

lect of the scriptural Chaldaick,

We come now to the river Sindbu, and the country

named from it. Near its mouths we find a district call

ed, by Nearchus, in his journal, Sangada; which M.

D'Anville justly supposes to be the feat of the San-

ganians, a barbarous and piratical nation mentioned
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by modern travellers, and well known at present by

our countrymen in the West of India. Mr. Malet,

now resident at Puna, on the part of the British govern

ment, procured, at my request, the Sanganian letters,

,which are a sort of Nagari, and a specimen of their

language, which is apparently derived, like other In

dian dialects, from the Sanscrit: nor can I doubt,

from the descriptions which I have received of their

persons and manners, that they are Paweras, as the

Brahmans call them, or outcast Hindus, immemori-

ally separated from the rest of the nation. It seems

agreed, that the singular people called Egyptians, and,

by corruption, Gypsies, passed the Mediterranean imme

diately from Egypt; and their motley language, of

which Mr. Grellman exhibits a copious vocabu

lary, contains so many Sanscrit wards, that their In

dian origin can hardly be doubted. The authenticity

of that vocabulary seems established by a multitude of

Gypsy words, as angar, charcoal ; cashth, wood ; par, a

bank; bhu, earth; and a hundred more, for which the

collector of them could find no parallel in the vulgar

dialect of Hindustan, though we know them to be pure

Sanscrit, scarce changed in a single letter. A very in

genious friend, to whom this remarkable fact was

imparted, suggested to me, that those very words

might have been taken from old Egyptian; and that the

Gypsies were Troglodytes from the rocks near Thebes,

where a race of banditti still resemble them in their

habits and features: but, as we have no other evi

dence of so strong an affinity between the popular dia

lects of old Egypt and India, it seems more probable,

that the Gypsies, whom the Italians call Zingaros, and

Zinganos, were no other than Zinganians, as M. D'An-

viLLEalso writes the word, who might, in some pira

tical expedition, have landed on the coast of Arabia,

or Africa, whence they might have rambled to Egypt,

and at length have migrated, or been driven into

Europe. To the kindness of Mr. Malet I am also

indebted for an account of the Boras; a remarkable

race
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race of men, inhabiting chiefly the cities of Gujaratt

who, though Muselmans in religion, are Jews in fea

tures, genius, and manners: they form in all places a

distinct fraternity, and are every where noted for ad

dress in bargaining, for minute thrift, and constant at

tention to lucre, but profess total ignorance of their

origin: though it seems probable, that they came first

with their brethren,- the Afghans, to the borders of In

dia, where they learned in time to prefer a gainful and

secure occupation in populous towns, to the perpe

tual wars, and laborious exertions, on the mountains.

As to the Moplas in the western parts of the Indian

empire, I have seen their books in Arabick, and am

persuaded that, like the people called Malays, they

descended from Arabian traders and mariners after the

age of MuHAMMEir.

On the continent of India, between the river Vipd*

fa, or Hyphafis, to the west, the mountains of Tripura

and Cdmarupa to the east, and Himalaya to the north,

we find many races of wild people, with more or less

of that pristine ferocity, which induced their ances

tors to secede from the civilized inhabitants of the

plains and valleys: in the most ancient Sanscrit books,

they are called Sacas, Cirdtas, Colas, Puiindas, Barba

ras, and are all known to Europeans, though not all by

their true names: but many Hindu pilgrims, who have

travelled through their haunts, have fully described

them to me; and I have found reasons for believing,

that they sprang from the old Indian stem; though

some of them were soon intermixed with the first ram-'

biers from Tartary, whose language seems to have

been the basis of that now spoken by the Moguls,

We come back to the Indian Iflands, and hasten to

those which lie to the south-east of Sildn, or Taprobane ;

for Sildn itself, as we know from the languages, letters,

religion, and old monuments, of its various inhabi

tants, was peopled beyond time of memory by the

Hindu
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-Rindu race, and formerly, perhaps, extended much

farther to the west, and to the south, so as to include

Land, or the equinoctial point of the Indian astro

nomers : nor can we reasonably doubt, that the fame

enterprising family planted colonies in the other ifles

of the fame ocean, from the Malayadwipas, which take

their name from the mountain of Malaya, to the Mo

luccas, or Mallicds, and probably far beyond them.

Captain Forrest assured me, that he found the ifle

of Bali (a great name in the historical poems of India)

chiesly peopled by Hindus, who worshipped the fame

idols which he had seen in this province; and that of

Madhura must have been so denominated, like the

well-known territory in the western peninsula, by a

nation who understood Sanscrit. We need not be

surprised that M. D'Anville was nnable to assign a

reason why the Jabadios, or Tavadwipa, of Ptolemy,

was rendered in the old Latin version the isie of Bar-

Icy; but we must admire the inquisitive spirit and pa

tient labour of the Greeks and Romans, whom nothing

observable seems to have escaped. Tava means barley

in Sanscrit ; and though that word, or its regular de

rivative, be now applied solely to Java, yet the great

French geographer adduces very strong reasons for be

lieving, that the ancients applied it to Sumatra. In

whatever way the name of the last-mentioned ifland

may be written by Europeans, it is clearly an Indian

word, implying abundance or excellence ; but we cannot

help wondering, that neither the natives of it, nor the

best informed of our Pandits, know it by any such ap

pellation; especially as it still exhibits visible traces

of a primeval connection with India. From the very

accurate and interesting account of it, by a learned

and ingenious member of our own body, we discover,

without any recourse to etymological conjecture, that

multitudes of pure Sanscrit words occur in the princi

pal dialects of the Sumatrans ; that, among their laws,

two positive rules concerningywrf/w and interest, ap

pear
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pear to be taken, word for word, from the Indian legis

lators Na'red and Ha'rita; and, what is yet more

observable, that the system of letters used by the

people of Rejang and Lampun, has the fame artisicial

order with the Devanagari ; but in every series one

letter is omitted, because it is never found in the lan

guages of those islanders. If Mr. Marsden has

proved (as he sirmly believes, and as we, from our

knowledge of his accuracy, may fairly presume) that

clear vestiges of one ancient language are discernible

in all the insular dialects of the southern seas from

Madagascar to the Philippines, and even to the remot

est islands lately discovered, we may infer from the spe

cimens in his account of Sumatra, that the parent of

them all was no other than the Sanscrit: and with

this observation, .having nothing of consequence to

add on the Chinese isles, or on those of Japan, I leave .

the farthest eastern verge of this continent, and turn

to the countries now under the government of China,

between the northern limits of India, and the exten

sive domain of those Tartars who are still indepen

dent.

That the people of Potyid, or Tibet, were Hindus,

who engrafted the heresies of Buddha on their old

mythological religion, we know from the researches of

Cassiano, who long had resided among them; and

whose disquisitions on their language and letters, their

tenets, and forms of worship, are inserted by Giorgi

in his curious but prolix compilation, which I have

had the patience to read from the sirst to the last of

nine hundred rugged pages. Their characters are ap

parently Indian; but their language has now the dis

advantage of being written with more letters than are

ever pronounced; for, although it was anciently San

scrit, and polysyllabick, it seems at present, from the

influence of Chinese manners, to consist of monosylla

bles, to form which, with some regard to grammatical

derivation,
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derivation, it has become necessary to suppress, in

common discourse, many letters which we fee in their

books; and thus we are enabled to trace in their writ

ing, a number of Sanscrit words and phrases, which

in their spoken dialect are quite undistinguishable.

The two engravings in Giorgi's book, from sketches

by a Tibetian painter, exhibit a system of Egyptian and

Indian mythology; and a complete explanation of

them would have done the learned author more credit

than his fanciful etymologies, which are always ridi

culous, and often grossly erroneous.

The 'Tartars having been wholly unlettered, as they

freely confess, before their conversion to the religion

of Arabia, we cannot but suspect that the natives of

Eigbur, Tancut, and Khata, who had systems of letters,

and are even faid to have cultivated liberal arts, were

not of the Tartarian, but of the Indian family; and I

apply the fame remark to the nation whom we call

Barmas, but who are known to the Pandits by the

names of Bramacbinas, and seem to have been the

Bracbmani of Ptolemy : they were probably rambling

Hindus, who, descending from the northern parts of

the eastern peninsula, carried with them the letters

now used in Ava, which are no more than a round

Ndgari derived from the square characters, in which

the Bali, or facred language, of Buddha's priests in

that country, was anciently written; a language, by

the way, very nearly allied to the Sanscrit, if we can

depend on the testimony of M. De la Loubere; who,

though always an acute observer, and, in general,

a faithful reporter of facts, is charged, by Carpanius,

with having mistaken the Barma for the Pali letters;

and when, on his authority, I spoke of the Bali writ

ing to a young chief of Aracan, who read with facility

the books of the Barmas, he corrected me with polite

ness, and assured me, that the Pali language was writ

ten by the priests in a much older character.

Let
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Let us now return eastward, to the farthest AJiatick

dominions of Ruffia, and rounding them on the north

east, pass directly to the Hyperboreans, who, from all

that can be learned of their old religion and manners,

appear like the Maffiagetœ, and some other nations

usually considered as tartars, to have been really of

the Gotbick, that is, of the Hindu race: for I consident

ly assume, that the Goths and Hindus had originally the

fame language, gave the fame appellations to the stars

and planets, adored the fame false deities, performed

the fame bloody facrisices, and professed the fame no

tions of rewards and punishments after death. I would

not insist, with M. Bailly, that the people of Finland

were Goths, merely because they have the wordJhip in

their language, while the rest of it appears wholly dis

tinct from any of the Gothick idioms. The publishers

of the Lord's prayer in many languages, represent the

Finnijh and Lapponian as nearly alike, and the Hunga

rian as totally different from them; but this must be

an error, if it be true that a Ruffian author has lately

traced the Hungarian from its primitive feat, between

the Caspian and the Euxine, as far as Lapland itself;

and since the Huns were confessedly Tartars, we may

conclude, that all the northern languages, except the

Gotbick, had a Tartarian origin, like that univerfally

ascribed to the various branches of Sclavonian.

On the Armenian, which I never studied, because I

could not hear of any original compositions in it, I

can offer nothing decisive; but am convinced, from

the best information procurable in Bengal, that its basis

was ancient Perfian, of the fame Indian stock with the

Zend, and that it has been gradually changed since

the time when Armenia ceased to be a province of

Iran. The letters in which it now appears, are allowed

to be comparatively modern; and though the learned

editor of the tract, by Carpanius, on the literature

of Ava, compares them with the Pali characters, yet,

if they be not, as I should rather imagine• derived

from
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from the Pahlavi, they are probably an invention of

some learned Armenian in the middle oF the fifth cen

tury. Moses of Kboren, than whom no man was

more able to elucidate the subject, has inserted in his

historical work, a disquisition on the language of Ar

menia, from which we might collect some curious in

formation, if the present occasion required it; but to

all the races of men who inhabit the branches of Cau

casus, and the northern limits of Iran, I apply the re

mark, before announced generally, that ferocious and

hardy tribes, who retire, for the fake of liberty, to

mountainous regions, and form by degrees a separate

nation, must also form, in the end, a separate lan

guage, by agreeing on new words to express new

ideas; provided that the language which they carried

with them, was not fixed by writing, and sufficiently

copious. The Armenian damsels are faid, by Strabo,

to have facrificed in the temple of the goddess Anai-

tis, whom we know, from other authorities, to be

the Na'hi'd, or Venus, of the old Persians ; and it is

for many reasons highly probable, that one and the

fame religion prevailed through the whole empire of

Cyrus.

Having travelled round the continent, and among

the iflands, of Asia, we come again to the coast of the

Mediterranean ; and the principal nations of antiquity,

who first demand our attention, are the Greeks and

Phrygians, who, though differing somewhat in man

ners, and perhaps in dialect, had an apparent affinity

in religion, as well as in language. The Dorian, Ionian

and Eolian families having emigrated from Europe, to

which it is univerfally agreed that they first passed

from Egypt, I can add nothing to what has been ad

vanced concerning them in former discourses; and

no. written monuments of old Phrygia being extant,

I (hall only observe, on the authority os the Greeks,

that the grand object of mysterious worship in that

country, was the Mother of the Gods, or Nature per-

. . sonified,
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sonified, as we- fee her among the Indians in a thou

fand forms, and under a thoufand names. She was

called, in the Phrygian dialect, Ma', and represented

in a car drawn by lions, with a drum in her hand, and

a towered coronet on her head. Her mysteries (which

seem to be alluded to in the Mofaick law) are solem

nized, at the autumnal equinox, in these provinces,

where she is named, in one of her characters, Ma'; is

adored in all of them, as the Great Mother; is sigured

sitting on a lion, and appears in some of her temples

with a diadem, or mitre of turrets. A drum is called

dindima both in Sanscrit and Phrygian; and the title

of Dindymene seems rather derived from that word

than from the name of a mountain. The Diana of

Ephe/us was manifestly the fame goddess in the charac

ter of productive Nature: and the Astarte of the

Syrians and Phenicians (to whom we now return) was,

I doubt not, the fame in another form. I may, on the

whole, assure you, that the learned works of Selden

and Jablonski, on the Gods of Syria and Egypt,

would receive more illustration from the little Sanscrit

book entitled Chand), than from all the fragments of

oriental mythology that are dispersed in the whole

compass of Grecian, Roman, and Hebrew literature:

We are told that the Phenicians, like the Hindus, ador

ed the Sun, and asserted water to be the first of created

things: nor can we doubt that Syria, Samaria, and

Phenice, or the long strip of land on the shore of the

Mediterranean, were anciently peopled by a branch

of the Indian stock, but were afterwards inhabited by

that race, which, for the present, we call Arabian :

In all three, the oldest religion was the Assyrian, as it

is called by Selden; and the Samaritan letters appear

to have been the fame at first with those of Phenice;

but the Syriack language, of which ample remains

are preserved, and the Punick, of which we have a

clear specimen in Plautus, and on monuments late

ly brought to light, were indisputably of a Chaldaick

or Arabick origin.

The
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The seat of the first Phenicians having extended to

Idume, with which we began, we have now completed

the circuit of Asia: but we must not pass over in

silence, a most extraordinary people, who escaped the

attention (as Barrow observes more than once) of the

diligent and inquisitive Herodotus: I mean the peo

ple of Judea, whose language demonstrates their affi

nity with the Arabs; but whose manners, literature,

and history, are wonderfully distinguished from the

rest of mankind. Barrow loads them with the se

vere, but just, epithets of malignant, unsocial, obsti

nate, distrustful, sordid, changeable, turbulent; and

describes them as furioufly zealous in succouring

their own countrymen, but implacably hostile to other

nations: yet, with all the sottish perverseness, the stu

pid arrogance, and the brutal atrocity, of their charac

ter, they had the peculiar merit among all races of

men under heaven, of preserving a rational and pure

system of devotion, in the midst of wild polytheism,

inhuman or obscene rites, and a'dark labyrinth of er

rors, produced by ignorance, and supported by inte

rested fraud. / Theological inquiries are no part of ^

my present subject; but I cannot refrain from adding,

that the collection os tracts, which we call, from their

excellence, the Scriptures, contain, independently of a

divine origin, more true sublimity, more exquisite

beauty, purer morality, more important history, and

finer strains both of poetry and eloquence, than could

be collected within the fame compass, from all other

books that were ever composed in any age, or in any

idiom. The two parts of which the Scriptures con

sist, are connected by a chain of compositions, which

bear no resemblance, in form or style, to any that can

be produced from the ft ores of Grecian, Indian, Persian, j

or even Arabian, learning. The antiquity of those

compositions no man doubts; and the unstrained ap

plication of them to events long subsequent to their

publication, is a solid ground of belief, that they were

genuine predictions, and consequently inspired; but,""

if
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if any thing be the absolute exclusive property of

each individual, it is his belief; and I hope I should

be one of the last men living, who could harbour a

thought of obtruding my own belief on the free minds

of others. I mean only to assume, what, I trust, will

be readily conceded, that the first Hebrew historian

must be entitled, merely as such, to an equal degree

of credit, in his account of all civil tranfactions, with

any other historian of antiquity. How far that most

ancient writer confirms the result of our inquiries

into the genealogy of nations, I propose to show at

our next anniverfary meeting; when, after an ap

proach to demonstration, in the strict method of the

old analysis, I shall resume the whole argument con

cisely and synthetically; and shall then have condens

ed in seven discourses, a mass of evidence, which, if

brevity had not been my object, might have been ex

panded into seven large volumes, with no other trou

ble than that of holding the pen : but (to borrow a

turn of expression from one of our poets) " for what

I have produced, I claim only your indulgence; it

" is for what I have suppressed that I am entitled to

w your thanks."

OBSERVATIONS
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II.

OBSERVATIONS ON THE

INHABITANTS ofthe GARROW HILLS,

Made during a public Deputation in the Tears 1788 and 1789 ;

By JOHN ELIOT, Esq.

TN the month of September, 1788, I was deputed by

Government, to investigate the duties collected on

the Garrow Hills, which bound the north-eastern parts

of Bengal; and, to conciliate the good-will of the

people, who had hitherto known no intercourse with

Europeans, some scarlet cloth was given me by Go

vernment to be distributed to them.

The mountaineers who inhabit different parts of

India, have been generally considered favages, equal

ly unrestrained by law and morality, and watchful to

take* every opportunity of committing depredations

on the low country, pillaging the inhabitants, and de->

stroying their villages, whenever they could do so

with impunity. At Boglepore, however, it has been

proved, that the hill-people, by good treatment and

encouragement, may be in a great degree civilized,

and rendered at least peaceable and inoffensive, if not

serviceable. My observation of the character and the

conduct ofthe Garrows, has induced me to believe the

fame good consequences may be expected from en

couraging them; but I propose to relate in plain lan^

guage, what I experienced on my visit to them, and

leave others to form their own judgment; and, as I

am the first European who has travelled among them,

I shall also add a few observations on the country,

and on what attracted my notice as being in any re

spect peculiar.

Vol. III. C, On
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On drawing near the hills, you have a beautiful

sight of three ranges of mountains, rising one above

another; but, on nearer approach, they vanish, except

the Gonafsers, the lower range, in appearance insigni

sicantly small. The verdure and rich land, however,

fully recompense the loss; and, turn your eye which

way you will, you fee something to cheer the mind,

and raise the fancy, in the numerous small villages

round about, protected from the heat by a variety of

trees interspersed.

The sirst pass I went to was Ghofegong, situated on

the west side of the Natie river. Here a great num

ber of Garrows reside at the foot of the pass in three

villages, Ghofegong, Ghonie, and Borack. The head

people of the villages are called Booneahs, a name used

by the head Rajas in Bengal, when the king resided at

Gour. Whence they derived this name I could not

learn; and many other things, which might lead to

discoveries, escaped my knowledge from the want of a

good interpreter.

Oodassey Booneah is looked on as the head man

of this pass at present, having most influence with his

sect; but the rightful chief is Momee, a woman; and

her power being, by established ufage, transferrable by

marriage to her husband, he ought, in consequence, to

preside; but, from his being a young and silly man,

the chieffhip is usurped by Oodassey, and his usur

pation is submitted to by Momee and her husband.

Oodassey, however, is by no means a violent or artful

man. He is far from possessing a bad disposition; is a

mild man; and, by all accounts, takes great pains to do

justice, and keep up unanimity with his people.

The village of Ghofegong is surrounded by a little jun

gle. On passing it, the village is opened to your

sight, consisting of Chaungs, or houses, from about thir

ty to 150 feet long, and twenty or forty broad.

2 The
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The Narrows are called, by the villagess, and up

per hill people, Counch Garrows ; though they them

selves, if you ask them of what cast they are, will an

swer, Garrows, and not give themselves any appellation

of cast; though there are many casts of Garrows, but

with what differences I had not time to ascertain.

The soil is of a fine black earth, here and there

intermixed with spots of red earth : its richness is

plainly seen from the quickness of vegetation. The

rice is in many places equal to the Benares long rice.

The mustard-feed is twice as big as any produced in

the pergunnahs of Bengal, where I have been j and the

oil it produces is as superior to, as the size of its

grain is greater than, any other. The hemp is equal

ly good; but, as to its superiority to what may be pro

duced in other pergunnahs, I am unable to speak with

certainty: as far as I can judge from my own observ

ation, the sort brought to the Calcutta market, is not

equal to what is produced on the borders of the hills*

The pasture for cattle may be classed next in quality

to that of Plajfy plain; and this I infer from its being

generally known, that the Sbeerpoor and Sujung ghee is

nearly as good as that made at Plajfy.

There are rivers at the several passes. Those of

note are the Natie, Mahareefee, Summajferry, and Ma-

badeo. On the west side of the Natie is Gbofegong, and

on the east the Suffoor pass. Abrahamabad, or Bygom-

barry, is on the east side of the Mahareefee ; Aughur, on

the east of Summajferry ; and Burradowarrah, on the

west of Mahadeo. These rivers are all of a fandy

and gravelly bottom, with much limestone and iron.

The Mahadeo has abundance of coals, the oil of which

is esteemed in the hills as a medicine for the cure

of cutaneous disorders, and is reputed to have been

first discovered to the hill people and villagers by a

Fakeer. The mode of extracting the oil is simple :

C 2 A <juan
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A quantity of coals are put into an earthern pot, the

mouth of which is (topped with long grafs, by way of

strainer. This pot is put into a large deep pan, per

forated at the bottom, so as to admit of the neck of

the pot being put through it; the pan is supported

upon bricks, to prevent the neck of the pot from

touching the ground, and also that a vessel may be

placed under the strainer, as a reservoir for receiving

the oil as it drops. The pan is silled with dry cow-

dung, which is used as fuel, and extracts the oil in

the course of an hour.

There are but few sorts ofsish in these rivers: turtle

are to be had in great numbers, and are always conse

crated by facrisice before they are eaten. The hill

people are, however, fully recompensed for the loss of

sish in the rivers, by the great abundance they get from

the neighbouring lakes.

A Garrow is a stout, well-shaped man; hardy, and

able to do much work; of a surly look; flat, Casri-

like nose; small eyes, generally blue, or brown; fore

head wrinkled; and overhanging eye-brow; with large

mouth, thick lips, and face round and short: their

colour is of a light or deep brown. Their dress con

sists of a brown girdle, about three inches broad,

having in the .center a blue stripe; it goes round the

waist, is passed between the thighs, and is fastened be

hind, leaving one end, or flap, hanging down before,

about eight inches : sometimes it is ornamented with

brass-plates; with rows of ivory, or a white stone,

shaped like bits of tobacco-pipes, about half an inch

long; the brass-plate is made to resemble a button,

or an apothecary's weight, but more indented: some

have it 'ornamented with little bits of brass, shaped

like a bell. Some wear an ornament on their head,

about three or sive inches broad, decorated in the

fame manner as the flap• serving to keep their hair

off
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off the face, which gives them a wild, sierce appear

ance. Some tie their hair on the crown, in a loose

careless manner, while others crop it close. The

Booneabs, or chiefs, wear a silk turban: to the girdle

they affix a bag, containing their money and pauns ;

and also a net, for holding the utensils with which they

light their pipe, hung near to it by a chain.

The women are the ugliest creatures I ever beheld,

short and squat in their stature, with masculine faces,

in the features of which they differ little from the

men. Their dress consists of a dirty red cloth,

striped with blue orwhite, about sixteen inches broad,

which encircles the waist, and covers about three-

fourths of the thigh. It never reaches to the knee,

and being but just long enough to tie above on the

leftside, part of the left thigh, when they walk, is ex

posed. On their necks they have a string of the or

naments above described, resembling tobacco-pipes,

twisted thirty or forty times round, but negligently,

without any attention to regularity: their breasts are

exposed to view, their only clothing being the girdle

abovementioned : to their ears are affixed numbers of

brass rings, increasing in diameter from three to six

inches: I have seen thirty of those rings in each ear:

a flit is made in the lobes of the ear, which increases

from the weight of the rings, and in time will admit

the large number stated. This weight is, however,

partly supported by a string, which passes over their

heads. A tape, three inches broad, ties their hair, so

as to keep it back from their foreheads, though general

ly it is tied with a string on the crown of the head.

The wives of the Booneahs cover their heads with a

piece of coarse cloth, thirteen or fourteen inches

broad, and two feet long, the end of which, with

their hair, hangs down behind, flowing loose on their

backs. The women work as well as the men, and

I have seen them carry as great burthens. Their

hands,
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hands, even those of the wives of the Boonsabs, bear

evident marks of their laborious occupations.

These people eat all manner of food, even dogs,

frogs, snakes, and the blood of all animals. The last

is baked over a flow fire, in hollow green bamboos,

till it becomes of a nasty dirty green colour. They

are fond of drinking to an excess. Liquor is put into

the mouth of infants almost as soon as they are able

to swallow. They have various sorts of spirits, but

that mostly drank is extracted from rice, soaked in

water for three or four days before use. Their cook

ery is short, as they only just heat their provisions j

excepting rice and guts, the first of which is well boil

ed, and the other stewed till they are black. In^

deed, excepting these, their animal food is eaten al

most raw.

In times of scarcity, many of the hill people subsist

on the Kebul> which in growth is faid to be like the

Palmira; and the interior part of the trunk, when

pounded and steeped in water, is an article of food,

insomuch as to be the common means of sustenance

during a scarcity of grain. When boiled, it is of a,

gelatinous substance, and tastes, when fresh, like a su

gar-cane : those who can afford it, mix rice with it.

They also subsist on the Kutchu, a sort ofyam, sound

in great plenty about the hills. I faw three sorts,

though I could not learn they had any separate name.

One has a number of buds on it, is laid to be a cool

ing medicine, and is eaten boiled or baked. Some

of themT brought with me from the hills, and being

bruised in the basket used in bringing them from the

hills, I cut off the rotten part, which I found to be of

no detriment to their growth, although out of the

ground. At Dacca I gave them to Mr. Richard

Johnson, who, I understand, delivered them to Colo*

pel K.yd, the superintendant of the Company's bota-.
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nical garden, where, I hear, they have produced a

very handsome flower. This plant was cultivated by

/ the Garrows, nearly in the fame manner as we do po

tatoes in England; a bud being broken off to be sown

for a plant. The Garrows fay it yields, after it is dug

out of the ground, and laid by for the ensuing season

of cultivation, (commencing immediately on the break

ing up of the rains,) from three to ten buds. Another

fort of Kutcbu grows at the tops of the hills, and is

found by its sprout, which twists itself round the

trunk and branches of trees. I have seen the sprout

from ten to twenty feet high : the leaves have three

segments, like a vine leaf, but more pointed; of deep,

green, and very small. The root is found from a foot

to two feet and a half below the ground, is in shape

tapering, of a reddish colour, and in length from five

inches to a foot and a half: it is eaten roasted. The

other species grows in the fame manner, but is of a

dirty yellow colour.

The houses of these Garrows, called Chaungs, are

raised on piles, about three or four feet from the

ground, from thirty to 150 feet in length; and in

breadth from ten to forty; and are roofed with thatch.

The props of the Chaung consist of largeJaul timbers :

in the center there are eight, and on the sides from

eight to thirty : over these are placed, horizontally,

large timbers, for a support to the roof, and tied fast,

sometimes with strings; but string is rarely used for

this purpose; the tying- work being mostly done with

flips of grafs or cane. The roof is neatly executed,

and with as much regularity as any of our Bungalow

thatches. When I fay this, however, I speak of the

Chaungs of the Booneahs: I went into few of the

Cbaungs of the lower class. The roof consists of mats

and strong grafs. The sides of the house are made

from the small hollow bamboos, cut open, flatted, and

- woven as the common mats are. The floor is made

in the fame manner, but of a stronger bamboo. The

Chaung
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Chaufig consists of two apartments; one floored, and

raised on piles, as described; and the other without a

floor at one end, for their cattle: at the other end is

an open platform, where the women sit, and work. On

one side also is a small raised platform, usually about

six feet square, inclosed at the sides, and open above :

here the children play. In the center of the Chaung

they cook their victuals, a space of about sive feet

square being covered with earth : on one side a little

trap-door is made in the floor, for the convenience of

the women on certain occasions, which creates much

silth under their Chaungs. Indeed, a great part of their

dirt is thrown under the Chaung; and the only scaven

gers I faw, were their hogs; but, luckily for them,

they have plenty of those animals.

Bugs cover their wearing apparel, of the fame fort

as those which infest beds in England. During my

journey along the hills, I suffered very much from,

them.

The disposition of a Garrow could not be accurate

ly known in the short time I had to observe it; yet my

intercourse with them, which was of the most open

nature, will, I think, allow me to fay something of it.

Their surly looks seem to indicate ill temper; but

this is far from being the cafe, as they are of a mild

disposition. They are, moreover, honest in their

dealings, and sure to perform what they promise.

When in liquor, they are merry to the highest pitch :

then men, women, and children, will dance till they

can scarce stand. Their manner of dancing is as fol

lows : twenty or thirty men of a row standing behind

one another, hold each other by the sides of their

belts, and then go round in a circle, hopping on one

foot, then on the other, singing and keeping time with

their music, which is animating, though harm and in

harmonious,

.
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harmonious, consisting chiefly of tomtoms and brass

pans ; the sirst generally beaten by the old people, and

the last by the children. The women dance in rows,

and hop in the fame manner, but hold their hands out,

lowering one hand, and raising the other, at the fame

time, as the music beats, and occasionally turning

round with great rapidity. The men also exhibit mi

litary exercises with the sword and shield, which they

use with grace, and great activity. Their dancing at

their festivals lasts two or three days, during which time

they drink and feast to an excess, insomuch that it re

quires a day or two afterwards to make them perfect

ly sober again; yet, during this sit of festivity and

drunkenness, they never quarrel.

Marriage is in general settled amongst the parties

themselves, though sometimes by their parents. If it

has been settled by the parties themselves, and the

parents of either refuse their assent, the friends of the

opposite party, and even others unconnected, go, and,

by force, compel the dissenters to comply; it being a

rule among the Garrows, to assist those that want their

help on these occasions, let the disparity of age or

rank be ever so great. If the parents do not accede

to the wish of their child, they are well beaten till they

acquiesce in the marriage, which being done, a day is

sixed for the settlement of the contract, or rather fora

complimentary visit from the bride to the bridegroom,

to settle the day of marriage, and the articles of which

the feast shall consist, as well as the company to be in

vited; and they then make merry for the night. The

invitations on these occasions are made by the head

man of a Chaung sending a paun to the inhabitants of

another Chaung, as they cannot invite one out of a

Chaung without the rest: the man who carries the

paun states the purpose for which it is sent; and the

next day an answer is made, if the invitation be ac

cepted, but not otherwise, as they never wish to give

$ verbal refufal; and, therefore, if nobody returns

.1. _
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the next day, the invitation is understood to be re

fused.

On the nuptial day, the parties invited go to the

bride's house; it being the custom among the Garrows

for the bride to fetch the bridegroom. When the wine,

&c. are ready, and all the company arrived, they be

gin singing and dancing, and now and then take a

merry cup; while a party of the women carry the

bride to the river, wafli her, and, on their return home,

dress her out in her best ornaments; this completed,

it is notified to the company, and the music ceases:

then a party take up the wine, provisions, drums,

pans, and a cock and hen, and carry them to the

bridegroom's house in procession ; the cock and hen

being carried by the priest; after which, the bride fol

lows, with a party of women, walking in the center

till she arrives at the bridegroom's house, where me

and her party seat themselves in one corner of the

Cbaung, near the door: the remaining visitors then

proceed to the bridegroom's house, and the men sit

at the further end of the room, opposite to the women:

the men then again begin singing and dancing; the

bridegroom is called for; but, as he retires to another

Cbaung, some search is made for him, as if he were

missing, and, as soon as they find him, they give a

stout: they then carry him to the river, wash him, re

turn, and dress him in his war dress; which done, the

women carry the bride to her own Cbaung, where she

is put in the center; and notice of this being brought

to the visitors at the bridegroom's house, they take up

the wine, Sec. and prepare to go with the bridegroom,

when his father, mother, and family, cry and howl in

the most lamentable manner, and some force is used to

separate him from them. At last they depart; the .

bride's father leading the way, and the company, fol

lowing one by one, the bridegroom in the center.

On entering the bride's Cbaung, they make a' general

shout,
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shout, and place the bridegroom on the bride's right

hand, and then sing and dance for a time, till the

priest proclaiming silence, all is quiet; and he goes

before the bride and bridegroom, who are seated, and

asks some questions, to which the whole party answer

Nummahy or good*: this continues a few minutes, after

which, the cock and hen being brought, the priest

takes hold of them by the wings, and holds them up to

the company, asking them some questions, to which

they again reply Nummak: some grain is then brought,

and thrown before the cock and hen, who being em

ployed in picking it, the priest takes this opportunity

to strike them on the head with a stick, to appearance

dead; and the whole company, after observing them a

few seconds, call out as before: a knife being then,

brought, the priest cuts the anus of the cock, and

draws out the guts; and the company repeat Nummah ;

after which he performs the fame operation on the hen;

and the company give a fliout, and again call out Num-

tnah. They look on this part of the ceremony as very

ominous; for should any blood be spilt by the first

blow, or the guts break, or any blood come out with

the guts, it would be considered as an unlucky marri

age. The ceremony being over, the bride and bride

groom, drinking, present the bowl to the company,

and then they all feast, and make merry.

I discovered these circumstances of the marriage

ceremony of the Garrows, from being present at the

marriage of Lungree, youngest daughter of the chief

Oodassey, seven years of age, and Buglun, twenty-

three years old, the son of a common Garrow: and I

may here observe, that this marriage, disproportionate

as to age and rank, is a very happy one for Buglun,

as he will succeed to the Booneahjhip and estate; for

among all the Garrows, the youngest daughter is al

ways

* I suspect the wqrd to be Namah, or salutation and reverence. J.

i
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ways heiress; and if there be any other children who

were born before her, they would get nothing on the

death of the Booneah. What is more strange, if Bug-

lun were to die, Lungree would marry one of his

brothers; and if all his brothers were dead, she would

then marry the father: and if the father afterwards

should prove too old, she would put him aside, and

take any one else whom she might chuse.

The dead are kept for four days; burnt on a pile of

wood in a Dingy, or small boat, placed on the top of

the pile ; and the ashes are put into a hole, dug exactly

where the fire was, covered with a small thatch build

ing, and surrounded with a railing. A lamp is burnt

within the building every night, for the space of a

month or more. The wearing apparel of the deceased

is hung on poles, fixed at each corner of the railing,

which, after a certain time, (from six weeks to two

months,) are broken, and then allowed to hang down

wards till they fall to pieces. They burn their dead

within six or eight yards of their Chaungs, and the ce

remony is performed exactly at twelve o'clock at night;

the pile is lighted by the nearest relation : after this

they feast, make merry, dance and sing, and get drunk.

This is, however, the ceremony to a common Garrow.

If it be a person of rank, the pile is decorated with

cloth and flowers, and a bullock facrificed on the oc

casion, and the head of the bullock is also burnt with

the corpse. If it be an upper hill Booneah, of common

rank, the head of one of his flaves would be cut oft,

and burnt with him. And if it happen to be one of the

first rank Booneahs, a large body of his flaves fally out

of the hills, and seize a Hindu, whose head they cut

off, and burn with their chief. The railed graves of

Boonenbs are decorated with images of animals placed

hear the graves, and the railing is often ornamented

with fresh flowers.

Their
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Their religion appears to approximate to that of

the Hindus: they worship Mahade'va: and at Baun-

jauti, a pass in the hills, they worship the sun and

moon. To ascertain which of the two they are to

worship upon any particular occasion, their priest takes

a cup of water, and some wheat: sirst calling the name

of the sun, he drops a grain into the water; if it links,

they are then to worship the fun; should it not link,

they then would drop another grain in the name of the

moon, and so on till one of the grains sink. All reli

gious ceremonies are preceded by a facrisice to their

god, of a bull, goat, hog, cock, or dog : in cases of ill

ness, they offer up a facrisice in proportion to the sup

posed fatality of the distemper with which they are

afflicted; as they imagine medicine will have no effect,

unless the deity interfere in their favour, and that a

facrisice is requisite to procure such interposition.

The facrisice is made before an altar constructed as

follows: two bamboos are erected, stripped of all their

branches and leaves, except at the extremity of the

main stem, which is left: a stick is sixed near the top

of each, to which is tied, at each end, a double string,

reaching to two side bamboos, about two feet out of

the ground, with the tops split, so as to make a kind

of crown : between the strings are placed bits of sticks

of about a foot in height, at the distance of a foot

from each other, or more, in proportion to the height

of the bamboos. The cross sticks thus'form a square

with the perpendicular strings; and in every other

square, cross strings are tied, beginning with the top

square: round the bamboos a space of six or eight feet

square is cleared, and covered with red earth; and in

front, at the distance of about six or more feet, a

square of two feet is cleared, in the center of which a

small pit is dug, and spread over with red earth: at

some distance from the altar, on the side nearest the

hills, two split bamboos are bent into an arch, with
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the ends in the ground, so as to form a covering; tin*

der this a small mound is raised, and a little thatched

building erected over it, open at the sides, under which

some boiled rice is placed. When thus much is pre

pared, the priest approaches the little pit, and the

people assembled stand behind him. He then mutters

something to himself; when the animal intended to

be facrisiced is brought, and the head cut off by the

priest over the pit, some holding the head by a rope,

and others the body; if the head is not taken off at

one blow, it is reckoned unlucky. The blood is col

lected in a pan, carried to the covered arch, with the

head of the animal, and put by the side of the mound.

A lighted lamp is then brought, and put near the ani

mal's head, when the whole company bow to the

ground, and a white cloth is drawn over the arch, it

being supposed their god will then come, and take

what he wants: a sire is also kept burning during the

ceremony between the altar and arch. An hour after,

the covering is taken off, the provisions therein placed,

with the animal, are dressed for the company, and they

make merry.

When a large animal is to be facrisiced, two staves

are put by the side of the pit, so as to place the animal's

neck between them : a bamboo is tied under his neck

to the staves, to prevent his head from falling to the

ground: he is then stretched out by ropes sixed to his

legs, and his head is severed by the strongest man

amongst them.

Their mode of swearing at Ghosegong is very solemn :

the oath is taken upon a stone, which they sirst falute;

then, with their hands joined, and uplifted, their eyes

stedfastly sixed to the hills, they call on Mahade'va

in the most solemn manner, telling him to witness what

they declare, and that he knows whether they speak

true or false. They then again touch the stone with
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all the appearance of the utmost fear, and bow their

heads to it, calling again upon Mahade'va. They

also, during their relation, look stedfastly to the hills,

and keep their right hand on the stone. When the

first person swore before me, the awe and reverence

with which the man swore, forcibly struck me; my

Moherrir could hardly write, so much was he affected

by the solemnity. In some of the hills they put a ti

ger's bone between their teeth, before they relate the

subject to be deposed: others take earth in their hand;

and, on some occasions, they swear with their weapons

in their hands. I understand their general belief to

be, that their god resides in the hills; and, though

this belief may seem inconsistent with an awful idea of

the divinity, these people appeared to stand in the ut

most awe of their deity, from their fear os his punish

ing them for any misconduct in their frequent excur

sions to the hills.

Their punishments consist mostly in fines. The Boo-

tieahs decide on all complaints, except adultery, mur

der, and robbery, which are tried by a general assem

bly of the neighbouring chiefs, and are punished with

instant death. As the money collected by fines was

appropriated to feasting and drunkenness, I wished to

see if I could induce them to give over this mode of

punishing; but they told me plainly, they would not

allow me to interfere; yet, as I had been very kind to

them, when a man was to be punished with death, they

would let me know.

When any thing particular is to be settled, they

all assemble in their war-dress, which consists of a

blue cloth, (covering part of the back, and tied at the

breast, where the four corners are made to meet,) a

shield, and a sword: they sit in a circle, the sword be

ing fixed in the ground before them. Their resolu

tions are put into immediate execution, if they relate to

war;
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war; if to other matters, they feast, sing, dance, and

get drunk.

Their chiefs debate the subject of deliberation; and

their wives, on these occasions, have as much autho

rity as the chiefs. This I had an opportunity of see

ing, when I settled the revenue they had to pay, hav

ing told them, they would be well protected from any

oppression while under me; and that no more should

be taken from them, than was finally fettled. Some of

the chiefs wished to pay an adequate sum, when

Momee, wife to the principal chief, rose, and spoke,

for some minutes, after which she asked me if I de

clared the truth to them, and on my replying in the

affirmative, they agreed to the revenue I demanded.

Su jani, wife of another chief, then came to me, and

told me, I had heard what she suffered from the op

pression of the Zemindars, and begged, with tears in

her eyes, that I would get justice done to her. I

made a particular enquiry into her complaint, and

made the Darogah of the pass restore her cattle : and

so much confidence had they at last in me, that they

requested I would make a fair division of their lands,,

which they would never suffer the Zemindar ox his peo

ple to do.

Their mode of settling their proportions of pay

ments, &c. is by sticks: each of the inferior Gar-

rows places as many sticks in a pan as he can give of

the article required: the whole are then counted, and

the deficiencies made up by the Booneahs. All their

accounts also are kept by sticks, as well as their agree

ments.

I have before faid, on occasions of illness, a facri

fice is made to the deity. I endeavoured to find out

what medicines they use, but I cannot fay I have

been successful in this material point; I imagine,

however3
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however, they must have some valuable plants, from

the many great cures that appear to have been effect

ed in wounds. The neem leaf seems to be much used

in inflammations, and blue vitriol is applied to fresh

wounds: this last medicine appears to have been in

troduced by the natives of Bengal. Charms and spells

are common among the Garrows. The tiger's nose,

strung round a woman's neck, is considered as a great

preservative in child-birth ; they aver it keeps off

giddiness, and other disorders consequent on this

event. A woman, for nearly a month before her time,

is not permitted to stir out of her Chaung: six days

after delivery, she and her child are carried to the

river, and bathed.

The skin of the snake, called the Burrawar, is

esteemed a cure for external pains, when applied to

the parts affected.

Inoculation is common among the Garrows; but this

appears to have been only of late years, and was in

troduced among them by Joynarain, Zemindar of

Sheerpour, through the interference and recommenda

tion of some of the hill traders, who having been in

the hills at a time when the Garrows were afflicted

with this fatal disorder, and dying without being able

to assist themselves, persuaded the chiefs to fend a de

putation to the Zemindar, and he sent them his family

doctor, who is represented to have been very capable,

and, by his skill, introduced inoculation among the

Garrows ; and this induced them to provide themselves

yearly with an inoculator, whom they reward in the

most liberal manner, and take as much care of, while

he resides among them, as if he were their father.

The inoculator is obliged to obtain from the Zemindar,

a Junnud, permitting him to go into the hills, and for

which he pays a very handsome fee; but the Zenrin-

Vol. III. D dar
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ddr is very cautious whom he permits to go into the

hills to officiate on these occasions.

Among the Garrows, a madness exists, which they

call transformation into a tiger, from the person who

is afflicted with this malady walking about like that

animal, shunning all society. It is faid, that, on their

being, first seized with this complaint, they tear their

hair, and rings from their ears, with such force as to

break the lobe. It is supposed to be occasioned by a

medicine applied to the forehead: but I endeavoured

to procure some of the medicine thus used, without

effect: I imagine it rather to be created by frequent

intoxications, as the malady goes off in the course of

a week or a fortnight: during the time the person is

in this state, it is with the utmost difficulty he is made

to eat or drink. I questioned a man, who had thus

been afflicted, as to the manner of his being seized,

and he told me he only felt a giddiness without any

pain, and that afterwards he did not know what hap

pened to him.

The language of the Garrows is a little mixed with

the Bengali: a few words of it I annex. I had made

a tolerable collection for a vocabulary, but unfortu

nately I lost it, by one of my boats sinking in the

Bethamfooter.

ring,bo.

cha,such.

ha,boo,ah.

su,suck.

den,juck.

ma.juck-

To drink,

eat,

bathe,

waft,

fight,

wound

come,
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come, raiba,suck.

g°, ree.

call, gum,ma.

fleep, see,suck.

run, ca,tan,juck.

bring, rap,pa.

sit, a,jen,juck.

a man, mun,die.

a woman, mee,che,da,rung.

a child, dooee.

head, see,kook.

face, moojkam.

nose, ging-

mouth, chu,chul.

eye, mok,roon.

ear, ner,chil.

hair, ke,nil.

hand, jauck.

finger, jauck,see.

back, bick,ma.

foot, ja,chuck.

fire, waul.

water, chce.

house, nuck.

tree, ber.

rice, my,run«

cotton, caule.

hog, wauck.

cow, ma,shu.

D 2 wine.
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wine,

salt, -

cloth,

dog,

plenty,

good,

sword,

shield,

grass,

pa,ta,ka.

soom.

ba,ra

aa,chuck.

gun,mauck.

num,mah.

dig,ree.

too,pee.

cau,pun.

At the foot of the hills reside a cast os people called

Hajins ; their customs nearly resemble the Garrows: in

religious matters they partake more of the Hindus, as

they will not kill a cow. Their habitations are built

like the houses of the ryotts in general, but are better

made, inclosed with a court-yard, kept remarkably

neat and clean; the railing made of bamboos split,

flatted, and joined together. The streets of their vil

lages equal the neatness of their houses. The men

are of a dark complexion, well made, and stout: their

face nearly resembles the Garrow, though rather of a

milder look : their dress is the fame as that of the

head peafants in Bengal, consisting of a Dootee, Egpau-

tah, and Pugree, or waist-cloth, mantle, and turband.

The women are remarkably neat and clean : their

dress consists of one cloth, made to go near twice

round the body, and to hang in folds down to the

ankle, covers their breasts, and pastes under their

arms, and the ends are tucked, in as the waist-cloth

of the natives of Bengal: their hair is tied on the

crown; and they have ear-rings in the fame manner as

the Garrow women, but no neck ornament.

This
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This is the sum of the observations which my short

stay with the inhabitants of the Garrow Hills enabled

me to make on their manners and customs. I have

written separately, an account of my journey at the

foot of the hills to the different pasles where their

trade is carried on, from which some further inform

ation may be derived of their conduct and character:

but I am conscious that my remarks describe them

but imperfectly; and found my only hope of their

proving acceptable, on the people to whom they re

late having hitherto been wholly unnoticed: they

may also perhaps lead to more accurate inquiries here

after.

TO
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TO THE PRESIDENT.

Dear Sir*

I Now have the pleasure to inclose

a copy, written with a stylus on stye palmyra-leaves,

of the engraving on copperrplates preserved in the

great Pagoda of Conjevaram. The language is the De-

vavant; and the character, Devanagarl. Two persons

only at this place can read and expound them. They

contain an account of the division of lands, &c. in;

this country. Thus have I taken the liberty to trou-;

ble you with matters, which may, or may not, prove

of consequence: they who are able to judge of them

must determine. Should any good arise from these

communications, my merit will be only that of the

slave who digs from a mine the rough diamond, which

others, of superior skill and capacity, cut and polish,

into its full lustre and value.

I am, dear Sir,

Your most obedient humble servant,

Conjevaram, ALEXANDER MACLEQD,

April 7, 1791.
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III.

A ROYAL GRANT OF LAND

IN CARNATA;

COMMUNICATED by ALEXANDER MACLEOD, Esoi

And translated from the Sanscrit by the President.

Prosperity attend you!

Adoration to Gane'sa!

STAN Z A S.

i. A DORED be the God Sambhu, on whom the

** city of the three worlds rested in the begin

ning as on its main pillar, and whose lofty head is

adorned with a crescent, that kisses it, resembling the

point of a waving Chamara!

NOTE.

The comparison is taken from the image of an Indian Prince, fanned

by an officer, who stands behind him, with the tail of a Chamara, er wild

cow, the hairs of which are exquisitely fine, and of a pale yellow tint.

Sambhu is Maha'beva.

2. May the tusk of that boar, whose form was as

sumed in sport by Heri, when the raised earth was

his gorgeous umbrella with Hemadri, (or the Golden

Mountain,) for the ornament of its top, be a staff to

keep you secure !

NOTE.

Vishnu, in his third incarnation, is allegorically represented as a

boar, the symbol of strength, supporting our globe on his tusk, which

is here compared to the staff of a Ch'hatra, or Indian umbrella. The

Ch'hatras of rich men have an ornament of gold on their summits, called

a Calafa, to which the royal bard, who wrote the grant, compares the

mountain Sume'ru, or the North Pole.

3. May the luminous body of that god, who,

though formed like an elephant, was born of Pa'rva-

T*.

\
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ti\ and is revered even by Heri, propitiously dispel

the gloom of misfortune!

NO TE.

The bodies of the Hindu gods are supposed to be an ethereal sub

stance resembling light; and Gane'sa, or the Divine Wisdom personi

sied, is represented with the head of an elephant: his mother was the

daughter of the mountain Himalaya. This couplet is in the style called

yamaca, where some of the words have different meanings ; but are appli

cable, in all of them, to the rest of the sentence: ihus Agajd, oc mountain-

born, may signisy the goddess Pa'rvat i' ; but it also means not a female

elephant; and Heri, or Vishnu, maybe translated a lion, of which

elephants are the natural prey.

4»N There is a luminary, which rose, like fresh but

ter, from the ocean of milk churned by the gods, and

scattered the gloom from around it.

NO TE.

Aster the usual stanzas, called mangala, or auspicious, we are presented

with the pedigree of the donor, beginning with the Moon, who, in the

cond incarnation of V i s h n u, was produced from the sea of milk. A com

parison of the moon lo butter, must seem ridiculous to Europeans ; but they

ihould consider, that every thing which the cow produces, is held sacred

by the Hindus; and the simile is consistent with the allegory of a milky ocean

churned by the deities.

5. The offspring of that luminary was Budha, or

the Wife, with reason so named, from his unequalled

acts of devotion, and eminent virtues. The son of

Budha was Puru'ravas, by the force of whose arm

the lives of his foes were destroyed. His son was

A'yus: his, Nahusha: his, the hero Yaya'ti, famed

through the world in battle : and from him, by his

happy consort, De'vaya'ni', came Tu'rvasu, equal

to a god.

NOTE.

This pedigree is conformable to the Puranas. Budha was probably

an old philosopher and legiflator, highly revered, while he lived, and

supposed, after his death, to preside over the planet Mercury ; while

his father (if that be not an astronomical fable) was conceived to be regent

of the Moon: he gives his name, like the Woden of the north, to the

fourth day of the week. The original epithet of the last king, named in

this verse, is Vajunibha, or equal to aVafu; but the jingle of syllables,

which the Indian poet meant as a beauty, is avoided in the tran station.

A Vafu is one of the eight divinities, who form a gona, or assemblage, of

gods ; and there arc nine of those ganas.

6. In
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6. In his family was born De'vaci'ja'ni; and in

his, Timma, a sovereign celebrated among those of

equal descent, like Vrishni among the children of

Yadu.

NOTE.

If Tulavinda be the true reading in the second hemistich, it must he

the name of a kingdom: but we must beware of geographical errors,

lest the names of countpies which never existed should find their way

into maps. Yadu was another son of Yaya'ti; and Crishna

descended from him through Vrishni, whence the shepherd god is

named Yddava, and Vdrjhneya.

7. From him sprang Bhuccama'ja'nt, a ruler, who

cherished the world; a gem on the head of kings, not

spreading terror around, but gleaming with undimi-

nished brightness.

8. He lived with delight; and De'vaci'nandana,

the king who gave felicity to mankind, sprang from

him, like the God of Love from the son of De'vaci*.

NO TE.

Ca'made'va, or the God of Love, was bom in one of his incar- .

nations as the son of Crishna, whose real parents were De'vaci' and

Vasude'va: in that birth Ca'ma took the name of Pradyumna,

and was father of Aniruddha, whose adventures with Usha' are

the subject os a beautiful tale, and a very interesting drama.

g. In many places, of which Rameswara was the

first, renowned for various exertions of virtue, he dis

tributed, as the law ordains, with a joyful heart, again

and again, a variety of gifts around the shrines of the

deities; attaining such fame on earth, that the inhabi

tants of the three worlds expanded it in triumphant

songs.

NOTE.

Ramrszaara, near the southern extremity of the Indian continent, re-

ceived its name and sanctity from the seventh incarnation of ViShnu
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in the form of Ra'ma. This ninth couplet is written in a singular

metre, with rhimes in the middle of each division :

Vividha sucritod dame rdme swara pramue'he muhur,

MuditahildayaJl'hdne Ji'hdne vyadhatta yat'ha vidhi

Vibudhaperito ndnd ddnd niyah bhuvi stiodasa,

Tribhuvanajanod gitamsp'kitam yasah punaruddhayan.

Is fndne be the correct reading, it means a sacred bathing-place :

and if Jhdddsa be properly written at the end of the third line, it may

imply, that the royal donations were made tosixteen temples; or that the

principal donations weresixteen.

10. He shone forth conspicuoufly, having rapidly-

bound the Caveri, by raising a bridge over that re

ceptacle of tumultuous waters; and having, by the

strength of his arm, made Ji'vagra'ha captive in

battle, he appointed that kingdom, of which the name

begins with Srtranga, as the feudal territory of his

prisoner, but subject to his own dominions paramount:

he was praised, even to the end of his career, by the

three peopled worlds, who heard the whole extent of

his fame.

NOTE.

Ji'vagra'ha seems to be the proper name of a prince whose do-

minions lay beyond the Cdve'ri: the word means the Seizer of Life.

Among the many epithets of the god Siva, we find Ranga; and

Sriranga-pattan, or a city dedicated to him, is the capital of Mahefuar,

so called from another name of the deity. Those appellations are in some

measure preserved to this day : but the ancient name of Travancore was

Malldra.

11. Having conquered the regions of Cbera, Cbolax

and Pdfijya, subdued the king MadhUrivallabha,

whose chief ornament was his loftiness of mind, taken

Wryo'dacra prisoner, vanquished the king Gaja-

peti, or Lord of Elephants, and other sovereigns, he

became univerfally celebrated from the northern

banks of Ganga to Lanca, (the equinoctial point,) from

the verge of the first, or eastern, to that of the last,

or western mountain, and placed his awful behest, like

a chap let
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a chaplet of flowers, over the heads of the mightiest

potentates.

NOTE.

Two Brdhmens, who perused this couplet, proposed to read Pdndya,

of which they had before heard, instead of Pdnjya, which appears in

the transcript. Had Madhurd been written instead of Madhuri, there

could have been little doubt, that it meant one of the southern kingdoms:

one of my Pandits thinks, that it means Madura.

12. From that chief of lion-like men, by two queens,

Tipwa'ji' and Nagara', as from Dasarat'ha by the

divine Causalya* and Sumitra\

13. Sprang two valiant, yet modest, heroes, like the

two princes Ra'ma and Lacshmana, named Viran-

jusinhendra and Crishnaraya, both lords of the

earth.

14. The famed Viranrisinha, having taken his

feat in Vijayanagar, on a throne blazing with• gems,

far surpassed in glory and policy, the ancient kings

Nriga, Nala, Nahusha, and, consequently, all other

monarchs on earth: from the southern bridge to

Sumeru, the mountain beautifully extended on this

globe, and from the eastern to the farthest extremity

of the western hills, he dwelled in the hearts of man

kind, and governed his realms with mild sway.

NOTE.

All the kings named in the three preceding stanzas, are celebrated

in the heroick poems of India; and Vijayanagar, or the City of Conquest,

is very generally known. The epithet avanifutanutah, which, if it be

thejfth cafe, agrees with Sumeru, may agree, in the Jirjl cafe, with the

hero, and signisy applauded by theJon of the earth; that is, by Manga-

i.a, or the planet Mars, who gives his name to the third day of the

Indian and Gothick weeks. Trivedi Servo'ru contends, that it

pieansj praised by theJons of the earth, or by all men born on it.

15. He offered many presents in the Golden Court,

in the temple of the three-eyed God, in the city of

him whom Ca'lahastt owns as her lord, on the

mountain Vencata, in Cdncbi, on the two mountains of

Srz and Soua, in the great shrine of Herihbra, at

.2 Sagara
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Sagarafangama, Sriranga, Cumbbacona, Niverti, and

Mahanandi, that place of pilgrimage, by which the

gloom of lin is dispelled.

16. At Gocarna, at Ra'ma's Bridge, and in number

less places famed in this world for their virtue, the

waters of the sea were dried by the dust scattered

from the hoofs of his galloping steeds; and the earth

.herself was oppressed and disturbed by the god, who

grasps the thunder-bolt, and who felt pain from the

obstruction of the ocean, until multiplied force was

restored to the world by the abundant streams of his

immense liberality.

NO TE.

The holy places, enumerated in these two stanzas, are all well

known to the Pandits, except Niverti: the correctness of the reading

may. therefore, be suspected. Hdbala, which my Ndgari writer pro-

nounces to he the name of a river, and which one of my three Pandits

knows to be a place of pilgrimage, appears on the palm-leaf; but Sd-

gara is written above it. If two distinct places are intended, we find

Jixteen in all, agreeably to the ninth stanza. The first meridian of the

Hindus pastes through the city of Ujjayini, of which we know the posi

tion ; but as Lancd, therefore, falls to the west of Sildn, which Ra'

ma's Bridge seems to mark as the kingdom of Ra'van, the Indians

believe tliat the ifland had formerly a much larger extent : and it has

been asterttd, that appearances between Sildn and the Maldives in

some degree justify that belief. Maldive is, most probably, a corrup

tion of Malayadwipa, from the promontory of Malaya on the continent

of India.

In the following verses, which I received from a venerable astrono

mer, Cdnchi also appears in the first meridian ; and Ujjaini seems distinct

from Abanti, though some authors insist, that they are one and the fame

city.

Bhumedhya rec'ha canacadrilanca

medhyast'hadesah cila vatsagulmau,

Canchi, sa rah sannihitam, curunam

cstietram tat'ha pajjanica pyabanti,

Sitachalaschqjjayini che deva

cany a che rohitaca gargaratau.

" The places in the meridian line between the Golden Mount and

Lancd, are Vatfa, Gidma, Cdnchi, Sannihitafarah, Cururjkelrah, Pojja-

nied, Abanti, Sitdchala, Ujjayini, Dcvacanydy Rohitaca, Gargardt."

3 *7- The
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17. The gifts, which he spread around, were 1. A

Brahmdnda, or mundane egg; 2. A circle of the

universe; 3. A vase representing the five elements;

4. A cow formed of gems; 5. A sigure of the seven

seas; 6. Two sprigs from the tree of ages; 7. A

golden Ca'madiie'nu, or celestial cow; 8. A terres

trial sphere made of gold; 9. A chariot and horses

of the precious metals; 10. A man's weight of gold;

11. A thoufand images of Cows; 12. A golden

horse; 13. An image of Brahma'; 14. A golden

car; 15. A plough of gold, complete in its five parts;

16. A car drawn by elephants of the fame metal.

NOTE.

It all this be not a wild poetical exaggeration, and if such presents

were often made by the Hindu Princes, the Moghols, who soon after

conquered most of the southern provinces, must have plundered the

Hindu temples of immense treasures.

18. He was eminently wife, and ruled with undi-

minished magnificence; and when he ascended, with

the cordial acquiescence of In dr a, to a celestial man

sion, leaving behind him the reputation of a king,

who resembled, in his great qualities, that ruler of the

firmament ;

19. Then the king Crishnara'ya, with irresistible

power, bore the round earth on his arm like a bracelet

of gems.

NOTE.

This Prince, the donor of the land, was probably the younger brother

of Vi'ranrisinha, who died, it seems, without male issue.

20. The gods had apprehensions, in the beginning

of time, that the glory of so great a monarch would

Tapidly diffuse one vast blaze over the universe, and

leave them without marks of distinction: thence it'

was, that Pura'ri assumed a third eye in his fore

head ;
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head; Pedma'csha, four arms; Atmabhu*, four

faces; that Ca'liv held a cimeter in her hand; Ra'ma,

a lotos-flower; and Va'ni\ a lyre.

NOTE.

The six names in the text are appellations of the gods Maha'de'va,

Vishnu, Brahma', and the goddesses Durga', Lacshmi', Seres-

vati' : they signify, in order as they occur, the foe of Pura or

Tripura, the Lotos-eyed, the Self-existing, Female Time, the Delightful,

and Speech.

21. In the midst of his assembled foes, he darts a

consuming fire kindled by his wrath. Oh ! what faid

I ? He dries up the series of seven oceans with the

dust and fand of the whole earth trampled on by the

cavalry of his numerous armies, and presently forms

a new range of seas, blazing with his measureless

glory, by the unbounded streams of those noble gifts,

among which the first were a mundane egg, and a

golden sigure of Mem.

22. " May you long enjoy entire here below, the

*' felicity and wealth bestowed on you by me!" Thus

bleffing mankind, and well knowing the general ob

stacles to an ascent in the car of the sun towards the

mansion of the gods, he distributed in all regions of

the world, those obelisks which confer celebrity, and

on which encomiastick verses are engraven by the

Goddess of Abundance herself, that they might be

come the lashes of whips, to quicken the horses of the

mountains.

NOTE.

The extravagant imagery in this couplet is connected with the old

Indian custom of raising pillars to perpetuate the memory of great

events, and with the belief of the Hindus, that the fouls of good men

pass through the fun to their scat of happiness. Although the Columns

cf ViElory, as they are called, were monuments of kingly pride, or of

courtly adulation, yet the poet insinuates, that the donor intended to

facilitate a passage to heaven for those whom he had enriched on earth ;

and the mountains are animated, to become the horses of the fun's car, and

to be lashed by the royal obelisks.

Oiher
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Other columns were erected, perhaps, as Gnomons; and others, pofli-

bly, to represent the phallus of Is wara : but those called Jayajlambkasf

or Pillars of ViBory, some of which remain to this day with metrical

inscriptions, are moll frequently mentioned by the ancient poets of

India.

23. He proceeded continually, as the law pre

scribes, for the attainment of greatness and prosperity,

to all terrestrial seats of the gods and places of

pilgrimage, the sirst of which were Canchl, Sri/aila,

Mount Sbna, Canacafabha, or the Golden Court, and

Vencatadri ; where he dispensed many offerings, as a

man's weight of gold, and the like, together with

all the smaller oblations, which are specisied in the

A'gama.

NOTE.

The A'gama is a mysterious book, or set of books, part of which has

been communicated to me by a Sannydsi of Mat'kura : it is so named,

because it is believed to have come from the mouth of Siva, as the Vedas

proceeded severally from the four mouths of Brahma'. The fame word

means also the Veda.

24. When he is enraged, he becomes a rod to pu

nish guilty sovereigns: when he assumes the arm of

"Se'sha, he acts as the chief preserver of this globe:

he smiles with a placid cheek, when just princes ad

dress him; but rages in battle, when he relieves op

pressed nations who ask his protection. ^

NOTE.

St'sHA 5s the king of Serpents, the couch of Vishnu, and the

symbol of Eternity. The measure of this rhimed couplet is dactylick, and

each of its four divisions begins and ends with a similar sound ; as,

Rojka critah pretipart'hiva danda

TSJha cridart'hifliu yd rana chanda.

25. Justly is he styled Raj&dhiraja, since he is the

supreme ruler of rulers, offering a mild check to the

princes of Muru, but silling other kings with terror.

NOTE.
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NOTE.

The phrase rdyaraganda occurs both in this and in the preceding

stanza. Raya means a king, not in Sanscrit, but in a popular idiom;

and the whole phrase may be a title in the vulgar dialect of Carndta.

It is here preceded by Muru, which we shall find again towards the

end of the grant, and which may, or may not, be the name of a country.

Not one of the three Pandits, who were consulted on the meaning of the

words Muru and Raganda, could throw any light on them ; except that

Mu.ru is a territory, of which the derivative is Maurava.

26. He is a deliverer of those Hindu princes who

act; like benesicent genii, but a destroyer of those

who rage like sierce tigers: thence he receives due

praises, with the titie Virapratapa, or the glory of he

roes, and other splendid epithets.

NO TE.

The word Hindu is applied likewise in a verse of Ca'lida's to the

original inhabitants of this country ; but the Pandits insist, that it is

not Sanscrit. Since the sirst letter of it appears to be radical, it cannot

be derived from Indu, or the moon ; but, since a sibilant is often

changed into an aspirate, it has been thought a variation of Sindku, or

Indus. To that etymology, however, we may object, that the last con

sonant also must be changed ; and that Sindhu is the name of a river, not

of a people.

27. He is revered by the kings of Anga, Benga,

Calinga, and others, who exclaim, " Look on us,

" mighty potentate ! Live, and conquer !"

NOTE.

Anga was the ancient kingdom of Carna, including the district of

Bhdgalapura. To the east of Gaura, 01 the Land of Sugar, to which

we give the name of Bengal, lies Benga, properly so named. Calinga,

a word known to the Greeks, is the country watered by the Go'ddveri.

28. Exalted with praises by the wife, the king

Crishnara'ya sits on a throne of gems in Vijaya-

nagar, surpassing, in the practice of moral virtue,

Nriga, and other monarchs : from the center of the

eastern to that of the western mountain, and from He-

mqdri to the southern bridge, he. shines with transcen

dent glory, dispensing riches and felicity through the

world. 29. One
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29. One thoufand sour hundred and forty-eight

years of the Sacabda, or era established in memory of

Sa'li'va'hana, being elapsed;

30. In the year Fyaya, in the month of Pujbya,

when the fun was entering Macara, in the dark fort

night, on the day of Bhrigu, and on that venerable

tit'hi, the tenth of the moon;

31. Under the constellation Vijdc'hd, at a time pro

ductive of good fortune, on the banks of the river

Tungabahdrd, near the temple of the God with three

eyes j

NOTE.

The date of the grant follows the genealogy of the donor, and pre

cedes that of the donee; after which comes a description of the land

granted, and the religious tenure by which it was to be held. The

Sacabda began in Y. C. 78, and the grant was made in Y. C. 1526,

the very year in which Babur took possession of EfeUii; or 264 years

ago: for, by the almanack of Navadwipa, the first of Vaific'k, 1712

Y. S. answers to the 1 ith April, 1790 Y. C. The cycle of sixty is di

vided into sets of twenty years, each set being sacred to one of the three

divine attributes ; and Vyaya is the 20th year of the cycle, or the last

in the part allotted to Brahma'. Macar is the sign of Capricorn; and

Pujhya, the 8th lunar mansion. Bhrigu was the father of Sucra,

who presides over the planet Venus, and is properly named Bha'rgava;

but the day of Bh ricu means Friday.

32. That temple where priests, who have aimed at

piety towards Iswara as their only grandeur, and

who mine only with the fame of eminent holiness, fix

their heart on the godhead alone;

33. Him, who is an ornament of Agastya's race,

and whose peculiar studies are the Sdc'bds, or branches,

of the Tajurveda; whose father was distinguished oq

earth in this age of Caff, or contention, by the fur-,

name of Ra'ya;

34. Born in the family of Tamva, Sri' Aillapa

Bhatta, furnamed Sdnc'byan&yaca, or chief teacher

Vol. HI. E of
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of the S&iichya philosophy, (thus men openly declare

his name, his race, and his virtue;)

35. Him, the king, has appointed the dispenser of

nectareous food even here below, to those pious stu

dents, and, in like manner, his sons and sons' sons, to

an age without end.

NOTE. "1

Agastya was an ancient sage, now believed to preside over the star

Canopust ,

36. The land called Srijayacunda by the inhabi

tants of the district of Cbola, that named Meyitcota in

the principality of Chandragiri ; that known in Ambi-

nari by the name of Malaca.

NO TE.

The couplets, containing a description of the land, are so indistinctly

written, that the grammatical construction of them can hardly be traced.

The first letter of Meyitcota may belong to the preceding word ; and an en

tire hemistich seems in this place to be omitted.

It may here be remarked, that this whole grant is conformable to

the rules of Ya'gyawalcya, in whose work we find the following

verses : ,

Dataa bhumin nibandhan vd critwd le'c'hyantu cdraye't,

dgdmibhadranripati perijnydndya pdrt'hiwab ;

Pate'vd tdmrapdtti vdJwamudro'perichihnitan

abhilec'hydtmand vanfydndtmdnanchtmahipetili:

Pretigraktperimdndn ddnach'heddpawernanan,

JioakaflacdlafampannamJdfanan cdrayetjl'hiran.

' Let a king, having given land, or assigned revenue, cause his gift

{ to be written, for the information of good princes, who will succeed

' him, either on prepared cloth, or on a plate of copper, scaled above

• with his own signet: having described his ancestors and himself, the

'.dimensions or quantity of the gift, with its metes and bounds, if it

' be land, and set his own hand to it, and specified the time, let him

.? renderliis donation' firm.*

-. 37. Land
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37. Land, 'situated to the east: of tfirumaperu, Cajo-

maca, and so forth, and the two villages Conaru and

Cokitdj' "i Jl :' i' . , " : - I u.r- r . • .'

38. Placed to the south of Palapurujha and Hulli,

and to the west of the town called Parados1

1 • • • i'. . .i • : • • •- . l • . ,

$9. To the north of Berupb and PurapociL, includ

ing the town which has <the name of SivgMattapura,

or that of Siva's adorers,

40. With another propitious name, derived from

the four facred hearths (Cbaturvedi) of the delightful

Ch'ola ; together with the charming town of Gbvinda-

pari i
*i • • ; i.i' -t-\ .: I .. ' .... • • .

41. Where eleven Brabmens are to water one Am-

ra tree, and to worship the God Ruara by day and by

night, after the prescribed acts of devotion;

42. And the smaller town, called Cbattupaccl, ever

abundant in grain, inhabited by men eminently learn

ed, in the great principality of Paravtru ;

43. A place to be honoured by all, marked on all

sides by four distinct boundaries; surrounded with ri

vulets, formed by good genii, the pebbles of which are

like gems carefully deposited :

44. Viewed with delight by the distant eye, sit to be

enjoyed by deities; .graced with trees exquisitely beau

tiful ; having the advantage also of ponds, wells, and

pools of water with raised banks ;

45. Frequented by ofsiciating priests and attend

ants, with subdued passions and benevolent hearts j

by deities of different classes, and by travellers who

know the Feda, and converse with copiousness :

E ? 46- A»
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46. AU the land before mentioned has the great

prince Crishnade'va, worthy of reverence from the

wife, given with serene joy, having first diffused a

stream of gold, silver, and gems.

47. Such was the decree of Crishnara'ya, to

whom belongs the whole earth celebrated by the royal

bards ; that bountiful king, who is the source of all

the wealth possessed by the hards of Mum.

48. By the command of the great Raya Crishna

de'va, the president of his council proclaimed this

donation to Mrira, or Iswara; and his command

is here engraved on plates of copper.

4g. The artist Srt Wrana'cha'rya, the son of

Mallan a, wrote on copper this grant of the great

prince Crishnade'va.

50. As between a gift of land, and the confirmation

of it by the successors of the donor, the confirmation

is more meritorious than the gift: by the gift, a king

attains a feat in heaven; by the confirmation, a feat

from which he can never fall.

51. The confirmation of a gift by another prince,

has twice the merit of a gift by himself; but the re

sumption of land granted by another, makes even his

own gift fruitless.

52. He who resumes land given either by himself

or by another, becomes a worm in ordure, for succes

sive births, through a period of sixty thoufand years.

•

53. Land granted for virtuous purposes, is in this

world the only sister of kings; and consequently

must not be enjoyed by them, nor taken by them in

marriage. . :v .' , , -

54. "This
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54. " This is the univerfal bridge of virtue for

" princes, and must be repaired by you from time to

" time." Thus doth Ra'machandra exhort, again

and again, the sovereigns of the earth, both those who

now live, and those who are to reign hereafter.

SRI' VIRU'PA'CSHA !

OR,

THE GOD WITH THREE EYES!

ON
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, , IV.

ON THE

MUSICAL MODES of the HINDUS :

Written in 1784, andsince much enlarged.

By the PRESIDENT.

MUSICK belongs, as a Stience, to an interesting

part of natural philosophy, which, by mathema

tical deductions from constant phenomena, explains

the causes and properties of found, limits the number

of mixed or barmonick sounds to a certain series,

which perpetually recurs, and fixes the ratio which

they bear to each other, or to one leading term; but,

considered as an Art, it combines the sounds which

philosophy distinguishes, in such a manner, as to gratify

'our ears, or affect our imaginations; or, by uniting

both objects, to captivate the fancy, while it pleases the

fense; and, speaking, as it were, the language of

beautiful nature, to raise correspondent ideas and emo

tions in the mind of the hearer: it then, and then only,

becomes what we call a fine art, allied very nearly to

verse, painting, and rhetorick; but subordinate in its

function to pathetick poetry, and inferior in its power

to genuine eloquence.

Thus it is the province of the philosopher to discover

the true direction and divergence of sound, propagated

by the successive compressions andexpansions of air, as

the vibrating body advances and recedes ; to show

why sounds themselves may excite a tremulous motion

in particular bodies, as in the known experiment of

instruments tuned in unison; to demonstrate the law

by which all the particles of air, when it undulates

with great quickness, are continually accelerated and

retarded; to compare the number of pulses in agitated

air, with that of the vibrations which cause them ; to

compute
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compute the velocity and intervals of those pulses iri

atmospheres of different density and elasticity ; to ac

counts as well as he can, for the affections which mu-

sick produces ; and* generally, to investigate the causes

of the many wonderful appearances which it exhibits:

but the artist, without considering, and even without

knowing, any of the sublime theorems in the philoso

phy of sound, may attain his end by a happy selection

of melodies and accents adapted to passionate verse, and

of limes conformable to regular metre ; and, above all,

by modulation, or the choice and variation of those

modes, as they are called, of which, as they are con

trived and arranged by the Hindus, it is my design, and

shall be my endeavour, to give you a general notion,

with all the perspicuity that the subject will admit.

Although we must assign the first rank* transcend-

ently, and beyondall comparison, tothat powerful tnu-

sick, which may be denominated the sister of Poetry

and Eloquence, yet the lower art of pleasing the sense,

by a succession of agreeable sounds^ not only has me

rit, and even charms, but may, I persuade myself, be

applied, on a variety of occasions, to falutary purposes*

Whether, indeed, the senfation of hearing be caused,

as many suspect, by the vibrations of an elastic ether

flowing over the auditory nerves, and propelled along

their solid capillaments, or whether the fibres of our

nerves, which seem indefinitely divisible, have, like the

strings of a lute, peculiar vibrations, proportioned to

their length and degree of tension, we have not suffi«-

cient evidence to decide; but we are very sure that the

whole nervous system is affected in a singular manner

by combinations of found, and that melody alone will

often relieve the mind, when it is oppressed by intense

application to business or study. The old musician,

who rather siguratively, we may suppose, than with

philosophical seriousness, declared the foul itself to be

nothing but harmony, provoked the sprightly remark of

Cicero, that be drew his philosophy from the art which
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he profejsed; but is, Without departing from his own art,

he had merely described the human frame as the noblest

and sweetest of musical instruments, endued^with a na

tural disposition to resonance and sympathy, alternately

affecting, and affected by, the soul which pervades it, his

description might, perhaps, have been physically just,

and certainly ought not to haVe been hastily ridiculed.

That any medical purpose may be fully answered by

musick, I dare not assert; but after food, when the ope

rations of digestion and absorption give so much em

ployment to the vessels, that a temporary state of men

tal repose must be found, especially in hot climates,

essential to health, it seems reasonable to believe, that a

few agreeable airs, either heard or played without effort,

must have all the good effects of fleep, and none of its

difadvantages; putting thesoulin tune, as Milton fays,

for any subsequent exertion; an experiment which has

often been successfully made by myself, and which any

one, who pleases, may easily repeat. Of what I am

going to add, I cannot give equal evidence; but hardly

know how to disbelieve the testimony of men, who

had no system of their own to support, and could have

no interest in deceiving me. First, I have been assured

by a credible eye-witness, that two wild antelopes used

often to come from their woods to the place where a

more favage beast, Sira'juddaulah, entertained him

self with concerts, and that they listened to the strains

with an appearance of pleasure, till the monster, in

whose soul there was no musick, shot one of them to

display his archery : secondly, a learned native of this

country told me, that he had frequently seen the most

venomous and malignant snakes leave their holes,

upon hearing tunes on a flute, which, as he supposed,

gave them peculiar delight: and thirdly, an intelligent

Persian, who repeated his story again and again,

and permitted me to write it down from his lips,

declared, that he had more than once been pre*

sent, when a celebrated lutanist, Mirza Mohammed,

surnamed Bulbul, was playing to a large com

pany
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pany ist a grove near Sbtraz, where he distinctly law

the nightingales trying to vie with the musician, some

times warbling on the trees, sometimes fluttering from

branch to branch, as if they wished to approach the

instrument whence the melody proceeded, and at

length dropping on the ground in a kind of extasy,

from which they were soon raised, he assured me, by a

change of the mode.

. The astonishing effects ascribed to musick by the old

Greeks, and, in our days, by the Chineje, Persians, and

Indians, have probably been exaggerated and embel

lished; nor, if such effects had been really produced,

could they be imputed, I think, to the mere influence

of sounds, however combined or modisied: it may,

therefore, be suspected, (not that the accounts are

wholly sictitious, but) that such wonders were performed

by musick in its largest fense, as it is now described by

the Hindus, that is, by the union of voices, instruments,

and action; for such is the complex idea conveyed by

the word Sangiia, the simple meaning of which is no

more thansymphony : but most of the Indian books on

this art, consist accordingly of three parts, gdna, vddya,

nritya, or Jong, fercuffion, and dancing; the sirst of

which comprises the measures of poetry, the second

extends to instrumental musick of all forts, and the

third includes the whole compass of theatrical repre-

penfation. Now it may easily be conceived, that such

an alliance, with the potent auxiliaries of distinct arti

culation, graceful gesture, and well-adapted scenery,

must have a strong general effect, and may, from par

ticular associations, operate so forcibly on very sensi

ble minds, as to excite copious tears, change the colour

and countenance, heat or chill the blood, make the

heart palpitate with violence, or even compel the

hearer to start from his feat with the look, speech,

and actions, of a man in a phrensy. The effect

must be yet stronger, if the subject be religious, as that
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of the old Indian dramas, both great and small, (I

ttiean both regular plays in many actsi, and shorter dra-

matick pieces on divine love,) seems, in general, to have

been. In this way only can we attempt to account for

the indubitable effects of the great airs, and impaffioned

recitative, in the modern Italian dramas, where three

beautiful arts, like the Graces united in a dance, are toge

ther exhibited in a state of excellence which the ancient

world could not have surpassed, and probably could

,not have equalled. An heroick opera of Metastasio,

set by Pergolesi, or by some artist of his incompara

ble school, and represented at Naples, displays at once

the perfection of human genius, awakens all the affec

tions, and captivates the- imagination at the fame in

stant through all the fenses.

When such aids as a perfect theatre would afford,

are not accessible, the power of musick must in pro

portion be less; but it will ever be very considerable,

if the words of the song be fine in themselves, and not

only well tranflated into the language of melody, with

a. complete union of musical and rhetorical accents,

but clearly pronounced by an accomplished singer, who

feels what he sings ; and fully understood by a hearer,

who has passions to be moved ; especially if the com

poser has availed himself, in his translation, (for such

.may his composition very justly be called,) of all those

-advantages with which Nature, ever sedulous to pro

mote our innocent gratifications, abundantly supplies

him. The first of those natural advantages' is the va

riety of modes, ox manners, in which the./even harmo-

nick sounds are perceived to move in succession, as

-each of them takes the lead, and consequently bears a

new relation to the six others. Next to the- phenome

non of seven founds perpetually circulating in a geo

metrical progression, according to the length- of the

strings, or the number of their vibrations, every ear

,must be sensible, that two of the seven intervals in

the complete series, or octave, whether we consider

it
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it as placed in a circular form, or in a right line with

the sirst found repeated, are much shorter than the sive

other intervals : and on these two phenomena, the

modes of the Hindus (who seem ignorant of our com

plicated harmony) are principally constructed. The

longer intervals we shall call tones, and the shorter (in

compliance with cuR.om)semitones, without mentioning

their exact ratios ; and it is evident, that as the places

of the semitones admit/even variations relative to one

fundamental sound, there are as many modes which

may be called primary; but we must not confound

them with our modern modes, which result from the

system of accords now established in Europe: they

may rather be compared with those of the Roman

Church, where some valuable remnants of old Grecian

musick are preserved in the sweet, majestick, simple

and affecting strains of the Plain Song. Now, since

each of the tones may be divided, we sind twelve se

mitones in the whole series; and since each semitone

may, in its turn, become the leader of a series formed

after the model of every primary mode, we haveseven

times twelve, or eighty-four, modes in all, of whichse

venty-seven may be named secondary ; and we mall fee

accordingly, that the Persians, and the Hindus, (at least

in their most popular system,) have exactly eighty-four

modes, though distinguished by different appellations,

and arranged in different classes : but since many of

them are unpleasing to the ear, others difficult in exe

cution, and few sufficiently marked by a character of

sentiment and expression, which the higher musick al

ways requires, the genius of the Indians has enabled

them to retain the number of modes which nature seems

to have indicated, and to give each of them a charac

ter of its own, by a happy and beautiful contri

vance. Why any one series of sounds, the ratios of

which are ascertained by observation, and expressible

by sigures, should have a peculiar effect on the organ

of hearing, and, by the auditory nerves, on the mind,

will then only be known by mortals• when they shall

know
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know why each of the seven colours in the rainbow,

where a proportion, analogous to that of musical

sounds, most wonderfully prevails, has a certain spe-

cifick esfect on our eyes; why the shades of green and

blue, for instance, are soft and soothing ; while those

of red and yellow, distress and dazzle the sight: but,

without striving to account for the phenomena, let us

be fatisfied with knowing, that some of the modeshave

distinct perceptible properties, and may be applied to

the expression of various mental emotions; a fact

which ought well to be considered by those performers

who would reduce them all to a dull uniformity, and

facrifice the true beauties of their art to an injudicious

temperament.

The ancient Greeks, among whom this delightful art

was long in the hands of poets and of mathematicians,

who had much less to do with it, ascribe almost all its

magick to the diversity of their Modes, but have left

us little more than the names of them, without such

discriminations as might have enabled us to compare

them with our own, and apply them to practice. Their

writers addressed themselves to Greeks, who could not

but know their national musick; and most of those

writers were professed men of science, who thought

more of calculating ratios than ofinventing melody;

so that whenever we speak of the soft Eolian mode, of

-the tender Lydian, the voluptuous Ionick, the manly

Dorian, or the animating Phrygian, we use mere phrases,

.1 believe, without clear ideas. For all that is known

concerning the musick of Greece, let me lefer those,

.who have no inclination to read the dry works of the

Greeks themselves, to a little tract of the learned Wal-

lis, which he printed as an appendix to the Harmo-

nicks of Ptolemy; to the Dictionary of Musick by

Rosseau, whose pen, formed to elucidate all the

. arts, had the property of spreading light before it on

. the darkest subjects, as if he had written with phospho-

- r«s
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rus on the sides of a cavern; and, lastly, to the disser

tation of Dr. Burney, who pasting flightly over all

that is obscure, explains with perspicuity, whatever

is explicable, and gives dignity to the character of a

modern musician, by uniting it with that of a scholar

and a philosopher.

The unexampled felicity of our nation, who diffuse

the blessings of a mild government over the finest part

of India, would enable us to attain a perfect know

ledge of the oriental musick, which is known and

practised in these Britijh dominions not by mercenary

performers only, but even by Muselmans and Hindus

of eminent rank and learning. A native of Cdshdn,

lately resident at Murjheddbdd, had a complete acquaint

ance with the Persian theory and practice: and the best

artists in Hindustan would cheerfully attend our con

certs. We have an easy access to approved Asiatick

treatises on musical composition, and need not lament

with Chardin, that he neglected to procure at Isfahan,

the explanation of a small tract on that subject which

he carried to Europe: we may here examine the best

instruments of Asia, and may be masters of them, if we

please; or at least may compare them with ours: the

concurrent labours, or rather amusements, of several

in our own body, may facilitate the attainment of cor

rect ideas on a subject so delightfully interesting: and

a free communication, from time to time, of their re

spective discoveries, would conduct them more surely

and speedily, as well as more agreeably, to their de

sired end. Such would be the advantages of union,

or, to borrow a term from the art before us, of har

monious accord, in all our pursuits, and, above all, in

that of knowledge.

On Persian musick, which is not the subject of this

paper, it would be improper to enlarge: the whole sys

tem of it is explained in a celebrated collection of tracts

on pure and mixed mathematicks, entitled Durratu' ltdj,

1 mi
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and composed by a very learned man, so generally

called Alldmi Sh'irdzi, or the Great Philosopher of Sht-

rdz, that his proper name is almost forgotten : but

as the modern Persians had access, I believe, to Pto

lemy's harmonicks, their mathematical writers on

musick treat it rather as a science than as an art, and

seem, like the Greeks, to be more intent on splitting

tones into quarters and eighth parts, of which they

compute the ratios to shew their arithmetick, than

on displaying the principles of modulation as it may

affect: the passions. I apply the fame observation to a

short, but masterly, tract of the, famed Abu'si'na'; arid

suspect that it is applicable to an elegant essay in Per^

Jian, called Shamfu'ldfwdt, of which I have not had

courage to read moi;e than the preface. It will be suf

ficient to subjoin on this head, that the Persians distri

bute their eighty-four modes, according to an idea of

locality, into twelve rooms, twenty-four recesses, and

forty-eight angles or corners. In the beautiful tale

known by the title of the Four Dervifes, originally

•written in Persia with great purity and elegance, We

find the description of a concert, where four singers,

with as many different instruments, are represented

" modulating in twelve makdms, or perdahs, twenty-four

"Jhofrahs, and forty-eight gufhnhs, and beginning a

" mirthful song of Ha'fiz, on vernal delight, in the

(i perdab named Vasty 'of direct." All the twelve

ferdahs, with their appropriated Jhobahs, are enumerat:

ed by Ami'n, a writer and musician of Hindustan, who

mentions an opinion of the learned, that only seven

primary modes were in use before the reign of Par.

vi'z, whose musical entertainments are magnificently

described by the incomparable Niza'mi : the modes

are. chiesly denominated, like those of the Greeks and

Hindus, from different regions or towns; as, among

the perdahs, we fee Hijdz, Irak, Isfahan ; and, among

the Jhobahs, or secondary modes, Zdbul, Nijhapur, ana

the like. In a Sanscrit book, which shall soon be par

ticularly
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ticularly mentioned, I find the scale of a mode, named

Hijeja, specified in the following verse ;

Mdn'sagraha sa nydfo'c'hilb hijejajiu sdydhne.

The name of this mode is not Indian-, and, if I am

right in believing it a corruption of Hijaz, which could

hardly be written otherwise in the Ndgari letters, we

must conclude, that it was imported from Persia : we

have discovered then a Persian or Arabian mode with

this diapason,

D, E, F* G*, A, B, C*, D;

where the first semitone appears between the fourth

and fifth notes, and the second between the seventh

and eighth ; as in the natural scale Fa,sol, la, si, ut, re,

mi, fa ; but the C*, and G*, or ga and ni of the Indian

author, are varioufly changed; and probably the series

may be formed in a manner not very different (though

certainly there is a diversity) from our major mode of

D. This melody must necessarily end with the fifth

note from the tonick, and begin with the tonick itself;

and it would be a gross violation of musical decorum

in India, to sing it at any time, except at the close of

day. These rules are comprized in the verse above

cited; but the species of octave is arranged according

to Mr. Fowke's remarks on the Vind compared with

the fixed Swaragrdma, or gamut, of all the Hindu mu

sicians,

Let us proceed to the Indian system, which is mi

nutely explained in a great number of Sanscrit books,

by authors who leave arithmetick and geometry to

their astronomers, and properly discourse on musick as

an art confined to the pleasures of imagination. The

Pandits of this province unanimoufly prefer the Da-

modara to any of the popular Sangitas; but I have not

been able to procure a good copy of it, and am per
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sectly fatissied with the Ndrayan, which I received from

Benares, and in which the Ddmodar is frequently quot

ed. The Persian book, entitled a Present from India,

was composed, under the patronage of Aazem Sha'h,

by the very diligent and ingenious Mirza Khan, and

contains a minute account of Hindu literature in all,

or most, of its branches: he profesies to have extract

ed his elaborate chapter on musick, with the assistance

of Pandits, from the Rdgdrnava, or Sea of Passions;

the Rdgaderpana, or Mirror of Modes; the Sabbdvinoda,

or Delight of Assemblies; and some other approved

treatises in Sanscrit. The Sangitaderpan, which he al

so names among his authorities, has been translated

into Persian; but my experience justisies me in pro

nouncing, that the Moghols have no idea of accurate

translation, and give that name to a mixture of gloss and

text, with a flimsy paraphrase os them both; that they

are wholly unable, yet always pretend, to write San

scrit words in Arabick letters; that a man, who knows

the Hindus only from Persian books, does not know

the Hindus 1 and that an European, who follows the

muddy rivulets of Mujehnan writers on India, instead

of drinking from the pure fountain of Hindu learning,

will be in perpetual danger of misleading himself and

others. From the just severity of this censure, I ex

cept neither Abu'lfazl, nor his brother FaiziY nor

Mohsani Fa'nT, nor Mirza Khan himself; and \

speak of all four after an attentive perufal of their

works. A tract on musick in the idiom of Mat'bura?

with several essays in pure Hindustani, lately passed

through my hands; and I possess a dissertation on the

fame art in the soft dialect of Panjdb, or Panchatiada,

where the national melody has, I am told, a peculiar

and striking character; but I am very little acquainted

with those dialects, and persuade myself, that nothing

has been written in them, which may not be found

more copiously and beautifully expressed in the lan

guage, as the Hindus perpetually call it, ofthe Gods; that

is of their ancient bards, philosophers, and legislators.

Vol. III. F The
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The most valuable work, that I have seen, and per

haps the most valuable that exists, on the subject of

Indian musick, is named RagaviBSdba, or, The DoStrine

•f Musical Modes ; and it ought here to be mentioned

Very particularly, because none of the Pandits, in our

provinces, nor any of those from Casi, or Cajbmir, to

•whom I have shown it, appear to have known that it

was extant; and it may be considered as a treasure in

the history of the art, which the zeal of Colonel Po-

likr has brought into light, and perhaps has preserved

from destruction. He had purchased, among other

curiosities, a volume containing a number of separate

(essays on musick, in prose and verse, and in a great va

riety of idioms: besides tracts in Arabick, Hindi, and

Persian, it included a short essay in Latin, by Alste-

bius, with an interlineary Persian translation, in which

the passages quoted from Lucretius and Virgil

made a singular appearance : but the brightest gem in

the string was the Ragavibodba, which the Colonel per

mitted my Ndgari writer to transcribe, and the transcript

was diligently collated with the original by my pandit

and myself. It seems a very ancient composition, but

is less old unquestionably than the Ratnacara by Sa'rn-

ga De'va, which is more than once mentioned in it,

and a copy of which Mr. Burrow procured in hisjour-

bey to Heridwar: the name of the author was So'ma,

and he appears to have been a practical musician^ as

well as a great scholar, and an elegant poet; for the

whole book, without excepting the strains noted in

letters, which sill the sifth and last chapter of it, con

sists of masterly couplets in the melodious metre called

A'ryd: the sirsi, third and fourth chapters explain the

doctrine of musical sounds, their division and succes

sion, the variations of scales by temperament, and the

Enumeration of modes on a system totally different

from those which Will presently be mentioned; and

thesecond chapter contains a minute description of dif

ferent Vinosy with rules for playing on them. This

book
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book alone would enable me, were I master of my

time, to compose a treatise on the mufick of India,

with assistance, in the practical part, from an European

professor, and a native player on the V'ma; but I have

leisure only to present you with an essay; and even

that, I am conscious, must be very superficial: it may

be sometimes, but, I trust, not often, erroneous; and

I have spared no pains to secure myself from error.

In the literature of the Hindus, all nature is animat

ed and personified; every fine art is declared to have

been revealed from heaven; and all knowledge, di

vine and human, is traced to its source in the Vedas ;

among which the Samavcda was intended to be fung,

whence the reader or singer of it is called Udgatri, or

Samaga: in Colonel Polier's copy of it, the strains

are noted in sigures, which it may not be impossible

to decypher. On account of this distinction, fay the

Brabmens, the Supreme Preserving Power, in the form of

Crishna, having enumerated in the GUa, various or

ders of beings, to the chief of which he compares

bimseif, pronounces, that, «* among the Vedas, be whs

** the Saman." From that Veda was accordingly de

rived the Upawd* of tbe Gandbarbas, or musicians in

I-ndra's heaven; so that the divine art was commu

nicated to our species by Brahma' himself, or by his

a^ive power Sereswati', the Goddess of Speech: and

their mythological son Na'red, who was, in truth, an

ancient 'lawgiver and astronomer, invented the Vmi,

-called also Cach'bapt, or fcftudo 1 a very remarkable

•fact, which may be added to the other proofs of a re

semblance between that Indian God and the Mercury

of the Latians. Among inspired mortals, the first mu-?

sician is believed <©bave been tbe sage Bherat, who

was the inventor, they fay, of Natacs, or dramas, re-,

(presented with songs and dances, and author of a musi

cal system which bears his name, If mt son rely <*n

F a Mikza &HAN,
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Mirza Khan, there are Four principal Matas, or sys

tems, the first of which is ascribed to Iswara, or Osi

ris; the second to Bherat; the third to Hanumat,

or Pa'van, the Pan of India, supposed to be the son

of Pavana, the regent of air; and the fourth to Cal

li na't'h, a Rijbi, or Indian philosopher, eminently

(killed in musick, theoretical and practical : all four

are mentioned by So'ma; and it is the third of them,

which must be very ancient, and seems to have been

extremely popular, that I propose to explain after a

few introductory remarks; but I may here observe

with So'ma, who exhibits a system of his own, and

with the author of the JNardyan, who mentions a great

many others, that almost every kingdom and province

had a peculiar style of melody, and very different

names for the modes, as well as a different arrange

ment and enumeration of them.

The two phenomena which have already been stated

as the foundation of musical modes, could not4 long

have escaped the attention of the Hindus ; and their

flexible language readily supplied them with names

for the seven Swaras, or sounds, which they dispose in

the following order; Jhadja, pronounced Jbarja, rljh-

abba, gdndbara, madbyama, pancbama, dbaivata, nijhd-

,da: but the first of them is emphatically named/wara,

or thefound, from the important office which it bears

in the scale; and hence, by taking the seven initial

letters, or syllables, of those words, they contrived a

notation for their airs, and at the fame time ex

hibited a gamut, at least as convenient as that of

,Guido: they call it Jwaragrdma, orfeptaca, and ex

press it in this form :

Sa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni;

•three of which syllables are, by a singular concurrence,

exactly the fame, though not all in the fame places,,

.- s- with
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with three of those invented by David Mostare, as

a substitute for the troublesome gamut used in his time,

and which he arranges thus :

Bo, ce, di, ga, le, ma, ni.

As to the notation of melody, since every Indian con

sonant includes, by its nature, the short vowel a, sive

of the sounds are denoted by single consonants, and

the two others have different short vowels taken from

their full names: by substituting long vowels, the time

of each note is doubled, and other marks are used for

a farther elongation of them : the octaves above and

below the mean scale, the connection and acceleration

of notes, the graces of execution, or manners of sin

gering the instrument, are expressed very clearly by

small circles and ellipses, by little chains, by curves,

by straight lines, horizontal or perpendicular, and by

crescents, all in various positions: the close of a strain

is distinguished by a lotos- flower; but the time and

measure are determined by the prosody of the verse,

and by the comparative length of each syllable, with

which every note, or assemblage of notes, respectively

corresponds. If I understand the native musicians,

they have not only the cbromatick, but even the se

cond, or new, enbarmonick, genus; for they unani

mously reckon twenty-two srutis, or quarters and

thirds of a tone, in their octave: they dp not pretend

that those minute intervals are mathematically equal,

but consider them as equal in practice, and allot them

to the several notes in the following order: toJa, ma,

and pa, four ; to ri and dba, three ; to ga and ni, two;

giving very smooth and signisicant names to each irut'u

Their original scale, therefore, stands thus ;

Sa, ri, ga, ma, fa, dba, ni, Ja.

$ 3! 2i 4 4 Zs 2's

The
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The semitones* accordingly, are placed as in ourdia*

tottick scale : the intervals between the fourth and

sifth, and between the sirst and second, are major tones ;

but that between the sifth and sixth, which is minor irt

bur scale, appears to be major in theirs; and the two

scales are made to coincide by taking a sruti from pa,

and adding it to dha ; of, in the language of Indian

artists, by raising Servaretna to the class of Santa and

her sisters; for every iruti they consider as a little"

nymph; and the nymphs of Panchama, or the fifth

note, are Malinl, Chapald, Lola, and Servaretna ; while

Santa and her two sisters regularly belong to Dhaivatai

such at least is the system of Co'hala, one of the an*

fcient bards, Who has left a treatise on musick.

So'ma seems to admit, that a quarter of thifd of

a tone cannot be separately and distinctly heard from

the Find; but he takes for granted, that its effeft is

very perceptible in their arrangement of modes; and

their sixth, I imagine, is almost univerfally diminisiV

ed by one iruti ; for he only mentions two modes, in

.which all the seven notes are unaltered. I tried in vain

to discover any difference in practice between the In

dian scale and that of our own; but, knowing my eaf

to be very insufsiciently exercised, I requested a Ger

man professor of musick to accompany with his violin

a Hindu lutanist, who fung by note some popular airs

on the loves of CrisIina and Radha': he assured

me, that the scales were the fame: and Mr. Shore

afterwards informed me, that, when the Voice of a

native singer was in tune with his harpsichord, he

found the Hindu series of seven notes to ascend, like

ours, by a sharp third.

For the construction and character of the Find, I

must refer you to the very accurate and valuable pa-

per of Mr. Fowke in the First Volume of youf Trans

actions; and I now exhibit a scale of its singer-board,

which
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which I received from him with the drawing of the in

strument, and on the correctness of which you may

confidently depend : the regular Indian gamut answers,

I believe pretty nearly, to our major mode;

TJ$, re, mi, fa, /al, la, Ji, ut :'

and when the fame syllables are applied to the notes

which compose our minor mode, they are distinguished

by epithets expressing the change which they suffer.

It may be necessary to add, before we come to the

Rdgas, or modes of the Hindus, that the twenty-one

murcb'hanas, which Mr. Shore's native musician con

founded with the two-and-twenty 'srutis, appear to be

no more than /even species of diapason multiplied by

three, according to the difference of pitch in the com

pass of three octaves.

Rdga, which I tranflate a mode, properly signifies a

fojswn or affection of the mind ; each mode being in

tended, according to Bherat's definition of it, to

move one or another of our simple er mixed affec

tions ; and we learn accordingly, from the Ndrdyan,

that, in the days of Crishna, there wereJixteen thou

sand modes, each of the Gifts at Masbur& chusing to

sing in one of them, in order to captivate the heart of

their pastoral god. The very learned So'ma, who

mixes no mythology with his accurate system of Rdgas,

enumerates nine hundred andJixty possible variations by

the means of temperament; but selects from them, as

applicable to practice, only twenty-three primary

modes, from which he deduces many others : though

he allows that, by a diversity of ornament, and by va

rious contrivances, the Rdgas might, like the waves of

the sea, be multiplied to an infinite number. We have

already observed, that eighty-four modes, or manners,

might naturally be formed, by giving the lead to each

of our twelvefounds, and varying, in /even different

l ways,
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ways, the position of the semitones; but, since many

of those modes would be insufferable in practice, and

some would have no character sufficiently marked, the

Indians appear to have retained with predilection, the

number indicated by nature, and to have enforced their

system by two powerful aids, the association of ideas,

and the mutilation of the regularscales.

Whether it had occurred to the Hindu musicians, that

the velocity or flowness of sounds must depend, in a

certain ratio, upon the rarefaction and condenfation of

the air, so that their motion must be quicker in sum

mer than in spring or autumn, and much quicker than

in winter, I cannot assure myself; but am persuaded,

that their primary modes, in the system ascribed to

Pa'vana, were first arranged according to the number

of Indian seasons.

. The year is distributed by the Hindus into six ritus,

or seasons, each consisting of two months; and the first

season, according to the Amaroojha, began with Mdr-

gas'zrsha, near the time of the winter solstice, to which

month accordingly we see Crishna compared in the

Gitd ; but the old lunar year began, I believe, with

A'fwina, or near the autumnal equinox, when the

moon was at the full in the first mansion : hence the

musical season, which takes the lead, includes the

months of A'fwin and Cdrtic, and bears the name of

Sarad, corresponding with part of our autumn : the

next in order are Himanta and Sisira, derived from

words which signify frost and dew : then come Vafanta,

or spring, called also Surabhi, or fragrant, and Pujhpa-

famaya, or the flower time; Grifhma, or heat ; and

Verjhd, or the season of rain. By appropriating a dif

ferent mode to each of the different seasons, the artists

of India connected certain strains with certain ideas,

and were able to recal the memory of autumnal mer

riment at the close of the harvest, or of separation

2 and
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and melancholy (very different from our ideas at Cal

cutta) during the cold months; of reviving hilarity on

the appearance of blossoms ; and complete vernal de

light in the month of Madhu, or honey; of languor dur

ing the dry heats, and of refreshment by the first rains,

which cause in this climate a second spring. Yet far

ther: since the lunar year, by which festivals and su

perstitious duties are constantly regulated, proceeds

concurrently with the solar year, to which the seasons

are necessarily referred, devotion comes also to the aid

of musick, and all the powers of nature, which are alle-

gorically worshipped as gods and goddesses on their se

veral holidays, contribute to the influence of song on

minds naturally susceptible of religious emotions.

Hence it was, I imagine, that Pa'van, or the inventor

of his musical system, reduced the number of original

modes fromseven to fix ; but even this was not enough

for his purpose ; and he had recourse to the five princi

pal divisions of the day, which are the morning, noon,

and evening, called trifandhya, with two intervals be

tween them, or the forenoon and afternoon : by adding

two divisions, or intervals, of the night, and by leav

ing one species of melody without any such restriction,

So'ma reckons eight variations in respect of time ; and

the system of Pa'van retains that number also in the

second order of derivative modes. Every branch of

knowledge in this country has been embellished by

poetical fables; and the inventive talents of the Greeks

never suggested a more charming allegory than the

lovely families of the fix Rdgas, named, in the order

of seasons above exhibited, Bhairava, Ma'lava,

Sri'ra'ga, Hindo'la or Vasanta, Di'paca, and

Me'gha; each of whom is a Genius, or Demigod,

wedded to five Rdginis, or Nymphs, and father of

eight little Genii, called his Putras, or Sons. The fancy

of Shakespear, and the pencil of Albano, might have

been finely employed in giving speech and form to this

assemblage of new aerial beings, who people the fairy

land
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land of Indian imagination; nor have the Hindu poet*

and painters lost the advantages with which so beauti

ful a subject presented them. A whole chapter of the

Ndrdyan contains descriptions of the Rdgas and their

consorts, extracted chiefly from the Ddmodar, the Ca-

lancura, the Retnamald, the Cbandrica, and a metrical

tract on musick ascribed to the God Na'red himself,

from which, as among so many beauties, a particular

selection would be very perplexing, I present you with

the first that occurs, and have no doubt that you will

think the Sanscrit language equal to Italian in softness

and elegance :

Lila. viharena vanantarale, !

Chinvan prasunani vadhu fahayah,

Vilasi vesodita divya murtih

Sriraga efha prat'hitah prit'hivyam.

** The demigod Sri'ra'ga, famed over all this earth,

•* sweetly sports with his nymphs, gathering fresh bios-

*' soms in the bosom of yon grove ; and his divine li-

" neaments are distinguished through his graceful ves-

« ture."

These and similar images, but wonderfully diversi

fied, are expressed in a variety of measures, and re

presented by delicate pencils in the Rdgamalds, which

all of us have examined, and among which the most

beautiful are in the possession of Mr. R. Johnson and

Mr. Hay. A noble work might be composed by any

musician and scholar, who enjoyed leisure, and disre

garded expense, if he would exhibit a perfect system of

Indian musick from Sanscrit authorities, with the old

melodies of So'ma applied to the songs of Javade'va,

embellished with descriptions of all the modes accu

rately tranflated, and with Mr. Hay's Rdgamald, de

lineated and engraved by the scholars of Cipriani and

Bartolozzi.

Let
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Let us proceed to the second artifice of the Hindu

musicians, in giving their modes a distinct character,

and a Very agreeable diversity of expression. A curi

ous passage from .Plutarch's Treatise on Mustek is

tranflated and explained by Dr. Burney, and stands

as the text of the most interesting chapter in his dis

sertation : since I cannot procure the original, I exhi

bit a paraphrase of his tranflation, on the correctness

of which I can rely : but I have avoided, as much as

possible, the technical words of the Greeks, which it

might be necessary to explain at some length. ** We

u are informed, (fays Plutarch,) by Aristoxenusi

" that musicians ascribe to Olympus of Myfia, the

*' invention of enharmonick melody* and conjecture,

" that, when he was playing diatonically on his flute,

** and frequently passed from the highest of four sounds

" to the lowest but one, or conversely, skipping over

W the second in descent, or the third in ascent, of that

*l series, he perceived a singular beauty of expression,

« which induced him to dispose the whole series

" of seven or eight sounds by similar skips, and

« to frame by the fame analogy his Dorian mode,

*' omitting every found peculiar to the diatonick

" and chromatick melodies then in use, but with-

•* out adding any that have since been made essen-

" tial to the new enharmonick : in this genus, they

** fay, he composed the Nome, or strain, called Spon-

" dean, because it was used in temples at the time of

" religious li&ations. Those, it seems, were the first

" enharmonick melodies; and are still retained by

'* some, who play on the flute in the antique style,

** without any division of" a semitone; for it was after

" the age of Olympus, that the quarter of a tone was

*' admitted into the Lydian and Phrygian modes ; and

" it was he, therefore, who, by introducing an exqui-

" site melody before unknown in Greece, became the

w author and parent of the most beautiful and affect

s' ingmusick."

This
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This method then of adding to the character and

effect of a mode by diminishing the number of its pri

mitive sounds, was introduced by a Greek of the

Lower Jjia, who flourished, according to the learned

and accurate writer of the travels of Anacharsis•

about the middle of the thirteenth century before

Chkist; but it must have been older still among the

Hindus, if the system, to which I now return, was ac

tually invented in the age of Ra'ma.

Since it appears from the Ndrdyan, that thirty-fix

modes are in general use, and the rest very rarely ap

plied to practice, I shall exhibit only the scales of the

six Rdgas and thirty Rdginis, according to So'ma, the

authors quoted in the Ndrdyan, and the books explained

by Pandits to Mirza Khan j on whose credit I must

rely for that of Cacubbd, which I cannot sind in my

Sanscrit treatises on musick : had I depended on him

for information of greater consequence, he would have

led me into a very serious mistake; for he asserts,

what I now sind erroneous, that the graha is the sirst

note of every mode, with which every song, that is

composed in it, must invariably begin and end. Three

distinguished sounds in each mode are called graha,

ryd/a, an'sa ; and the writer of the Ndrdyan desines them

in the two following couplets :

Graha swarah fa ityucto yo gitadau famarpitah,

Nydsa swarastu fa prosto yo gitadi famapticah:

Yo vyactivyanjaco gane, yasya servg* nugaminah,

Yasya servatra bahulyam vady an/io pi nripotamah.

" The note, called graha, is placed at the beginning,

" and that named nydja, at the end, of a song: that

" note which displays the peculiar melody, and to

" which all the others are subordinate, that whichis

4' always of the gratest use, is like a sovereign, though

" a mere ania, or portion.'

".By
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" By the word vddi, (fays the commentator,) he means

" the note which announces and ascertains the Rdga,

" and which may be considered as the parent and

" origin of the graha, and nyasa:" this clearly mows,

I think, that the an'sa must be the tonick : and we (hall

find that the two other notes are generally its third and

fifth, or the mediant and the dominant. In the poem

entitled Mdgha there is a musical simile, which may

illustrate and confirm our idea :

Analpatwat pradhanatwad ansasyevetaraswarah,

Vijigifhornripatayah prayanti pericharatam.

" From the greatness, from the transcendent qualities,

*' of that Hero eager for conquest, other kings march

** in subordination to him, as other notes are subordi-

« nate to the an'sa"

If the an'sa be the tonick, or modal note, of the

Hindus, we may confidently exhibit the scales of the

Indian modes according io,Soma, denoting by aa as

terisk the omission of a note :

Bhairava:

Varati:

Medhyamadi:

f dha, ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

ma, pa, *, ni, fa, *, ga.

Bbairavi: ^ fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

Saindbavl : fa, ri, *, ma, pa, dha, *.

Bengali : \Jdt ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

Ma'lava: s 81, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha.

¥odi : j ga, ma, pa, dha, ni, fa, ri.

Gaudi: < ni, fa, ri, *, ma, pa, *.

Condacri : J fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, *, ni.

Sufihavail : {~ not in Soma.

Cacubhd : not in Soma.

Srira'ga'
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Srira'ca :

Malava'sri:

Maravi :

Dbanyaft ;

Vajanil :

/IJaveri:

Hindo'la :

Ramacri;

Desdcftii:

Lelita }

Veldvaft ;

Ratamanjari:

DIpaca :

ni,

fa,

ga,

fa,

fa,

fa,

#
5

ma,

*,

so,

rt,

ga,

pa,

ga,

ga,

ma,

*
j

ma,

ma,

ma, pa, dha, ni,

ma,

pa,

»*,

pa,

#
j

fa,

pa,

*

fa,

,

dha,

so,

 

ni.

*^

ni.

ni.

ga.

s ma,

fa,

J ga,

* fa,

,

ri

dba, ni

dha,

, g",

ma, pa,

£«,

ni, fa,

»/, fa,

ma, pa,

dha, *,

ma, *,

not in Soma.

not in Soma.

* g^

dha, ni.

fa, ri*

dha,

% ga, ma, *.'

Desi:

Cambbdit

TfettZ:

Cedar};

Carn&fi :

Me'cha :

ffaccft;

Mellari:

Curjari :

Bbtifali ;

Defacri;

ri, *, nta, pa, dha,

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa,

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa,

ni, fa, so, ga, ma,

ni, k> *, ga, ma,

not in Soma.

ni, fa,

*.

dha, ni.

pa, dha.

pa, *

s fa, so, 3?, ma, -pa, dha, »/,

*, fa, ri, *, ma, pa,

ri, j??, ma, * dha, ni. la.

#

pa.

ma, dha, ni, &,

ga, pa, *3 fa, ri,

fa, ri, ga, ma, faf dha, zw.

It is impossible that I mould have erred much, if

at all, in the preceding table, because the regularity

of the Sanscrit metre has in general enabled me to

correct the manuscript; but I have some doubt as to

Vtldvali, of which fa is declared to . be the ama, or

tonick,
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tonick; though it is faid in the fame line, that both pa

and ri may be omitted: I, therefore, have supposed

dha to be the true reading, both Mirza Khan and the

Ndrayan exhibiting that note as the leader of the

mode. The notes printed in Italick letters are vari

ously (hanged by temperament, or by shakes, and other

graces; but, even if I were able to give you in words

a distinct notion of those changes, the account of

each mode would be insufferably tedious, and scarce

intelligible, without the assistance of a masterly per

former on the Indian lyre. According to the best

authorities adduced in the Ndrayan, the thirty-six

modes are, in some provinces, arranged in these•

forms-,

Bhairava:

Vardti:

Medbyamddi :

Bhairavi :

Saindbavi :

Bengali:

f dha, ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa.

fa, ri, ga, ma, fa, dha, ni.

fa, *• ga, ma, pa, dha.

*, ga, ma, *, dha, ni.

dha, ni, fa, ri, ga, ma.

ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.
L

m,

pa,

fa,

Ma'lava:

<T6di:

Gaudi :

Gondacri :

Sujfbdvati:

Cacubbd:

ma, *, dha, ni, fa, ri, ga.

ma, pa, dha, ni, fa, ri, ga.

ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, *, dha*

fa, *, ga, ma, pa, *, ni.

dha• ni, Ja, ri, ga, ma, *.

not in the Ndrayan.

Srira'ga :

Mdlavasri :

Mdravi :

Dbanydsi :

VnsanH :

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

fa» *» €a> ma> Pa> dha, ni.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

ri., ga, ma, -pa, dha, ni, fa.

Hindola ;
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Hindola:

Rdmacri :

De/dcjht :

Lelita :

Veldval) :

Patamanjarl :

s fa, *, ga, ma, *, dha, ni.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

ga, ma, pa, dha, ni, fa,

Jay *, ga, ma, pa, *, nu

dha, ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa.

L pa, dbat ni, fa, ri, ga, ma.

Dipaca: omitted.

Best: s ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha.

Cdmbodl: fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

Nettd: -j fa, rit ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

Cedarl : omitted.

Carndti: - ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha.

Me'gha:

Tacca :

Melldri:

Gurjarl :

Bhvpalt :

Difacri :

s dha, ni, fa, ri, ga, ma, pa.

(a mixed mode.)

dha, ni, *, ri, ga, ma,

ni,

omitted in the Ndrdyan.

ri, ga, *, pa, dha. *.

so, j ga, ma, pa,

Among the scales just enumerated, we may fafely six

on that of Sri'ra'ga for our own major mode, since its

form and character are thus described in a Sanscrit

couplet:

Jatinyafagrahagramanseshu fhadjo' Ipapcnchamab,

Sringaravirayorjheyah Srirdgd gitacovidaih.-

" Musicians know Srirdga to have /a for its princi-

" pal note, and the sirst of its scale, with pa diminished,

" and to be used for expressing heroick. love and va-

" lour." Now the diminution ofpa by ontsruti give*

us the modern European scale.
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ut, re, mi, fa, sol, la, ft, ut;

with a minor tone, or, as the Indians would express

it, with three irutis, between the sifth and sixth

notes.

On the formulas exhibited by Mirza Khan I have

less reliance; but, since he professes to give them from

Sanscrit authorities, it seemed proper to transcribe

them :

Bhairava: sdha,

Vardti: fa,

Medbyamddi: ma,

Bhairavi . ma,

Saindhavi: fa,

Bengali : Lfa,

n.

n.

fa, •, ga, ma, *.

ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

Ma'lava:

ToSi:

Gaudi:

Conddcri:

Suft'bdvaJi

Cacubbd;

fa.

ga> ma, pa, dha, ni.

ga> ma, pa, dha, ni.

• .
* ga» ma, dha, ni.

se.
•
f

ga, ma, pa,
•
m

m, fa, «> ga» ma,
m

ni, fa, «» ga, ma,
•

Srira'ga:

Mdlavajri :

Mdravz :

Dbanydst:

Vajantt:

AJaveri:

Vou in.

'fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, m.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

fa, *, pa, ga, ma, dha, ni.

fa, pa, dha, ni, ri, ga, *.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

_dha, ni, fa,

G

ma, pa.

Hjndolai
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Hindo'la: ffa,

Lelitd:

Velavo.ll :

*
ga, ma, pa, *•

ni.1
•

ga, ma, pa,

ni,

*
ni.

ma, pa, dha, so,
*

•

ni, fa,
*

ga, ma,
*

» •

ni, so• so, ga, ma, pa.

dha, ni• sa, ga, ma.

Dipaca: ffa, ri,

D'e'si: ri, ga,

Cambodt: J dha, ni,

Netta: j fa, ni,

Ceddri: ni, fa,

Carnati: ^ni, so,

ga, ma, pa, dha, ni.

ma, *, dha, ni, fa.

fa, ri, ga, ma, pa.

dha, pa, ma, ga, ri.

*, ga, ma, pa, *.

ri, ga, ma, pa, dha.

Me'giia:

cTacca. :

Mellari :

Gurjari :

Bhiipari :

Desacri :

It may reasonably be suspected, that the Moghol

writer could not have shown the distinction, which

must necesfarily have been made, between the differ

ent modes, to which he assigns the fame formula; and,

as to his inversions of the notes in some of the Rdgi-

nis, I can only fay, that no such changes appear in

the Sanscrit books which I have inspected. I leave

our scholars and musicians to sind, among the scales

here exhibited, the Dorian mode of Olympus; but it

cannot escape notice, that the Chinese scale, C, D, E, *,

G, A, *, corresponds very nearly with ga, ma, pa, *, nif

sa, *, or the Mdravl of So'ma We have long known

in Bengal, from the information of a Scotch gentleman

skilled

fdha,

fa,

) dha,

I

P,

so,

fa•

m,

so,

ni,

ga5

ga,

ri,

so,

ga,

*,.

ma,

ma,

ga,

«, ga,

ma, pa,

so, ga,

pa, dha,

dha, ni,

ma, pa,

*
» ,

dba,

ma,

ni,

pa,

dha•

ni.

*

ri.

ni.
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skilled in mufick, that the wild but charming melo

dies of the ancient Highlanders were formed by a

similar mutilation of the natural scale. By such mu

tilations, and by various alterations of the notes in

tuning the Vind, the number of modes might be aug

mented indefinitely; and CalunaVha admits ninety

into his system, allowing^?* nymphs, instead offive, to

each of his musical deities ; for Dipaca, which is ge

nerally considered as a lost mode, (though Mirza

Khan exhibits the notes of it,) he substitutes Pancha-

ma: for Hindo'la, he gives us Vasanta, or the Spring;

and (or Malava, Natandrdyan, or CiiRisHNAthe Dancer;

all with scales rather different from those of Pa'van.

The system of Iswara, which may have had some affi

nity with the old Egyptian musick invented or improv

ed by Osiris, nearly resembles that of Hanumat;

but the names and scales are a little varied: in all the

systems, the names of the modes are significant, and

some os them as fanciful as those of the fairies in the

Midsummer Night's Dream. Forty-eight new modes

were added by Bherat, who marries a nymph, thence

called Bbdryd, to each Putra, or Son, of a Rdga; thus

admitting, in his musical school, an hundred and thirty-

two manners of arranging the series of notes.

Had the Indian empire continued in full energy for

the last two thoufand years, religion would, no doubts

have given permanence to systems of musick invent

ed, as the Hindus believe, by their Gods, and adapted

to mystical poetry: but such have been the revolu

tions of their government since the time of Alexan

der, that although the Sanscrit books have preserved

the theory of their musical composition, the practice

of it seems almost wholly lost (as all the Pandits and

Rajas confess) in Gaur and Magarha, or the pro^

vinces of Bengal and Behar. When I first read the

songs of Jayade'va, who has prefixed to each of

them the name of the mode in which it was anciently

G a fung;*
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fung, 1 had hopes of procuring the original musick;

but the Pandits of the south referred me to those of the

weft, and the Brahmens ofthe weft would have sent me to

those of the north; while they (I mean those of Nepal

and Cajhmir) declared that they had no ancient mu

sick, but imagined that the notes to the Gitago'vinda

must exist, if any where, in one of the southern pro

vinces, where the poet was born: from all this I col

lect, that the art, which flourished in India many cen

turies ago, has faded for want of due culture, though

some scanty remnants of it may, perhaps, be preserv

ed in the pastoral roundelays of Mafhura on the

loves and sports of the Indian Apollo. We must

not, therefore, be surprised, if modern performers on

the Vina have little or no modulation, or change of

mode, to which passionate musick owes nearly all it*

enchantment; but that the old musicians of India,

having sixed on a leading mode to express the general

character of the song, which they were tranflating into

the musical language, varied that mode, by certain

rules, according to the variation of sentiment or pas

sion in the poetical phrases, and always returned to it

at the Close of the air, many reasons induce me to

believe; though I cannot but admit, that their mo

dulation must have been greatly consined by the re

striction of certain modes to certain seasons and

hours, unless those restrictions belonged merely to the

principal mode. The scale of Vtna we sind com

prized both our European modes; and if some of the

notes can be raised a semitone by a stronger pressure

on the frets, a delicate and experienced singer might

produce the effect of minute enharmonick intervals:

the construction of the instrument, therefore, seems

to favour my conjecture; and an excellent judge of

the subject informs us, that, " the open wires are

" from time to time struck in a manner that prepares

" the ear for a change of modulation, to which the

" uncommonly full and sine tones of those notes

" greatly
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u greatly contribute." We may add, that the Hindu

poets never fail to change the metre., which is their

mode, according to the change of subject or sentiment

in the fame piece; and I could produce instances of

poetical modulation (if such a phrase may be used) at

least equal to the most affecting modulations of our

greatest composers: now the musician must naturally

have emulated the poet, as every tranflator endea

vours to resemble his original : and since each of the

Indian modes rs appropriated to a certain affection of

the mind, it is hardly possible, that, where the passion

is varied, a skilful musician could avoid a variation of

the mode. The rules for modulation seem to be

contained in the chapters on mixed modes, for an in

termixture of Mellari with Todi and Saindhavi, means,

I suppose, a transition, however short, from one to

another: but the question must remain undecided,

unless we can find in the Sangitas a clearer account

of modulation than I am able to produce, or unless

we can procure a copy of the Gitagovinda, with the

musick to which it was set before the time of Cali-

das, in some notation that may be easily decyphered.

It is obvious, that I have not been speaking of a mo

dulation regulated by harmony, with which the Hindus,

I believe, were unacquainted; though, like the Greeks,

they distinguish the consonant and dijsonant sounds; I

mean only such a transition from one series of notes to

another, as we fee described by the Greek musicians,

who were ignorant of harmony, in the modern fense of

the word ; and, perhaps, if they had known it ever lo

perfectly, would have applied it solely to the support

of melody, which alone speaks the language of passion

and sentiment.

It would give me pleasure to close this essay with

several specimens of old Indian airs from the fifth

chapter of So'ma; but I have leisure only to present

you with one of them in our own characters, accom-

G 3 panied
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!

panied with the original notes: I selected the mode

of Vasanta, because it was adopted by Jayade'va

himself to the most beautiful of his odes, and because

the number of notes in Soma compared with that of

the syllables in the Sanscrit stanza, may lead us to

guess, that the strain itself was applied by the musician

to the very words of the poet. The words are

i

Lalita lavanga lata perisilana comala malaya samire,

Madhucara nicara carambita cocila cujita cunja cutire

Viharad heririha larasa vasante

Nrityati yuvati jancna saman sac'hi virahi janasya durante.

" While the soft gale of Malaya wafts perfume'

" from the beautiful clove-plant, and the recess of

" each flowery arbour sweetly resounds with the

" strains of the Cocila mingled with the murmurs of

" the honey-making swarms, Heri dances, O lovely

" friend, with a company of damsels in this vernal

" season: a season full of delights, but painful to se-

" parated lovers."

I have noted Soma's air in the major mode of A,

or sa, which, from its gaiety and brilliancy, well ex

presses the general hilarity of the song ; but the sen

timent of tender pain, even in a season of delights,

from the remembrance of pleasures no longer attain

able, would require in our musick a change to the

minor mode; and the air might be disposed in the

form of a rondeau, ending with the second line, or

even with the third, where the sense is equally full, if

it should be thought proper to express by another

modulation, that imitative melody which the poet has

manifestly attempted: the measure is very rapid, and

the air should be gay, or even quick, in exact propor

tion to it,

The following is a strain in the mode of Hind6la,

beginning and ending with the fifth notesa, but want

ing





^_^fc>?3.soarJ"7.

*
*
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ing pa, and ri, or the second and sixth : I could easily

have found words for it in the Gitagovinda, but the

united charms of poetry and musick would lead me

too far; and I must now with reluctance bid farewel

to a subject, which I despair of having leisure to

resume.

AN OLD INDIAN AIR.

la li ta ta van ga la ta pe ri si la na co ma la ma la ya i

ilŒliM^iiiil

mi re mad hu ca ra ni ca ra ca ram bi ta co ci la

*——•*

cu ji ta cun ja cu ti re vi ha ra ti be ri ri ha

sa ra sa va san te nrit ya ti yu va ti ja ne na sa mamsachi

3s£

vi ra hi ja na sya du ran te.

M ri ga ma pa dha sa sa

A LETTER
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A LETTER

From Lieutenant BROWNE to the PRESIDENT.

Dear Sir,

In the course of reading history, it is

a reflection, which must, I think, have occurred to

every one, that if the actors in the most material

events could have foreseen the importance which those

events would have in the eyes of posterity, they would

certainly have preserved such detailed and circumstan

tial relations of them, as would have prevented the

general darkness and uncertainty which we now ex

perience and lament: but it has probably seldom hap

pened, that their genius, or leisure from more important

concerns, has admitted of this; and thus we are from

necessity often compelled to rest fatisfied with imperfect

traditions, repeated (or, which is worse, arbitrarily)

by subsequent historians.

With what avidity should we now peruse an ac

count written by any of the principal persons present

at the battle of Hastings, of Lincoln, of Lewes, of

Eve/ham, of Crejfy, of Jgincourt, of Towton, or of

Bo/worth! but in those days a general or statesman

was as unskilful with his pen as he was expert with

his sword; and the monks, who were almost the only

writers, were seldom participators of such active

scenes.

Considering this, as well as the importance which

the wars and politics of Hindostan have now ac

quired in the opinions of European historians, I cannot

avoid believing, that the great events of this country

will hereafter be sought for with as much diligence,

as
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as those of the early part of European history are at

present: if I am not mistaken in this, the Battle of

Paniput will be among those events which will claim

the greatest attention, both as a military action, and

as an era from which the reduction of the Mahratta

power may be sixed, who otherwise would probably

have long ago reduced the whole of Hindostan to their

obedience.

It appeared to me in this light at a time when a

very particular and authentick narrative of that action

came into my possession; and, as the plainness of the

original led me to believe myself competent to the

talk, I was induced to undertake the translating it into

English, that the difficulty of reading it in the Persian

might not prevent its being as generally known as its

historical importance merits.

It is almost superfluous to tell you, dear Sir, who

are so well versed in Astatick history, that this battle

was fought in the month of January, 1761, between

the united forces of all the Mahratta chiefs on one

side, commanded by Sedasheo, (commonly called the

Bhow,) and the combined armies of the Durranies,

Rohillas, and Hindostany Mussulmans, on the other,

under the command of Ahmed Shah Durrany: few

battles have been more bloody, or decisive of greater

events; for, had the Mahrattas been conquerors, they

would have put a sinal period to the Mussulman domi

nion in Hindostan, and established their own in its

place; but, as it happened, the power of the Mahrat

tas received a shock, from which it has never entirely

recovered; and the Durrany Shah, having returned

precipitately to his own dominions, left the disunited

Rohillas, and Hindostany Mussulmans, to carry on,

as they could, their distracted government, under a

wretched pageant of royalty, and a divided and un

principled nobility.

The
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The writer of this narrative, Casi Raj Pundit,

was a Muttaseddy in the service of the late Vizier,

Shuja-ul-Dowlah ; and being by birth a native of

the Decan, acquainted with the Mahratta language, and

having some friends in the service of the Bhovv, he

became the channel of several overtures for peace,

which the Bhow endeavoured to negociate through

Shuja-ul-Dowlah: this, together with the accu

racy and clearness of his narrative, makes it much

more interesting than any other which I have seen.

The tranflation is, however, far from literal, as I en

deavoured to make the style as plain and unadorned

as possible.

Such as it is, permit me, dear Sir, to offer it to you,

and to leave it to your dispofal : if I am so happy as

to know that it receives your approbation, as likely

to prove useful in elucidating the history of this coun

try, I shall think myself sufficiently rewarded for the

time it has taken up. Believe me to be, with the

greatest esteem and respect,

Dear Sir,

Your very faithful

and obedient Servant,

Dinapore,

February 1, 1791. JAMES BROWNE.
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v.

AN ACCOUNT OF

THE BATTLE OF PANIPUT,

AND OF THE EVENTS LEADING TO IT,

Written in Persian by Ca'si Raja Pundit, who was

present at the Battle.

BALA ROW, Pundit Pradhdn, who fat on the

Musnud of government in the Decan, was consi

dered by the chiefs and inhabitants of Hindoftan as a

man of wisdom, circumspection, and good fortune:

but he naturally loved his ease and pleasure, which

did not however lose him the respect and attachment

of his people.

As long as harmony prevailed in his family, he left

the entire management of all the affairs of government

to Sedasheo* Row Bhow, and gave himself up to

pleasure.

Sedasheo, from his earliest years, had studied

every branch of the art of government, the regulation

of the finances and the army, and the conduct of all

publick affairs, under the instruction of Ramchundra

Baba Sindhvi, the greatest statesman of the age; and

from the first watch of the7 day till the middle of the

night, applied to the -publick business. By his great

experience, address, and ability, he brought men over

to his opinion, to a co-operation in his measures, and

a perfect reliance upon his wisdom and ability. Se

veral important affairs, both in the Decan and the pro

vinces, had been brought to a conclusion by his means;

and at length an expedition was sitted out for com

pleting

* Properly Sadafiaa,
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pleting the conquest of Hindostan, under the supreme

command of Raghunaut Row. Mulhar Row Hul-

kur, Junkoogee Sindia, and several other chiefs,

were ordered to act under him with very powerful

forces. They accordingly marched into Hindojlan, and

with little difficulty reduced every place to their obe

dience, until they came to the neighbourhood of La~

bore and Sbahdowla: here they were opposed by Jehan

Khan, and the other cammanders left in those districts

by Ahmed Shah Durrany, whom they defeated, and

compelled to repass the Attock. They kept possession

of that country for some time, but the army beginning

to fall considerably in arrears, Raghunaut Row

thought it adviseable to return to the Decan.

Upon the return of Raghunaut Row, the accounts

of his expedition being inspected by the Bhow, it was

found that a debt of eighty-eight lacs of rupees was

due to the army, so much had the expences been al

lowed to exceed all the collections of tribute, pijhcujh,

Sec. The Bhow, who was in every respect superior

to Raghunaut, reproached him severely for this, and

asked him if that was his good management, to bring

home debts instead of an increase of wealth to the trea

sury of the state; which Raghunaut Row replied to,

by advising him to try his own (kill next time, and fee

what advantage he could make of it. Bala Row, how

ever, interfered, and reconciled them in some degree,

by excusing Raghunaut Row on account of his youth

and inexperience.

Next year the scheme of reducing Hindoftan being

renewed, and the command again offered to Raghu

naut Row; he declined it, faying, " Let those have

*' the command who are well-wishers to the state,

and who will consult the public advantage." This

speech gave great offence to the Bhow; and, on many

considerations, he offered himself to take the com

2 mand
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mand of the expedition; taking with him Biswas

Row, the eldest son of Bala Row, then seventeen

years of age, as the nominal commander in chief, ac

cording to the ancient custom of the Mabrattas*. The

army under his command was very numerous, and

they set out on their expedition without delay ; but,

as soon as they had passed the Nerbudda\, the Bhow

began to exercise his authority in a new and offensive

manner, and both in settling the accounts of the army

and revenue, and in all public business, he showed a

capricious and self-conceited conduct. He totally

excluded from his council Mulhar Row, and all the

other chiefs who were experienced in the affairs of

Hmdqftan, and who had credit and influence with the

principal people in that country, and carried on every

thing by his own opinion alone.

When he came to Seronga, he dispatched Vakeels

with presents to all the principal chiefs in Hindostant

inviting them to an alliance and co-operation with

him, for the purpose of settling the affairs of Hindo-

ftan. Among the rest, a Vakeel came with the above

propofal to the Navab Shujah-ul-Dowlah, bringing

with him a present of fine cloths and jewels to a con

siderable amount; and informing him, at the fame

time, that whenever the Bhow should arrive near

him, he would dispatch Naroo Shunker to conduct

Shujah-ul-Dowlah to him. Shujah-ul-Dowlah

answered him in the language of profession, but de

termined in his own mind to keep himself disengaged

from both parties, and to be a spectator of the ex

pected contest till his future conduct should be de

termined by the event, when he designed to j oin the

victors.

* Ahmed

* Properly Makdrafhtras.

+ Properly Nermada.
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Ahmed Shah Durrany, after the defeat of Dat-

tea [ee Putul Sindia, cantoned his army in the

district: of Anufjhair, upon the banks of the Ganges ;

and Dattea Jee Putul himself having been killed in

«n action with Nu jeib-ul-Dowlah, the latter was

apprehensive of the consequences of the resentment of

the Mahrattas, and therefore united himself closely

with the Durrany Shah, who was himself excited to

invade Hindostan by a wish to revenge the defeat of his

General Jehan Khan the preceding year, but still by

the solicitations of Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, who agreed

to bear the extra charges of the Shah's army, and,

being himself a man of great military reputation, as

well as an able politician, had persuaded all the Robil-

la chiefs, and the Patans of Ferokhabady to join the

Durrany Shah.

The Bhow, besides his own Becany troops, had

brought with him all the auxiliaries that he could

collect; in Makva, Janjye, &c. under the command

of the several Æmils, such as Naroo SHUNKERand

others; and, as soon as he arrived at the river Chum-

bul> he sent a considential person to Raja Surja

Mul, chief of the Jauts, proposing a conference,

and that Surja Mul should enter into alliance with

him. Surja Mul sent him word in reply, that his

negotiations with the Mahrattas had always been

conducted through the mediation of Mulhar Row

and the Sindeas, and that if they chose to interfere

on the present occasion, he was ready to wait on the

Bhow. The Bhow from necessity allied those chiefs

to assist him in this matter, which they having con

sented to, as soon as the army of the Mahrattas ap

proached to dgrat Surja Mul paid his respects to

the Bhow; and the converfation turning on the most

advifable mode of conducting the war, Surja Mul

faid, " You are . the master of Hindostan, poflessed of

"all things; I am but a Zemindar, yet will give my

" advice
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" advice according to the extent of my comprehen-

" sion and knowledge. In the sirst place, the families

K of the chiefs and soldiers, the large train of bag-

u gage, and the heavy artillery, will be great impedi-

" ments to carrying on the kind of war which you

" have now in hand. Your troops are more light and

" expeditious than those of Hindostan; but the Durranies

" are still more expeditious than you. It is therefore

" advifable to take the sield against them quite uincum-

" bered, and to leave the superfluous baggage and fol-

lowers on the other side of the Chumbul, under the

" protection of Janfye or Gualiar; which places are

" under your authority.

" Or, I will put you in possession of one of the

" large forts in my country, Deig or Combeir, or

" Burtpoor, in which you may lodge the baggage and

" followers; and I will join you with all my forces.

" In this arrangement, you will have the advantage

u of a free communication with a friendly country

" behind you, and need be under no apprehensions

" respecting supplies to your army ; and there is

" reason to believe, that the enemy will not be able

" to advance so far, but will by this plan of opera-

" tions be obliged to disperse, without effecting any

" thing."

Mulhar Row, and the other chiefs, approved of

this advice, and observed, " that trains of artillery

" were suitable to the royal armies, but that the

" Mahratta mode of war was predatory; and their

*' best way was to follow the method to which they

" had been accustomed; that Hindostan was not their

" hereditary possession ; and, if they could not succeed

."in reducing it, it would be no disgrace to them to

" retreat again. That the advice of Surja Mul was

" excellent; and that the plan which he proposed,

'* would certainly compel the enemy to retreat, as they

3 " had
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" had no fixed possession in the country. That their

*' object for the present, therefore, should be to gain

" time till the breaking up of the rains, when the

" Durranies would certainly return to their own

"country."

Notwithstanding that all the Mahratta chiefs were

unanimous in recommending this plan, the Bhow,

relying on the strength of his army, and his own cou

rage and ability, would not listen to it, but faid, " that

*' his inferiors had acquired military reputation by

"their actions in that country; and it never should

" be reproached to him, that he, who was the fupe-

" rior, had gained nothing but the disgrace of acting

" defensively." And he reproached Mulhar Row

with having outlived his activity and his understanding:

at the fame time faying, "that Surja Mul was only a

" Zemindar; that his advice was suitable enough to his

" rank, and capacity, but not worth the consideration

" of men so much his superiors."

Men of wisdom and experience were surprized at

this arrogance and obstinacy in a man who always

formerly had shown so much good sense and circum

spection as the Bhow had done till this expedition;

and concluded, that fate had ordained the miscar

riage of their enterprise. Every one became disgusted

by his harsh and offensive speeches; and they faid

among themselves, " It is better that this Brahman

" should once meet with a defeat, or else what weight

" and consideration shall we be allowed?"

The Bhow posted a body of troops to prevent Sur

ja Mul from leaving the camp: this alarmed him ve-

by much, but, as all the chiefs were of one opinion,'

Mulhar Row and the rest advised him not to be hasty,

but to act as circumstances should direct; and, for the

present, to remain for the fatisfaction of the Bhow.

After
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Aster this, the Bhow marched from Agra to Debly,

and at once laid siege to the royal castle, where Ya«

coob aly Khan (who was nephew to the Durrany

Vizier, Shah vulli Khan) commanded, and sum

moned him to surrender the castle, after the batteries

had played some days, Yacoob aly Khan sinding

that resistance was vain, by the advice of Shah vulli

Khan, capitulated through the other Mahratta chiefs'

mediation, and delivered the castle up to the Bhow,

who entered it with Biswas Row, and seized upon a

great part of the royal effects that he found there; es

pecially the ceiling of the great hall of audience,

which was of silver, and made at an immense expense,

was pulled down, and coined into seventeen lacks of

rupees. Many other actions of the fame kind were

done; and it was generally reported to be the Bhow's

design to get rid of such of the principal Hindostany

chiefs as stood in his way; and, after the Durrany

Shah should return to his own country, to place Bis

was Row upon the throne of Debly. This intelligence

was brought to the Navab Shuja-ul-Dowlah, and

it is on his authority that I relate it.

In the mean time the rains set in, and the Bhow

cantoned his army in Debly, and for twelve coss round

it, residing himself in the castle; while Ahmed Shah

Durrany remained in cantonments near Anussbair.

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah gave him exact information of

every thing that pasted; upon which intelligence the

Shah told him, " that, as Shuja-ul-Dowlah was a

" chief of great weight and power, and vizier of Hin-

*' doftan, it was of the greatest importance to secure

" him to their interest, and to persuade him to join

*' them ; for that, should he be gained by the Mab-

" rattas, the worst consequences must arise from it,

" That it was not necessary that he should bring a

il large army with him : his coming even with a few

ff would very considerably strengthen their cause,

Vol, III. H "That
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" That on a former occasion, when he (Ahmed Shah)

K invaded Hindostan, Shuja-ul-Dowlah's father,

" Sufder Jung, had opposed him, and been the

" principal means of his failure. That no doubt

" this would make Shuja-ul-Dowlah apprehen-

« five and suspicious of him, and therefore Nujeib-

« ul-Dowlah must endeavour by every means to

" get the better of that obstacle, lest Shuja-ul-

*' Dowlah should join the opposite party. That this

** was a negociation too nice and important to be

" conducted by Vakeels, or by letters, and that there-

*' fore Nujeib-ul-Dowlah must go himself with a

" small escort, and in person prevail on Shuja-ul-

** Dowlah to join them."

Ahmed Shah Durrany, and his vizier, Shah

vulli Khan, sent written treatises of alliance, and

the Koran sealed with their seals, by Nujeib-ul-Dow-

i ah, who, taking his leave of the Durrany Shah,

set out with an escort of two thoufand horse, and in

three days got to Mindy Gaut, on the Ganges.

Shuja-ul-Dowlah, some time before this, had

been encamped on his frontier near the Ganges, for

the protection of his country, and, receiving informa

tion of Nu f eib-ul-Dowlah's sudden arrival, he

found himself under the necessity of giving him a meet

ing, and showing him all the honours which hospitali

ty and politeness demanded. Nujeib-ul-Dowlah

showed him the treaties proposed by the Durrany

Shah, and gave him every assurance and encourage

ment possible, both from the Durrany Shah and

from himself; arid explained to him also the perils of

their own situation. " For my own part," faid he,

" I give over every hope of fafety, when I reslect

*' that the Bhow is my declared enemy; but it be-

" hoves you also to take care of yourself, and to se-

" cure an ally in one of the parties : and, as you know

" the Bhow bears a mortal hatred to all Mussulmans*

" whenever
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** whenever he has the power to show his enmity, nei-

« ther you nor I, nor any Other Mussulman, will

" escape. Though, after all, the destiny of God

** will be fulsilled, yet we ought also to exercise our

u own faculties to their utmost. From my friendship

" to you, I have come this distance to explain things

*' to you, though averse from all unnecesfary trouble.

** Now consider and determine^ The Begum, your

** mother, is capable of advising us both: consult her

" upon the occasion, as well as the rest of your fami-

" ly, and determine on what you shall think best."

After considering the matter for two or three days,

Shuja-ul-Dowlah concluded, that it would be very

unfafe and improper to join the Mabrattas : and to de

cline the proffered friendship of the other party, would

be impolitick, especially after their deputing a man of

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah's rank to him; and would never

be forgiven either by the Shah, or the Robilla chiefs.

Yet the danger appeared very great, whether the vic

tory should fall to the Mabrattas, or to the Durranies.

He at length, however, determined to follow the advice \

of Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, and to join the Durrany

Shah. He accordingly dispatched his women to

Lucknow, appointed Raja Beni Behader Naib Subah

during his absence, and, setting out with Nujeib-

ui-Dowlah, and arriving at the Durrany camp near

Anufshair, was presented to Ahmed Shah Durrany,

who treated him with the greatest consideration and

honour, told him that he considered him as one of bts

own children; that he waited for his arrival, and

now would shew him the punishment of the Mabrattas,

with many proofs of his friendship. He at the fame

time proclaimed it through his own camp, that no

Durrany should presume to commit any violence or

irregularity in Shuja-ul-Dowlah's (amp: that any

one who did, should be put to immediate death ; add

ing, that Shuja-ul-Dowlah was the Ion of Sunder

H a Jung*
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Jung, the guest of Ahmed Shah's family j and that

he considered him as dear as his own child. The

grand vizier Shah vulli Khan, who was a man in

the highest esteem and respect with all ranks, called

Shuja-ul-Dowlah his son also, and treated him with

the highest distinction.

As the common soldiers among Durranies are stub

born and disobedient, notwithstanding the Shah's pro

clamation, they committed some irregularities in Shu-

ja-ul-Dowlah's camp: the Shah, hearing of this,

had two hundred of them seized upon, and, having

had their noses bored through with arrows, and strings

passed through the holes, they were led in this condi

tion, like camels, to Shuja-ul-Dowlah, to be put

to death or pardoned, as he should think proper. He

accordingly had them released; and from that time

none of the Durrany soldiers made the least disturbance

in Shuja-ul-Dowlah's camp.

Soon after this, though the rains were still at their

height, the Shah marched from Anufshair, and can

toned his army at Sbabdera, on the bank of the Jumna,

opposite to the city of Dehly. Many posts of the Mah-

ratta army were within sight; but the river was too

deep and rapid to be passed.

The Bhow sent Bowany Shunker Pundit, a na

tive of Aurungabad, and a man of good sense and ex

perience, with some overtures to Shuja-ul-Dowlah ;

telling him that there was no ground for enmity be

tween the Mahrattas and his Excellency's family; on

the contrary, they had formerly given great support

and assistance to Sufder Jung, Shuja-ul-Dowlah's

father. Why then did the Navab join their enemies ?

That their not having long since desired him to join

them in person, was solely owing to their unwilling

ness to give him inconvenience. That now it was
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by all means necessary for him to join them, or at

least to separate himself from the other party, and to

send some person of character and rank, on his part,

to reside within the camp.

Accordingly the Navab sent Raja Debydut, a na

tive of Debly, who was in his service; a man of great

eloquence, (whose father had been the royal treasurer

during the administration of the Syeds ; and he him

self had been one of the household during the reign

of Mohammed Shah,) to accompany Bowany Shun-

ker. The Navab also sent Row Casy Raj, (the wri

ter of this narrative,) who had been in the service of

Sufder Jung, and much favoured by him. His Ex

cellency told Bowany Shunker that I (Casy Raj)

was also a Decany, and introduced me to him in his

own presence; where we soon recognized our being

of the fame cast and country. Bowany Shunker

wrote the Bhow word of my being employed in this

affair; upon which the Bhow caused a letter to be

written to me in the Decan language; but as there was

some desiciency in the form of address, I did not re

ply to it. The Bhow inquired of Bowany Shunker

why I neglected to answer his letter; which being ex

plained, he was very angry with his Munjhy.

When Raja Debydut got to the Bhow's camp, the

negotiation began; but the Bhow being dissatissied

with this agent, he sent Bowany Shunker back to

tell Shuja-ul-Dowlah, that Raja Debydut was too

unguarded a man to be entrusted with secrets of such

importance: he therefore desired the Navab would

send a trusty man entirely to be relied on, and send

word by him precisely what steps were to be pur

sued.

At the fame time other overtures came from Mut-

har Row, and Raja Surja Mul, to know what part

they
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they should act. All these propofals the Navab com-

jnunicated exactly to Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, and the

grand vizier; and negotiated with the Mahrattas by

their advice,

Nujeib-ul-rDowlah threw every obstacle that he

could in the way of peace: but the grand vizier told

Shuja-ul-Dowlah, that, if a peace could be brought

about through his means, it would be better; that he

was very willing to forward it, and would engage to

obtain the Shah's concurrence. In fact, he was at

this time on but indifferent terms with N^JEib-ul-t

Dowlah.

At length it was resolved to send the eunuch Mo-*

hammed Yacoob Khan with their propofals to the

Mahrattas, and to tell them from Shuja-ul-Dowlah,

that he acknowledged the friendship which had aU

ways subsisted between them and him; that however

jt was neither proper nor practicable for him to join

them, but that on every proper occasion he was ready

to manifest his friendship, by giving them the best

intelligence and advice ; and, since they asked his

opinion in the present instance, he would advise

them to avoid attempting any other mode of carryr

ing on the war, than the predatory and desultory

one, to which they were accustomed : or that, if they

preferred peace, means should be devised for obtain-r

ing it.

They at the fame time Wrote to Raja Surja Mul,

advising him to quit the Mahrattas, and return to his

own country ; which advice coinciding with his own

opinion, he promised to follow it.

The Bhow, in answer lo Shujatul-Dowlah, ac

knowledged the kindness of his advice and conduct,

and promised to pay attention to what he had faid.

Thai
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That as to peace, he had no cause of quarrel with the

Durrany Shah, who might march back to his own

country whenever he pleased; that all the country on

the other side of the Attock should remain in the pos

session of the Shah, and all on this side of it should

belong to the chiefs of Hifidostan, who might divide

and settle it as they could agree among themselves.

Or, if this should not fatissy the Shah, he should pos

sess as far as Lahore. Lastly, he faid, that, if the Shah

insisted on still more, he should have as far as Sirhina\

leaving the remainder to the chiefs of Hindostan, as

was faid before. With this answer Yacoob Khan

returned.

Two days after this, Surja Mul, who was en

camped at Bidderpoor, six coss from Dehly, by the

advice of Mulhar Row, and the other difaffected

chiefs, under pretence of changing the ground of

his encampment, sent off all his baggage and camp-

followers towards his own country, and, when he re

ceived intelligence that they had got ten coss on their

way, he followed them with his divisions of troops,

and had got a great distance, before the Bhow heard

of his departure. In a day and two nights he march

ed sifty coss, and reached the strong holds of his own

country.

The Bhow made no account of his defection, only

faying, that such conduct was to be expected from

mere Zemindars ; that his going was of no importance,

but rather to be rejoiced at, since he did not quit

them at any time when they might have relied on him

for material service.

Mohammed Yacoob Khan, returning to camp,

reported all the Bhow's overtures; but, as neither

party were sincerely in earnest, the negotiation went

on but flowly.

Meantime•
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Meahtimej the rains drawing near to an end, th&

Show determined to reduce the strong post of Kunj-

poora, which is situated on the banks of the Jumna^

about fifty cofs above Debly, at that time occupied by

about 10,000 RohillaS) as the possession of that place

would secure his passing the river to attack, the Shah.

He accordingly marched from Debly, and, arriving

at Kunjpoora, assaulted it with fifteen thoufand chosen

men; and, after an obstinate resistance, made himself

master of the place, taking the governor, Duleil

Khan, and all the garrison, prisoners, and delivering

up the place to plunder. The Durrany Shah had

exact intelligence of all this proceeding, and was very

desirous of relieving Kunjpoora; but the Jumna was

yet impassible,

Soon after the rains broke up, and the Dujjura ar-

, rived : the Shah gave orders, that the day before the

Dujfura, all the army should be assembled for muster;

which being done, he reviewed them himself from an

eminence in front of the camp,

The Durrany army consisted of twenty-four Dustas,

(or regiments,) each containing twelve hundred horse

men, The principal chiefs in command under the

Shah, were the grand vizier Shah vulli Khan,—>

Jehan Khan,— Shah Pussund Khan,—Nussir

Khan Beloche,—Berkhordar Khan, Vizier Ul»

la Khan Kizelbajhi,—Morad Khan, a Persian

Mogbol.—Besides these principal chiefs, there were

many others of inferior rank; and of the twenty-four

Dustas above-mentioned, six were of the Shah's flaves,

called Koleran. 1

There were also two thoufand camels, on each of

which were mounted two musketeers, armed with

pieces of a very large bore, called Zumburucks ; forty

pieces of cannon, and a great number of Jhuternals, .

or
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or swivels, mounted on camels : this was the strength

of the Burrany army.

With the Navab Shoja-ul-Dowlah there were two

thoufand horse, two thoufand foot, and twenty pieces

of cannon of different sizes:

With Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, six thoufand horse, and

twenty thoufand Rohilla foot, with great numbers of

rockets ;

With Doondy Khan and Hafiz Rahmut Khan,

sifteen thousand Rohilla foot, and four thoufand horse,

with some pieces of cannon :

And with Ahmed Khan Bunghas, one thoufand

horse, one thoufand foot, with some pieces of cannon;

making all together forty-one thoufand eight hundred

horse, and thirty-eight thoufand foot, with between se

venty and eighty pieces of cannon.

This I know to have been precisely the state of

the Mujsulman army, having made repeated and par

ticular inquiries before I set it down, both from the

dufter (or office) of musters, and from those by

vhom the daily provisions were distributed. But the

numbers of irregulars who accompanied these troops,

vere four times that number; and their horses and

arms were very little inferior to those of the regular

Durranies. In action, it was their custom immediately

after the regulars had charged and broken the enemy,

to fall upon them sword in hand, and complete the

rout. All the Durranies were men of great bodily

strength, and their horses of the Turks breed; natu

rally vey hardy, and rendered still more so by conti

nual exercise.

Ahmed
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«

Ahmed Shah Durrany issued orders to his army

to be ready to march two days after the muster.

On the other side, the Bhow, having reduced Kunj-

poora, retired to Debly, and ordered a muster of his

army; when the strength of it appeared to be as fol

lows:

Under Ibrahim Khan Gardee, two thousand

horse, and nine thousand sepoys, with firelocks, disci

plined after the European manner; together with forty

pieces of cannon.

The Kbass Pagab, or household troops, 6,000 horse,

Mulhar Row and Hulker, 5,000 horse.

JUNKOOJEE SlNDIA, 10,000 horse.

Amajee Guick-war, 3jOOO horse.

Jeswont Row, Powar, 2,000 horse.

Shumshere Behaoer, 3j000 horse.

Belajee Jadoon, 3j000 horse.

Rajah Betul Shudeo, 3,000 horse.

Bulmont Row, brother-in-law to

the Bhow, and his great adviser > 7,000 horse.

in every thing, J

Biswas Row's own Pagah, 5,000 horse.

Antajee Mankeser, 2,000 horse.

There were several other smaller bodies, which

cannot now be recollected : the whole army amounted

to fifty-five thoufand horse, and fifteen thoufand soot,

including Ibrahim Khan's sepoys.

There were also two hundred pieces of cannon, and

rockets and Jhuternals without number.

Besides
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Besides these, the Pindary chiefs, Churgory and

Hool Sewar, had sifteen thoufand Pindaries under

their authority ; and there were two or three thou

fand horse with the Rhatore and Cutcbwa vakeels.

These, with sive or six thoufand horse more, were

left to guard Debly, under command of Bowant

Shunker.

Two days after the Dujsara, which was the 17th of

October, 1760, Ahmed Shah Durrany marched from

his camp, ordering his baggage to follow the army;

and marching all night, encamped next day at the

ford of Baugput, eighteen coss above Debly. He

searched in vain for the ford, the river being ltill very

high, and several horsemen attempting to pass, were

drowned.• The Shah having fasted and performed re

ligious ceremonies for two days, on the third a ford

was discovered, but it was very narrow, and on each

side the water was so deep, as to drown whoever went

the least out of the proper track.

The troops began to pass the ford on the 23d of

October, and the Shah himself passed as soon as half

of his army was on the other side. The whole army

was completely crossed in two days; but from their

numbers, and the great expedition used, many people

lost their lives.

. As soon as the army had crossed, the Shah march

ed towards the enemy, who also moved to meet him;

and on the 26th of October, in the afternoon, the He-

raivil (or advanced guard) of the two armies met

each other near Sumalkeb Seray, and an action ensued,

in which the Mabrattas had the difadvantage, and re

treated at sun-set, with the loss of near two thoufand

men, while not more than one thoufand were killed

and wounded on the part of Ahmed Shah. The Shah's

army returned to their camp.

The
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The next day Ahmed Shah moved forward again,

and so on for several days successively, constantly

skirmishing, but still gaining ground on the Mabrattas,

till they came to Paniput, where the Bhow determin

ed to fix his camp, which he accordingly did, and in

closed that, as well as the town of Paniput, with a

trench sixty feet wide and twelve deep, with a good

rampart, on which he mounted his cannon. The

Shah encamped about four coss from the Mahratta

lines: and as he had always, during his march, sur

rounded his camp at night with felled trees, so in this

camp, which was to remain fixed for some time, the

abattis was made something stronger, and the chiefs

encamped in the followidg order:

The Shah in the centre;

On his left, Shuja-ul-Dowlah;

On his left, Nujeib-ul-Dowlah;

On the right of the Shah, Hafiz Rahmut Khan;

On his right, Doondy Khan;

On his. right, Ahmed Khan Bungus.

The space occupied by the whole front was near

three coss and a half.

The Bhow had before given orders to Gobind

Pundit, who had the command and collections of

Korah, Kurrah, Etowa, Sbekoabad, and the rest of the

Doah, as well as of Kalpee, and other districts across

the Jumna, as far as Sagbur, to collect all the forces

he possibly could, and to cut off all communica

tion for provisions from the rear of the Shah's army.

Gobind Pundit having got together ten or twelve

thoufand horse, advanced as far as Mirbet, in the

rear of the Shah, and so effectually cut off all sup

plies, that the Shah's army was in the greatest dis

tress for provisions, coarse flour selling for two ru

pees per seer, and the troops consequently very much

dissatisfied.
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dissatissied. The Shah, therefore, detached Attai

Khan, nephew to the grand vizier, with a con-

sisting of two thoufand chosen horse, and ordered

him to march day and night, till he should come up

with Gobind Pundit, and having cut off his head,

to bring it to the presence. He set out accordingly,

being joined by eight or ten thoufand of the irregu

lars, and having marched about forty coss during the

night, at day break they fell like lightning upon the

camp of Gobind Pundit, where, having no intelli

gence of the Durranies' approach, they were seized

with terror and amazement, and fled on all sides.

Gobind Pundit himself attempted to escape upon a

'Turki horse; but being old, and not a very expert

horseman, he was thrown off in the pursuit; and the

Durranies coming up, cut off his head, and carried it

to camp, where it was recognized for the head of

Gobind Pundit.

After plundering the enemy's camp, and driving

away their scattered troops on all sides, Attai Khan

returned to the Shah's camp, the fourth day from

that on which he was detached, and presented his

Majesty with the head of Gobind Pundit. The

Shah was highly pleased with this effectual perform

ance of his orders, and bestowed a very honorable

Khalat on Attai Khan. After this action, the Dur-

rany army was constantly supplied with provisions.

The Bhow was much affected with this news, espe

cially as it was accompanied with other events little

favourable to his cause: but as he was a man of dig

nity and resolution, he never betrayed any despon

dency, but made light of all the adverse circumstances

which occurred.

Soon after the defeat of Gobind Pundit, the Bhow

sent two thoufand horse to Dehly, to receive some

treasure from Naroo Shunker, for the use of the ar,

my.
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my. These troops were instructed to march privately,

by night, and by unfrequented roads, and each man

to have a bag of two thoufand rupees given him to

carry, as far as the sum they should receive would go.

They executed their orders completely, as far as to the

last march, on their return to the camp; but, unluckily

for them, the night being dark, they mistook their

road, and went straight to the Durrany camp instead of

their own. On coming to the outposts, thinking

them those of their own camp, they began to call out

in the Mabratta language, which immediately dis

covering them to the Durranies, they surrounded the

Mahrattas* cut them to pieces, and plundered the trea-

* sures.

From the day of their arrival in their present camp,

Ahmed Shah Durrany caused a small red tent to be

pitched for him, a coss in front of his camp, and he

came to it every morning before fun-rife; at which

time, after performing his morning-prayer, he mount

ed his horse, and visited every post of the army, ac

companied by his son Timour Shah, and forty or sifty

horsemen. He also reconnoitred the camp of the ene

my, and, in a word, faw every thing with his own

eyes, riding usually forty or sifty coss every day. Af

ter noon he returned to the small tent, and sometimes

dined there, sometimes at his own tents in the lines;

and this was his daily practice.

At night there was a body of sive thousand horse ad

vanced as near as conveniently might be, towards the

enemy's camp, where they remained all night under

arms: other bodies went the rounds of the whole en

campment; and Ahmed Shah used to fay to the Hin-

dostany chiefs, " Do jou sleep, I will take care that no

*' harm befalls you:" and to fay the truth, his orders

were obeyed like destiny, no man daring to hesitate or

delay one moment in executing them.

3 Every
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Every day the troops and cannon on both sides were

drawn out, and a distant cannonade with many skir

mishes of horse took place: towards the evening both

parties drew off to their camps. This continued for

near three months; during this time there were three

very severe, though partial actions.

The first was on the 29th November, 1760, when a

body of Mahrattas, about fifteen thoufand strong,

having fallen upon the grand vizier's post on the left

of the line, pressed him very hard; till a reinforce

ment coming to his assistance, the action became very

obstinate: the Mahrattas, however, gave way about

fun-set, and were pursued to their own camp with

great flaughter. Near four thoufand men were killed

on the two fides in this action.

The second action was on the 23d of December,

1760, when Nujeib-ul-Dowlah having advanced

pretty forward with his division, he was attacked

with so much vigour by Bulmont Row, that his

troops gave way, and only fifty horsemen remained

with him; with which small number, however, he

kept his ground, till a reinforcement came to his as

sistance; the action was then renewed with great fury,

and above three thoufand of Nujeib-ul-Dowlah's

men were killed or wounded. Among the killed was

Khalil-ul-Rahman, uncle to Nujeib-ul-Dow-

lah. In the last charge, which was at near nine

o'clock at night, Bulmont Row was killed by a mur-

ket-ball; upon which both parties retired to their own

camps.

The third action was much in the fame way; and

thus every day were the two armies employed, from

morning to nine or ten at night, till at length the

Hindostany chiefs were out of all patience, and intreat-

ed the Shah to put an end to their fatigues, by com

ing at once to a decisive action; but his constant

answer
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answer was, " This is a matter of war, with which you

*s are not acquainted. In other affairs do as you please,

*' but leave this to me. Military operations must not

** be precipitated. You shall fee how I will manage this

" affair; and at a proper opportunity will bring it to a

*' successful conclusion."

As the Darrany army was vigilant both by day and

night, to prevent the approach of any convoys, there

began to be a great scarcity of provisions and forage in

the Mahratta camp.

One night, when about twenty thoufand of their

camp-followers had gone out of their lines, to gather

wood in a jungle at some distance, they happened to

fall in with a body of five thoufand horse, under the

command of Shah Pussund Khan, who had the ad

vanced guard that night, and who surrounded them

on all sides, put the whole to the sword, no person

coming to their assistance from the Mahratta camp.

In the morning, when the affair was reported to the

Shah, he went out with most of his chiefs to the scene;

of the flaughter, where dead bodies were piled up into

a perfect mountain !—*-so great had been the destruction

of those unhappy people.

The grief and terror which this event struck into

the Mahrattas, is not to be described; and even the

Bhow himself began to give way to sear and despon*

dence.

There was a news-writer of the Bhow's, called

Gonniesh Pundit, who remained in the camp of the

Navab Shuja-ul-Dowlah; but not being of suffi

cient importance to obtain access to the Navab, any

business that he had with the Durbar, he tranfacted

through my means. Through this channel the Bhow

often wrote letters to roe, with his own hand, desir.

* in§
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ing that I would urge the Navab to mediate a peace

for him, in conjunction with the Grand Vizier ; that

he was ready to submit to any conditions, if he could

but preserve himself and his army, and would by every

means manifest his gratitude to the mediators. He also

sent a handful of faffron (as is a custom with these peo

ple) and a written engagement (to which he had sworn)

to abide by this promise; together with a turban set

with rich jewels, as an exchange for one to be received

from the Navab, who also returned proper presents,

j^id promised to assist him.

The Navab often sent me to the Vizier upon this bu

siness. He was also very well disposed to listen to the

B how's propofals, and spoke to the Shah about it.

The Shah faid, " that he had nothing to do in the mat-

" ter; that he came thither at the solicitation of his

M countrymen the Robillas, and other Mussulmans, to

*' relieve them from their fear of the Mahratta yokej

" that he claimed the entire conduct of the war, but

" left the Hindostany chiefs to carry on their negotia-

" tions as they pleased themselves."

All the other chiefs, HafizRahmutKhan, Doon-

dy Khan, and Ahmed Khan Bungush, were also fa

tisfied to make peace with the Bhow; but every one

stipulated that Nujeib-ul-Dowlah must also be fa

tisfied to do so, otherwise they could not consent. Ac

cordingly the Navab Shuja-ul-Dowlah sent me to

talk over the matter with Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, and to

obtain his consent. I therefore waited upon him, and,

in a long private conference, I explained every thing

that had passed, and urged every argument to persuade

him to come into the views of the other chiefs; to which

he replied in nearly the following words:—'' Shuja-

'* dl-Dowlah is the son of a man whom I look up

*'to as my superior; and I consider him also in the

*' fame light; but, at the fame time, he is young

Vol. HI. I "and
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" and unacquainted with the world: he does not fee to

" the bottom of things. This business is a deception:

" when an enemy is weak and distressed, there is no

*' concession that he will not make, and, in the way of

" negotiation, will swear to any thing; but oaths are

" not chains, they are only words. After reducing an

*' enemy to this extremity, if you let him escape, do

" you think he will not seize the first opportunity to

*' recover his lost honour and power? At present we

*' may be faid to have the whole Decan at our mercy;

"when can we hope for another juncture so favour

s' able ? By one effort we get this thorn out of our sides

64 for ever.—Let the Navab have a little patience; I

" will wait upon him myself, and consult what is best

" to be done."

After this answer, I left Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, and

returned to my master, to whom I repeated all that

had passed, assuring him that Nujeib-ul-Dowlah

would never be brought to agree to any terms of paci

fication.

As soon as I had left Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, though

it was the middle of the night, he went immediately

to the Shah, and informed him of what had passed.

" All the chiefs (faid he), are inclined to make peace

" with the Mahrattas, but I think it by no means ad-

" viscable. The Mahrattas are the thorn of Hindo-

'c flan; if they were out of the way, this empire might

's be your Majesty's whenever you should please. Do

" as seems sit to yourself. For my own part, I am a

" soldier os fortune, and can make terms with whatever

" party may prevail."

The Shah replied, " You fay truly: I approve of

tc your counsel, and will not listen to any thing in op-

" position to it. Shuja-ul-Dowlah is young and

*» inexperienced, and the Mahrattas are a crafty race,

"on
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on whose pretended penitence no reliance is to be

" placed. I from the beginning made yoil the rrta-

" nagerof this affair; act as seems best to yourself: in

C{ my situation I must hear every one, but I will not

" do any thing against your advice."

Next day Nujeis-ul-Dowlah came to Shuja-i/l-

Dowlah's tent, where they consulted till late at night,

but without coming to any conclusion.

By this time the distresses in the BhOw's damp were

so great, that the troops plundered the town of Pani-

put for grain ; but such a scanty supply gave no relief

to the wants of such multitudes. At length the chiefs

and soldiers, in a body, surrounded the Bhow's tent,

and faid to him, " It is now two days that we have not

*' had anything to eat; do not let us perish in this

*e misery; let us make one spirited effort against the

" enemy, and whatever is our destiny, that will hap-

" pen." The Bhow replied, that he was of the fame

mind, and was ready to abide by whatever they should

resolve upon. At length it was determined to march

out of the lines an hour before day-break, and, placing

the artillery in front, to proceed to the attack of the

enemy. They all swore to sight to the last extremity;

" and each person took a bctel-leat in the presence of his

fellows, in confirmation of this engagement, as is the

custom among the Hindoos.

In this last extremity, the Bhow wrote me a short

note with his own hand, which he sent by one of hia

most confidential servants. The words of the note

were these:—

" The cup is now full to the brim, and cannot hold

M another drop. If any thing can be done, do it, oc

I a « «lse
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"else answer me plainly at once: hereafter there

" will be no time for writing or speaking."

This note arrived about three in the morning, at

which time I was with the Navab. As soon as I had

read it, I informed his Excellency of its contents, and

called in the man who brought it; who told the Navab

all that had happened in the Mahratta camp. While

he was doing this, the Navab's harcarrahs brought

word, that the Mahrattas were coming out of their

lines, the artillery in front, and the troops following

close behind.

Immediately on hearing this, his Excellency went

to the Shah's tent, and desired the eunuchs to wake

his Majesty that moment, as he had some urgent bu

siness with him.

The Shah came out directly, and inquired what

news : the Navab replied, that there was no time for

explanation, but desired his Majesty to mount his

horse, and order the army to get under arms. The

Shah accordingly mounted one of his horses, which

were always ready faddled at the tent-door, and, in

the dress he then had on, rode half a coss in front of

his camp, ordering the troops under arms as he went

along.

He enquired of the Navab from whom he had his

intelligence; and, he mentioning my name, the Shah

immediately dispatched one on a post-camel to bring

me. After I had made my obeifance, he asked me the

particulars of the news. I replied, that the Mahrattas

had quitted their lines, and would attack his army as

soon as it should be light. Just at this time some Dur-

rany horsemen passed by, with their horses loaded with

plunder, which they faid they had taken in the Mah

ratta.
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ratta camp; and added, that the Mahrattas were run

ning away. The Shah looked at me, and asked me

what I faid to that? I replied, that a very short time

would prove the truth or falsehood of my report.

While I was speaking, the Mahrattas, having advanced

about a coss and a half from their lines, and got their

cannon drawn up in a line, all at once gave a general

discharge of them.

Upon hearing this, the Shah, who was sitting upon

his horse, smoking a Persian Kallian, gave it to his

servant, and, with great calmness, faid to the Navab,

" Your servant's news is very true, I fee." He im

mediately sent for the Grand Vizier and Shah Pus-

sund Khan, who came accordingly : he ordered Sh,\h

Pussund Khan to take post, with his division, on the

left of Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, and consequently of the

whole line; the Grand Vizier to take post with his di

vision in the centre of the line; and Berkhordar

Khan, with some other chiefs, with their troops, on

the right of Hafiz Rahmut Khan; and Ahmed Khan

Bungush, consequently of the whole line. When

this was done, he ordered the trumpets and other in

struments to sound to battle.

By this time objects began to be discernible; and

we could perceive the colours of the Mahratta line

advancing flowly and regularly, with their artillery in

front. The Shah rode along the front of the line, and

examined the order of all the divisions. He then took

post, where his little tent was pitched, in front of his

camp, but in the rear of his present line of battle, and

gave orders for the attack to begin.

The Mahratta army faced toward the eastward, and

their order was as follows, reckoning from the left

Sank of their line:

Ibrahim
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Ibrahim Khan Gardee,

Amajee Guickwar,

Shu Deo Pateil,

The Bhowj with Biswas Row and the  

household troops,

Jeswont Row Powar,

Shumshere BehadeRj

Mui.har Row,

JUNKOOJEE SlNDIA, &C.

The whole artillery, Jhutemals, Sec, were drawn up

in front of the line.

The Mussulman army faced toward the westward,

and was drawn up as follows, reckoning also from the

left flank of their line:

Shah Pussund Khan,

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah,

Shuja-ul.Dowlah,

The Grand Vizier Shaw vulu Khan,

Ahmed Khan Bungush, \ a

Doondy Khan,

Amir Beq Khan, and other Persian Meg-

bolSy

Berkhordar Khan,

AU the artillery and rockets were in front of the

line. Behind them were the camels, mounted by the

musketeers carrying Zumfarucks, supported by a body

of Persian musketeers.

Hafiz Rahmut Khan,

 

The
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The two armies facing each other rather obliquely,

the divisions of Berkhordar Khan, Amir Beg, and

Doondy Khan, were very near to that of Ibrahim

Khan Gardee. The plan of the battle here annexed

will explain this more clearly than any description in

writing can do.

On the 7th of January, 1761, soon after sun-rise,

the cannon, musketry, and rockets, began to play with

out intermission, yet our army suffered but little by

them; for the armies continuing to advance towards

each other, the Mahratta guns being very large and

heavy, and their level not easily altered, their shot

soon began to pass over our troops, and fell a mile in

the rear. On our side, the cannon fired but little, ex

cept from the Grand Vizier's division.

As the armies were advancing towards each other,

Ibrahim Khan Gardee rode up to the Bhow, and,

after faluting him, he faid, " You have long been

" displeased with me, for insisting on the regular

" monthly pay for my people; this month your trea-

" sure was plundered, and we have not received any

"pay at all; but never mind that; this day I will

" convince you that we have not been paid so long

" without meriting it."—He immediately spurred his

horse, and returning to his division, he ordered the

standards to be advanced, and taking a colour in his

own hand, he directed the cannon and musketry of

his division to cease firing; then leaving two batta

lions opposed to Berkhordar Khan and Amir

Khan's division, to prevent their taking him in

flank, he advanced with seven battalions to attack

Doondy Khan and Rafiz Rahmut Khan's divi

sion with fixed bayonets. The Rohillas received the

charge with great resolution; and the action was so

close, that they fought hand to hand. Near eight

thoufand Rohillas were killed or wounded, and che at

tack
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tack became so hard upon them, that but few of the

people remained with their chiefs; not above five hun

dred, or at most a thoufand, with each, after the vio

lence of the first charge,

Hafiz Rahmut Khan being indisposed, was in

his palankin, and seeing the desperate state of affairs,

he ordered his people to carry him to Doondy Khan,

that he might expire in his presence: while on the

other hand, Doondy Khan was giving orders to search

for Hafiz Rahmut Khan; for so great was the con

fusion, that no one knew where another was. The

two battalions left to oppose the Shah's flank divi

sions, as mentioned above, exerted themselves very

much, and repulsed the JDurranies as often as they

attempted to advance. In this action, which lasted

three hours, six of Ibrahim Khan's battalions were

almost entirely ruined, and he himself wounded in se

veral places, with spears, and with a mufket-ball. Ama»

jee Guickwar, whose division supported Ibrahim

Khan, behaved very well! and was himself wounded

in several places.

In the centre of the line, the Bhow, with Biswas

Row, and the household troops, charged the division

of the Grand Vizier. The Mahrattas broke through

a line of ten thoufand horse, seven thoufand Persian

musketeers, and one thoufand camels with Zumburucks

upon them, killing and wounding about three thoufand

pf them. Among the killed was Attai Khan, the

Grand Vizier's nephew, who had gained so much ho

nour by the defeat of Gobind Pundit, The division

gave ground a little, but the Grand Vizier himself

stood firm, with three or four hundred horse, and fifty

Zumburuck camels: he himself, in complete armour,

dismounted, to sight on soot.

The Navab Shuja-ul-Dowlah, whose division

was next? could not fee what was going on, on zc~

cpUPt
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count of the dust; but sinding the sound of men and

horses in that quarter suddenly diminish, he sent me

to examine into the cause. I found the Grand Vizier

in an agony of rage and despair, reproaching his men

for quitting him. " Our country is far off, my

"friends," faid he, "whither do you fly?" But no

one regarded his orders or exhortations. Seeing me,

he faid, " Ride to my son Shuja-ul-Dowi ah, and

*' tell him, that is he does not support me immedi-

" ately, I must perish." I returned with this mes

fage to the Navab, who faid that the enemy being so

near, and likely to charge his division, the worst con

sequences might follow to the whole army if he made

any movement at that time, which might enable the

enemy to pass through the line.

The Navab's division consisted os only two thou

fand horse, one thoufand musketeers, with twenty

pieces of cannon, and some swivels: but they stood

in close order, and showed so good a countenance, that

the enemy made no attempt upon it. Once or twice

they advanced pretty near, and seemed as if they

would charge us; but they did not.

On the left of the Navab's division was that of

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, who had about eight thoufand

Rohilla infantry with him, and near six thoufand horse.

They advanced slowly under cover os a kind os breast

works of fand, which were thrown up by a great num

ber of Bildars, who were with them, and who, having

finished one, advanced the distance of half a musket-

shot in front of that, under cover of their own people,

and threw up another; to which the troops then ad^

vanced, while a third was thrown up in the fame man

ner. They had got on above a coss in this method, and

were within a long musket-shot of the enemy, Nujeib-t

ul-Dowlah faying, " That it behoved him to exert

** himself, as he was the person most deeply interest

ed
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** ed in the event of that day, the rest being only as

" visitors:" and, to fay the truth, he was a man of sur

prising activity and ability.

He was opposed by Junkoojee Sindea, and between

them there was a mortal enmity. As the Rohillas had

a great number of rockets with them, they fired volleys

of two thoufand at a time, which not only terrified

the horses by their dreadful noise, but did so much

execution also, that the enemy could not advance^ to

charge them. Besides which, the division of Shah

Pussund Khan was on the right flank of Nujeib-

vl-Dowlah; and that Durrany chief, being a brave

and experienced officer, advanced in such good order,

that the Mahrattas could make no impression on it.

The action continued in nearly this state from morn

ing till noon; and though we suffered least in point of

killed and wounded, yet, upon the whole, the Mah

rattas seemed to have the advantage.

About noon, the Shah received advice that the

Rohillas and the Grand Vizier's divisions had the worst

of the engagement; upon which he sent for the Ne-

fuckcheesj (a corps of horse, with particular arms and

dress, who are always employed in carrying and ex

ecuting the Shah's immediate commands,) and two

thoufand of them being assembled, he sent five hun

dred of them to his own camp, to drive out by force

all armed people whom they should find there, that

they might assist in the action; and the remaining one

thoufand 'five hundred, he ordered to meet the fugi

tives from the battle, and to kill every man who should

refuse to return to the charge. This order they ex

ecuted so effectually, that, after killing a few, they

compelled seven or eight thoufand men to return to

the field. Some were also found in the camp, and

some the Shah sent from the reserve which was

with
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with him. Of these, he sent four thoufand to cover

the right flank; and about ten thoufand were sent „

to the support of the Grand Vizier, with orders to

charge the enemy sword in hand, in close order, and

at full gallop. At the fame time he gave directions

to Shah Pussund Khan, and Nujeib-ul-Dowlah,

that, as often as the Grand Vizier should charge the

enemy, those two chiefs should at the fame time attack

them in flank.

About one o'clock these troops joined the Grand

Vizier, who immediately mounted his horse, and charg

ed the body of the Mahratta army, where the Bhow

commanded in person: Shah Pussund Khan, and

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, took them in flank at the fame

time, which produced a terrible effect.

This close and violent attack lasted for near an

hour, during which time they fought on both sides

with spears, swords, battle-axes, and even daggers.

Between two and three o'clock, Biswas Row was

wounded, and dismounted from his horse; which being

reported to the Bhow, he ordered them to take him

up, and place him upon his elephant. The Bhow him

self continued the action near half an hour longer on

horseback, at the head of his men; when all at once,

as if by enchantment, the whole Mahratta army

turned their backs, and fled at full speed, leav

ing the field of battle covered with heaps of dead.

The instant they gave way, the victors pursued them

with the utmost fury ; and, as they gave no quarter,

the flaughter is scarcely to be conceived, the pursuit

continuing for ten or twelve coss in every direction in

which they fled.

Of every description of people, men, women, and

children, there were faid to be five hundred thoufand

souls, in the Mahratta camp, of whom the greatest

part
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part were killed or taken prisoners : and of those who

escaped from the field of battle, and the pursuit, many

were destroyed by the Zemindars of the country.

Antajee Mankeeser, a chief of rank, was cut off

by the Zemindars of Ferocknagur.

The plunder found in the Mahratta camp was pro

digioufly great: you might see one of our horsemen

carrying off eight or ten camels loaded with valua

ble effects : horses were driven away in flocks like

Iheep : and great numbers of elephants were also

taken.

Near forty thoufand prisoners were taken alive;

of which fix or seven thoufand took shelter in the

camp of Shuja-ul-Dowlah, who posted his own

people to protest them from the cruelty of the Bur-

ranies : but the unhappy prisoners who fell in the

hands of the latter, were most of them murdered in

cold blood, the Durranies faying in jest, that, when

they left their own country, their mothers, sisters, and

wives, desired that, whenever they should defeat the un

believers, they would kill a few of them on their ac

count, that they also might possess a merit in thefight

e/Goo. In this manner thoufands were destroyed,

so that in ihe..Durrany camp (with an exception of the

Shah, and his principal officers) every tent had heads

piled up before the door of it.

As soon as the battle was over, all the chief offi

cers presented their Nezzurs of congratulation to the

Shah; and his majesty, having taken a flight view of

the field of battle, returned to his tent, as all the

Other commanders did to theirs, leaving the inferior .

officers, and private soldiers, to continue the plunder -

and pursuit at their own discretion.

Towards
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Towards morning, some of Berkhordar Khan's

Durranies having found the body of Biswas Row,

on his elephant, after taking the elephant and jewels,

brought the body to Shuja-ul-Dowi.ah, who gave

them two thoufand rupees for it, and ordered that

it should be taken care of. Ibrahim Khan Gar-

dee, though severely wounded, had been taken alive

by Shu ja Kouly Khan, one of Shuj a-ul-Dowlah's

own people; which being reported to his Excellency,

he ordered him to be carefully concealed, and his

wounds to be dressed.

The Shah next day ordered Shuja-ul-Dowlaii

to fend the body of Biswas Row for him to look at;

which he accordingly did. The whole camp, great

and small, were assembled round the Shah's tent to

see it; and every one was in admiration of the beau

ty of its appearance: it was not dissigured by death,

but looked rather like a person who sleeps: he had

one wound with a sword on the back of his neck,

and a slight one with an arrow over his left eye, but

there was no blood discoverable on any part of his

remaining clothes. Upon sight of this body, many

of the DarrÆ»/>j*assembled in a tumultuous manner,

faying, " This is the body of the king of the unbeliev-

" ers; we will have it dried and stuffed, to carry back

" to Kabul." Accordingly, it was carried to the

quarter of Berkhordar Khan, and deposited near

the tent of Moody Lol, a Rettery by cast, who was

his "Dewan.

As soon as Shuja-ul-Dowlah heard of this, he

waited upon the Shah, and joining with the Grand

Vizier, represented to his majesty, " That enmity

" should be limited to the life of our enemy; and it

" is always the custom of Hindostan, that after a vic-

M tory, the bodies of the chiefs, of whatever race or

*' tribe, are given up, that they may receive their

*> proper
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" proper obsequies, according to the rules of their

*c particular religion : such conduct, they faid, does

*' honour to the victors, but an opposite one disgraces

" them. Your majesty is only here for a time; but

" Shuja-ul-Dowlah, and the other Hindostany chiefs,

" are the sixed residents of this country, and may

" have future tranfactions with the Mabrattas, when

" their conduct on the present occasion will be remem-

" bered; therefore let the body be given up to them,

" that they may act as is customary here."

This matter remained in agitation for near two

days, Nu jeib-ul-Dowlah, and, indeed, all the Hin

dostany chiefs, joining in the fame request. I was also

sent on this account, accompanied by Meig Raj, the

Vakeel of Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, to the tents of Berk-

hordar Khan and Mooty Lol. A second time I

went alone, when Mooty Lol asked me if I came on

that business only, or would undertake any thing

further. I faid, " For any thing that he chose to

" communicate." Accordingly, he carried me pri

vately into two inner tents: in one I found Raja

Baboo Pundit, the Bhow's Vakeel, who was wound

ed, with whom I conversed for some time; after

which I went into the other tent, where Row Jun-

koojee Sindia was sitting; he was wounded with a

ball, and with a spear, in the arm, which he wore in a

sling, and was a youth about twenty years of age.

Upon seeing me, he hung down his head; on observ

ing which, I faid to him, " Why do you do so, Sir?

" Whatever could be expected from human valour

" and exertion, you have 'done; and the deeds of that

" day will live for ever in the memory of mankind."

Upon this, lifting up his head, he faid, " True, no

" one can contend with destiny. I wish I had died

" in the sield of battle; but it was my fate to be-

" brought hither. These people now require ransom

** from me, nor would it be difficult for me to pay

3 *' what
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*' what they demand, but it is impossible for me to

" get it here at this time. You were a friend of my

father's, and there was always friendship between

" my family and the Navab's, and my father did them

" considerable services; if his Excellency will pay

" the money required for my release, it is an obliga-

" tion that I shall never forget." I assured him that

the Navab would not be backward, and desired to

know how much was required. Mooty Lol faid,

seven lacks of rupees was the sum mentioned, but

that it might probably be settled for less. I immediate

ly returned to the Navab, whom I found sitting with

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah: I told him all that had passed

respecting the business he sent me upon; but as I well

knew the enmity which Nujeib-ul-Dowlah bore to

the family and person of Junkoojee, and thought

that, from his good intelligence, he might have some

intimation that Junkoojee was taken alive, I thought

it was best to avoid faying any thing about him to the

Navab at that time, and went away to another part of

the tent: but Nujeib-ul-Dowlah, who had observ

ed me, faid to the Navab, " From the countenance of

" Casi Raja, I perceive that he has something else

'£ to fay which my presence prevents." Shuja-ul-

Dowlah replied, that there were no secrets between

them two; and immediately calling me, made me

swear by the Ganges, to speak all that I should have

done if Nujeib-ul-Dowlah had not been there;

which being thus compelled to do, I did. Nujeib-

ul-Dowlah, who was master of the most profound

dissimulation, faid, that it was highly proper, and be

coming great men, to relieve their enemies under

such circumstances; he therefore begged that Shuja-

ul-Dowlah would settle the ransom of Junkoojee,

and that he himself would pay half of it. This was

his profession; and soon after taking leave, he went

to the Grand Vizier, and informed him of all the par

ticulars.

As,
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As, on one hand, Nujeib-ul-Dowlah wished to

exterminate the family of Sindea, the Grand Vizier

also was an enemy to Berkhordar Khan, whom he

hoped to injure by discovering this secret negociation :

they therefore went immediately together to the Shah,

and laid the affair before him. His Majesty sent

for Berkhordar Khan, and questioned him about

having concealed Junkoojee; but he positively de

nied any knowledge of it. The Grand Vizier then

sent for me to prove the fact; but even after that,

Berkhordar Khan persisted to deny it. Upon which,

the Shah ordered his Nesuckchees to search the tents

of that chief. Thus driven to extremity, Berkhor

dar Khan immediately dispatched orders to his peo

ple to put both the prisoners to death, and bury them

privately, before those sent by the Shah should arrive

to look for them, which was done accordingly, and

thus those unhappy people lost their lives.

Ibrahim Khan Gardee had hitherto remained in

Shuja-ul-Dowlah's camp, and it was his Excellen

cy's intention to fend him privately to hucknow, but

some of the Shah's people getting information of this,

informed his Majesty of it, who sent for his Excel

lency, and questioned him on the subject. He at

sirst denied it; but at length the Shah, by dint of per

suasion and flattery, got him to confess it. Immedi

ately (as had been pre-concerted) a great. number of

Durranies surrounded the Shah's tent, crying out,

" Ibrahim Khan is our greatest enemy, and has been

" the destroyer of multitudes of our tribe; give him

" up to us, or let us know who is his protector, that

" we may attack him." Shuja-ul-Dowlah put

his hand upon his sword, and faid, " Here he is:" and

things were very near coming to extremity, when the

Grand Vizier interfered, and taking Shuja-ul-Dow

lah aside, he entreated him to consign Ibrahim Khah

to his care for one week, promising to restore him

safe at the end of that time. The Naval/ expressed some

3 apprehension
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apprehension of intended treachery; but the Grand

Vizier swearing on the Koran that no harm should be-

fal the prisoner, Shuja-ul-Dowlah sent for Ibra

him Khan, and delivered him into the Grand Vizier s

hands.

The Shah ordered him to be brought into his pre

sence, and insultingly asked him, " how a man of his

" courage came to be in such a condition?" He. an

swered, " that no man could command his destiny;

" that his master was killed, and himself wounded,

*' and prisoner; hut that, if he survived, and his Ma-

*' jesty would employ him in his service, he was ready

" to shew the fame zeal for him as he had done for

" the Bhow." The Shah gave him back in charge

to the Grand Vizier, where he was treated with the

greatest cruelty; and, as it is faid, they ordered poi

son to be applied to his wounds, so that he died the

seventh day after.

The day after the battle, fthe Shah, superbly dress

ed, rode round the field of battle, where he found

thirty-two heaps of the flain, of different numbers,

most of them killed near each other, as they had

fought: besides these, the ditch of the Bhow's camp,

and the jungles all round the neighbourhood of Pani-

put, were filled with bodies. The Shah entered the

town of Paniput, and, after visiting the shrine of Boo

Aly Kaunder, he returned to his tents,

Shuja-ul-Dowlah took some hundreds of Bijb-

ties with him to the field of battle, to wash the bodies,

and look for those of the chiefs, especially for that of

the Bhow; and carried the Mahratta Vakeels, Sina-

PUr Pundit, and Gunneish Pundit, and other

prisoners, who knew the persons of all the chiefs, to

assist him in finding them out. Accordingly they

found the bodies of Jeswunt Row Powar, and the

son of Pala Jadoo, and many others.

Vol. III. K The
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The second day, after the strictest search had been

made for the body of the Bhow, advice was brought

that a body was lying about fifteen cofs from the field

of battle, which appeared to be that of a chief: Shu-

ja-ul-Dowlah immediately went to the place, and

had the body washed: some pearls of the value of three

or four hundred rupees each, being found near the

body, confirmed the belief of its being that of a person

of rank. These pearls the Navab gave to Sinadur.

Pundit, the Mahratta Vakeels who, as well as the rest

of the Mahrattas who came to find out the bodies,

burst into tears, and declared this to be the body of

the Bhow, which they discovered by several natural

marks, which the Bhow was known to have about

him. First, a black spot about the size of a rupee on

one of his thighs; secondly, a scar in his back, where

he had been wounded with a Kuttar by Mazuffer

Khan; and thirdly, in his foot the fortunate lines,

called by the astrologers, Puddum Mutch. The body'

was that of a young man about thirty-five years old,

and strongly made; and, as it was known that the

Bhow every day made one thoufand two hundred pro

strations before the fun, so were there the marks of

such a practice on the knees and hands of this corpse.

While we were thus employed, I observed one of

the Durranies, who stood at a distance and laughed;

which I remarked to the Navab, and told him, that

perhaps that man might know something respecting the

body. The Navab took him aside, and questioned

him; to which he answered, " I faw this person seve-

'' ral times during the battle; he was extremely well

•* mounted, and, in the course of the action, two of his

" horses were killed under him; at last he received

*' several wounds, and was dismounted from his third

w horse. About this time the Mahratta army fled on

«* all sides, yet this person seemed still to preserve his

« presence of mind. He was well dressed, and had

l " many
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*' many jewels on, and he retired with a short spear

" in .his hand, and with a resolute aspect. I and

" some others pursued him for the fake of his jewels,

" and, having surrounded him, we asked him if he was

" some chief, or the Bhow himself: and told him not

'.' to be afraid, for we would do him no harm, but

*' carry him wherever he desired. As he made no

" reply, one of my companions grew angry, and

" wounded him with a spear, which he returned; upon

" which we killed him, and cut off his head, but not

" without his wounding two or three of us: the head

" another person has got." This last circumstance

was not true, for the head was afterwards found with

this very man. ; ..: .

The Navab carried the body, and that of Suntajee

Najah, (which had forty cuts of swords upon it,) to the

camp, upon two elephants, and informed the Shah of

all the circumstances.

The Shah, in compliment to Shuja-ul-Dowlah,

gave orders that these two bodies, together with the

body of Biswas Row, mould be burnt, according to

the custom of their casts; and sent twenty of his Ne-

Juckcbees to attend, and prevent the Durranies from

giving any interruption to the ceremony. His Excel

lency gave the bodies in charge to me, and told me

that I was of the fame country and tribe, and therefore

he desired that I would burn them with the proper ce

remonials; and he sent Rajah Anufghire with the

Nefuckchees to attend me. Accordingly I carried them

to a spot between the Shah's camp and the Navab's ;

and, having washed them with Ganges water, and per

fumed them with fandal wood, I burnt them.

About two thoufand of the fugitives from the

Bhow's camp, who had escaped from slaughter by

Shuja-ul-Dowlah's protection, were present on

this occasion, and all were of opinion that the headless

K. 2 body

i
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body was the B how's; but still, the head not having

been seen, there was some room for doubt. In the

evening, after burning the bodies, we returned to camp.

At night Shuja-ul-Dowlah went to the Grand

Vizier, and told him what the Durrany had faid re

specting the head. The Vizier sent for the Durrany,

who belonged to Berkhordar Khan, and told him not

to fear being obliged to give up his plunder, that he

should keep it all if he would confess where the head

Vas. Upon this the Durrany brought it wrapped up in

a cloth, and threw it down before the Grand Viziers

Rajah Baboo Pundit, the Mahratta Vakeel, being

sent for to look at the head, immediately faid, " This

*>- is the head of the Bhow: he was my master, and the

" care of this is a facred duty to me: let me beg that

" this head may be given to me, and that I may be

" permitted to burn it, according to the ceremonial of

" our religion." , The Grand Vizier smiled at this re

quest, and gave the head to him, at the fame time send

ing some Nesuckchees with him for his protection. Ra

jah Baboo Pundit carried the head on the outside of

the camp, and burnt it; after which no man doubted

that the Bhow was actually killed. And this concludes

all that I personally know respecting this battle, and

the death of the Bhow.

I afterwards learned from other parts of the country,

that Mulhar Row, Amajee Guickwar, Betal

Shu Deo, and some other chiefs, fled from the battle,

and escaped. One of the Bhow's wives escaped on

horseback, and got fafe to Deig, where Rajah Surja

Mul received her with great reipect, gave her money,

clothes, and a palankin, and sent her with an escort to

Jan/y, whence she got fafe to the Decan.

Shumshere Behader got to Deig, wounded. Surja

Mul had his wounds taken .the greatest care of, but he

'died soon after; and his tomb is ut Deig.

The

*
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The sifth day after the battle, the Shah returned to

Debly, which he reached in four marches. He wished

to seize on the empire of Hindojlan; but God difap

proved of this design.

After our return to Debly, Shuja-ul-Dowlah

sent all the fugitives from the Mabratta camp, who

had taken shelter with him, under a guard of his own

troops, to the boundary of the Jauts dominions, where

they were fase.

Eight days after this, by the pleasure of Gon, all

the Durranies mutinied in a body, and insisted on the

discharge of their arrears for the two years past, and

also that they should immediately march back to

Kabul. This confusion lasted for some days, during

which time the Durranies quarrelled with Shuja-

ul-Dowlah's people, and threatened to attack his

camp. His Excellency, highly provoked at this,

went to the Grand Vizier, and asked him, " If that

" was the treatment he was to experience after all

" the sine promises that had been made to him?"

The Vizier assured him, that both the Shah and him

self had the highest respect and attention for his Ex

cellency; but that the Durranies were out of all power

of controul. " Then, (faid the Navab,) I fee the va

lue of your promise;" and got up to depart. The

Vizier embraced him, faying, " We shall meet again;"

but his Excellency made no reply.

As.soon as he returned to his own camp, he con

sulted with his friends; and all agreed that it was no

longer advifeable to remain with the Shah'^ army.

Accordingly in the afternoon he decamped, and

marched sifteen cofs that night; and in this manner,

by sive forced marches, he got to Mindy Gaut, on the

Ganges. He was apprehensive that the Shah might

be so provoked at the abruptness of his departure, as

to order him to be pursued; but no such step was

taken;
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taken; and the Navab crossed the Ganges, and return

ed with fafety into his own dominions.

After this, we learned from the news-writers, the

Shah finding it impossible to pacify his army by any

other means, was obliged to give up his views in Hin~

dostan, and to return to Kabul; having received above

forty lacks of rupees from Nujeib-ul-Dowlah for

the assistance which he had given him.

Though this narrative is written from memory, and

long since the events happened, I do not believe that

I have omitted any circumstance of importance; and

those who reflect upon these tranfactions, will believe

that Providence made use of Ahmed ShahDurrany,

to humble the unbecoming pride and presumption of

the Mahrattas; for in the eyes of God pride is crimi

nal.

NOTES.

P. 93. inviting) This measure of the Bhow's seems to have been

merely a political artifice, to disunite the Hindostany chiefs, by exciting

in some os them a hope of participating in his conquests ; for the preceding

conduct of the Bhow gives little reason to believe that, if the Durranies

and Rohillas had been out of the question, he would have allowed the

.existence of any power in Hindqstan but that of the Mahrattas.

P. 99. children) This is a compliment very common among eastern

nations ; aud, like most oftheir other compliments, means nothing at all.

P. 101. address) Of this they are extremely tenacious ; and it is a

thing fo very particularly attended to in the east, that those who have oc

casion to correspond with the Asiaiicks, cannot be too well acquainted

with every one's address ; for any deviation excites either disgust or ridicule.

P. 106. Pdgah) The word Pdgah has the fame signification among

the Mahrattas, as Rifalah has among the Persians and Moguls; and,^be-

ing indefinite in the number of troops of which it consists, may be rendered

pretty fairly by our word brigade. I have known it applied to a com

mand of three hundred horse ; and I have also kr.own it used in the same

sense, to describe one of some thousands of horse and foot with artillery.

P. j 07. Pindarries) The Pindarries are the freebooters of the Mah-

ratta armies, and usually as numerous as thole they account their regu

lars.
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Uts. They are mounted on small but hardy horses, and serve for plun

der only. The chiefs under whom they engage, enter into certain articles

of agreement with the chief commanding the Mahratta army, respecting

the division of plunder ; and the Pindarries also have particular conditions,

on which they serve under their chiefs. Their principal use is in laying

waste an enemy's country, or their own when invaded ; which they do

with gieat alacrity and effect; also in attacking the baggage and camp-fol-

Jowers of an enemy's army. Another thing, which makes them extremely

useful to their own army, is, that every Pindarry has a pair of large bags

on his saddle, which, after his day's excursion, he in the evening brings

into camp, filled with wheat, barley, rice, or some other useful grain,

plundered from the villages, which is fold in the bazar for something be

low the market price ; so that ten thousand Pindarries aie at least as use

ful to the supply of their own army as an equal number of Bunneahs, with

carriage-bullocks, would be.

P. 107. The troops) This seems to have been the crisis of the Bhow's

fortune: had he boldly attacked the Shah, while he was passing the Jum

na, he would probably have totally defeated him.

P. 108. his campJ Colonel Dowe says, that the Bhow occupied

the lines formerly thrown up by Mahommed Shah, and that the Dur-

rany Shah posted himself in the more fortunate camp of Nadir Shah.

Kassi Rajh does not notice this, but fays that the Bhow dug a trench

round his camp. The point, however, is of little consequence.

P. 1 19. JanuaryJ Colonel Dowe says it was on the 20th, not the

6th of Jemad-ul-Sani. The reader may believe either, without any in

jury to the fact of the battle itself. Dates are exceedingly inaccurate in

all oriental productions.

P. 120. dujl) This may appear extraordinary to those who have ne

ver seen a large army of horse galloping about on a dusty plain, in a hot

climate, but is a very natural and true description to those who have.

If I am not mistaken, Plutarch mentions, as one of the most cruel

sufferings of Crass us 's army, when defeated in Parthia, that the Par-

thians galbped round them continually, and almost suffocated the soldiers

,with dust.

P. 122. enmity) Dattea ju Pateil, the brother of Junkoo-

oee, had been killed the year before, in the battle of Badelly, against

Nujeib-ul-Dowlah.

P. 123. ordersJ These orders of Ahmed Shah evince much mili

tary knowledge : perhaps better can scarcely be imagined in that situation

of affairs; and the success was complete.

P. 123. enchantment) The Mahratta army fled in consequence of

the death of Biswas Row, their chief. This is always the case with

Ajiatick armies. '

P. 124. fouls) This number seems very great; but any person ac

quainted with the multitudes of followers in an Indian camp, will not

disbelieve
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disbelieve it. Even in Englijk camps in India, three followers to each

sighting man, is considered as a moderate number.

P. 124. meritJ This is looked upon as highly beneficial to the fouls

of the faithful ; and almost a certain passport to paradise.

P. 127. GangesJ This is one of the many instances among this peo

ple, where absurd superstition is brought in excuse of lax morality. What

the author adverts to is very common, both among Hindoos and MuJJitl.

mans. It is rather an adjuration than any thing that might reasonably be

deemed obligatory (even though its object were innocent) on the person on

whom it is involuntarily imposed ; and is usually practised to make men

betray secrets which they ate bound in honour to conceal. He who wishes

to discover the secret, says, " I adjure you by the Ganges, or the Koran,

" or your son's head." This the other pretends to consider a sufficient

compulsion for him to betray his trust : 1 fay pretends, because where the

secret regards their own interest or safety, they are very far from allowing

an equal force to the adjuration.

P. 1 29. cruelty) The cause of this extraordinary enmity to I e r a h 1 m

Khan, was his having fought on the side of the infidels against the true

believers.

P. 132. killed) Notwithstanding all this, however, in the year 1 779,

a man appeared, who called himself the Bhow, and from many circum

stances obtained credit for some time.

He came first to Etaiva, and made himself known to Lai.a Balgo-

b i N d, a merchant with whom the Bkow had been on terms of friendship.

Balcobind was so far persuaded of his identity, that he treated and en

tertained him with great respect : but, though he brought many circumstan

tial proofs that he was the Bhow, and his age, person, and several marks

about his body, strongly supported that belief, still there appeared a difference

in temper and manner, which excited doubt. Balgobind having ex

pressed his wish to be satisfied respecting this, the person replied, that after

the battle and pursuit, fiom which he escaped alive, though wounded, he

fled to the hills of Kdmddun, where he lived five years among a fraternity

of Fakeirs, conforming to all their austerities ; which must necessarily have

made a great change in his manners. That after this, he had resided some

time in Rohilcund, and had travelled to many places in the disguise of a

Byraghy fakeir. " At length," said he, " 1 am arrived here, and we

"must devise the best method for me to declare myself." Balgobind

told him, that, as there were many Mahrattas at Benares to whom the

Bhow was known, he had better first (hew himself there. Accordingly

he went to Chuttercote, in Bonddcund, from whence he wrote (as the

Bhow) to Mookjee Biiut, Ramchu.nd Gotkur, and Gun-

neish Bhut, at Benares j informing them that he was arrived at Chut-

terkoie, and delinrig them to come to him immediately.

Upon receipt of this letter, Moorjee Bhut, the son of Ramchund

Gotkur, and Doonuoo Buut, who was an old servant of the Bhow,

set out for Chutterkote, where they immediately waited upon the sup-

poled Bitow, and had a long conference with him; after which they

retired
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retired to a house in the town. Next day they waited upon him again,

when, in the course of the conversation, the supposed Bhow teld them,

that as he had left many lacks of rupees, as a deposit with them before the

battle of Paniput, he defiled that they would furnish him with some

money, to defray the-expense of the rank which he meant to assert. On

this they immediately got up, and went away ; and from that time, they

began to circulate a report that this was not the Bhow, but an impos

tor. When he heard this, he reproached them with ingratitude, and told

them that he would come to Benares, and establish his claims upon them :

they, however, persisted to deny tnem, and returned to Benares. The

supposed Bhow followed them, and arriving at Benares, went to reside

at the house of Doondoo Bhut, who all along acknowledged him.

Here several Mahraitas, and other considerable inhabitants of that town,

went to fee him, and were so far convinced of his identity, that they

gave and lent him large sums of money. Several of the Mahrattas also

ate with him, in proof of their belief of his story. But four or five of.

the principal merchants, whom he had asserted to be his debtors, would

not visit him ; at which he was so much provoked, that he sent word to

Moorjee Bhut, Ramchu n de r Gotkur, and GunneishBhut,

either to pay him what they owed him, by fair means, or that he would

compel them by force: at the fame time, he began to raise some troops in

the town, and soon got together some hundreds of the kind of soldiery pro

curable in eveiy town of Hindojlan. He also got a palkey, and two or

three horses for himself, with which cavalcade he used to come into the

town, and pass in terror round the houses of his debtors, who were much

alarmed_ lest he should seize upon them, and carry them off.

Mr. Thomas Graham, who at this time was resident on the part

of the Company at Benares, hearing of these proceedings, inquired of

several persons of character, whether, in their opinion, this man was

the Bhow or not; who all replied that he certainly was an impostor.

While this inquiry was going on, it was discovered that Doondoo

Bhut, .a confidential friend of the Bhow, (as has been said before,) was

carrying on some secret negotiation with Raja Cheyt Sing, who

had sent him money at different times. Mr. Graham was led to be

lieve, from many circumstances, that one object of this negotiation was

to have him destroyed, under cover of some popular insurrection ; the

Raja having at that time conceived a jealousy of him, on account of his

knowledge in the affairs of that district, which the Raja wished as much as

possible to conceal. As the Englijh were then at war with the Mahrattas,

and Raja Cheyt Sing thought to be rather dissatisfied with the govern

ment, Mr. Graham was very naturally alarmed at this intelligence, and

sent a message to the Raja, requesting that he would explain himself. In

teply, Raja Cheyt Sing assured him that he was perfectly ignorant of

the matter in question, and desired that Mr. Graham would send for

the person himlclf, and inquire. Mr. Graham accordingly did fend for

him; but he peremptorily refused to come, with expressions of contempt

for the resident's authority.

Mr. Graham having advised the Raja of this, and called upon him

for assistance, as the peiibn in wliose hands the government of tiie coun
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try was, as to its police, the Raja immediately sent the Ameer and Cut-

seal of Benares with a detachment of Sepoys, to seize upon the supposed

Bhow, and confine him. They accordingly surrounded the house in

•which he resided, and, after some little resillance, they took him prisoner,

and carried him to Mr. Graham, who asked him some questions ; to

which his answers were not satisfactory, and rather tending to confirm the

suspicions already conceived of Raja Cheyt Sing.

The supposed Bhow remained a prisoner in the Aumeins Cutcherry

at Benares, till Mr. Graham having consulted the board at Calcutta,

received their orders to send him to Chunarghur, and deliver him in charge

to the commanding officer there ; and they at the fame time directed him

to inquire particularly into the truth or falsehood of his (lory. This person

was accordingly confined at Chunarghur, where Mr. Graham went se

veral times, and sent for the prisoner, whom he questioned particularly

respecting his whole story ; the result of which was, his feeling some dispo

sition to credit his being the Bhow, and occasionally assisting him with

money. Soon after, Mr. Graham went to Calcutta, carrying with

him an agent on the patt of the supposed Bhow ; but in a fliort time after,

he himself going to Madras as secretary to Sir Eyre Coote, nothing

was determined respecting that affair, and the unfortunate man remained a

prisoner till August, 1781, when Mr. Hastings, the Governor Gene

ral, came to Benares, and the troubles with Raja Cheyt Sing com

menced. During the time of Mr. Hastings's residence at Chunarghur,

he sent for the prisoner, and, after hearing his story, ordered him to be re

leased. The man returned to Benares, where he died soon after.

Among others, Kassi Rajh Pundit, the author of this book, being

at Benares, when the supposed Bhow resided there, went to see him,

and said (as Balgobind had done) that the person exactly resembled

the real Bhow, and that the marks upon him (the fame as mentioned in

his narrative of the battle of PaniputJ exactly corresponded, but that the

manner and temper were different.

Thus the affair stands at present, a subject for unbounded conjectures ;

and the Benares Bhow will generally be classed with Lambert Sim-

kel, Perkin Warbeck, the Ruffian Demetrii, and many others

whom ill succes has transmitted to posterity as impostors, when better for

tune, in the precarious appeal to the sword, would, perhaps, have stamped

them the real much-injured heirs of their domains, restored by the hand of

Heaven, to bless their subjects by the benign exercise of legitimate authority.

" The vanquilh'd rebel like a rebel dies :

" The victor rebel plumes him on a throne."

This man had written a history of himself in the Persian language, which

he gave to Mr. Thomas Graham, who would have indulged me with

the perusal of it, but having lest it behind him when he went to the coast

with the late Sir Eyre Coote, in a place not sufficiently dry, it was

unfortunately destroyed by vermin.

P. 132. Shumshere) This was the father of Aly Behader,

now at Mut'lra (in 1790) with Tokojee Hl'lker.

P. W
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P. 133: He wished) This is the only historical intimation that I re

member to have met with of this Fact, yet it is extremely probable ; and I

was told by people oF the sirst authority, when I was at Dehly, that the

connection which Ahmed Shah DuhRANY Formed with the houFe oF

Timur when he was in Hindostan, was with that view. He himself

married a daughter os Mohammed Shah, and gave a young daughter

of Alumchire Sani (consequently a sister or half sister of Shah

Alum) to his son Timur Shah, who has since succeeded him in the

throne of Kabul, &c. But his constant apprehensions on the side ef Persia,

and a disposition void of enterprise, have hitherto prevented Tim u r Shah

from attempting any thing in Hindojlan : and, as he grows older, it tl

probable that his pacisic conduct will still continue.

P. 134. Navab) It cannot fail to strike every reader, that though

ICassi Rajh Pundit was a servant, and evidently a great admirer of

Shuja-ul-Dowlaii, omitting no fair occasion of praising him, yet he

says nothing of what Dowe and some others tell us of Shu ja- u l-Dow

Lah's being highly instrumental to gaining the victory at Paniput, by

wheeling round upon the stank of the Mahrattas at a critical part of the

battle. On the contrary, by his very clear and minute detail, it appears

that Shuja-ul-Dowlah's division never moved from their sirst post,

but thought themselves fortunate in not being aitacked where they Were.

As, independent of historical truth and his master's credit, Kassi Rajh

would himself have derived some (hare of reputation from the gallant ac

tions performed by that division, it does not seem likely that he would hav4

pasted such a circumstance over in silence, if it had ever happened.

AN EXPLANATION OF THE PLAN.

A. Paniput, with the Mahratta

Camp.

1 Division of Ibrahim K ham.

2 Division of Amajee Guick-

war.

3 Division os Shu Deo Pateil.

4 Division of the Bhow and Bis

was Row.

5 Division of Jeswont Row.

6 Division of Shumshere Be-

HADER.

«7 Division of Mulhar Row.

$ Di vision ofJuNKOOGEE Sindia.

B. The Durrany Camp.

C. The Shah's advanced Tent.

1 Division of Berkhordar

Khan.

2 Division of Amir Bec, &c.

3 Division of Doondy Khan.

4 Division of Haiiz Rahmut

Khan.

5 Division of Ahmed Khas*

Bun gush.

6 Division of the Grand Viziff.

7 Division of Shuja-u l-Do vv-

1 AH.

8 Division of Nujeib-ul-Dow-

LAH.

9 Division of Shah Pussund

Khan,

jo Persian Musketeers.

REMARK
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REMARK by the PRESIDENT.

THE preceding narrative brings to my mind an

an anecdote, which I received from,BAHMEN of

Tezd, whose father Bahra'm had been a considential

servant of Cari'm Rha'n, and heard it at SMrdz from

the lips of the Kha'n himself. Both Cari'm Zend and.

Ahmed Abdali were officers of Na'dir Shah ; and,

having displeased him at the fame time, for a little neg

lect of their duty as commisfaries, were put under ar*

rest, and consined for some days in the fame guard-

room; but such are the vicissitudes of life in unsettled

countries, that a short time after, Na'dir was assassi

nated by one of his own kinsmen; Cari'm became, at

length, sovereign of all Iran, where he reigned near

thirty years univerfally beloved; and Ahmed, having

founded a new kingdom at Cdbul, obtained the victory

at Pdnipat'h, without which the Mahrdttas would,

perhaps, at this day, have been the most powerful na

tion of India.

TO COLONEL PEARSE.

Bear Sir,

* The following is an extract from a

paper written in 1782, and intended for a periodical

mathematical publication, which I then had the care

of: as it mostly relates to a subject of which no person

is a better judge than yourself, if you think it worthy

of a place in the Transactions of the Afiatick Society, I

request you will transmit it.

I am, dear Sir,

Your most obedient and

most humble servant,

Fort William, REUBEN BURROW.

June 10, 1787.

* No. VI.



VI.

A Specimen of a Method of reducing

Practical Tables and Calculations

into more general and compendious Forms.

THOUGH practices usual in one science may often

be transferred with advantage to another, yet

the general class of writers are so much more intent

upon making books than improvements, that it very

seldom happens to be the cafe : and, therefore, though

the following hints can have little claim to ingenuity,

they are certainly valuable on account of their use,

, It is common in Astronomy, when there are two

series of quantities, whose respective terms depend on

each other, to find a general expression for an inter

mediate term, by what is called the method of interpo

lation: that is applied by Newton to Comets, and by

De La Caille to Eclipses ; and I stiall here, as a spe

cimen, apply it to some few examples in artillery and

fortification.

Let g+hx be an expression by which the quantity a

is derived from m, and b from n ; then if N is any term

in the series m, n, the term derived from it, in the se

ries a, b, will be (an-bm) : (n-m)-J-N (b-a) : (n-m).

In p. 174 of Muller's Artillery, the length of a

battery for two pieces of cannon is forty-feet; and for

four pieces, fifty-eight feet: now if N be the number

of cannon, a general expression for the length of the

battery may be found, by substituting two for m, and

four for n, forty for a, and fifty-eight for b, in the

foregoing form, which then becomes 22-f-o. N; and

therefore, for twenty pieces of cannon, the length of

the battery is 2Q2 feet.
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By a similar substitution, if sifty men are required

to make the battery for two pieces, and seventy for

that of four pieces, as in Muller's Table, then

30-f-ioN, is the expression for the men required for

any number N of pieces in general;

. .. "" / '! . : / j '

Instead, therefore, of Muller's Table, the fol

lowing general one may be inserted for the number of•

men, tools, &c. for making a battery for any numbtr

of cannon in one night.
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In the fame manner, from having a few particular

cafes in other kinds of rules, general ones may be

found: for example, if N be a number whose r root

is required, and if xr be its nearest complete power,

then we know already, that

X : N » x : : x : N" « x for the 1 root.

' Ix'-t-i-N : fa » x1:: x:Nj <» x for the square root.

2 x3-\- N : N » x3 : : x : N-§- « x for the cube root.

Now the general form of the three last terms is evi

dent; and to sind those of the sirst term, let one and

two be put for m and n, and one and three halves

for a and b, and by substituting in the foregoing ex

pression; the general coefficient of xr is found to be

(r-f-i); again if we put o and one half for a and b, we

find the coefficient of N to be (r—1 ).

If
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If we use the second and third proportions, putting

two and three for m and n, and for a and b, three

halves and two, in the sirst cafe, and one-half and

one, in the second, we get the fame values. Hence in

r-f-ir r— 1 r *

general; x-| N:N « x::x:N » x

2 2

Another example of the advantage of transferring

practices from one subject to another is this. Dr.

Halley has applied a method similar to that of inter

polation to sind the time of the tropicks : now the fun's

meridian altitude may be found in the fame way, from

altitudes taken near the meridian, and if the obsever

begins a little before noon to take altitudes and the

times, and continues to do so till a little after noon, a

number of meridian altitudes may be deduced from

these, and the latitude found much more exactly from

them, than can be expected from a single meridian al

titude, by using the expression for the maximum, or

otherwise.

Analogous to these, are methods of

generalizing properties from particular

cafes: thus, if Ab Ac be tangents to a

circle, and if any lines BC be, be also

drawn to touch the circle; then the

perimeters of all the triangles ABC,

will be constant, and also the difference

between the sum of Ab and Ac and the

base be: this property is of uncom

mon use in the construction of pro

blems, relative to plain triangles and

trapeziums; and if lines be supposed

drawn from the centre, or a point in

the circumference of a sphere, to each part of the

sigure, it will be found, that the projection of the

sigure upon the sphere will have analogous properties,

and that the theorem is also true in spherical triangles.

By
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By a little mode of consideration, problems similar to

those of Apollonius on tangencies may be construct

ed on the sphere: for instance, having three circles

given upon a sphere, a fourth may be found to touch

them; for their positions on the sphere being given,

their projections will also be given on a plane Itereo-

graphically; and as a circle may be found in Vieta's

method to touch them on that plane, the situation of

that circle may be found upon the sphere, and hence

properties may be found from constructing the problem

independent of the stereographic projection: and if

we suppose the centre of projection to be the centre of

focus, &c. of a spheroid, or other solid, innumerable

properties may be found relative to their tangents,

curvatures, &c. regard being had to the position of

the plane, &c.

To give a specimen of the aforefaid method in for

tification, let h (see pp, 22, 23, 24, and 25, of Dei-

dier's Perfetl French Engineer) represent the height of

a wall; then, according to Vauban's measures, if five

feet be the thickness at the top, jh-^-5 will be the

thickness at the bottom; and, according to Belidor's

method ih+3,5, will be the thickness at the top, and

Tn+3,55 that at the bottom. The length of the coun

terfort (according to Vauban) will be -jh-f-a; also

£h-|-2 is the thickness next the wall, and (jh-f-4) the

thickness at the other end of the counterfort. If

part of the wall is gazoned, let e be the height of

that part, and h that of the wall; then J- (h-j-ej-f-S is

the thickness at the bottom; -f-e-fwj is the thick

ness at the top; -|-(h-|-e)-L-2 is the length of the coun

terfort; i,(h-\-e)-\-a its thickness next the wall, and

( j (h~j-e)-j-4 its thickness farthest from the wall.

When there are. cavaliers, let c be their height in

feet; then A( 2 e-J-c-}-5o) is the thickness of ther

revetement at the top, and i( 2 h+2 e-L-c-f50) is the

thickness at the bottom.'

A DEMON
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A DEMONSTRATION OF ONE OF THE

HINDOO RULES OF ARITHMETICS

By Mr. REUBEN BURROW.

HHE art of invention being in a great measure de-

**. pendent on the doctrine of combinations, every

additional improvement in the last must of consequence

be useful in the former ; and as the following ancient

rule for " finding the sum of all the different permuta-

" tions of a given numeral quantity, consifting of a

" given number of places of figures," is not, I believe,

extant in any European Author, and is besides very in

genious, I take the liberty to insert it, and also to add

the demonstration.

Rule. Place an Arithmetical Progression over the

sigures, beginning with unity at the units place, and in

creasing by unity : divide the product of the terms of

this progression by the number of places of sigures in

the given quantity, multiply the sum of the sigures in

the given quantity by the quotient, and set down the

product as often as there are places in the given quan

tity, removing it each repetition one place to the right

hand, and the sum of these lines is the sum of all the

permutations.

Example. Required the sum of the different per

mutations of 893.

 

1X2X3

3

=2; (8+9+3)2=40;

893

839

983

938

389

398

8 9 3

3 2 1

40

40

40

4440

4440

Vol. III. L .DEMON
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DEMONSTRATION.

First, It is evident that if all the permutations of anv

number of letters expressing sigures be put down ; and

those in the sirst place to the right hand be multiplied

by unity ; those in the second place by ten ; those in

the third place by 100, and so on; then the sum of all

these will be the sum of the permutations required.

Secondly, Supposing the different permutations to

be put down one under another, it will really appear,

from the manner in which permutations are generated,

that all the letters occur an equal number of times in

each perpendicular column; and also that the number

of times of occurrence in the permutation of n letters,

is equal to the permutations of n—1 letters; but the

permutations of n—1 letters is equal to 1.2.3...^—1)

or 1X2X3 carried to n—1 terms; and consequently

if there be n letters in the given number, each letter

in the columns aforefaid will occur 1.2.3... (n—1

times.)

Thirdly, Let 1.2.. (n—i)=m then

m (a+b+c+ . . n) 1= sum of numbers in the units

place or sirst column,

m (a+b+c+ . . n) 10= sum of numbers in the tens

or second column,

m (a+b+c+ • • n) 100= ditto third column,

m (a+b+c+. 100 • • • to (n—1) Cyphers= ditto

in the n column ; and the sum of

these is evidently equal to

m (a+b+c+ . . . n) . (1+10+100+ ... to n terms) ;

and putting for (1+10+100 . . n) its value 111 ... n•

the expreffion becomes

(1.2.3.. (n—i)) X (aXbXcX..n) X (tu. . . n),

but 1.2.3... (n<—0 *s equal to • " and there

fore the expreffion for the sum of all the permutations is

f-^ip?) x (a+b+c+ . . . n) X (1 1 1 ... n), which is

the Hindoo rule when the sigures of the given number

are all unlike.

Lastly,
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Lastly, It is evident that 1 . 2 . 3 ... n is the number

of permutations of n different things; but if several sets

of sigures are alike, as r sigures of one kind, s sigures of

another, for instance ; then let

(i.2.3.n...):(i.2..i)X(i.2...s), Sec. the num

ber of permutations in that cafe be called N ; then the

sum of the permutations is

N : n -f- (a+b+c+ . . . n) X (11 1 ... n) in general.

Example. Required the sum of the permutations

of 11335 ?

4^=30; ?=6 X 13= 78;

78

78

78

7878

866658 the Sum required.

L 2 On
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VII.

On the NICOBAR ISLES, and the FRUIT

of the MELLORI.

By NICHOLAS FONTANA, Esa.

THE south-west monsoon having strongly set in

on the Malabar coast, it was deemed unfafe to

remain there any longer; we therefore took our de

parture from Mangalore on the 20th of May, 1778, di

recting our course towards the gulph of Bengal • and

in less than ten days, we came in sight of the Carnico-

lar Iflands ; the appearance of which, at seven or eight

leagues distance, is much like a chain of mountains

covered with woods : we anchored to the N. E. of

one of them, in sive fathoms, with a good fandy bot

tom ; supplied ourselves with water and wood, and

proceededin quest ofthe other Nicobars, or NancaveriSj

as they are called, situated between eight and nine

degs. N. lat. to the northernmost point of the island os

Sumatra. They were descried on the 4th of June, to

the S. W. W. at the distance of ten leagues : the

position of three of those islands forms one of the fafest

harbours in India, where mips of all sizes may ride

with the greatest security, sheltered from all winds,

about half a mile from shore; with the additional ad

vantage of two entrances, that may serve for getting

in and out, both with a N. E. and S. W. monsoon,

having a clear deep channel on each side.

In one of the bays formed within those islands, Wei

moored in twelve fathoms, and there remained until

the S. W. monsoon was quite over, which was in the

beginning of September. The largest of those islands

is called Nancaveri, or Nancowry, about sive or six

leagues in circumference, and better inhabited than

either of the other two. The second is called Sowry, or

Chowry, and the other Triciit, all closely situated : about
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ten leagues to the N. E. of them is another, called

Catchoul*.

Almost the whole of those islands is uncultivated,

though there are a number of large valleys that might

be rendered very fruitful, with little trouble, the soil

being naturally fertile, where the cocoa-nut, and all

other tropical fruits, come spontaneously to the highest

perfection, together with yams and sweet potatoes, to

obtain which it is only necessary to scratch the earth

supersicially, and the seeds so planted come forth in a

few dayst.

The surrounding sea abounds with exquisite sish,

shell-sish, as cockles and turtles ; and a most splen

did display of beautiful shells of the rarest sort are to

be met with on the shore. The birds' nests+ so

much esteemed in China, are also to be found among

the rocks : ambergris is likewise to be met with; but

the inhabitants have learned a mode of adulterating

it, and it is therefore seldom to be found in a genuine

state: if adulterated with any heterogeneous matter,

such as wax, or resin, the mode of discovery is simply

byplacing a small bit of it upon the point of a knife

when

* In the year 1756, the Danish E. I. Company erected on one of

these islands a house to serve as a factory, but on their failure, in the year

1758, it was evacuated. On the re-establishment of the Company in

1768, another house was built on Soury Island, which was in 1773, in

like manner, ordered to be evacuated as useless to the Company's interests :

three or four European missionaiies, with a view of making proselytes,

remained behind, and have continued there ever since, but without effect

ing even the conversion of a single person ; they collect, however, co

coa-nut oil, shells, and other natural curiosities, which they fend annually

to their brethren at Tranquebar.

An exact plan of these islands may be seen in the Neptune Oriental.

+ Tricut, being the flattest of those Islands, is divided amongst the in

habitants of the other two, where they have their plantations of Cocoa-nut

and Areca trees ; these last being very abundant all over the islands.

£ Kidos hos, riipibus veeani orientalis affixos, parant hirundines nia-

rini, domejliris multo majores, ex holothuriis mari innatanlibus male-

riaiii decerptntis, Kokmpf. Amtzn.—p. 833.
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when hot, and if it evaporates without leaving any

calx, or Caput Mortuum, and diffuses a strong fragrant

smell, it is certainly genuine.

The inhabitants of the Nicobar Islands are of a copper

colour, with small eyes obliquely cut, what in ours is

white being in theirs yellowish j with small flat noses,

large mouths, thick lips, and black teeth ; well pro

portioned in their bodies, rather short than tall, and

with large ears, in the lobes of which arc holes, into

which a man's thumb might be introduced with ease ;

they have black strong hair, cut round: the men have

little or no beard; the hinder part of their head is much

flatter and compressed than ours; they never cut their

nails, but they shave their eye-brows*. A long nar

row cloth, made of the bark of a tree, round their waist,

and between their thighs, with one extremity hanging

down behindt, is all their dress. The women and

men are of the fame copper colour, and very small in

stature; a bit of cloth made with the threads of the

bferk of the cocoa-nut-tree fastened to the middle, and

reaching halfway down the thigh, forms all the cover

ing of the women. Both sexes are, however, very

fond of dress; and when the men go into the presence

of strangers, they put on hats and old clothes, that have

been

* It is a custom among them to compress with their hands the occiput of

the new-born child, in order to render it flat ; as, according to their ideas,

this kind of fliape constitutes a mark of beauty, and is universally esteem

ed such by them : by this method, also, they fay that the hair remains close

to the head, as nature intended it, and the upper fore-teeth very promi

nent out of the mouth.

+ A traveller called Keoptn-c, a Swede, who went to the East Indies,

on board a Dutch ship, in the year 1647, wmch anchored off the NLiobar

Islands, relates that they discovered men with tails, like those of cats, and

.which they moved in the fame manner. That having sent a boat on shore

with sive men, who did not return at night, as expected, the day follow

ing a larger boat was sent, well manned, in quest of their companions,

who, it was supposed, had been devoured by the savages, their bones hav

ing been found ilrewed on the shore, the boat taken to pieces, and the iron

of it carried away.

lit
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been given them by Europeans; but among themselves

they are almost naked.

They live in huts, made of cocoa-nut-leaves of an

oval form, supported on bamboos, about five or six

feet high from the ground ; the entrance into the huts

is by a ladder; the floor is made partly of planks, and

partly of split bamboos. Opposite to the door, in the

furthermost part of the hut, they light their sire, and

cook their victuals : six or eight people generally oc

cupy one hut; and a number of fliulls of wild boars

forms the most valuable article of furniture.

The occupation of the men consists in building and

repairing their huts, which affords them an annual em

ployment for six months at least, and in fishing and

trading to the neighbouring iflands. The women are

employed in preparing the victuals, and cultivating the

ground; they also paddle in the canoes, when the men

go out. They unite in matrimony through choice ;

and if the man is not fatisfied with the conduct of the

woman, either from her inattention to domestic con

cerns, or sterility, or even from any diflike on his

part, he is at liberty to discharge her ; and each unites

with a different person, as if no such connection had

taken place. Adultery is accounted highly ignominious

and disgraceful ; particularly with persons not of the

fame cast : should it be proved, the woman would not

only be dismissed with infamy, but, on some occasions,

even put to death; although, by the intervention of a

small token given publickly, and consisting of nothing

more than a leaf of tobacco, the reciprocal lending oJ

(heir wives of thefame cast is exceedingly common.

A woman

The account of this voyage was reprinted at Stockholm by Silvium in

the year 1743. Linnæus seems to have been too credulous in believ

ing this man's story ; for, in all my examinations, I could discover no sort

of projection whatever on the Os Cocygis of either sex. What has given

rife to this supposed tail, may have been the stripe of cloth hanging down

from their posteriors ; which, when viewed at a distance, might probably

havebeea mistaken for a tail.
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A woman who bears three children, is reckoned very

fruitful ; few bear more than four; the cause may be

attributed to the men, from a debility occasioned by the

early intrusion of the testicles into the abdomen, the

hard compression of them and the penis by the band

age round those parts, from premature venery, and

hebetation brought on by the immoderate useof spirits;

and from the very inactive and sedentary life thole peo

ple lead, it will not be difficult to account for that want

of longevity, which seems to prevail much in those

islands, more especially amongst the men, where none

were to be seen older than forty or forty-eight years.

The women, on the contrary, seem to live much longer.

They are themselves so sensible of the scanty popu

lation of their islands, that they study to increase it by

inviting, and even seducing, some Malabars or Bengalefe

to remain amongst them, when brought thither by the

country ships, and of whom there are in almost all vil

lages some to be found, who may be easily discerned

from the natives by their sigure, features, colour, and

language. The natives encourage their stay by grants

of land, with plantations of cocoa-trees and arecasjand,

after a certain number of years, they are permitted to

make choice of a female companion.

* Their indolence is not to be equalled by any other

people of the east. They go out a sishing in their canoes

at night; and with harpoons, which they dart very

dexterously at the sish, aster having allured them into

shallow water with burning straw, a sufficient number

is soon caught to serve the family fora meal: they im

mediately return home; and if, by chance, they catch

a very large sish, they will readily dispose of one half,

and keep the remainder for their own use.

They entertain the highest opinion cf such as are

able to read and write : they believe that all Euro

peans, by this qualisication only, arc able to perform

acts
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acts more than human ; that the power of divination,

controlling the winds and storms, and directing the ap

pearance of the planets, is entirely at our command.

This people, like other favage nations, dread the

evil genius : some among them give themselves the

air of divination, and presume to have secret confa

bulations with him : superstition must ever be in its

full dominion where ignorance is so gross.

Some of the natives, having begun to fabricate

earthen pots, soon after died ; and the cause being

attributed to this employment, it has never been re

sumed ; since they prefer going fifteen or twenty leagues

to provide them, rather than expose themselves to an

undertaking attended, in their opinion, with such dan

gerous consequences.

Whenever they visit one another, no sort of com

pliment or falutation takes place between them ; but

when the visitors take leave, they are profuse in good

wishes, that last for some minutes, with different in

flections of voice, to which the other constantly an

swers, by repeating the words Calld calld condi condz

quiage, which may be rendered in Englijli thus :

" Very well, very well; go, go, and return soon."

Behind, or close by their huts, the dead are bu

ried : all the relations and acquaintance cry for some

hours before the corpse is put into the grave, where

it is interred with all possible solemnity, and in the

best dress they can muster, and with abundance of

food. After the body is covered with earth, a post

is raised, and fixed in the ground over the head of the

deceased, about four feet high, to the top of which

they suspend strips of cloth, with meal and areca nuts,

and strew cocoa-nuts all around. This supply of

food for the deceased is even after continued : a

cocoa-tree is also cut down for every person that

dies.
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dies. As soon as a man is dead, his name is never

mentioned, even if repeatedly asked ; every one of

the mourning visitors brings a large pot of toddy.

The women lit round the corpse howling and crying,

and by turns they go and put their hands on the

breast and belly of the deceased, who is covered with

striped cloth : the men are seated at a little distance,

drinking, and inviting all the visitors to do the fame;

endeavouring thus to dispel their grief, by a complete

general intoxication, which never lasts less than a

couple of days after the interment.

The different changes of the moon are productive

of great festivity and mirth among the Nicobarians,

when the doors of their huts are decorated with

branches of palms, and other trees : the inside is also

adorned with festoons made of flips of plantain leaves.

Their bodies are, in like manner, decorated with the

fame ornaments ; and the day is spent in singing and

dancing, and eating, and drinking toddy, till they arc

. quite stupisied.

The idea of years, and months, and days, is un

known to them, as they reckon by moons only, of

which they number fourteen, seven to each monsoon.

At the fair season, or the beginning of the N. E. mon

soon, they fail in large canoes to the Car Nicobars,

called by them Champaloon, The object of this voy

age is trade ; and for cloth, silver coin, iron, tobacco,

and some other articles, which they obtain from Eu

ropeans, together with fowls, hogs, cocoa, and areca

nuts, the produce of their own island, they receive in

exchange, canoes, spears, ambergris, birds'-nests, tor

toise-shell, and so forth.

Ten or twelve huts form a village. The number

of inhabitants on any one of these Mands does not

exceed seven or eight hundred. Every village has its

Head Man, or Captain, as they term him, who is ge

nerally
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nerally the oldest. Few diseases are known amongst

them ; and the venereal not at all : the small-pox

visits them occasionally, but not of the confluent

kind : what is more prevalent amongst them, is the

cedematous swelling of one or both of the legs, known

in the west of India under the name of the Cochin Leg,

from the place where this disorder generally prevails.

This endemial disease may be imputed to the follow

ing causes ; ill-chosen and badly-prepared diet ; the

bad choice of habitations, and an extremely indolent

inactive life. Fevers and cholicks are also frequent

among them. When a person falls sick, he is imme

diately removed to the house of one of their priests,

or conjurors, who orders the patient to be laid in a

supine posture for some time; then friction with some

oily substance is applied to the upper part of the

body, and often repeated ; which remedy they indis

criminately use for all complaints, never administering

medicines internally.

The only quadrupeds on these islands are hogs and

dogs : of the former, however, only the sows are kept,

and they are fed principally with the milk of the

cocoa-nut and its kernel, which renders the meat of

a sirmness and delicious taste, even superior, both in

colour and flavour, to the best English veai. It may

be worthy remark, that, although the neighbouring

Car Nicobar woods abound with monkeys of different

species, none are to be seen in these islands, not

withstanding their having been repeatedly brought

over : they neither propagate, nor do they live for

any time.

Among the feathered tribe, wild pigeons are pretty

abundant from June to September, on account of a

berry which is then ripe, and on which they feed with

great eagerness : at the fame time pheafants and tur

tle-doves are frequently found : the constant inhabi

tants of the woods are a species of the green parrot, or

3 parroquet,
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parroquet, with a black bill and collar : no other birds

are to be found in them.

The climate is pure, and might, with little trouble,

be rendered very falubrious : constant sea breezes fan

their shores, thus preserving them from oppressive heat :

vegetation continues without intermission : the woods

are very thick, and the trees bound together by a

kind of twig or creeping flirub, that renders them al

most impervious.

The Nicobar dance is as dull and inanimate as can

be conceived, as well for the flowness and heaviness

of its motions, as for the plaintive monotonous tune

that accompanies it : with no instrument but their

mournful low voices, which are in perfect unison with

the motion of their bodies. Men and women form

a circle, by putting their hand on each others shoul

ders; they move fiowly, backwards and forwards, in

clining sometimes to the right, and sometimes to the

left.

The whole of their musick consists of the few fol

lowing notes.

The basis of the language spoken by these iflanders,

is chiesly Malay, with some words borrowed from Eu

ropeans, and other strangers, as will appear by the fol

lowing specimen :

Chia Father Ochid Uncle

Cioum Grandfather Encognec Man

Chia Enchana Mother Coven Son

Encana
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Encand Woman Hdyi Wind

Cance Wife Onijo Water

Chegnoun Child Gnam Calm

Choi Head Tenfagi Day-light

Lai Forehead Sciafin Evening

Moha Nose Hatahom Night

Holmat Eyes Kamlun Noon

Manonge Lips Menzovi Yesterday

Cahta Tongue HolaUas To-morrow

Incaougn Chin Charou Great

Nann Ears Mombeschi Small

£nchojon Hairs Koan Strong

Halikolala Neck At loan Weak

Thd Breast Yes

Vhian Belly At chiou No

Foun Navel Lapoa Is good

Choal Arm Pisi Is enough

Eckait Shoulders Thiou Me or I

Och Back Mhihe You

Kinitay Hand&singe:rsKalakala younde Farewell

Poto Thigh Emloum Gold

Colcanon Knee Henoe » Fire

Hanhan Leg Dheah Water

Ciscoa Nail Lhoe Cloth

Hignoughn Beard Lanoa Astrip they wear

Tohon Sick Gni House

Lha-ha Dead Tanop Pipe

Hivi Devil Carrovaj Lemon

Hen Sun Hoot Old Cocoa-nut

Chat Moon Gninoo Green Cocoa-nut

Nat
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Nat Cane Laam To lay down

Pantan Rattan Hancihatena Come hither

Aptejo Chest Ciou Be gone

Cerum Needle Hethaj To laugh

Hendel Musket Houm To weep

Henathoa Knife Hanan To dance

Danon Medicine Hame To rain

Heja Betel Nut Pheumhoj To smoke

Acœ Betel Leaf Hansciounga To walk

Cion Lime Duonde To paddleorrow

Chapeo Hat Pouskili To set down

Lenzo Handkerchief/fahahon To vomit

$0- These two last words Achicienga To stand

are borrowed from the Hichiackeri To speak

Portuguese. Athe het To write

HanchanCha-Vut on yourAjouhy To light

peo hat Luva Lead

Not A hog Caran Iron

Ham A dog Chdnlo Shirt and coat

Cochin A cat Hainhd Breeches

Taffoack Hen Hanho lola Stockings

Ohia Egg Dhanapola Shoes

Jnlegne Bird's Nest Halhat Bracelet

Cattoch Parrot Henpojou Chair

Cha Fish Cherdchd Table

Cap Tortoiseshell Para Dollar, or silver

Hanino To eat Thanula Black

Pcoum To drink Chunla Red

Etaja To sleep Unat White

Ha-caou To buy CambalamagnStriped cloth

Hen vkej To sell

NUMERALS
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NUMERALS.

Heart One Eancata Nine

Had Two Sicom Ten

Lot Three Sicom hean Eleven

Toan Four Sicom hda Twelve

Tanee Five Hemom thouma Twenty-

Tajoul Six Rocate Thirty

hat Seven Toanmoan thiuma Forty

Ensoan Eight Sicom sicom Hundred

It seems that they have no expression for the numbers

beyond forty, except by multiplication.

Trees of great height and size are to be seen in their '

woods, of a compact texture, well calculated for naval

constructions* ; but the productions of which they are

more particularly careful, are the cocoa and artca trres,

the last being chiefly for their own consumption ; as they

chew it all day long with tobacco, betel-leaf, and shell-

lime : the former is not only us ful for their own and

their hogs' nourishment, but also an object of trade.

Most of the country ships, that are bound to Pegu from

either of the coasts of India, touch at the Nicobar

Islands, in order to procure a cargo of cocoa-nuts,

which they purchase at the rate of four for a tobacco-

leaf, and one hundred for a yard of blue cloth, and

a bottle of cocoa nut oil for four leaves of tobacco.

The

* One of these trees our people cut down, that measured nine fathoms

in circumference, or sifty-four sect.
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The tropical fruits grow in those islands exquisitely

flavoured, the pine-apple in particular: wild cinnamon

and fassafras grow there also; the coffee-tree in two

years yields fruit ; yams are to be found for three or

four months in the year only, and are eaten by the

natives instead of the Larum, a nutritive fruit; in the

description of which, and the tree that produces it, we

shall here endeavour to be very particular.

The tree that bears this nutritive fruit, is a species

of Palm, called by them Larum ; by the Portuguese

Mello'ri ; and is very abundant in those islands, as well

as in Carnicobar : it grows promiscuously in the woods,

among other trees, but it delights more particularly in

a damp soil. The trunk is often straight, thirty or

thirty-sive feet high, and ten or twelve inches (the old

est even two feet) in circumference: the bark is

smooth, ash-coloured, with equidistant intersections,

of a compact hard texture in its interior part, but soft,

and quite hollow, in the centre from the top of the

trunk ; the leaves grow disposed like a calyx, about

three feet long, and four inches broad, ensisorm and

aculeate, of a dark green hue, and of a tenacious hard

substance: the roots are out of the ground, and insert

ed at eight or ten feet on the trunk, according to its

age, being not quite two feet in the earth : the fruit,

.which has the shape ofa pine, and the si ze of a large Jaca^

comes out of the bottom of the leaves : the age of a

man is seldom sufsicient to see the trees bearing fruit : its

weight forces it out of the leaves, and when it is nearly

ripe, which is known by the natives on the change of

its colour from green to yellowish, it is gathered, and

weighs from thirty to forty pounds. The drupes are

loosened by thrusting a piece of iron between their

interstices : the exterior surface is cut off, and thus

put into earthen pots covered with leaves, then boiled

on a slow sire for several hours together : the fruit is suf

siciently boiled, when the medullary part of it becomes

soft and friable ; it is then taken from the sire, and ex-

Vol. III. M posed
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posed to the cold air ; when cold, the drupes are sepa

rated from the stalk, and the medullary part pressed out

by means of a shell forced into them. Within the woody

part of the drupes, there are two feeds, in shape and

taste much like almonds : the soft part is then collected

into a spherical mass; and, in order to extract all the

stringy fragments remaining in it by the compression of

the shell, a thread is passed and repassed, until the

whole is extracted, and it comes out perfectly clean :

it is then of a pale yellow colour, much resembling

polenta, or the dressed meal of the Zea Mays, and in

taste much like it : when not newly prepared, it has an

acidity, to which it tends very strongly, if long exposed

to the atmosphere ; but it may be preserved a long

time, if well covered.

It is certain, that the Nicobar bread-fruit tree differs

very essentially from the palm described by Mr. Mas-

son, and found in the interior parts of Africa, which

bears a sort of bread-fruit. On my mowing to Mr.

Masson, in March, 1790, the drawing of the tree here

described, he was pleasingly surprised at the novelty,

and declared he had never before seen it. It differs

also from the bread-fruit-tree found in Otaheite, and de

scribed by Captain Cook in his Voyage round the

World, as will appear very evident on a reference to

the notes of that work. Some shrubs, whose leaves re

semble much those of the Nicobar bread-fruit tree, are

to be seen on the Coromandel Coast, and in the Isle of

France, where they thrive in some degree, but never

attain the height of those at Nicobar : imperfect small

fruits are seen once a year sprouting out; and the inha

bitants derive an advantage from the leaves of the tree,

which they convert into mats and bags to hold coffee.

NOTE
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NOTE by the PRESIDENT.

As far as we can determine the class and order of a

plant from a mere delineation of its fruit, we may fafe

ly pronounce, that the Leram of Nicobar is the Cadhi

of the Arabs, the Cetaca of the Indians, and the Pan-

danus of our botanists, which is described very awk

wardly (as Koenjg first observed to me) in the Supple

ment to Linnæus : he had himself described with that

elegant conciseness, which constitutes the beauty of the

Linnean method, not only the wonderful fructification

of the fragrant Cetaca, but most of the flowers, which

are celebrated in Sanscrit, by poets for their colour or

scent, and by physicians for their medical uses; and,

as he bequeathed his manuscripts to Sir Joseph Banks,

wre may be sure, that the public spirit of that illustri

ous naturalist will not suffer the labours of his learned

friend to be funk in oblivion. Whether the Panda-

nus Leram be a new species, or only a variety, we can

not yet positively decide; but four of the plants have

been brought from Nicobar, and seem to flourish in the

Company's Botanical Garden, where they will probably

blossom; and the greatest encouragement will, X trust,

be given to the cultivation of so precious a vegetable.

A fruit weighing twenty or thirty pounds, and contain

ing a farinaceous substance, both palatable and nutri

tive in a high degree, would, perhaps, if it were com

mon in these provinces, for ever secure the natives of

them from the horrors of famine; and the Pandanus of

Bengal might be brought, I conceive, to equal perfec

tion with that of Nicobar, if due care were taken to

plant the male and female trees in the fame place, in

stead of leaving the female, as at present, to bear an

imperfect and unproductive fruit, and the distant male

to spread itself only by the help of its radicating

branches.

NOTE
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NOTE on PAGE 150.

Though little can be added to M. Poivre's description of the Salan-

gane, or Hirundo, nidis edulibus, yet as Captain For rest was a perfect

master of the Malay tongue, and described only what he had seen, it will

not be amiss to subjoin his account of that singular bird. " The bird with

" an edible nest is called, fays he, jfaimalani by the natives of the Moluccas,

,; aud Layang-layanghy the Malays: it is black as jet, and rery much

" like a marten, but considerably smaller. Its nests, which the Malays

" call Saraiig, are found in caves, and generally in those to which the

(i sea has access ; and, as they are built in rows on perpendicular rocks,

" from which the young birds frequently fall, those caves are frequented

" by silh, and often by snakes, who are hunting for prey : they are made

" of a flimy gelatinous substance foHnd on the shore, of the sea- weed called

" agal agal, and of soft greenish sizy matter, often seen on rocks in the

" shade when the water oozes from above. Before a man enters such a

,{ cave, he should frighten out the birds, or keep his face covered. The

" jfaimalani lays her eggs four times a year, but only two at a time : if

" her nest be not torn from the rock, she will use it once more, but it then

" becomes dirty and black ; a nest used but once before it is gathered, must

" be dried in the shade, since it easily absorbs moisture, and, if exposed to

" the sun, becomes red. Such edible nests are sometimes found in caves

" which the sea never enters, but they are always of a dark hue, instead

" of being, like that now produced, very nearly pellucid : they may be

" met with in rocky iflands over the whole eastern Archipelago, (by far

" the largest in the world,) but never, I believe, on the coast of China,

" whither multitudes of them are carried from Batavia. The white and

" transparent nests are highly esteemed, and fold at Batavia for seven,

*' eight, nine, or ten dollars a catty of i-jlb. but the crafty Chinese, at

,: that port, who pack up the nests one in another, to the length of a foot

" or eighteen inches, that they may not easily be broken, seldom fail, by

',' a variety of artifices, to impose on their employers."

On
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VIII.

On the Mystical Poetry of the Persians

and Hindus,

By the PRESIDENT.

A FIGURATIVE mode of expressing the fervour

of devotion, or the ardent love of created spirits

toward their Beneficent Creator, has prevailed from

time immemorial in Asia; particularly among the

Perfian theists, both ancient Hushangis and modern

Sufis, who seem to have borrowed it from the Indian

philosophers of the Veddnta school ; and their doctrines

are also believed to be the source of that sublime, but

poetical, theology, which glows and sparkles in the

-writings of the old Academicks. " Plato travelled

" into Italy and Egypt, fays Claude Fleury, to learn

" the theology of the Pagans at its fountain head :"

its true fountain, however, was neither in Italy nor in

Egypt, (though considerable streams of it had been

conducted thither by Pythagoras, and by the family

of Misra,) but in Perfia or India, which the founder

of the Italick sect had visited with a similar design.

What the Grecian travellers learned among the fages

of the east, may perhaps be fully explained at a sea

son of leisure, in another dissertation; but we confine

this essay to a singular species of poetry, which con

sists almost wholly of a mystical religious allegory,

though it seems, on a transient view, to contain only

the sentiments of a wild and voluptuous libertinism:

now, admitting the danger of a poetical style, in which

the limits between vice and enthusiasm are so minute

as to be hardly distinguishable, we must beware of

censuring it severely, and must allow it to be natural,

though a warm imagination may carry it to a culpable

excess ; for an ardently grateful* piety is congenial to

the undepraved nature of man, whose mind, sinking

under the magnitude of the subject, and struggling to

cj express
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express its emotions, has recourse to metaphors and

allegories, which it sometimes extends beyond the

bounds of cool, reason, and often to the brink of ab

surdity. Barrow^ who would have been the su-

blimest mathematician, if his religious turn of mind had

not made him the deepest theologian of his age, de

scribes Love as " an affection or inclination of the

" foul toward an object, proceeding from an appre-

H hension and esteem of some excellence or conveni-

" ence in it, as its beauty, worth, or utility, and pro-

" ducing, if it be absent, a proportionable desire, and

" consequently an endeavour to obtain such a pro-

" perty in it, such possession of it, such an approxima-

" tion to it, or union with it, as the thing is capable of;

" with a regret and displeasure in failing to obtain it,

*' or in the want and loss of it; begetting likewise a

" complacence, fatisfaction, and delight, in its pre-

*' fence, possession, or enjoyment, which is moreover

attended with a good-will toward it suitable to its

" nature; that is, with a desire that it seould arrive

" at, or continue in, its best state; with a delight to

" perceive it thrive and flourish ; with a displeasure

" to see it suffer Of decay; with a consequent endea-

" vour to advance it in all good, and preserve it from

" all evil." Agreeably to this description, which con

sists of two parts, and was designed to comprise the

tender love of the Creator towards created spirits, the

great philosopher bursts forth in another place, with

his usual animation, and command of language, into

the following panegyrick on the pious love of human

fouls toward the Author of their happiness: " Love is

" the sweetest and most delectable of all passions ; and,

" when by the conduct of wisdom, it is directed in a

*' rational way toward a worthy, congruous, and at-

*' tainable object, it cannot otherwise than fill the

" heart with ravishing delight: such, in all respects,

" superlatively such, is God; who, infinitely beyond

** all other things, descrveth our affection, as most per-

f* fectly amiable and desirable; as having obliged us

"by
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"by innumerable and inestimable benefits; all tbe

" good that we have ever enjoyed, or can ever ex-

" pest, being derived from his pure bounty; all things

" in the world in competition with him being mean

" and ugly; all things without him, vain, unprositable,

" and hurtful to us. He is the most proper object of

" our love ; for we chiefly were framed, and it is the

" prime law of our nature, to love him; oursoul,from

" its original inJlinB, vergeth towards him as its centre,

" and can have no rejl till it befixed on him : he alone

'f can fatisfy the vail capacity of our minds, and fill

" our boundless desires. He, of all lovely things,

" most certainly and easily may be attained ; for,

" whereas, commonly men are crossed in their affec-

" tion, and their love is embittered from their affect-

" ing things imaginary, which they cannot reach, or

" coy things, which disdain and reject them, it is with

" God quite otherwise : He is most ready to impart

" himself ; he most earnestly defireth and wooeth our

" love ; he is not only most willing to correspond in

" affection, but even doth prevent us therein: He doth

" cherijh and encourage our love by sweetejl influences,

" and mojl consoling embraces, by kindest expressions

" of favour, by most beneficial returns ; and, whereas

" all other objects do in the enjoyment much fail our

" expectation, he doth even far exceed it. Wherefore

" in all affectionate motions of our hearts toward

" God; in desiring him, or seeking his favour and

" friendship; in embracing him, or setting our esteem,

" our good will, our confidence on him; in enjoying

" him by devotional meditations and addresses to him;

" in a reflective fense of our interest and propriety in

" him ; in that myjlerious union of spirit, whereby

" we do closely adhere to, and are, as it were, inserted

" in him; in a hearty complacence in his benignity, a

" grateful fense of his kindness, and a zealous desire

" of yielding some requital for it, we cannot but feel

" very pleafant transports: indeed, that celestial flame,

" kindled in our hearts by the spirit of love, cannot

" be
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*? be void of warmth ; we cannot six our eyes upon

" infinite beauty , we cannot taste insinite sweetness, we

*' cannot cleave to insinite felicity, without also per-

" petually rejoicing in the sirst daughter of Love to

" God, Charity toward men ; which, in complexion

« and careful disposition, doth much resemble her

" mother; for she doth rid us from all these gloomy,

" keen, turbulent imaginations and passions, which

cloud our mind, which fret our heart, which dif-

" compose the frame of our soul; from burning an-

" ger, from storming contention, from gnawing envy,

" from rankling spite, from racking suspicion, from

" distracting ambition and avarice; and consequent-

" ly, doth settle our mind in an even temper, in a

*' sedate humour, in an harmonious order, in that

"pleasant Jiate of tranquillity,• which naturally doth

*' resultfrom the voidance of irregular passions" Now

this passage from Barrow (which borders, I admit,

on quietism and enthusiastick devotion) differs only

from the mystical theology of the Sufis and Yogis, as

the flowers and fruit of Europe differ in scent and fla

vour from those of Asia, or as European differs from

Ajiatick eloquence : the fame strain, in poetical mea

sure, would rise up to the odes of Spenser on Divine

Love and Beauty ; and in a higher key, with richer em

bellishments, to the songs of Hafiz and Jayade'va,

the raptures of the Masnavi, and the mysteries of the

Bhagavat,

Before we come to the Persians and Indians, let me

produce another specimen of European theology, col

lected from a late excellent work os the illustrious

M. Neker, ** Were men animated, fays he, with

" sublime thoughts, did they respect the intellectual

*' power with which they are adorned, and take an

" interest in the dignity of their nature, they would

*' embrace with transport that sense of religion, which

*' ennobles their faculties, keeps their minds in full

*' strength• and unites them in idea with him whose

" immensity
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immensity overwhelms them with astonishment : con

sidering themselves as an emanationJrom that infinite

, Being, the source and cause of all things, they would

then disdain to be milled by a gloomy and false

philosophy, and would cherish the idea of a God,

who created, who regenerates, who preserves this uni

verse by invariable laws, and by a continued chain

, of similar causes producing similar esfects ; who per

vades all nature with his divine spirit, as an univer

fal soul, which moves, directs, and restrains the

wonderful fabrick of this world. The blissful idea

of a God sweetens every moment of our time, and

embellishes before us the path of life ; unites us de

lightfully to all the beauties of nature, and asso-

, ciates us with every thing that lives or moves. Yes ;

; the whisper of the gales, the murmur of waters, the

, peaceful agitation of trees and shrubs, would concur

to engage our minds, and affect our fouls with tender

ness, if our thoughts were elevated to one universal

cause, if we recognized on all sides the work of Him

,whom we love ; if we marked the traces of his august

steps, and benignant intentions; if we believed our

selves actually present at the display of his bound-

, less power, and the magnificent exertions of his

unlimited goodness. Benevolence, among all the

virtues, has a character more than human, and a

certain amiable simplicity in its nature, which seems

analogous to the firjl idea, the original intention of

conferring delight, which we necessarily suppose in

, the Creator, when we presume to seek his motive

in bestowing existence. Benevolence is that virtue,

or, to speak more emphatically, that primordial beau

ty, which preceded all times and all worlds; and

when we reflect on it, there appears an analogy, ob

scure indeed at present, and to us imperfectly known,

between our moral nature and a time yet very re

mote, when we shall fatisfy our ardent wishes and

lively hopes, which constitute perhaps a sixth, and

(if the phrase may be used) a distant sense. It may

" even
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tc even be imagined, that love, the brightest ornament

u of our nature, love, enchanting and sublime, is a

" mysterious pledge for the assurance of those hopes;

" since love, by disengaging us from ourselves, by

" transporting us beyond the limits of our own being,

" is the sirst step in our progress to a joyful immorta-

" lity ; and, by affording both the notion and example

** of a cherished object distinct from our own souls,

u may be considered as an interpreter to our hearts of

** something which our intellects cannot conceive.

" We may seem even to hear the supreme intelligence

" and eternal soul of all nature, give this commission

*' to the spirits which emanated from him : Go; admire

" a small portion of my works, andstudy them ; make

" your jirjl trial of happiness, and learn to love him

** who bejlowed it ; but seek not to remove the veil

"spread over the secret os your exiJlence : your nature

u is compofed of those divine particles, which, at an infi-

" nite distance, constitute my own essence : but you would

u be too near me, were you permitted to penetrate the

** mystery of ourseparation and union : wait the moment

u ordained by my wisdom ; and, until that moment come,

" hope to approach me only by adoration and gratitude."

If these two passages were translated into Sanscrit

and Persian, I am consident, that the Veddntes and

Sufis would consider them as an epitome of their com

mon system ; for they concur in believing that the

souls of men differ insinitely in degree, but not at all in

kind, from the divine spirit, of which they are particles,

and in which they will ultimately be absorbed; that

the spirit of God pervades the universe, always imme

diately present to his work, and consequently always

in substance ; that he alone is perfect benevolence,

perfect truth, perfect beauty ; that the love of him

alone is real and genuine love, while that of all other

objects is absurd and illusory ; that the beauties of na

ture are faint resemblances, like images in a mirror, of

the divine charms ; that, from eternity without begin

ning,
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ning, to eternity without end, the supreme benevo

lence is occupied in bestowing happiness, or the means

of attaining it: that men can only attain it by perform

ing their part of the primal covenant between them and

the Creator; that nothing has a pure absolute existence

but mind orspirit ; that materialsubjlances, as the igno

rant call them, are no more than gay pictures, presented

continually to our minds by the sempiternal artist; that

we must beware os attachment to such phantoms, and

attach ourselves exclusively to God, who truly exists

in us, as we exist solely in him; that we retain, even

in this forlorn state of separation from our beloved,

the idea of heavenly beauty, and the remembrance of our

primeval vows ; that sweet musick, gentle breezes, fra

grant flowers, perpetually renew the primary idea, re

fresh our fading memory, and melt us with tender affec

tions ; that we must cherish those affections, and, by

abstracting our fouls from vanity, that is, from all but

God, approximate to his essence, in our final union

with which will consist our supreme beatitude. From

these principles flow a thoufand metaphors, and other

poetical sigures, which abound in the facred poems of

the Persians and Hindus, who seem to mean the fame

thing in substance, and differ only in expression, as

their languages differ in idiom ! The modern Su'fis,

who profess a belief in the Koran, suppose, with great

sublimity both of thought and of diction, an express

contrail, on the day of eternity with beginning, between

the assemblage of created spirits and the supreme

soul, from which they were detached, when a celestial

voice pronounced these words, addressed to each spirit

separately : " Art thou not with thy Lord?" that is, art

thou not bound by a solemn contract with him ? and all

the spirits answered with one voice, M Yes:" hence it

is, that alijl, or art thou not ? and beli, ox yes, incessantly

occur in the mystical verses of the Persians, and of

the Turkijh poets, who imitate them, as the Romans

imitated the Greeks. The Hindus describe the fame

covenant
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covenant under the sigurative notion, so sinely ex

pressed by Isaiah, of a nuptial contract ; for, consider

ing God in the three characters of Creator, Regene

rator, and Preserver, and supposing the power of

Preservation and Benevolence to have become incarnate

in the person of Crishna, they represent him as mar

ried to Ra'dha', a'word signisying atonement, pacifica

tion, orsatisfaction, but applied allegorically to thefoul

ofman, or rather to the whole assemblage of createdfouls,

between whom and the benevolent Creator they sup

pose that reciprocal love, which Barrow describes

with a glow of expression perfectly oriental, and which

our most orthodox theologians believe to have been

mystically Jhadowed in the Song of Solomon, while

they admit that, in a literal fense, it is an epithala-

mium on the marriage of the fapient king with the

princess of Egypt. The very learned author of the

Prelections on Sacred Poetry declaredhis opinion, that

the Canticles were founded on historical truth, but in

volved in allegory of that sort which he named mysti

cal : and the beautiful poem on the loves of Laili

and Majnum, by the inimitable Niza'mi, (to fay no

thing of other poems on the fame subject,) is indispu

tably built on. true history, yet avowedly allegorical

and mysterious ; for the introduction to it is a conti

nued rapture on divine love ; and the name of Laili

seems to be used in the Masnavi, and the Odes of

Hafiz, for the omnipresent spirit of God.

It has been made a question, whether the poems of

Hafiz must be taken in a literal or in a sigurative

fense ; but the question does not admit of a general

and direct answer ; for even the most enthusiattick of

his commentators allow, that some of them are to be

taken literally; and his editors ought to have distin

guished them, as our Spenser has distinguished his

four odes on Love and Beauty, instead of mixing the

profane with the divine, by a childish arrangement ac

cording
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cording to the alphabetical order of the rhymes.

Hafiz never pretended to more than human virtues,

and it is known he had human propensities ; for, in

his youth, he was passionately in love with a girl fur-

named Skdkhi Nebdt, or the Branch of Sugarcane, and

the Prince of Shiraz was his rival : since there is an

agreeable wildnefs in the story, and since the poet

himself alludes to it in one of his odes, I give it you

at length from the commentary. There is a place

called Pirisebz, or the Green Old Man, about four Per

sian leagues from the city; and a popular opinion

had long prevailed, that a youth, who should pass

forty successive nights in Pirisebz without steep, would

infallibly become an excellent poet : young Hafiz

had accordingly made a vow, that he would serve that

apprenticeship with the utmost exactness, and for

thirty-nine days he rigoroufly discharged his duty,

walking every morning before the house of his coy

mistress, taking some refreshment and rest at noon,

and passing the night awake at his poetical station ;

but, on the fortieth morning, he was transported with

joy on seeing the girl beckon to him through the

lattices, and invite him to enter : Ihe received him

with rapture, declared her preference of a bright ge

nius to the son of a king, and would have detained

him all night, if he had not recollected his vow, and,

resolving to keep it inviolate, returned to his post.

The people of Shiraz add, (and the fiction is grounded

on a couplet of Hafiz,) that early next morning, an old

man in a green mantle, who was no less a personage

than Khizr himself, approached him at Pirisebz with a

cup brim full of nectar, which the Greeks would have

called the water of Aganippe, and rewarded his perse

verance with an inspiring draught of it. After his ju

venile passions had subsided, we may suppose that his

inind took that religious bent which appears in most

of his compositions ; for there can be no doubt that

the following distichs, collected from different odes,

relate to the mystical theology of the Svfis :
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. " In eternity without beginning, a ray os thy beauty

e< began to gleam ; when love sprang into being, and

" cast flames over all nature :

" On that day thy cheek sparkled even under thy

" veil, and all this beautiful imagery appeared on the

" mirror of our fancies.

" Rife, my foul; that I may pour thee forth on

" the pencil of that supreme artist, who comprised

*' in a turn of his compass all this wonderful sce-

" nery !

w From the moment when I heard the divine

" sentence, / have breathed into man a portion of my

" spirit, I was assured that we were His, and He

" ours.

" Where are the glad tidings of union with thee,

" that I may abandon all desire of life? I am a bird

" of holiness, and would fain escape from the net of

'* this world.

" Shed, O Lord, from the cloud of heavenly

" guidance, one cheering shower, before the mo-

" ment when I must rife up like a particle of dry

« dust !

" The sum of our tranfactions, in this universe,

" is nothing ; bring us the wine of devotion ; for

** the possessions of this world vanish.

" The true object of heart and soul, is the glory of

" union with our beloved: that object really exists;

K but without it, both heart and foul would have ho

" existence.

•' O the
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" O the bliss of that day, when I shall depart from

" this desolate mansion ; shall seek rest for my soul ;

" and shall follow the traces of my beloved.

" Dancing with love of his beauty, like a mote

** in a fun-beam, till I reach the spring and foun-

" tain of light, whence yon sun derives all his

" lustre !"

The couplets which follow, relate as indubitably

to human love, and sensual gratifications :

" May the hand never shake, which gathered the

grapes ! May the foot never flip, which pressed

" them !

{c That poignant liquor, which the zealot calls the

" mother of Jins, is pleafanter and sweeter to me than.

*' the kisses of a maiden.

" Wine two years old, and a damsel of fourteen, are

" sufficient society for me, above all companies, great

" or small.

** How delightful is dancing to lively notes, and the

*' cheerful melody of the flute, especially when we

" touch the hand os a beautiful girl !

" Call for wine, and scatterjlowers around: what

" more can thou ajkfromfate ? Thus spoke the night-

" ingale this morning; what fayest thou, sweet rose, to

<( his precepts ?

i ....

" Bring thy couch to the garden of roses, that

" thou mayest kiss the cheeks and lips of lovely

" damsels ; quaff rich wine, and smell odoriferous

<s blossoms.

« O branch
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« O branch of an exquisite rose-plant, for whose

" fake dost thou grow ? Ah ! on whom will that smil-

*' ing rose-bud confer delight ? -

" The rose would have discoursed on the beauties

" of my charmer, but the gale was jealous, and stole

'* her breath before she spoke.

" In this age, the only friends who are free from

" blemish, are a. flask of pure wine, and a volume of

" elegant love-songs. ,

" O the joy of that moment, when the felf-fuffi-

*' ciency of inebriation rendered me independent of

" the prince and of his minister !"

Many zealous admirers of Ha'fiz insist, that by

wine he invariably means devotion : and they have gone

so far as to compose a dictionary of words in the lan

guage, as they call it, of the Sufis : in that vocabulary,

sleep is explained by meditation on the divine perfec

tions, and perfume by hope of the divine favour; gales

are illapfes of grace ; kisses and embraces, the raptures of

piety ; idolaters, infidels, and libertines, are men of the

purest religion, and their idol is the Creator himself; the

tavern is a retired oratory, and its keeper, a fage in

structor; beauty denotes the perfection of the Supreme

Being ; trejfes are the expansion of his glory ; lips, the

hidden mysteries of his essence ; down on the cheek,

the world of spirits who encircle his throne and a

black mole, the point of indivisible unity : lastly, wanton

ness, mirth, and inebriety, mean religious ardour, and

abstraction from all terrestrial thoughts. The poet

, himself gives a colour in many passages to such an in

terpretation ; and without it we can hardly conceive

that his poems, or those of his numerous imitators,

would be tolerated in a Mufelman country, especially

at Constantinople, where they are venerated as divine

compositions: it must be admitted, that the sublimity
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of the mystical allegory, which, like metaphors and

comparisons, should be general only, not minutely

exact, is diminished, if not destroyed, by an attempt

at particular and distinct resemblances ; and that the

style is open to dangerous misinterpretation, while it

supplies real infidels with a pretext for laughing at re

ligion itself.

On this occasion I cannot refrain from producing a

most extraordinary ode by a Sufi of Bokdhrd, whb

assumed the poetical surname of Ismat : a more mo

dern poet, by prefixing three lines to each couplet,

which rhyme with the first hemistich, has very elegant

ly and ingenioufly converted the Kestdah into a Mok-

hammes, but I present you only with a literal version

of the original distichs.

" Yesterday, half inebriated, I passed by the quar-

" ter where the vintners dwell, to seek the daughter of

" an infidel who sells wine.

" At the end of the street, there advanced before'

" me a damsel, with a fairy's cheeks, who, in the

" manner of a Pagan, wore her tresses dishevelled

" over her moulders like the facerdotal thread. I faid,

" 0 thou, to the arch of whose eye-brow the new mooit

" is a stave, what quarter is this, and where is thy

" mansion ?

" She answered: Cast thy rosary on the ground; bind

** on thystioulder the thread os Paganism ; throw stones

" at the glass of piety ; and quaff wine from a full

" goblet i

" After that come before me, that I may whisper a

" word in thine ear ; thou wilt accomplijh thy journey,

" if thou listen to my discourse*

Vol. III. N " Aban«
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" Abandoning my heart, and rapt in extasy, I ran

" after her, till I came to a place, in which religion

w and reason forsook me.

" At a distance I beheld a company, all infane and

" inebriated, who came boiling and roaring with ar-

" dour from the wine of love ;

" Without cymbals, or lutes, or viols, yet all full

" of mirth and melody ; without wine, or goblet, or

" flask, yet all incessantly drinking.

*' When the cord of restraint flipped from my

" hand, I desired to ask her one question, but she

" faid, Silence !

" This is no square temple, to 'the gate of which thou

" canjl arrive precipitately ; this is no mosque, to which

" thou canjl come with tumult, hut without knowledge.

" This is the banquet-house oj infidels, and within it

" all are intoxicated ; all,from the dawn of eternity, to

" the day of resurrection, lost in astonijhment.

" Depart, then, from the cloister, and take the way

" to the tavern : cast off the cloak of a dervise, and

" wear the robe os a libertine.

H I obeyed; and, if thou defirest the fame strain

"and colour with Ismat, imitate him, and sell this

u world and the next for one drop of pure wine."

Such is the strange religion, and stranger language,

of the Sufis ; but most of the Afiatick poets are of

that religion, and if we think it worth while to read

their poems, we must think it worth while to under

stand them: their great Maulavz assures us, that " they

" profess eager delire, but with no carnal affection, and

" circulate
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" circulate the cup, but no material goblet; since all

" things are spiritual in their sect, all is mystery with-

" in mystery ;" consistently with which declaration, he

opens his astonishing work, entitled the Masnavi, with

the following couplets:

Hear how yon reed, in fadly-pleasing tales,

Departed bliss, and present woe bewails !

' With me from native banks untimely torn,

' Love-warbling youths and foft-ey'd virgins mourn.

* O ! let the heart, by fatal absence rent,

* Feel what I sing, and bleed when I lament ;

' Who roams in exile from his parent bow'r,

* Pants to return, and chides each ling'ring hour.

' My notes, in circles of the grave and gay,

' Have hail'd the rising, cheer'd the closing day :

' Each in my fond affections claim'd a part,

' But none discern'd the secret of my heart.

' What though my strains and sorrows flow combin'd?

' Yet ears are flow, and carnal eyes are blind.

* Free through each mortal form the spirits roll,

' But sight avails not.—Can we fee the foul ?'

Such notes breath'd gently from yon vocal frame :

Breath'd, faid I ? no; 'twas all enliv'ning flame.

'Tis love that fills the reed with warmth divine ;

'Tis love that sparkles in the racy wine.

Me, plaintive vvand'rer from my peerless maid,

The reed has fir'd, and all my foul betray'd.

He gives the bane, and he with balfam cures;

Afflicts, yet sooths; impassions, yet allures.

N 2 Delightful
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Delightful pangs his am'rous tales prolong;

And Lai li's frantick lover lives in song.

Not he, who reasons best, this wisdom knows:

Ears only drink what rapt'rous tongues disclose.

Nor fruitless deem the reed's heart-piercing pain :

See sweetness dropping from the parted cane.

Alternate hope and fear my days divide;

I courted Grief, and Anguish was my bride.

Flow on, fad stream of life ! I smile secure:

Thou livest; Thou, the purest of the pure!

Rise, vig'rous youth ! be free ; be nobly bold ;

Shall chains consine you, though they blaze with gold?

Go; to your vase the gather'd main convey :

What were your stores? The pittance of a day !

New plans for wealth your fancies would invent;

Yet shells, to nourish pearls, must lie content.

The man whose robe love's purple arrows rend,

Bids av'rice rest, and toils tumultuous end.

Hail, heav'nly love ! true source of endless gains !

Thy balm restores me, and thy skill sustains.

Oh, more than Galen learn'd, than Plato wife!

My guide, my law, my joy supreme arise!

Love warms this frigid clay with mystick sire,

And dancing mountains leap with young desire.

Blest is the soul that swims in seas of love,

And long the life fustain'd by food above.

With forms imperfect can perfection dwell ?

Here pause, my song ; and thou, vain world, farewell.

A volume might be silled with similar passages from

the Sufi poets; from Sa'ib, Onrix, Mi'r Khosrau,

Ja'mi,
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Ja'mi, Hazi'n, and Sa'bik, who are next in beauty

of composition to Ha'fiz and Sadi, but next at a con

siderable distance : from Mesi'hi, the most elegant of

their Turkish imitators; from a few Hindi poets of our

own times; and from Ibnul Fa'redj.wIio wrote my

stical odes in Arabick : but we may close this account

of the Sufis with a passage from the third book of the

Bustan, the declared subject of which is divine love ;

referring you for a particular detail of their metaphy-

sicks and theology, to the Dabijlan of Mohsani Fani ;

and to the pleasing essay, called the Junction of two

Seas, by that amiable and unfortunate prince, Da'ra'

Shecu'h :

" The love of a being composed, like thyself, of

*' water and clay, destroys thy patience and peace of

"mind; it excites thee, in thy waking hours, with

" minute beauties, and engages thee in thy sleep, with

** vain imaginations : with such real affection dost thou

" lay thy head on her foot, that the universe, in com-

" parison of her, vanishes into nothing before thee;

" and, since thy gold allures not her eye, gold and

" mere earth appear equal in thine. Not a breath

" dost thou utter to any one else, for with her thou

»* hast no room for any other; thou declarest that her

" abode is in thine eye, or, when thou closest it, in

" thy heart; thou hast no fear of censure from any

" man ; thou hast no power to be at rest for a moment :

" if she demands thy soul, it runs instantly to thy lip;

" and if slie waves a cimeter over thee, thy head falls

" immediately under it. Since an absurd love, with

" its basis on air, affects thee so violently, and com-

" mands with a sway so despotick, canst thou wonder,

" that they who walk in the true path, are drowned in

" the sea of mysterious adoration ? They disregard

"life through affection for its giver; they abandon

" the world through remembrance of its maker; they

** are inebriated with the melody of amorous com-

" plaints :
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" plaints; they remember their beloved, and resign

" to him both this life and the next. Through re-

" membrance of God, they shun all mankind: they

" are so enamoured of the cup-bearer, that they spill

" the wine from the cup. No panacea can heal them,

" for no mortal can be apprized of their malady; so

*' loudly has rung in their ears, from eternity without

" beginning, the divine word altjl with belt, the tu-

<; multuous exclamations of all spirits. They are a

" sect fully employed, but sitting in retirement; their

" feet are of earth, but their breath is a flame: with

" a single yell they could rend a mountain from its

" base; with a single cry they could throw a .city into

" confusion : like wind, they are concealed, and move

*' nimbly; like stone, they are silent, yet repeat

" God's praises. At early dawn their tears flow so

" copiously as to wash from their eyes the black pow-

*' der of sleep : though the courser of their fancy ran

" so swiftly all night, yet the morning sinds them left

" behind in disorder: night and day they are plunged

" in an ocean of ardent desire, till they are unable,

" through astonishment, to distinguish night from day.

" So enraptured are they with the beauty of Him who

« decorated the human form, that, with the beauty of

" the form itself, they have no concern; and if ever

" they behold a beautiful shape, they see in it the

" mystery of God's work.

" The wise take not the husk in exchange for the

« kernel ; and he who makes that choice, has no un-

" derstanding. He only has drunk the pure wine of

" unity, who has forgotten, by remembering God, all

" things else in both worlds."

Let us return to the Hindus, among whom we now

sind the fame emblematical theology, which Pytha

goras admired and adopted. The loves of Crishna

and Radha, or the reciprocal attraction between the

2 divine
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divine goodness and the human foul, are told at large

in the tenth book of the Bhdgavat, and are the subject

of a little Pajloral Drama, entitled Gitagovinda : it

was the work of Jayade'va, who flourished, it is faid,

before Calidas, and was born, as he tells us himself,

in Cenduli, which many believe to be in Calinga ; but,

since there is a town of a similar name in Btrdwan,

the natives of it insist that the sinest lyrick poet of

India was their countryman, and celebrate, in honour

of him, an annual jubilee, passing a whole night in

representing his drama, and in singing his beautiful

songs. After having translated the Gitagovinda word

for word, I reduced my translation to the form in

which it is now exhibited: omitting only those pas

fages, which are too luxuriant and too bold for an

European taste, and the prefatory ode on the ten in

carnations of Vishnu, with which you have been

presented on another occasion : the phrases in Italicks,

are the burdens of the several songs; and you may be

assured, that not a single image or idea has been added

by the translator.

GI'TA-
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GITAGOVINDA;

OR,

THE SONGS OF JAYAD EVA.

f THE firmament is obscured by clouds: the

4 woodlands are black with Tamala-trees ; that

* youth, who roves in the forest, will be fearful in

* the gloom of night: go, my daughter; bring the

¥ wanderer home to my rustick mansion.' Such was

the command of Nanda, the fortunate herdsman; and

hence arose the love of Ra'dha' and Ma'dhava, who

sported on the bank of Yamund, or hastened eagerly

to the secret bower.

If thy soul be delighted with the remembrance of

Heri, or sensible to the raptures of love, listen to the

voice of Jayade'va, whose notes are both sweet and

brilliant. O thou, who reclinest on the bosom of

Camala' ; whose ears flame with gems, and whose

locks are embellished with sylvan flowers; thou, from

whom the day-star derived his esfulgence, who flewest

the venom-breathing Ca'liya, who beamedst, like a

fun, on the tribe of Yadu, that flourished like a lo

tos; thou, who fittest on the plumage of Garura,

who, by subduing demons, gavest exquisite joy to the

assembly of immortals ; thou, for whom the daughter

of Janaca was decked in gay apparel, by whom Du-

|hana was overthrown; thou, whose eye sparkles like

the water-lily, who calledst three worlds into existence;

thpu, by whom the rocks of Mandar were easily sup

ported,
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ported, who sippest nectar from the radiant lips of

Pedma', as the fluttering Chacdra drinks the moon

beams ; be victorious, O Heri, lord of conquest !

Ra'dha' sought him long in vain, and her thoughts

were confounded by the fever of desire : she roved in

the vernal morning among the twining Vdsantis cover

ed with soft blossoms, when a damsel thus addressed

her with youthful hilarity : ' The gale, that has wan-

* toned round the beautiful clove-plants, breathes

' now from the hills of Malaya ; the circling arbours

* resound with the notes of the Co'cil, and the murmers

* of honey-making swarms. Now the hearts of dam-

* fels, whose lovers travel at a distance, are pierced

* with anguish ; while the blossoms of Bacul are con-

spicuous among the flowerets covered with bees.

* The Tamala, with leaves dark and odorous, claims a

* tribute from the musk, which it vanquishes; and the

* clustering flowers of the Paldfa resemble the nails of

* Ca'ma, with which he rends the hearts of the young.

* The full-blown Cefara gleams like the sceptre of the

* world's monarch, Love ; and the pointed thyrse of

* the Cetaca resembles the darts by which lovers are

* wounded. See the bunches of Pdtali-Rowers filled

* with bees, like the quiver of Smara full of shafts;

* while the tender blossom of the Caruna smiles to fee

* the whole world laying shame aside. The far-

' scented Mddhavi beautifies the trees round which it

* twines ; and the fresh Mallicd seduces, with rich per-

' fume, even the hearts of hermits ; while the Amra-

* tree with blooming tresses is embraced by the gay

' creeper AtimuBa, and the blue streams of Yamund

' wind round the groves of Vrinddvan. In this charm"

' ing season, which gives pain to separated lovers, young

* Heri sports and dances with a company of damsels.

' A breeze, like the breath of love, from the fragrant

' flowers of the Celaca, kindles every heart, whilst it'

* perfumes the woods with the dust which it shakes

' from the Mallicd with half-opened buds ; and the

* Cdcila
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* Cocila bursts into song, when he fees the blossoms

' glistening on the lovely Rasala.'

The jealous Ra'dha' gave no answer ; aad, soon

after, her officious friend, perceiving the foe of Mu-

sa in the forest, eager for the rapturous embraces of

the herdfmens' daughters, with whom he was dancing,

thus again addressed his forgotten mistress : ' With a

' garland of wild flowers descending even to the yellow

' mantle, that girds his azure limbs, distinguished by

' smiling cheeks, and by ear-rings that sparkle as he

' plays, Her 1 exults in the assemblage of amorous dam-

' [els. One of them presses him with her swelling

' breast, while she warbles with exquisite melody.

' Another, affected by a glance from his eye, stands

* meditating on the lotos of his face. A third, on

* pretence of whispering a secret in his ear, approaches

* his temples, and kisses them with ardour. One seizes

' his mantle, and draws him towards her, pointing to

* the bower on the banks of Yamund, where elegant

4 Vanjulas interweave their branches. He applauds

* another who dances in the sportive circle, whilst

* her bracelets ring as she beats time with her palms.

' Now he caresses one, and kisses another, smiling on

' a third with complacency ; and now he chases her

' whose beauty has most allured him. Thus the wan-

4 ton Heri frolicks, in the season of sweets, among

' the maids of Vraja, who rush to his embraces, as if

' he were Pleasure itself assuming a human form; and

' one of them, under a pretext of hymning his divine

' perfections, whispers in his ear, " Thy lips, my be-

4 loved, are nectar."

Ra'dha' remains in the forest : but resenting the

promiscuous passion of Heri, and his neglect of her

beauty, which he once thought superior, she retires

to a bower of twining plants, the summit of which re

sounds with the hummings of swarms engaged in their

sweet
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sweet labours ; and there, falling languid on the

ground, (he thus addresses her female companion.

' Though he take recreation in my absence, and smile on

* all around him, yet my soul remembers Him, whose be-

* guiling reed modulates a tune sweetened by the nectar

* of his quivering lip, while his ear sparkles with gems,

* and his eye darts amorous glances ; Him, whose

* locks are decked with the plumes of peacocks re-

* splendent with many-coloured moons, and whose

* mantle gleams like a dark-blue cloud illumined with

* rain-bows ; Him, whose graceful smile gives new

* lustre to his lips, brilliant and soft as a dewy leaf,

* sweet and ruddy as the blossom of Bandhujiva,

' while they tremble with eagerness to kiss the daugh-

1 ters of the herdsmen ; Him, who disperses the gloom

' with beams from the jewels which decorate his bo-

* som, his wrists, and his ancles; on whose forehead

' shines a circlet of fandal-wood, which makes even the

* moon contemptible, when it falls through irradiated

* clouds; Him, whose ear-rings are formed of entire

* gems in the shape of the sish Macar on the banners

* of Love ; even the yellow-robed God, whose attend-

' ants are the chiefs of deities, of holy men, and of

* demons ; Him, who reclines under a gay Cadamba-

* tree; who formerly delighted me, while he gracefully

' waved in the dance, and all his foul sparkled in his

* eye. My weak mind thus enumerates his qualities ;

* and, though offended, strives to banish offence.

* What else can it do ? It cannot part with its affection

* for Chrishna, whose love is excited by other dam-

1 sels, and who sports in the absence of Ra'dha'.

' Bring, 0friend, that vanquisher of the demon Ce'si,

' to sport with me, who am repairing to a secret bower,

* who look timidly on all sides, who meditate with amo-

' rous fancy on his divine transsiguration. Bring him

' whose discourse was once composed of the gentlest

' words, to converse with me, who am bashful on his

* sirst approach, and express my thoughts with a smile

' sweet
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* sweet as honey. Bring him, who formerly flept on

* my bosom, to recline with me on a green bed of

* leaves just gathered, while his lip sheds dew, and my

' arms enfold him. Bring him, who has attained the

* perfection of skill in love's art, whose hand used to

.* press these sirm and delicate spheres, to play with

' me ; whose voice rivals that of the Cecil, and whose

* tresses are bound with waving blossoms. Bring him,

' who formerly drew me by the locks to his embrace,

' to repose with me, whose feet tinkle as they move,

* with rings of gold and of gems; whose loosened zone

* sounds as it falls; and whose limbs are slender and

'flexible as the creeping plant. That God, whose

' cheeks are beautisied by the nectar of his smiles,

' whose pipe drops in his extasy, I faw in the grove

' encircled by the damsels of Vraja, who gazed on him

' askance from the corners of their eyes; I faw him in

' the grove with happier damsels, yet the sight of him

' delighted me. Soft is the gale which breathes over

' yon clear pool, and expands the clustering blossoms

* of the voluble Asoca; soft, yet grievous to me in the

'absence of the foe of Madhu. Delightful are the

' flowers of Amra-x.re.ts on the mountain-top, while

' the murmuring bees pursue their voluptuous toil;

' delightful, yet afflicting to me, O friend, in the ab-

' fence of the youthful Cs'sava.'

Meantime, the destroyer of Cansa, having brought

to his remembrance the amiable Ra'dha', forsook

the beautiful damsels of Vraja: he sought her in all

parts of the forest; his old wound from love's arrow

bled again ; he repented of his levity ; and seated in a

bower near the bank of Yamund, the blue daughter of

the sun, thus poured forth his lamentation.

' She is departed—she faw me, no doubt, surround-

' ed by the wanton fheperdesses; yet, conscious of my

' fault, I durst not intercept her flight. ' Woe is me !

*jhe Jech a fense of injured honour, and is departed in

wrath.
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* -wrath. How will she conduct herself? How will

' she express her pain in so long a separation? What

* is wealth to me? What are numerous attendants?

* What are the pleasures of the world? What joy can

* I receive from a heavenly abode? I seem to behold

* her face with eye-brows contracting themselves

1 through her just; resentment: it resembles a fresh lo-

1 tos over which two black bees are fluttering: I

* seem, so present is she to my imagination, even now

* to caress her with eagerness. Why then do I seek.

* her in this forest ? Why do I lament without cause?

* O slender damsel, anger, I know, has torn thy soft

* bosom ; but whither thou art retired, I know not.

* How can I invite thee to return? Thou art seen by

* me, indeed, in a vision; thou seemest to move be-

* fore me. Ah! why dost thou not rush, as before,

* to my embrace? Do hut forgive me: never again

* will I commit a similar offence. Grant me but a

* sight of thee, O lovely Ra'dhic'a; for my passion

* torments me ; I am not the terrible Mahe'sa; a gar-

* land of water-lilies with subtil threads decks my

* moulders; not serpents with twisted folds : the blue

* petals of the lotos glitter on my neck ; not the azure

* gleam of poison : powdered fandal-wood is fprin-

* kled on my limbs ; not pale ames : O, God of Love,

* mistake me not for Maha'de'va. Wound me not

'again; approach me not in anger; I love already

* but too passionately ; yet I have lost my beloved.

* Hold not in thy hand that shaft barbed with an Amra-

' flower! Brace not thy bow, thou conqueror of the

* world ! Is it valour to slay one who faints ? My heart

* is already pierced by arrows from Ra'dha"s eyes,

* black and keen as those of an antelope; yet mine

* eyes are not gratisied with her presence. Her eyes

' are full of masts : her eye-brows are bows; and the

* tips of her ears are silken strings: thus armed by

* Ananga, the God of Desire, she marches, herself a

* goddess, to ensure his triumph over the vanquished

* universe. I meditate on her delightful embrace, on

' the
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* the ravishing glances darted from her eye, on the

* fragrant lotos of her mouth, on her nectar-drop-

' ping speech, on her lips, ruddy as the berries of the

* Bimba; yet even my sixed meditation on such an

* assemblage of charms encreases, instead of alleviat-

* ing the misery of separation.'

The damsel, commissioned by Ra'dha', found the

disconsolate God under an arbour of spreading Va~

niras by the side of Yamund ; where presenting her

self gracefully before him, she thus described the af

fliction of his beloved :

* She despises essence of fandal-wood, and even by

* moon-light sits brooding over her gloomy sorrow ;

* she declares the gale of Malaya to be venom, and

6 the fandal-trees, through which it has breathed, to

' have been the haunt of serpents. Thus, O Ma'd-

' hava, is /he a]flit"led in thy absence -with the pain

' which love's dart has occasioned : her soul is fixed on

' thee. Fresh arrows of desire are continually assail-

' ing her; and she forms a net of lotos leaves as armour

' for her heart, which thou alone shouldst fortisy. She

* makes her own bed of the arrows darted by the

'flowery-shafted God; but when she hoped for thy

' embrace, she had formed for thee a couch of soft

' blossoms. Her face is like a water-lily veiled in

* the dew of tears, and her eyes appear like moons

' eclipsed, which let fall their gathered nectar through

' pain caused by the tooth of the furious dragon.

' She draws thy image with musk in the character of

' the Deity with sive shafts, having subdued the Macar,

' or horned shark, and holding an arrow tipped with

' an ^mra-flower : thus she draws thy picture, and

' worships it. At the close of every sentence, " O

" Ma'dhava, she exclaims, at thy feet am I fallen ;

" and in thy absence, even the moon, though it be a

" vase full of nectar, inflames my limbs." ' Then,

' by the power of imagination, she sigures thee stand

ing before her; thee, who art not easily attained:

' she
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* flier sighs, she smiles, flie mourns, flie weeps, me

* moves from side to side, she laments and rejoices by

' turns. Her abode is a forest; the circle of her fe-

' male companions is a net; her sighs are flames of

' sire kindled in a thicket; herself (alas ! through thy

* absence) is become a timid roe; and Love is the

' tiger who springs on her like Yama, the Genius of

' Death. So emaciated is her beautiful body, that

' even the light garland, which waves over her bosom,

' siie thinks a load'. Such, 0 bright-haired God, is

' Ra'dha', when thou art absent. If powder of fandal-

' wood, finely levigated, be moistened and applied to

1 her breasts, she starts, and mistakes it for poison.

* Her sighs form a breeze long extended, and burn

' her like the flame which reduced Candarpa to

* ames. She throws around her eyes, like blue water-

* lilies with broken stalks, dropping lucid streams.

* Even her bed of tender leaves appears in her sight

' like a kindled fire. The palm of her hands supports

' her aching temple, motionless as the crescent rising

* at eve. " Heri, Heri," thus in silence she medi-

* tates on thy name, as if her wish were gratified, and

* she were dying through thy absence. She rends her

' locks ; she pants ; she laments inarticulately ; she

' trembles; flie pines; she muses; she moves from

' place to place; she closes her eyes; she falls ; she

' rises again; she faints. In such a fever of love, she

' may live, O celestial physician, if Thou administer

' the remedy; but, fliouldst Thou be unkind, her ma-

' lady will be desperate. Thus, O divine Healer, by

' the nectar of thy love must Ra'dha' be restored to

' health; and if thou refuse it, thy heart must be

' harder than the thunder-stone. Long has her foul

' pined, and long has she been heated with fandal-

' wood, moon-light, and water-lilies, with which others

' are cooled; yet she patiently and in secret meditates

4 on Thee, who alone canst relieve her. Shouldfk

' thou be inconstant, how can she, wasted as she is to

4 a shadow, support life a single moment ? How can

' she
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£ she, who lately could not endure thy absence even

' an instant, forbear sighing now, when she looks with

' half-closed eyes on the Rosala with bloomy branches,

' which remind her of the vernal season, when she first

* beheld thee with rapture ?.'

' Here have I chosen my abode. Go quickly to

' Ra'dha'; sooth her with my mesfage, and conduct

' her hither.' So spoke the foe of Madhu to the

anxious damsel, who hastened back, and thus addressed

hetcompanion : * Whilst a sweet breeze from the hills

' of Malaya comes wasting on his plumes the young

* God of Desire; while many a flower points his ex-

* tended petals to pierce the bosom of separated

' lovers, the Deity crowned withJilvcr blojsoms, laments,

* 0friend, in thy absence. Even the dewy rays of the

' moon burn him ; and, as the shaft of love is descend-

' ing, he mourns inarticulately with increasing distrac-

' don. When the bees murmur softly, he covers his

•ears; misery sits fixed in his heart, and every re-

e turning night adds anguish to anguish. He quits

' his radiant place for the wild forest, where he sinks

' on a. bed of cold clay, and frequently mutters thy

' name. In yon bower, to which the pilgrims of love

' are used to repair, he meditates on thy form, re-

* peating in silence some enchanting word, which once

' dropped from thy lips, and thirsting for the nectar

* which they alone can supply. Delay not, O fove-

' liest of women ; follow the lord of thy heart; be-

' hold, he seeks the appointed shade, bright with the

* ornaments of love, and confident of the promised

* bliss. Having bound his locks with forejlJlowers, he

' hastens to yon arbour, where a soft gale breathes over

* the banks of Yamuna: there, again pronouncing thy

' name, he modulates his divine reed. Oh ! with

* what rapture doth he gaze on the golden dust which

* the breeze shakes from expanded blossoms ; the

' breeze which has kissed thy cheek ! With a mind

' languid as a dropping wing, feeble as a trembling

Vol. III. O ' leaf,
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* leaf, he doubtfully expects thy approach, and timid-

* ly looks on the path which thou must tread. Leave

' behind thee, O friend, the ring which tinkles on thy

* delicate ancle, when thou sportest in the dance ;

' hastily cast over thee thy azure mantle, and run to

* the gloomy "bower. The reward of thy speed, O

( thou who sparkiest like lightning, will be to shine

* on the blue bosom of Mura'ri, which resembles a

* vernal cloud, decked with a string of pearls, like a

* stock of white water birds fluttering in the air.

' Difappoint not, O thou lotos-eyed, the vanquisher

* of Madhu; accomplish his desire; but go quickly;

' it is night, and the night also will quickly depart.

' Again and again he sighs; he looks around; he re-

' enters the arbour ; he can scarce articulate thy sweet

* name; he again smooths his flowry couch; he looks

' wild; he becomes frantick : thy beloved will perish

* through desire. The bright-beamed God sinks in

' the west, and thy pain of separation may also be re-

* moved: the blackness of the night is increased, and

* the passionate imagination of Go'vinda has acquired

' additional gloom. My address to thee has equalled

' in length and in sweetness the song of the Co'cila: de-

4 lay will make thee miserable, O my beautiful friend.

' Seize the moment of delight in the place of afilgna-

4 tion with the son of De'vaci', who descended from

4 heaven to remove the burdens of the universe : he

' is a blue gem on the sorehead of the three worlds,

' and longs to sip honey, like the bee, from the fra-

* grant lotos of thy cheek.'

But the solicitous maid, perceiving that Ra'dha'

was unable through debility to move from her arbour

of flowery creepers, returned Lo Go'vinda, who was

himself disordered with love, and thus described her

situation.

' She mourns, 0 sovereign in the world, in her verdant

i bower ; flie looks eagerly on all sides, in hope of thy"

' approach ;
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' approach ; then, gaining strength from the delightful

* idea of the proposed meeting, she advances a few

* steps, and falls languid on the ground. When she

* rises, she weaves bracelets of fresh leaves ; {he

* dresses herself like her beloved, and, looking at her-

* self, in sport, exclaims, ** Behold the vanquisher of

" Madhu !" Then she repeats, again and again, the

' name of Him, and, catching at a dark blue cloud,

* strives to embrace it, faying, " It is my beloved

*' who approaches," Thus, while thou art dilatory,

* she lies expecting thee; she mourns; she weeps;

* she puts on her gayest ornaments to receive her

* lord: she compresses her deep sighs within her bo-

* som; and then, meditating on thee, O cruel, she is

* drowned in a sea of rapturous imaginations. If

' a leaf but quiver, she supposes thee arrived; she

'spreads her couch; she forms in her mind a hun-

, * dred modes of delight : yet, if thou go not to her

* bower, she must die this night through excessive

* anguish."

By this time the moon spread a net os beams over

the groves of Vrinddvan, and looked like a drop of

liquid fandal on the face of the sky, which smiled like

a beautiful damsel ; while its orb, with many spots,

betrayed, as it were, a consciousness of guilt, in hav

ing often attended amorous maids to the loss of their

family honour. The moon, with a black fawn couch

ed on its disk, advanced in its nightly course ; but

Ma'dhava had not advanced to the bower of Ra'd-

ha', who thus bewailed his delay with notes of varied

lamentation.

' The appointed moment is come ; but Heri, alas !

* comes not to the grove. Must the season of my un-

* blemished youth pass thus idly away ? Oh ! tuhat re-

* surge can Iseek, deluded as I am by the guide of my

'female adviser ? The God with sive arrows has

\ wounded my heart; and I am deserted by Him for

O 2 ' whose
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* whose fake I have sought at night the darkest recess

* of the forest. Since my best beloved friends have

* deceived me, it is my wish to die : since my fenses

* are disordered, and my bosom is on sire, why stay I

* longer in this world? The coolness of this vernal

* night gives me pain, instead of refreshment : some

* happier damsel enjoys my beloved; whilst I, alas !

* am looking at the gems in my bracelets, which are

* blackened by the flames of my passion. My neck,

* more delicate than the tenderert blossom, is hurt by

* the garland that encircles it : flowers are, indeed, ihe

* arrows of Love, and he plays with them cruelly. .11

* make this wood my dwelling : I regard not the

* roughness of the Vetas-trees ; but the destroyer of

* Madhu holds me not in his remembrance ! Why

* comes he not to the bower of bloomy Vanjulas, ai-

* signed for our meeting ? Some ardent rival, no

* doubt, keeps him locked in her embrace : or have

' his companions detained him with mirthful recrea-

' tions ? Else why roams he not through the cool

* shades ? Perhaps, the heart-sick lover is unable

4 through weakness to advance even a step!'—So fay

ing, she raised her eyes ; and, seeing her damsel re

turn silent and mournful, unaccompanied by Ma'd-

jiava, she was alarmed even to phrensy ; and, as if

she actually beheld him in the arms of a rival, she thus

described the vision which overpowered her intellect.

' Yes; in habiliments becoming the war of love,

' and with trefles waving like flowery banners, a dam-

' fel more alluring than Ra'dha, enjoys the conqueror

' of Madhu. Her form is transsigured by the touch of

' her divine lover; her garland quivers over her fwell-

' ing bosom ; her face, like the moon, is graced with

' clouds of dark hair, and trembles, while she quaffs

' the nectareous dew of his lip; her bright ear-rings

' dance over her cheeks, which they irradiate ; and

* the small bells on her girdle tinkle as she moves.

' Bashful at sirst, fne smiles at length on her embracer,

' and
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and expresses her joy with inarticulate murmurs;

while (he; floats on the waves of desire, and closes

her eyes, dazzled with the blaze of approaching Ca'-

ma: and now this heroine in love's warfare falls ex^

hausted and vanquished by the resistless Mura'ri {

but, alas ! in my bosom prevails the flame of jea

lousy; and yon moon, which dispels the sorrow of

others, increases mine. . See again, whence the foe

of Mora sports in yon grove on the bank of the Ya-

muna ! See how he kisses the lip of my rival, and im*

prints on her forehead an ornament of pure musk;

black as the young antelope on the lunar orb! Now^

like the husband of Reti, he fixes white blossoms on

her dark locks, where they gleam like flashes of

lightning among the curled clouds. On her breasts^

like two firmaments, he places a string of gems, like

a radiant constellation : he binds on her arms, grace

ful as the stalks of the water-lily, and adorned with

hands glowing like the petals of its flower, a bracelet

of fapphires, which resemble a cluster of bees. Ah I

fee how he ties round her waist, a rich girdle illu*

mined with gold beils, which seem to laugh, as

they tinkle, at the inferior brightness of the leafy

garlands* which lovers hang on their bowers to pro

pitiate the God of Desire. He places her soft foot,

as he reclines by her side, on his ardent bosom, and

stains it ;with the ruddy hue of Ydvaca. Say, my

friend, why pass \ my nights in this tangled forest?

• without jby and- without hope,' while the faithless

brother of Haladhera clasps my rival in his arms?

Yet why, my companion, fhouldst thou mourn,

though my perfidious youth has difappointed me ?

What offence is it of thine,, if he sports with a crowd

of damsels happier than 1 ? . Mark how my foul, at

tracted by his irresistible charms, bursts from its

mortal frame, and- rushes to mjx with its beloved.

, 'She ,whom the God. enjoys, crowned withsylvansowers,

sits carelessly ; op a bed. of leaye« with Rim, whose

wanton eyes resemble biue water-lilies agitated by the

. ••! 'breeze.
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* breeze. She feels no flame from the gales of Mala-

* ya with Him, whose words are sweeter than the water

* of life. She derides the shafts of foul-born Ca'ma

' with Him, whose lips are like a red lotos in full

* bloom. She is cooled by the moon's dewy beams,

* while she reclines with Him, whose hands and feet

* glow like vernal flowers. No female companion

' deludes her, while she sports with Him, whose vesture

' blazes like tried gold. She faints not through ex-

* cess of passion, while she caresses that youth, who

' surpasses in beauty the inhabitants of all worlds. O

* gale, scented with fandal, who breathest love from

* the regions of the south, be propitious but for a mo-

' ment : when thou hast brought my beloved before

* my eyes, thou mayest freely waft away my foul,

' Love, with eyes like blue water-lilies, again assails

* me, and triumphs ; and while the perfidy of my be-

* loved rends my heart, my female friend is my foe,

* the cool breeze scorches me like a flame, and the

* nectar-dropping moon is my poison. Bring disease

* and death, O gale of Malaya ! Seize my spirit, O

* God with five arrows ! I ask not mercy from thee :

' no more will I dwell in the cottage of my father,

* Receive me in thy azure waves, O sister of Yama,

* that the ardour of my heart may be allayed !'

Pierced by the arrows of love, ssie passed the night

in the agonies of despair, and at early dawn thus re

buked her lover, whom she faw lying prostrate before

her, and imploring her forgiveness,

*> Alasl alas! Go, Ma'phava; depart, 0 Ce'savi ;

* speak not the language of guile ; follow her, 0 lotos-

* eyed God, follow her who dispels thy care. Look at

* his eye half-opened, red with continued waking

* through the pleasurable night, yet smiling still with

* affection for my rival ! Thy teeth, O cerulean youth,

* are azure as thy complexion from the kisses which

* thou hast imprinted on the beautiful eyes of thy

* darling,
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* darling graced with dark blue powder; and thy limbs.

* marked with punctures in love's warfare, exhibit a

* letter of conquest written on polished fapphire with

* liquid gold. That broad bosom, stained by the

* bright lotos of her foot, displays a vesture of ruddy

* leaves over the tree of thy heart, which trembles

' within it. The pressure of her lip on thine wounds

' me to the foul. Ah ! how canst thou assert, that we

' are one, since our senfations differ thus widely ? Thy

* foul, O dark-limbed God, shows its blackness exter-

* nally. How couldst thou deceive a girl who relied

' on thee ; a girl who burned in the fever of love ?

* Thou rovest in woods, and females are thy prey: what

* wonder ? Even thy childish heart was malignant;

* and thou gavest death to the nurse who would have

* given thee milk. Since thy tenderness for me, of

* which these forests used to talk, has now vanished,

* and since thy breast, reddened by the feet of my

* rival, glows as if thy ardent pasiion for her were

* bursting from it, the sight of thee, O deceiver,

1 makes me (ah ! must I fay it ?) blulh at my own

* affection.'

Having thus inveighed against her beloved, she fat

overwhelmed in grief, and silently meditated on his

charms ; when her damsel softly addressed her.

* He is gone : the light air has wafted him away.

* What pleasure now, my beloved, remains in thy

* mansion ? Continue not, resentful woman, thy indigna-

' tion against, the beautiful Ma'dhava. Why shouldst

' thou render vain those round smooth vases, ample

' and ripe as the sweet fruit of yon Tala-tree ? How

* often and how recently have I faid, " forfake not

* the blooming Heri ?" * Why sittest thou so mourn-

* ful ? Why weepest thou with distraction, when the

' damsels are laughing around thee ? Thou hast

* formed a couch of soft lotos-leaves ; let thy darling

3 'charm
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' charm thy sight, while he reposes on it. Afflict not

'thy soul with extreme anguish ; but attend to my

' words, which conceal no guile. Suffer Ce'sava

fcto approach: let him speak' with exquisite sweetness,

' and dissipate all thy sorrows. If thou art harsh

* to him, who is amiable j if thou art proudly silent•

' when he deprecates thy wrath with lowly postra-

' tions ; if thou showest aversion to him^ who loves

' thee passionately; if, when he bends before thee, thy

* face be turned contemptuously away ; by the fame

i rule of contrariety, the dust of fandal-wood, which

' thou hast sprinkled, may become poison ; the moon,

1 with cool beams, a scorching sun ; the fresh dew, a

' consuming flame; and the sports of love be changed

' into agony.' u j '

Ma'dhava was not absent long : he: returned to

his beloved, whose cheeks were heated by the sultry

gale of her sighs. Her anger was diminished, not

wholly abated; but she secretly rejoiced at his re

turn, while the shades of night also were approach

ing. She looked abashed at her damsel, while Hej

with faultering accents, implored her forgiveness.

' Speak but one mild word, and the rays of thy

* sparkling teeth will dispel the gloom of my fears?.

' My trembling lips, like thirsty Chaco'ras, long to

' drink the moon-beams of thy cheek. 0 my darling,

* who art naturallyso tender-hearted, abandon thy ''cddse-

' less indignation. At this moment the Jlavle of ' desire

' consumes my heart : Oh I grant me a draught ofhoney

'from the lotos of thy mouth. Or, if thou beest in-

' exorable, grant me death from the arrows of thy

* keen eyes; make thy arms my chains ; and punish

* me according to thy pleasure. Thou art my life ;

\ thou art my ornament; thou art a pearl in the

f ocean of my mortal birth ; oh ! be favourable* how*,

* and my heart shall eternally be grateful.*, T-hine

•* eyes•- which nature formed like blue water-lilies, are

' become,
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' become, through thy resentment, like petals of the

' crimson lotos : oh ! tinge with their effulgence these

' my dark limbs, that they may glow like the shafts of

' Love tipped with flowers. Place on my head that

' foot like a fresh leaf, and made me from the fun

' of my passion, whose beams I am unable to bear.

' Spread a string of gems on those two soft globes ;

' let the golden bells of thy zone tinkle, and proclaim

' the mild edict of love. Say, O damsel, with delicate

'speech, shall I dye red, with the juice of alaftaca,

' those beautiful feet, which will make the full-blown

' land-lotos blush with shame ? Abandon thy doubts

' of my heart, now, indeed, fluttering through fear of

' thy displeasure, but hereafter to be sixed wholly on

' thee ; a heart which has no room in it for another :

' none else can enter it, but Love, the bodiless God.

' Let him wing his arrows; let him wound me mor-

' tally; decline not, O cruel, the pleasure of seeing

' me expire. Thy face is bright as the moon, though

'sits beams drop the venom of maddening desire : let

*ithy nectareous lip be the charmer, who alone has

' power to lull the serpent, or supply an antidote for

'1 his poison. Thy silence afflicts me : oh ! speak with

' the voice of music, and let thy sweet accents allay

'-my ardour. Abandon thy wrath, but abandon not

\ a lover who surpasses in beauty the sons of men,

' and who kneels before thee, O thou most beautiful

' among women. Thy lips are a Bandhvjiva-ftower ;

' the lustre of the Madhuca beams on thy cheek; thine

' eye outshines the blue-lotos ; thy nose is a bud of

' the Tila ; the Cunda-b\oKom yields to thy teeth :

' thus the flowry-shafted God borrows from thee the

' points of his darts, and subdues the universe. Surely,

' thou descendest from heaven, O slender damsel, at-

' tended by a company of youthful goddesses ; and all

' their beauties are collected in thee.'

He spake ; and seeing her appeased by his homage,

flew to his bower, clad in a gay mantle. The night

now
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now veiled all visible objects; and the damsel thus ex

horted Ra'dha', while she decked her with beaming

ornaments.

' Follow, gentle Ra'dhica', follow the foe of Mad-

' hu : his discourse was elegantly composed of sweet

* phrases ; he prostrated himself at thy feet ; and he

* now hastens to his delightful couch by yon grove of

* branching Vanjulas. Bind round thy ankle, rings

* beaming with gems; and advance with mincing steps,

* like the pearl fed Marala. Drink with ravished ears

* the soft accents of Heri ; and feast on love, while

' the warbling Cocilas obey the mild ordinance of the

' flower-darting God. Abandon delay : fee the whole

' assembly os flender plants, pointing to the bower with

' singers of young leaves agitated by the gale, make sig-

' nals for thy departure. Ask those two round hillocks,

' which receive pure dew-drops from the garland play-

' ing on thy neck, and the buds on whose top start

* aloft with the thought of thy darling; ask, and they

' will tell, that thy soul is intent on the warfare of

' love : advance, fervid warrior, advance with ala-

' crity, while the sound of thy tinkling waist-bells shall

' represent martial musick. Lead with thee some fa-

* voured maid ; grasp her hand with thine, whose fin-

* gers are long and smooth as love's arrows : march ;

' and, with the noise of thy bracelets, proclaim thy

* approach to the youth who will own himself thy

* slave. " She will come ; she will exult on beholding

me ; she will pour accents of delight; she will enfold

me with eager arms ; she will melt with affection :"

' Such are his thoughts at this moment ; and thus

' thinking, he looks through the long avenue : he

' trembles ; he rejoices ; he burns ; he moves from

' place to place; he faints, when he fees thee not

' coming, and falls in his gloomy bower. The night

' now dresses, in habiliments sit for secrecy, the ma-

* ny damsels who hasten to their places of assignation:

' she.
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* she sets off with blackness their beautiful eyes; sixes

' dark Tamala-leaves behind their ears ; decks their

' locks with the deep azure of water-lilies, and sprin-

' kles mu{k on their panting bosoms. The nocturnal

' Iky, black as the touchstone, tries now the gold of

' their affection, and is marked with rich lines from the

' flashes of their beauty, in which they surpass the

* brightest Cajhmirians?

Ra'dha', thus incited, tripped through the forest ;

but shame overpowered her, when, by the light of in

numerable gems, on the arms, the feet, and the neck

of her beloved, she faw him at the door of his flowery

mansion : then her damsel again addressed her with ar

dent exultation.

* Enter, sweet Ra'dha', the bower of Heri : seek

' delight, O thou, whose bosom laughs with the fore-

* taste of happiness. Enter, sweet Ra'dha', the bow-

* er graced with a bed of J/oca-leaves : seek delight,

* O thou, whose garland leaps with joy on thy breast.

* Enter, sweet Ra'dha', the bower illumined with gay

* blossoms ; seek delight,' O thou, whose limbs far ex-

* eel them in softness. Enter, O Ra'dha', the bower

* made cool and fragrant by gales from the woods of

* Malaya : seek delight, O thou, whose amorous lays

* are softer than breezes. Enter, O Ra'dha', the

( bower spread with leaves of twining creepers : seek

* delight, O thou, whose arms have been long inflexi-

' ble. Enter, O Ra'dha', the bower which resounds

* with the murmurs of honey-making bees : seek de-

* light, O thou, whose embrace yields more exquisite

* sweetness. Enter, O Ra'dha', the bower attuned

f by the melodious band of Cocilas : seek delight, O

* thou, whose lips, which outsiiine the grains of the

' pomegranate, are embellished, when thou speakest,

* by the brightness of thy teeth. Long has he borne

* thee in his mind; and now, in an agony of desire, he

' pants
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* pants to taste nectar from thy lip. Deign to restore

* thy stave, who will bend before the lotos of thy

* foot, and press it to his irradiated bosom; a slave,

' who acknowledges himself bought by. thee for a sin-

* gle glance from thy eye, and a:toss of thy disdainful

* eye-brow*' .. ' • ••' .* • • ?.

She ended ; and Ra'dha', with timid joy, darting

her eyes on Govinda, while she musically sounded

the rings of her ankles, and the bells of her zone, en

tered the mystick bower of her only beloved. There

Jhe beheld her Ma'dhava, who delighted in her alone ;

who so long hadsighedfor her embrace; and whose coun

tenance then gleamed with excessive rapture : his heart

was agitated by her sight, as the waves of the deep are

affected by the lunar orb. His azure breast glittered

with pearls of unblemished lustre, like the full bed of

the cerulean Yamund, interspersed with curls of white

foam. From his graceful waist flowed a pale yellow

robe, which resembled the golden dust of the water-

lily scattered over its blue petals. His passion was in

flamed by the glances of her eyes, which played like a

pair of water-birds with azure plumage, that sport near

a full-blown lotos on a pool in the season of dew.

Bright ear-rings, like two funs, displayed in full ex

pansion the flowers of his cheeks and lips, which glisten

ed with the liquid radiance of smiles. His locks, in

terwoven with blossoms, were like a cloud variegated

with moon-beams ; and on his forehead shone a cir

cle of odorous oil, extracted from the fandal of Ma

laya, like the moon just appearing on the dustty hori

zon ; while his whole body seemed in a flame, from the

blaze of unnumbered gems. Tears of transport gushed

in a stream from the full eyes of Ra'dha', and iheir

watery glances beamed nn her best beloved. Even

shame, which before had taken its abode in their dark

pupils, was itself ashamed, and departed, when the fawn-

eyed Ra'dha' gazed on the brightened face of Crisi!-

n A,
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na, while file passed by the soft edge of his couch ; and

the bevy of his attendant nymphs, pretending to strike

the gnats from their cheeks, in order to conceal their

smiles, warily retired from his bower. .

Govinda, seeing his beloved cheerful and serene,

her lips sparkling with smiles, and her eye speaking

desire, thus eagerly addressed her; while she carelessly

reclined on the leasy bed strewn with soft blossoms.

. ' Set the lotos of thy foot on this azure bosom ; and

' let this couch be victorious over all who rebel

' against love. GiveJhort rapture, sweet Ra'dha', to

' Na'ra'ya'n, thy adorer. I do thee homage; I press

4 with roy blooming palms thy feet, weary with so long

* a walk. O that I were the golden ring that plays

* round thy ankle ! Speak but one gentle word; bid

' nectar drop from the bright moon of thy mouth.

' Since the pain of absence is removed, let me thus

4 remove the thin vest that enviously hides thy charms.

' Blest should . I be, if those raised globes were sixed on

' my bosom, and the ardour of my passion allayed.

* O ! suffer me to quaff the liquid bliss of those lips;

' restore with their water of life, thy slave, who has long

' been Useless, whom the sire of separation has con-

' fumed. Long have these ears been afflicted in thy

' absence by the notes of the Cocila : relieve them with

* the sound of thy tinkling waist bells, which yield mu-

4 sick almost equal to the melody of thy voice. Why

' are those eyes half closed ? Are they ashamed of see-

4 ing a youth to whom thy causeless resentment gave

' anguish ? Oh ! let affliction cease : and let extasy

' drown the remembrance of past sorrow.'

In the morning she rose difarrayed, and her eyes be

trayed a night without slumber; when the yellow-robed

God, who gazed on her with transport, thus meditated

on her charms in his heavenly mind : ' Though her.

' locks be diffused at random, though the lustre of

' her
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4 her lips be faded, though her garland and zone be

* fallen from their enchanting stations, and though she

* hide their places with her hands, looking toward me

' with bashful silence, yet, even thus difarranged, she

* sills me with extatick delight.' But Ra'dha', pre

paring to array herself, before the company of nymphs

could fee her confusion, spake thus with exultation to

her obsequious lover.

* Place, O son of Yadu ! with singers cooler than

* fandal-wood, place a circlet of musick on this breast,

* which resembles a vase of consecrated water, crowned

* with fresh leaves, and sixed near a vernal bower to

* propitiate the God of Love. Place, my darling, the

* glossy powder, which would make the blackest bee

' envious, on this eye, whose glances are keener than

* arrows darted by the husband of Reti. Fix, O ac-

* complished youth, the two gems, which form part

* of love's chain, in these ears, whence the antelopes

' of thine eyes may run downwards, and sport at plea-

* sure. Place now a fresh circle of musk, black as the

* lunar spots, on the moon of my forehead; and mix

' gay flowers on my tresses with a peacock's feathers,

' in graceful order, that they may wave like the banners

' of Ca'ma." Now replace, O tender-hearted, the loose

* ornaments of my vesture : and resix the golden bells

' of my girdle on their destined station, which resembles

' those hills, where the God with sive shafts, who de-

' stroyed Sambar, keeps his elephant ready for bat-

* tie.' While me spake, the heart of Yadava triumph

ed; and, obeying her sportful behests, he placed

mulky spots on her bosom and forehead, dyed her

temples with radiant hues, embellished her eyes with

additional blackness, decked her braided hair and her

neck with fresh garlands, and tied on her wrists the

loosened bracelets, on her ankles the beamy rings, and

round her waist the zone of bells, that sounded with

ravishing melody.

Whatever
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Whatever is delightful in the modes of musick,

whatever is divine in meditations on Vishnu, whatever

is exquisite in the sweet art of love, whatever is grace

ful in the fine strains of poetry, all that let the happy

and wife learn from the songs of Jayade'va, whose soul

is united with the foot of Na'ra ya'n. May that Heri

be your support, who expanded himself into an infinity

of bright forms, when, eager to gaze with myriads of

eyes on the daughter of the ocean, he displayed his

great character of the all-pervading deity, by the mul

tiplied reflections of his divine person in the numberless

gems on the many heads of the king of serpents, whom

he chose for his couch ; that Heri, Who, removing

the lucid veil from the bosom of Pedma', and fixing

his eyes on the delicious buds that grew on it,j diverted

her attention,, by declaring that, when she had chosen

him as her bridegroom, near the sea of milk, the difap

pointed husband of Pervati drank in despair the ve

nom which dyed his neck azure !

THE END

Note
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i Note on Vol. II. page 391.

By the President.

A desire of tranflating the couplets of Vara'hami-

hira with minute exactness, and ofavoiding the Sanscrit

•word ayana in an Englijh phrase, has occasioned a little

inaccuracy, or at least ambiguity, in the version of

two very important lines, which may easily be correct

ed by twice reading adaydt in the fifth cafe for ddyam in

the first : so that they may thus be tranflated word for

word : " Certainly the southern road of the sun was,

" or began, once from the middle of A/le/ha; the north-

** ern, from the first of Dhanijlit'hd. At present the

"southern road of the sun begins from the first of Car-

** cata; and the other from the first of Mriga, or M#-

" car."

OK
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ON THE

INDIAN CYCLE of SIXTY YEARS.

By SAMUEL DAVIS, Esq,

IN the Philosophical Tranfactions published for 1790,

there is an account given of the Hindu cycle of

sixty*, which being in many particulars deficient, and

in some erroneous, I shall endeavour to (how the true

nature and computation of that cycle, from the expla

nation which is given of it by the Hindus themselves.

The following two Jlocas, extracted from the last

section of the Surya Siddhdnta, enumerate the several

distinctions of time in astronomical use among the

Hindus : . ; •

Brahman

* " In their current transactions, the inhabitants of the peninsula

" employ a mode of computation, which, though not unknown in

" other parts of the world, is confined to these I the southern ] people

VOL. III. P « amongst
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Brahman daivah tat'ha pitryah prajapatyan gu-

rostat'ha,

Saurah che favanari ch.an.dram archari manani

vai nava :

Chaturbhir vyavaharo'tra faurachandrarcsha sa-

vanaih,

Varhaspatvena fhasiVtyabdari jheyah nanyaistu

nityasah :

and the tranflation of them is as follows : The Brdh-

" ma, the Daiva, the Pitrya, the Prdjapatya, that of

" Guru, the Saura, the Sdvana, the Chdndra, the

" Ndcjliatra, are the nine distinctions of time. Four

** of these distinctions are of practical use to mortals;

*i namely, the Saura, the Chdndra, the Ndcjhatra, the

" Sdvana. That of Vrihaspati (Guru) is formed into

" sixty years. . The other distinctions occur but fel-

" dom in astronomical practice."

Brahma's year is that whereof the Calpa is one day.

The Daiva year consists of 360 revolutions of the fun

through the ecliptick. The Pitrya day is from lunation

to lunation. The Prajdpati-mdna is the manwantara.

The cycle of Guru, or Vrihaspati, which is the subject

of this paper, will be explained further on. The

Chdndra is lunar, and the Ndcjhatra sidereal time.

The Saura and Sdvan, are the fame solar-sidereal year

differently divided ; the sun's passage through each de

gree of the ecliptick being accounted as a day of the

first, and the time contained between fun-rife and sun

rise, as a day of the last; consequently, there are 360

days, or divisions, in the former year; whereas, the

" amongst the Hindoos. This is a cycle or revolving period of sixty

" solar years, which has no further correspondence with the æras above

" mentioned [of Bikramajit and Salahan] than that of their years re-

" spectively on thefame day, &c." ,

Phil. Trans. Vol. LXXX. Part ii.

latter
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latter year is determined, according to the astro

nomical rules of the best authority, as containing

D ' ' D P V.P A.P D H M

365 *5 31 31 24 of Hindu, or 365 6 12 36" 33"' 36""

of our time.

The Sdvan year may, as the Hindus observe, be

measured by the following method, which is little more

than a translation from the Sanscrit.

Upon a large horizontal circle, note the point where

on the sun rises, at any time near the equinox, or

when his motion in declination is the most perceptible;

and count the number of Sdvan days, or of his suc

cessive risings, from that time, until having visited the

two solstices, he shall be returned near to the original

mark; then repeat the operation, until he rises next

after passing over that original or sirst-made mark, and

compute the proportion which the space, whereby he

shall have fallen short of it, in the last observation but

onej bears to the whole space contained between the

marks made of his two last risings, accounting that

space to Contain 60 Dandas, or one Sdvan day : the

result will be the fraction (allowing for precession) of a

day, and it will be the excess of the year over 355

days, or number of times that the fun will have been

found to rife above the horizon during such an obser

vation of his' progress' through the ecliptick: This

• . . ^ . D D P1 V.P A.P

fraction the Surya Siddhdnla .states as o 15 31 31 24,

» D P V P A.P

and the Siddhdnti Siromani as o 15 30 22 30; but

it is not probable, that either quantity was determined

by so simple and mechanical a method alone, or with

out recourse to a series of observations made at distant

periods.

The Vrihaspati mdna, of which the cycle of sixty

years is composed, is thus described in the comment

on the foregoing Jlocas :

P 2
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Vrihaspetermanan madhyamarasibhogenoctari.

" It is his (Vrihaspati's) mean motion (madhyama)

" through one sign.*"

To explain what is meant by the madhyama^ in con

tradistinction to the sighra, motion of Jupiter^ and

the other planets, and to mow that, by compounding

them in eccentrick circles and epicycles, the Hindus

compute the apparent places of the planets on the

principles of the Ptolemaick astronomy, is not the ob

ject of this paper: I shall, therefore, only desire it

may be understood, that the madhyama of Jupiter

answers to his mean motion in his orbit, and the

amount of it computed for any particular interval, to

his mean heliocentrick longitude in the Hindu ecUptick.

The rule then for computing his mdna, or year, of

which the cycle of sixty years is formed, is evident;

and it is thus given in the 55thJloca of the sirst section

of the Surya Siddhdnta.

ttfttlSSl 3tS 5ltl TOUT*** \

*tftfe*flt3t ?nt8ml.'yiflsjiul.w ft

Dwadasaghna guro yata bhagana vertamanacaih

Rasibhih fahitah suddah shashtya syurvijayadayah

" Multiply by 12 Jupiter's expired bhaganas, (revo-

" lutions,) and (to the product) add the sign he is in;

" divide (the sum) by 60; the remainder, or fraction,

" shows

* Correct an error In Vol. II, p. 233, in the note on the Hindu cycle

of sixty : for degree read sign.
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w shows his current year, counting from Vijaya as the

'' first of the series."

To apply this rule in finding the Vrihaspati year, for

a given time, as for the commencement of the current

year of the cali yug, or when 4892 years of that era

were expired, correspondent with the 10th of last

April, we have the following data.* The revolutions,

or mean motion of Jupiter, 364220 in 4320000 solar

years; and the term expired of the caliyug 4892 years,

which, for the reason given in Vol. II. page 244, may

in this cafe be used to fave trouble, instead of the pe

riod expired of the Calpa : then, as 4320000 to 364220,

R S

so 4892 to 412 5 io° 21' 12" which shows Jupiter's

madhyama, or mean heliocentrick longitude, to be

s

5 io° 21' 12" after 412 complete revolutions through

his orbit. But, as in the instance of the moon's node,

(Vol. II. page 275) a correction of bija is here to be

applied to Jupiter's mean place at the rate of 8 revolu

tions in the mafia yug subtractive. But 8 revolutions

in 4320000 years are as i° to 1500 years; therefore,

by a shorter process, the term expired of the cali yug,

divided by 1500, quotes the bija in degrees ; and

♦i2==3° 15' 4I" 48'" is the correction subtractive,

which reduces Jupiter's mean place to (412) 5 7° 5' 30":

then 412X12=4944, to which add 6, Jupiter being

in the sixth sign j the sum 4950 is the number of the

Vrihaspati years elapsed since the beginning of the cali

yug; which, divided by 60 for cycles, quotes 82 cycles

expired, leaving a fraction of \% to find his current

year, which counted as the rule directs from Vijaya

as the first, falls on Dundubhi, which is the 56th of the

cycle ; and, of this year, the fraction 7*5' 30" reduced

M D D P

at the rate of 2° 30' to a month, shows 2 25 6 12

to have been expired on the 1st of Vaifdch, or 10th

of

* From Vol. II. page 23a.
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of April, for which time the computation is made; and

likewise, that the next year Rudhirodgdri will com

mence in the ensuing solar month of Mdgha.

A Nadiya almanack for the present year states, that

on the ist of last Vaisach, there were expired of the

Vrihaspati cycle 55 years, 2 months, 23 days, and 10

dandas ; and that the current year Dundubhi will con

tinue until the 7th day of the solar month of Mqgh :

the difference of one day and 56 dandas, between this

and the foregoing result, is too great to be accounted

for by the difference of longitude between Nadiya and

Ujjein, for the meridian of which latter place compu

tations by the Surya Siddhqnta are made; but it is of no

consequence to the intended purpose of this paper.

There is another rule for computing the Vrihaspati

year given in an astrological book named Jyautijiatm.

*' The Jdca years note down in two places. Multiply

" (one of the numbers) by 22. Add (to the product)

" 4291. Divide (the sum) by 1875. The quotient

M add to the second number noted down, and divide

** (the sum) by 60. The remainder or fraction will

M mow the year last expired, counting from Prabhava

*' as the first of the cycle,:. The fraction, if any, left

" by the divisor 1875 may be reduced to months,

*< days, &e. expired of the current year."

The sdca years expired on the 1st of last Vaisach,

corresponding with the expired years 4892 of the cali

yug, were 1713; then, by the rule,

1713X22+4291=22^, and 171 3-1-22=28g

1875 60

which shows the last expired year of Vrihaspati to have

been the 55th year of the cycle, named jDurmati ; and

the fraction £1, when reduced, that 4 months, 19

days, and 35 dandas were expired of the current year

Dundubhi when last Vaijdcha began,

3 The
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The numbers 22 and 1875 used in this computation,

are evidently derived from the planetary periods, as

given by A'ryabhatta ; which, according to Vara'-

hamihira, are, of Jupiter, 364224 mean revolutions

in 4320000 solar years; but 364224 revolutions of

Jupiter contain 4370688 of his years, which exceed

the correspondent solar years 4320000 by 50688; and

those two numbers reduced to their lowett terms are

1875 and 22 j or, in 1875 solar years, there is an ex

cess of 22 Vrihaspati years ; and hence the use of those

numbers is obvious. The additive number 4892, by

the Hindu astronomers termed cjliepa, adjusts the com

putation to the commencement of the era fdca, which

began when the 3179th year expired of the cali yug ;

and it shows that 2 years, 3 months, and 13 days were

then expired of the current cycle of Jupiter, or 3

months and 13 days of the year Sucla, which is the

third of that cycle. A computation by the Surya Sidd-

hdnta for the fame period, with a correction of bija, as

in the foregoing example, makes 2 months, 9 days, 56

dandas, and 1 2 palas, to have been elapsed of that year,

and that consequently there were 57 years, 9 months,

20 days, 3 dandas, and 1 2 palas, then wanting to com

plete the cycle, instead of 49 years, as it is stated in

the Philosophical Tranfactions; and, by the fame rule,

the year of Christ 1784 corresponded with the 48th

and 49th of the cycle, or Ananda and Rdcjhaja.

This mode of computation difagrees with the date of

a grant of land mentioned in Vol. I. page 363, of the

Asiatick Researches; forfdca 939 mutt have ended in

the 3d month of the 53d year of the Vrihaspati cycle;

but, as the grant in question appears to have been made

in the vicinity of Bombay, the difference may be ac

counted for in a manner, that will equally explain the

difagreement noticed by Mr. Marsden between his

authorities and the Bandres almanack. We learn

from Vara'hamihira's commentator, there were

 

some
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some who erroneoufly supposed the solar and Vrihas-

pati years to be of the fame length. A memorialJloca

known to most Pandits, furnishing a concise rule to

find the Vrihaspatiyeax, mentions astronomers in coun

tries south of the Nermadd to be in their reckoning of

it ten years behind those situated on the north side of

that river ; by the foregoing comparison of the date in

the Asiatick Researches with a computation by the

Surya Siddhdnta, the difference is found to be 2 years ;

ahd the Banares almanack for the present year men

tions, that south of the Nermadd, the 45th year of the

cycle named Viredhacrit, was accounted to begin in

last Mdgh; in which month, it is further observed,

began at Banares the present year Dundubhi, which is

the 56th of the cycle. This difference then increases,

and from the Jdca year 939, when it was 2 years, it

had to last Mdgh become n years. Now, in the in

terval of 773 solar years between those points of time,

the Vrihaspati reckoning must have gained upon the

solar reckoning about 9 years, which, added to the

former difference of 2 years, is equal to the difference

now actually noticed in the Bandres almanack; and we

may thence conclude, that the erroneous notion men

tioned and refuted by Vara'hamihira's commenta

tor, still prevails to the south of the Nermadd, from

which part of Jndia Mr. Marsden's information on

the subject seems to have been originally procured.

But there is no reason to suppose, that the Vrihaspati

year is any where considered as " commencing on the

" fame day with the years of Vicrama'ditva and Sa-

** liva'han:" nor is it possible that it should; because

the latter, which is solar-sidereal, commences with the

fun's entrance of Aries in the Hindu ecliptick; and the

former, which is luni-solar, with the preceding new

moon in the month of Chaitra,

It may not be deemed superfluous here to add Va

ra'hamihira's explanation of Jupiter's two cycles of

12 and 60 j more especially as he cites certain par

ticulars
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ticulars with a reference to the position of the colures

as described by Para'sara, and explained in the pre

ceding Volume of this Work.

Text.—" Of Vrihaspati's 12 years. The name of

" the year is determined from the Nacfliatra, in which

" Vrihaspati rises and sets (heliacally) and they follow

" in the order of the lunar months."

Commentary.—" But if, as it may happen, he

" should set in one and rise in another Nac/liatra,

" which of the two, it may be asked, would give name

" to his year ? Suppose him, for example, to set in

*' Ro'hini, and to rise in Mriga/iras :—I answer, that in

" such a case, the name mult be made to agree with

" the order of the months ; or it must be that name

" which in the regular series follows the name of the

" year expired. According to Sasiputra, and others,

" the Nacjhatra in which Jupiter rises gives the name

" to his year. Casyapa fays, the names of the Sam-

" vatsura Yuga, and the years of the cycle of fixty, are

** determined from the Nacjliatra in which he rises ;

" and Garga gives the fame account. Some fay,

" that Cartic, the first year of the cycle of 12, begins

" on the first day of the month of Chaitr, whatever

" may be the Nacjhatra which Jupiter is then in; and

" that Prabhava likewise, the first year os the cycle of

" sixty, begins in the fame manner; and some fay that

*< Jupiter's years are coincident with the solar years ;

" but that cannot be true, because the solar year ex-

" ceeds in duration the Vrihaspati year," &c.

Text.—" The years beginning with Cdrtic com-

** mence with the Nacjliaira Criticd, and to each year

" there appertain two Nacjliatras, except the 5th, nth,

"and 12th years, to each of which appertain three

f' Nacjliatras"

Commen-
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Commentary.—" The years and their corresoond-

" ing NacJhatras are,"

Years. Nacshatras.

Cartic. Critica, Rohini. •

A'grahayan. Mrigasiras, A'rdra.

Paufh. Punarvasu, Pufhya.

Magh. Aflesha, Magha.

Phalgun. Purvap'halguni, Uttarap'halguni,

Hasta.

Chaitr. Chitr*, Swati.

Vaisach. Visacha, Anuradha.

Jyaifhth. Jyefht'ha, Mula.

Ashar. Purvafhara, Uttarashara.

Sravan. Sravana, DhanisiYt'ha.

Bhadr. Satabhisha, Purvabhadrapada, Ut-

tarabhadrapada.

A'swin. Revati, Aswini, Bharani.

•' Some, on Garga's authority, hold it to be the 10th

'' instead of the 12th year to which three Nacjhatras

u appertain. Garga's arrangement of them is thus:"

Phagul. Purvap'halguni, Uttarap'halguni,

Hasta.

Sravan. Sravana, DhanisiYt'ha, Satabhislia.

Bhadr. Purvabhadrapada3Uttarabhadrapa-

da, Revati.

A'swin. Aswini, Bharani.

" Parasera's rule states, that when Vrihaspati is in

" Critica and Rohini, the year is - bad.

" Mrigasiras, A'rdra - bad.

" Punarvasu, Pushya - - good.

« Aslesha,
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" Astejha•) Magd -•. -...'*. .*•.•; bad.

" Purvap'halgicnifUttarap'halguni, Ha/la, neutral.

" Chritrd, Swdti - _ - - - good.

** Vifdchd, Anurddhd ' - - bad.

" Jyejhtha, Muta - - - bad.

*c Purvafhdra, UttaraJhdra - - good.

*' Sravand, Dhanijlhd, Satabhijhd - good,

" Purvabhadrapadd, Uttarabhadrapadd, "v

Revati - - ' r S00(^*

" Aswiriiy Bhararil . - ' * - -. good, i

£' On those authorities, therefore, it is the 10th, and

" not the 12th, year to which three Nacftiatras ap-

" pertain."

Text.—(t Of the Vrihaspati cycle of sixty yean.

" Multiply the expired years of Saca by 11, and the

" product by 4. Add the cfhepa S589. Divide the

" sum by 3750 j* and the quotient add to the years

" of Saca. Divide the sum by 60 to sind the year,

" and by 12 to sind the yuga. The Divas who pre-

*' side over the twelve years of the yuga are,

" Vishnu, The Pitris,

" Surya, Viswa.

" Indra, Soma.

" Agni, '• Indragni.

" Twashta, ATwina.

;• Ahivradna, Bhaga."

Commentary.—" It is in the Somasanhild that the

" presiding Devas are thus stated. In the cycle of

" sixty

* These numbers, iiX4 and 375° "e in the fame ratio as those

used in the foregoing example from the jfyautistatva : the two rules

therefore are the fame, with an inconsiderable difference in the cjhepa.
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" sixty are contained five cycles of twelve, which five

" cycles, or yugas, are named

" Samvatfara, over which presides - Agni.

" Parivatfara - - - - Area.

" Idavatsara - Chandra.

" Anuvatsara - - - Brahma.

" Udravatsara - - - Siva.

Text.—'5 The first year of the cycle of sixty, named

" Prabhava, begins when in the month of Mdgha,

" Vrihaspati rises in the first degree of the Nacjhatra

" Dhanijht'ha : and the quality of that year is always

«' good."

Commentary.—" The month of Magh here meant

*• is the lunar Magh : it cannot be the solar Magh,

" because when Vrihaspati rises in 9* 230 20' Surya

« must be in io' 6° 12."*

The years of the cycle and the presiding Deities

are thus arranged by Vara'hamihira in six memo

rial couplets

Bra'hma. Vaishnava. Saiva.

Prabhava, Sarvajit, Plavanga,

Vibhava, Sarvadhari, Cilaca,

Sucla,- Virodhi, Saumya,

Pramoda, Vicrita, Sadharana,

5. Prajapati,

* Because the beginning of Dhanijht''ha is west of the end of Magh

only 6° 40', at which distance from the fun, jfupiter would not rife he-

liacally, or be seen disengaged from his rays ; but the lunar Magh

might extend to near the end of the solar Phdlgun. Should the moon,

however, change very soon after the sun's entrance of the Hindu sign

Capricorn, coincident with Magh, then neither the solar nor the lunar

month of that name would agree with the terms of the proposition ;

which is an instance of an imperfect astronomy.
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Bra'hma.

5. Prajapati,

Angira,

Srimuc'ha,

Bhava,

Yuva,

10. Dhata,

Iswara,

Bahudhanya,

Pramat'hi,

Vicrama,

15. Brisya,

Chitrabhanu,

Subhanu,

Tarana,

Parthiva,

vso. Vyaya,

Vaishnava.

25. C'hara,

Nandana,

Vijaya,

Jaya,

Manmat'ha,

30. Durmuc'ha,

Hemalamva,

Vilamva,

Vicari

Sarvari,

35. Plava,

Subhacrit,

Sobhana,

Cridhi,

Vifwavasu,

40. Parabhava,

Saiva.

45. Virodhacrit,

Paridhavi,

Pramadi,

A'nanda,

Racshafa,

50. Anala,

Pingala,

Calayucta,

Sidharthi,

Raudra,

55. Durmati,

Dundubhi,

Rudhirodgaso,

RaSacsha,

Crodhana,

60. Cfhaya.

It may be remarked, that, in the foregoing arrange

ments of the Vrihaspati years, Cdrtic is always placed

the first in the cycle of twelve; and, since it is a main

principle of the Hindu astronomy to commence the

planetary motions, which are the measures of time,

from the fame point of the ecliptick, it may thence

be inferred, that there was a time when the Hindu

solar yoar, as well as the Vrihaspati cycle of twelve,

began with the fun's arrival in, or near, the Nacjhatra

Criticd. That this year has had different beginnings

is evinced by the practice of the Chinese and Siamese,

who had their astronomy from India, and who still

begin their years, probably by the rule they origi

nally received, either from the fun's departure from

the winter solstice, or from the preceding new moon,

which has the fame reference to the winter solstice

that the Hindu year of Vicrama'ditva has to the

vernal
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vernal equinox. The commentator on the Surya

Siddhdnta expressly fays, that the authors of the books

generally termed Sanhitds, accounted the Deva day to

begin in the beginning of the fun's northern road :

now, the Deva day is the solar year; and the Tun's

northern road begins in the winter solstice ; and hence

it should seem, that some of those authors began the

solar year exactly as the Chinese do at this time.

This might moreover have been the custom in Para'-

sara's time; for the phenomenon, which is faid to

mark the beginning of the Vrihaspati cycle of sixty,

refers to the beginning of DanisIitha, which is pre

cisely that point of the ecliptick through which the

solstice passed when he wrote. f *

There are, beside these apparent changes made by

the Hindus, in their mode of commencing the year,

abundant instances of alterations and corrections in

their astronomy, an inquiry into which might, by

sixing certain chronological data, throw considerable

light on their history; and it is scarcely necessary to.

observe, with how much more advantage an investiga

tion of this kind would be made with the assistance

of such astronomical books, written in the Deva Na-

gari characters, as might easily be had from Haidard-

bad and Puna, if the English residents there would

interest themselves to procure them. Copies of the

astronomical rules followed at Bombay and Gujarat,

might also prove of use, if Niebuhr* was not misin

formed, who fays the natives there begin the year with

the month of Cdrlic, which has an evident reference to

the autumnal equinox, and may perhaps be computed

by the Arfha Siddhdnta, mentioned in Vol. I. p. 261,

as accounting the day to begin at sunset: for sunset

with the Divas is the fun's departure from the autum

nal equinox ; and it is invariably observed in their

astronomy

* " Le nouvel an chez les Indkns a Guzcrat, que ceux da Bombay

" suiveni au Hi, vient du mois Kartig, mais a Scindi on le celebre an

li tnois Ajar." Tom. 2. p. 21.
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astronomy to account the different measures of time as

having begun originally from the fame instant.

But of all places in India, to which Europeans might

have access, Ujjein is probably the best furnished with

mathematical and astronomical productions ; for it

was formerly a principal seminary of those sciences,

and is still referred to as the sirst meridian. Almost

any trouble and expense would be compenfated by

the possession of the three copious treatises on Algebra,

from which Bha'scara declares he extracted his Bzja

Ganita, and which in this part of India are supposed to

be entirely lost. But the principal object of the pro

posed inquiry would be, to trace as much as possible

of that gradual progress, whereby the Hindu astronomy

has arrived at its present state of comparative per

fection ; whence might be formed more probable con

jectures of its origin and antiquity than have yet ap

peared: for, I imagine, there are few of M. Bailly's

opinion, that the cali yug, or any yug, had its origin,

any more than our Julian period, in anaHual observa

tion, who have considered the nature and use of those

cycles, of the relative bhaganas, or revolutions of the

planets, and the alterations* which the latter have at

different times undergone; concerning which several

particulars, M. Bailly, it must be acknowledged, had

but little information. t What was the real position

of the planets and the state of astronomy, when the cali

yug

* Instances in Jupiter's mean motion. A'ryabhatta gave the

revolutions as 364224 in 4320000 solar years. Bha'scar, in his

Siro'mani, 364226455 in 4320000000 solar years. The Surya Siddhanta

364220 in 4320000 solar years; which latter, by the bija introduced

tince, are reduced to 364212 in the fame period.

t But it i« not thence to be inferred, that the Hindus did not exist as

a nation, or that they made no observations of the heavens, as long

ago as 4890 years : all that is here meant is, that the observations

ascribed to them by M. Bailly, does not necessarily follow from any

thing that is known of their astronomy ; but. on the contrary, from

the
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yug began, or 4892 years ago, will probably never be

known ; but the latter must certainly have undergone

considerable improvement since the last quotedJloca of

Vara'hamihira was received as a rule; for it sup

poses the mean motion of Jupiter to be to that of the

fun, as 60 to some integer; apparently to 720; as 5

to 60, or as 1 to 12; without which, the beginning

and successive returns of the cycle of sixty could

never be denoted by the heliacal rising of Jupiter in

Dhanijli't'hd, or in any constant point of the zodiack ;

and at a time when the mean motion of Jupiter was so

much mistaken, it may reasonably be supposed, that

the more difficult parts of astronomy were very im

perfectly understood. If the ratio were as 1 to 12,

which is implied by the yuga of twelve, (for the term

yuga means conjunction, or coincidence,) then a con

junction of the fun and Jupiter would happen at the

end of every period of twelve years in the fame point

of the zodiack, and the cycle of sixty might begin in

the manner described : but this must long since have

ceased to be the rule, or at least since the time of

A'ryabhatta; for, if the cycle be supposed to begin

with the sun and Jupiter in Dhanijht'hd, then in sixty,

of Jupiter's years that planet will again be in Dha-

niJlithd ; but in sixty of such years there are, by the

data ascribed to A'ryabhatta, only 59 years, 3

months, and some days of solar time : the next cycle,

therefore, could not have the fame beginning, because

the sun would be found more than 90 degrees distant

from Jupiter's mean place, and in 60 years more that

distance would be doubled. As this difagreement

with the rule could not have been unknown to Vara'

hamihira, who gives the bhaganas from A'ryabhat

ta as 364224 in 4320000 solar years, he may be sup

posed

the nature of the subject it appears, that the Call yug was, like the Jit-

lian period, fixed by retrospective computation ; which might still hav«

happened although astronomy had originated, which is not at all im

probable, in much higher antiquity.

Neither
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posed to have only cited what he had learned from other

treatises merely as an astrological maxim, his Sahhitd.

being a treatise on astrology, not on practical astronomy;

and this conjecture will appear the more reasonable,

when it is considered, that notions wholly inconsistent

with the latter, and which must have originated in re

mote ages, when science of any kind had made but

small progress, are still preserved in different fdstras j

as in the Bhdgavat, which, treating on the system of

the universe, places the moon above the fun, and the

planets above the fixed stars.

To render this paper more intelligible, I have sub

joined a diagram os the Hindu ecliptick, which may

also serve to illustrate some astronomical papers in the

preceding Volume. Its origin is considered as distant

180 degrees in longitude from Spica ; a star which

seems to have been of great use in regulating their

astronomy, and to which the Hindu tables of the best

Vol. III. Q authority,

Neither Le Gentil, nor Bailly, had any other authority for

placing the origin of the Hindu zodiack in longitude 10s 6°, at the

beginning of the cali yug, than results from a computation of the pre

cession for 3600 years, at the end of which expired term of the cali

yug, it coincided with the equinox : it is certain, that the Brahmens in

this part of India suppose, as their aflronomy implies, a similar coinci

dence, together with a conjunction of the planets in the fame point by

their mean motions when the cali yug began ; and since in the present

amount of the precession, and consequently in the origin of the zodiack,

as well as in many other particulars, the Brahmens of Trivalore agree

with those of Bengal, it is not at all probable that they mould have diffe

rent systems. But M. Baillv thinks the Indian zodiack has had two

drigins ; one of them as I describe it ; the other, as he computes it for the

beginning of the cali yug. It may indeed have had many origins, al

though there seems at present but one to be found ; for it is not in the

least inconsistent with tlie principles of the Hindu astronomy, to suppose

that, if ever an alteration took place in the mode of beginning the year,

some alteration was at the fame time made in the origin of the zodiack

likewise. The origin of the Chinese zodiack it described to be in a part

of the heavens opposite to that of the Hindus } for Spica distinguishes)

their constellation Kiv, which is the first of their twenty-eight lunar

mansions ; and since it is agreed, that both systems were originally tha

fame, a considerable alteration, with respect to the Origin of the zodiack,

must necessarily have happened in one of ihcin.
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authority, although they differ in other particulars,

agree in assigning six signs of longitude, counted from

the beginning ofAfioini, their sirst Nacjhatra. From

the beginning of Afwini (according to the Hindu pre

cession, now 190 22', but which is in reality something

further distant from the vernal equinox) the ecliptick

is divided into twenty-seven equal parts, or NacJhatras,

of 130 20' each ; the twenty-eighth, named Abhijit,

being formed out of the last quarter of Uttarajhdra,

and as much of Sravand as is necessary to complete

the moon's periodical month. The years of Jupiter's

cycle are expressed in their order with numerals : a is

the former position of the colures, as explained in

Vol. II. and b, c, mark the limits of the precession re

sulting from the Hindu method of computing it. The

outer dotted circle is the European ecliptick, in which

is noted the beginning of the Hindu, and likewise of

the European year. For want of room, the signs are

distinguished in both with the usual characters. The

two stars pointed out by the most skilful Pandit I have

yet met with, as distinguishing Afwini, are (3 andy Ari-

elis, which distinguish also alJharatdn, the sirst Arabian

menzil ; and the latter is faid to be the^o^a, whose lon

gitude and latitude are stated certainly with great in

correctness, as 8° and 10° north; but the error, if it be

not owing to transcribers, is inexplicable.

The solar months, it may be observed, correspond

in name with the like number of NacJhatras : this is

ascribed to the months having been originally lunar,

and their names derived from the NacJhatras, in which

the moon, departing from a particular point, was ob

served to be at the full; for, although the full moon

did not always happen in those particular Nacjhatras,

yet the deviation never exceeded the preceding or

the succeeding Nacjltatra ; and whether it fell in

llafia, Chilra, or Swdti, still that month was named

Chaitrd ; and so of the rest. This is the explanation

of the month given by Nrisinha, who in the fame

manner
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manner explains Jupiter's cycle of twelve years, the

names ofwhich could not always correspond with those

of the Nacjhatras in which he rose heliacally.

Of the Hindu method of intercalating the lunar

month, M. Bailly conceived a right idea from what

P. du Champ had faid on the subject; but he has

omitted to mention a curious circumstance consequent

to it, which is, that sometimes there happen two inter

calary months in the fame year; or, to be more precise,

two lunar months are named twice over; thus, as was

actually the cafe in 1603 Sdca, there may be two lunai'

Aswinas, and two Chaitras ; but then someone interven

ing month, as Agrahdyan, would be omitted, because

the change of the moon would not happen at all during

the solar month of that name. During the present po

sition of the sun's apsis, this ch'che (cfhaya ?) or discard

ed month, is limited to Agrahdyan,PauJh, or Mdgh, those

being the three shortest solar months; and, by the Hindu

computation, the discarded month will again fall on

Agrahdyan in 1744 Sdca.

Bhdgalpur, 1 Dec. 1791. .

AN
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X.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE

METHOD OF CATCHING WILD ELEPHANTS

AT TIPURA.

By JOHN CORSE, Es2.

IN the month of November, when the weather has be

come cool, and the swamps and marshes, formed by

the rains in the sive preceding months, are lessened,

and some of them dried up, a number of people are

employed to go in quest of elephants.

At this season the males come from the recesses

of the forest into the borders and outskirts thereof,

whence they make nocturnal excursions into the plains

in search of food, and where they often destroy the

labours of the husbandman, by devouring and tram

pling down the rice, sugar-canes, &c. that they meet

with. A herd or drove of elephants, from what I can

learn, has never been seen to leave the woods ; some

of the largest males often stray to a considerable dis

tance, but the young ones always remain in the forest

under the protection of the Palmai, or leader of the

herd, and of the larger elephants. The Goondahs,

or large males, come out singly, or in small parties,

sometimes in the morning, but commonly in the even

ing, and they continue to feed all night upon the long

grafs that grows amidst the swamps and marshes, and

of which they are extremely fond. As often, how

ever, as they have an opportunity, they commit de

predations on the rice sields, sugar-canes, and plantain-

trees, that are near, which oblige the farmers to keep

regular watch, under a small cover, erected on the

tops of a few long bamboos, about 14 feet from the

ground:
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ground : and this precaution is necessary to protect

them from the tigers, with which this province abounds.

From this lofty station the alarm is soon communi

cated from one watchman to another, and the neigh

bouring villagesj by means of* a rattle with which

each is provided. With their shouts and cries, and

noise of the rattles, the elephants are generally scared,

and retire. It sometimes however happens, that the.

males advance even to the villages, overturn the

houses, and kill those who unfortunately come in

their way, unless they have had time to light a num

ber of sires: this element seems to be the most dreaded

by wild elephants, and a few lighted whisps of straw or

grafs, seldom fail to stop their progress. To secure

one of the males, a very different method is employed

from that which is taken to secure a herd: the former

is taken by Koomkees, or female elephants trained for

the purpose, whereas the latter is driven into a strong

enclosure, called a Keddah.

As the hunters know the places where the elephants

come out to feed, they advance towards them in the

evening with four Koomkees, which is the number of

which each hunting party consists: when the nights are

dark, (and these are the most favourable for their pur

pose,) the male elephants are discovered by the noise

they make in cleaning their food, by whisking and strik

ing it against their fore-legs, and by moon-light they

can fee them distinctly at some distance.

As soon as they have determined on the Goondah

they mean to secure, three of the Koomkees are con

ducted silently and slowly by their Mahotes (drivers)

at a moderate distance from each other, near to the

place where he is feeding ; the Koomkees advance

very cautiously, feeding as they go along, and appear

like wild elephants that had strayed from the jungle.

When the male perceives them approaching, if he

takes the alarm• and is viciously inclined, he beats
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the ground with his trunk, and makes a noise, showing

evident marks of his displeasure, and that he will not

allow them to approach nearer; and if they persist, he

will immediately attack and gore them with his tusks:

for which reason they take care to retreat in good time.

But should he be amoroufly disposed, which is generally

the cafe, (as these males are supposed to be driven from

the herd at a particular period by their seniors, to pre

vent, their having connection with the females of that

herd), he allows the females to approach, and sometimes

even advances to meet them.

When, from these appearances, the Mahotes judge

that he will become their prize, they conduct two of

the females, one on each fide, close to him, and make

them advance backwards, and press gently with their

posteriors against his neck and shoulders ; the 3d

Female then comes up, and places herself directly

across his tail : in this situation, so far from suspecting

any design against his liberty, he begins to toy with

the females, and caress them with his trunk. While

thus engaged, the 4th female is brought near, with

ropes and proper assistants, who immediately get un

der the belly of the 3d female, and put a slight

cord (the Chilkah) round his hind legs; should he

move, it is easily broken, in which cafe, if he takes

no notice of this flight confinement, nor appears

suspicious of what is going forward, the hunters

then proceed to tie his legs with a strong cord

(called Bunda) which is pasted alternately, by means

of a forked stick, and a kind of hook, from one leg

to the other, forming the sigure of 8 ; and as these

ropes are short, for the convenience of being more

readily put around his legs, 6 or 8 are generally

employed, and they are made fast by another cord,

(the Dagbearee) which is pasted a few turns perpen

dicularly between his legs, where the folds of the Bun-

dahs intersect each other. A strong cable (the Phand)

with
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with a running noose, 60 cubits long, is next put

round each hind leg immediately above the Bundahs ;

and again, above them, 6 or 8 additional Bundahs,

according to the size of the elephant, are made fast,

in the fame manner as the others were : the putting

on these ropes generally takes up about 20 minutes,

during which the utmost silence is observed, and the

Mahotes, who keep flat upon the necks of the females,

are covered with dark-coloured cloths, which serve to

keep them warm, and at the fame time do not attract

the notice of the elephant. While the people are

busily employed in tying the legs of the Goondah, he

caresses sometimes one, and sometimes another of the

seducers, (Kootnee) examining their beauties, and toy

ing with different parts, by which his desires are ex

cited, and his attention diverted from the hunters,

and in these amorous dalliances he is indulged by the

females. But if his passions should be so roused, be

fore his legs are properly secured, as to induce him to

attempt leaping on one of the females, the Mahote, to

ensure his own fafety, and prevent him gratifying his

desires any further, makes the female run away ; and

at the fame time, by raising his voice, and making a

noise, he deters the Goondah from pursuing. This how

ever happens very seldom; for he is so secured by the

pressure of a Koomkee on each side, and one behind,

that he can hardly turn himself, or see any of the

people, who always keep snug under the belly of the

third female, that stands across his tail, and which serves

both to keep him steady, and prevent his kicking any

of the people who are employed in securing him ; but

in general he is somuch taken up with hisdecoyers,asto

attend very little to any thingelfe. In cafe of accidents,

however, should the Gaondah break loose, the people,

upon the first alarm, can always mount on the backs

of the tame elephants, by a rope that hangs ready for

the purpose, and thus get out of his reach. When

his hind legs are properly secured, they leave him

tq himself, and retire to a small distance : as soon
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as the Koomkees leave him, he attempts to follow, but

finding his legs tied, he is roused to a proper sense of

his situation, and retreats toward the jungle; the Ma-

hotes follow at & moderate distance from him on the

tame elephants, accompanied by a number of people

that had been previoufly sent for, and who, as soon as

the Goondah passes near a stout tree, make a few turns

of the Phands, or long cables, that are trailing behind

him, around his trunk; his progress being thus stopped,

he becomes furious, and exerts his utmost force to dis

engage himself; nor will he then allow any of the

Koomkees to come near him, but is outrageous for

some time, falling down, and goring the earth with his

tusks. If by these exertions the Phands are once

broken, which sometimes is effected, and he escapes

into the thick jungle, the Mahotes dare not advance for

fear ,of the other wild elephants, and are therefore

obliged to leave him to his fate; and in this hampered

situation, it is faid, he is even ungeneroufly attacked

by the other wild elephants. As the cables are very

strong, and seldom give way, when he has exhausted

himself by his exertions, the Komkees are again brought

near, and take their former positions, viz. one on each

side, and the other behind. After getting him nearer

the tree, the people carry the ends of the long cables

around his legs, then back and about the trunk of the

tree, making, if they can, two or three turns, so as to

prevent even the possibility of his escape. It would be

almost impossible to . secure an elephant in any other

manner, as he would tear up any stake that could at

the time be driven into the ground, and even the noise

of doing it would frighten the elephant : for these rea

sons, as far as I can learn, nothing less than a strong

tree is ever trusted to by the hunters. For still far

ther security, as well as to confine him from moving

to either side, his fore-legs are tied exactly in the

fame manner as the hind-legs were, and the Phands

are made fast, one on each side, to trees or stakes

driven deep into the earth. During the process of

tying
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tying both the hind and fore-legs, the fourth Koomkee

gives assistance where necessary, and the people em

ployed cautioufly avoid going within reach of his trunk ;

and when he attempts to seize them", they retreat to the

opposite side of the Kocmkees, and get on them, if ne

cesfary, by means of the rope above-mentioned, which

hangs ready for them to lay hold of. Although, by

these means, he is perfectly secured, and cannot escape,

yet, as it would be both unfafe and inconvenient to

allow him to remain in the verge of the jungle, a num

ber of additional ropes are afterwards put on, as

mail be mentioned, for the purpose of conducting

him to a proper station. When the Goondah has be

come more settled, and eat a little food, with which

he is supplied, as soon as he is taken, the Koomkees

are again brought near, and a strong rope (Phara) is

then put twice round his body, close to his fore-legs

like a girth, and tied behind his shoulder ; then the

long end is carried back close to his rump, and there

fastened, after a couple of turns more have been made

round his body. Another cord is next fastened to the

Phara, and from thence carried under his tail like a

crupper (dooblah) and brought forward, and fastened

by a turn or two, to each of the Pharas or girths, by

which the whole is connected, and each turn of these

cords serves to keep the rest in their places. After this

a strong rope (the Tooman) is put round his buttocks,

and made fast on each side to the girth and crupper,

so as to confine the motion of his thighs, and prevent

his taking a full step. These smaller ropes being pro

perly adjusted, a couple of large cables (the Dools)

with running nooses are put around his neck, and after

being drawn moderately tight, the nooses are secured

from running closer, and then tied to the ropes on each

side forming the girth and crupper already mentioned;

and thus all these ropes are connected and kept in their

proper places, without any risk of the nooses of the

Deals becoming tight, so as to endanger the life of the

elephant in his exertions to free himself. The ends

of
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of these cables are made fast to two Koomkees, one on

each side of the Goondah, by a couple of turns round

the belly, close to the shoulder, like a girth, where a

turn is made, and it is then carried across the chest, and

fastened to the girth on the opposite side. Every thing

being now ready, and a passage cleared from the jun

gle, all the ropes are taken from his legs, and only the

Tooman remains round his buttocks to confine the mo

tion of his hind legs : the Koomkees pull him forward

by the Dools, and the people from behind urge him

on. Instead of advancing in the direction they wish,

he attempts to retreat farther into the jungle; he exerts

all his force, falls down, and tears the earth with his

tuflts, screaming and groaning, and by his violent ex

ertions often hurts and bruises himself very much; and

instances happen of their surviving these violent exer

tions only a few hours, or at most a few days. In ge

neral, however, they soon become reconciled to their

fate, will eat immediately after they are taken, and, if

necessary, may be conducted from the verge of the jun

gle as soon as a passage is cleared. When the elephant

is brought to his proper station, and made fast, he is

treated with a mixture of severity and gentleness, and

in a few months (if docile) he becomes tractable, and

appears perfectly reconciled to his- fate. It appears

somewhat extraordinary, that though the Goondah uses

his utmost force to disengage himself when taken, and

would kill any person coming within his reach, yet

he never, or at least seldom, attempts to hurt the females

that have ensnared him, but, on the contrary, seems

pleased, (as often as they are brought near, in order to

adjust his harnessing, or move and flacken those ropes

which gall him) soothed and comforted by them, as it

were, for the loss of his liberty. All the elephants,

soon after they are taken, are led out occasionally

for exercise by the Koomkees, which attend for that

purpose.

Having now related, partly from my own knowledge,

and
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and partly from comparing the accounts given by dif

ferent people employed in this business, the manner in

which the male elephants, called Goondaks, are se

cured, I shall next entirely, from my own knowledge,

describe the methods I have seen employed for securing

a herd of wild elephants. Female elephants are never

taken singly, but always in the herd, which consists of

young and old of both sexes. This noble, docile, and

useful animal, seems naturally of a social disposition,

as a herd in general consists of about 40 to 100, and

is conducted under the direction of one of the oldest

and largest females, called the Palmai, and one of

the largest males. When a herd is discovered, about

500 people are employed to surround it, who divide

themselves into small parties, called Chokeys, consist

ing generally of one Mahote and two Coolies, at the

distance of twenty or thirty yards from each other, and

form an irregular circle, in which the elephants are en

closed: each party lights afire, and clears a foot-path to

the station that is next him, by which a regular com

munication is soon formed through the whole circum

ference from one to the other. By this path rein

forcements can immediately be brought to any place

where an alarm is given ; and it is also necessary for

the soperintendants, who are .always going round, to,

fee that the people are alert upon their posts. The

first circle (the Dawkee) being thus formed, the re

maining part of the day and night is spent in keeping

watch by turns, or in cooking for themselves and com

panions. Early next morning, one man is detached

from each station, to form another circle in that direc

tion where they wish the elephants to advance. When

it is finished, the people stationed nearest to the new

circle, put out their fires, and file off to the right and left,

to form the advanced party, thus leaving an opening

for the herd to advance through, and by this movement,

both the old and new circle are joined, and form an ob

long. The people from behind now begin shouting and

making a noise with their rattles, tomtoms, Sec, to cause

the
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the elephants to advance : and as soon as they are got

within the new circle, the people close up, take their

proper stations, and pass the remaining part of the day

and night as before. In the morning the fame process

is repeated, and in this manner the herd advances flow

ly in that direction, where they find themselves least

incommoded by the noise and clamour of the hunters,

feeding, as they go along, upon branches of trees,

leaves of bamboos, <fcc. which come in their way. If

they suspected any snare, they could easily break

through the circle; but this inoffensive animal, going

merely in quest of food, and not seeing any of the peo

ple who surround him, and who are concealed by the

thick jungle, advances without suspicion, and appears

only to avoid being pestered by their noise and din.

As fire is the thing elephants seem most afraid of in

their wild state, and will seldom venture near it, the

hunters always have a number of fires lighted, and

particularly at night, to prevent the elephants coming

too near, as well as to cook their victuals, and keep them

warm. The sentinels supply these fires with fuel, es

pecially green bamboos, which are generally at hand,

and which, by the crackling and loud report they

make, together with the noise of the watchmen, deter

the elephants from coming near; so that the herd gene

rally remains at a distance near the centre of the circle.

Should they at any time advance, the alarm is given,

and all the people immediately make a noise, and use

their rattles, to make them keep at a greater distance.

In this manner they are gradually brought to the Ked-

Ttah, or place where they are to be secured. As the na

tives are extremely flow in their operations, they sel

dom bring the herd above one circle in a day, except

on an emergency, when they exert themselves, and ad

vance two circles. They have no tents or covering

but the thick woods, which, during the day, keep off

the rays of the fun ; and at night they fleep by the fires

they have lighted, upon mats spread on the ground,

wrapt up in a piece of coarse cloth. The season is then
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so mild, that the people continue very healthy, and an

accident seldom happens, except to stragglers about

the outskirts of the wood, who are sometimes, though

very rarely, carried off by tigers. The Keddah, or

place where the herd is to be secured, is differently

constructed in different places; here it consists of three

enclosures, communicating with each other by means

of narrow openings or gateways. The outer enclo

sure, or the one next to the place where the elephants

are to enter, is the largest ; the middle one is gene

rally, though not always, the next in size, and the

third or furthermost is the smallest : these proportions,

however, are not always adhered to in the making of a

Keddah, nor indeed does there appear to me any rea

son for making three enclosures; but as my intentions

are merely to relate facts, I shall proceed to observe,

that when in the third or last enclosure, the elephants

are then only deemed secure : here they are kept six or

eight days, and are regularly, though scantily, fed

from a scaffold on the outside, close to the entrance of

an outlet called the Roomee, which is about sixty feet

long, and very narrow, and through which the ele

phants are to be taken out one by one. In many places

this mode is not adopted; for as soon as the herd has

been surrounded by a strong palifade, Koomkees are

sent in with proper people, who tie them on the spot, in

the fame manner as was mentioned above of the Goon-

dahs, or male elephants, that are taken singly. These

enclosures are all pretty strong, but the third is the

strongest ; nor are the elephants deemed secure, as al

ready observed, till they have entered it. This enclo

sure has, like the other two, a pretty deep ditch on the

inside ; and upon the bank of earth, that is thrown up

from the excavation, a row of strong palifades of mid

dle-sized trees is planted, strengthened with cross-bars,

which are tied to them about the distance of fourteen

inches from each other; and these are supported on

the outside by strong posts like buttresses, having one

end funk in the earth, and the other pressing against the

cross
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cross bars to which they are fastened. When the herd

is brought near to the first enclosure, or Baigcote, which

has two gateways towards the -jungle, from which the

elephants are to advance, (these, as well as the other

gateways, are disguised with branches of trees and bam

boos stuck in the ground, so as to give them the appear

ance of a natural jungle,) the greatest difficulty is to get

the herd to enter the first or outer enclosure ; for, not

withstanding the precautions taken to disguise both the

entries as well as the palifade which surrounds this en

closure, the Palmai, or leader, now appears to suspect;

some snare, from the difficulty and hesitation with which

in general she passes into it; but, as soon as she enters,

the whole herd implicitly follows. Immediately, when,

they are all passed the gateway, fires are lighted round

the greatest part of the enclosure,- and particularly at the

entries, to prevent the elephants from returning. The

hunters from without their make a terrible noise by

shouting, beating of tomtoms, (a kind of drum,) firing

blunt cartridges, Sec. to urge the herd on to the next

enclosure. The elephants, finding themselves ensnar

ed, scream and make a noise; but, seeing no opening

except the entrance to the next enclosure, and which

they at first generally avoid, they return to the place

through which they lately passed, thinking perhaps to

escape, but now find it strongly barricaded ; and, as

there is no ditch at this place, the hunters, to prevent

their coming near, and forcing theirway, keep a line of

fire constantly burning all along where the ditch is in

terrupted, and supply it with fuel from the top of the

palifade, and the people from without making a noise,

shouting and hallooing to drive them away. Wherever

they turn, they find themselves opposed by burning

fires, or bundles of reeds, and dried grafs, which are

thrust through the opening of the palifades, except to

wards the entrance of the second enclosure, or Doobraze-

cote. After traversing the Baigcote for some time, and

finding no chance of escaping but through the gateway

• into the next enclosure, the leader enters, and the rest

follow :
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follow : the gate is instantly shut by people, who are sta

tioned on a small scaffold immediately above it, and

strongly barricaded; fires are lighted, and the fame dis

cordant din made and continued, till the herd has pass

ed through another gateway into the last enclosure, or

Rajecote, the gate of which is secured in the fame man

ner as the former was. The elephants, being now com

pletely surrounded on all fides, and perceiving no out

let through which they can escape, appear desperate,

and in their fury advance frequently to the ditch, in

order to break down the palifade, inflating their trunks,

screaming louder and shriller than any trumpet, some

times grumbling like the hollow murmur of distant

thunder ; but, wherever they make an attack, they are

opposed by lighted fires, and by the noise and triumph

ant shouts of the hunters. As they must remain some

time in this enclosure, care is always taken to have part

of the ditch filled with water, which is supplied by a

small stream, either natural, or conducted through an ar

tificial channel from some neighbouring reservoir. The

elephants have recourse to this water to quench their

thirst, and cool themselves after their fatigues, by suck

ing the water into their trunks, and then squirting it

over every part of their bodies. While they remain in

this enclosure, they continue sulky, and seem to me

ditate their escape ; but the hunters build huts, and form

an encampment, as it were, around them, close to the

palifade j watchmen are placed, and every precaution

used to prevent their breaking through. This they

would soon effect, if left to" themselves, notwith

standing the palifade is made of very strong stakes,

funk into the earth on the outside of the ditch, and

strengthened by cross-bars and buttresses, as already

mentioned.

When the herd has continued a few days in the Ked-

dah, the doors of the Roomec is opened, into which some

one of the elephants is enticed to enter, by having food

thrown first before, and then gradually further on into

the
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to admit of the gates being shut. Above this wicker

gate, or door, two men are Rationed on a small scaf

fold, who throw down the food. When the elephant

has passed beyond the door, they give the signal to a

man, who, from without, shuts it by pulling a string;

and they secure it by throwing two bars, that stood

perpendicular on each side, the one across the other

thus Xs forming the sigure of St. Andrew's Cross;

and then two similar bars are thrown across each other

behind the door next to the Keddah, so that the door

is in the centre. For farther security, horizontal bars

are pusiied across the Roomee, through the openings of

the palifades, both before and behind these crosses, to

prevent the possibility of the doors being broken. The

Roomee is so narrow, that a large elephant cannot turn

in shutting the gate, he retreats backwards, and en

deavours to force it. Being now secured in the man

ner already noticed, his efforts are unavailing. Find

ing his retreat thus cutoff, he advances, and exerts

his utmost force to break down the bars, which were

previousty put across a little farther on in the outlet,

by running against them, screaming and roaring, and

battering them,; like a ram, by repeated blows of his

head, retreating and advancing with the utmost fury.

In his rage, he rises, and leaps upon the bars with his

fore-feet, and strives to break them down with his

huge weight. In February, 1788, a large female ele

phant dropt down dead in the Roomee, from the vio

lent exertions she made. When the elephant is some

what fatigued by these exertions, strong ropes,* with

running nooses, are placed in the outlet by the hunters ;

and as soon as he puts a foot within the noose, it is

immediately drawn tight, and fastened to the palifades.

When all his feet have been made pretty fast, two men

1 * -T t t J-\ 1

 

 

* These are of the fame form and 'size nearly as the Pftands, but

much shorter in proportion. C
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place themselves behind some bars, that run across the

Roomce^ to prevent his kicking them, and with great

caution tie his hind-legs together, by passing a cord

alternately from the one to the other, like the sigure 8,

and then fastening these turns as above described.

After this, the Pharah, Dools, <fec. are put on in suc

cession, in the fame manner as on the Goondah, only

that here the people are in greater security. While

these ropes are making fast, the other hunters are

careful not to go too near, but keep on the outside of

the palifade, and divert his attention, as much as they

can, from those employed in fastening them, by sup

plying him with grass, and sometimes with plantain-

leaves and sugar-canes, ofwhich he is remarkably fond,

by presenting a stick, giving him hopes of catching it,

or by gently striking or tickling his proboscis. He

frequently, however, seizes the ropes with his trunk,

and endeavours to break them, particularly those with

which his feet are tied, and sometimes tries to bite

them through with his grinders, (as he has no incisors,

or front teeth ;) but the hunters then goad him with

sharpened bamboos, or light spears, so as to make him

quit his hold. Those who are employed in putting

the ropes around his body, and over his head, stand

above him, on a small kind of platform, consisting of

a few bars run across through the openings of the pa

lifades ; and, as an elephant cannot see any thing that

is above, and rather behind his head, they are very lit

tle incommoded by him, although he appears to smell

them, and endeavours to catch them with his trunk.

When the whole apparatus is properly secured, the

ends of the two cables (Dools) which were fastened'

round his neck, are brought forward to the end of the

Roomee, where two female elephants are waiting, and to

them these cables are made fast. When every thing is

ready, the door at the end of the outlet is opened, the

cross-bars are removed, and the pasfage left clear. The

ropes that tied his legs to the palifades are loosened ;

and, if he does not advance readily, they goad him

 

2 with
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with long poles, sharpened at the ends, or pointed

with iron, and urge him on with their noise and din ;

and at the fame time the females pull him gently for

ward. As soon as he has cleared the Roomee, his con

ductors separate ; so that if he attempts to go to one

side, he is prevented by the elephant that pulls in the

opposite direction, and vice versa. The Bundahs, which

tie his hind legs, though but loosely, yet prevent his

going fast ; and thus situated, he is conducted like an

enraged bull, that has a cord fastened to his horns on

each side, so that he cannot turn either to the right or

left to avenge himself. In like manner is this noble

animal led to the next tree, as the Goondahs before-

mentioned were. Sometimes he becomes obstinate,

and will not advance; in which cafe, while one of his

conductors draws him forward, the other comes behind,

and pushes him on. Should he lie down, she puts her

snout under, and raises him up, supporting him on her

knee, and with her head pushing him forward with all

her strength. The hunters likewise assist, by goading

him, and urging him forward by their noise and din.

Sometimes they are even obliged to put lighted torches

near, in order to make him advance. In conducting

small elephants from the Roomee, only one cable and

one Koomkee are made use of. As soon as each elephant

is secured, he is left in charge to the Mahotes or keeper,

who is appointed to attend and instruct him; and, un

der him, there are from two to sive Coolies, according

to the size of the elephant, in order to assist, and to

supply food and water, till he becomes so tractable as

to bring the former himself. These people erect a

small hut immediately before him, where the Makote,

or one of the Coolies, constantly attends, supplies him

with food, and soothes and caresses him by a variety

of little arts. Sometimes the Makote threatens, and

even goads him with a long stick, pointed with iron*

but more generally coaxes and flatters hini, scratching

his head and trunk with a long bamboo, split at one

end into many pieces, and driving away the flies from

R 2 any
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any sores occasioned by the hurts and bruises he got

by his esforts to escape from the Roomee. This ani

mal's (kin is soft, considering his great size; and being

extremely sensible, is easily cut or pierced, more so

than the skin of molt large quadrupeds. The Mahote

likewise keeps him cool, by squirting water all over

him, and Handing without the reach of his trunk. In

a few days he advances cautioufly to his side, and

strokes and pats him with his hand, speaking to him

all the while in a soothing tone of voice ; and in a little

time he begins to know his keeper, and obey his com

mands. By degrees, the Mahote becomes familiar to

him ; and at length gets upon his back from one of the

tame elephants ; and as the animal becomes more

tractable, he advances gradually forward towards his

head, till at last he is permitted to feat himself on his

neck, from which place he afterwards regulates and

directs all his motions. While they are training in this

manner, the tame elephants lead out the others in turn,

for the fake of exercise, and likewise to ease their legs

from the cords with which they are tied, and which are

apt to gall them most terribly, unless they are regularly

stacked and shifted. In five or six weeks the elephant

becomes obedient to his keeper ; his fetters are taken

off by degrees ; and generally, in about five or six

months, he suffers himself to be conducted by the Ma

hote from one place to another. Care, however, is al

ways taken not to let him approach his former haunts,

lest a recollection of the freedom he there enjoyed,

mould induce him again to recover his liberty. This

obedience to his conductor seems to proceed partly

from a fense of generosity, as it is, in some measure,

voluntarily; for, whenever an elephant takes fright, or

is determined to run away, all the exertions of the

Mahote cannot prevent him, even by beating, or dig

ging the pointed iron hook into his head with which

he directs him. On such an occasion the animal to

tally disregards these feeble efforts ; otherwise he could

shake or pull him off with his trunk, and dash him in

pieces.
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pieces. Accidents of this kind happen almost every

year, especially to those Mahotes who attend the large

Goondahs; but such accidents are in general owing en

tirely to their own carelessness and neglect. It is ne

cessary to treat the males with much greater severity

than the females, to keep them in awe ; but it is too

common a practice among the Mahotes, either to be

negligent in using proper measures to render their ele

phants docile, or to trust too much to their good na

ture, before they are thoroughly acquainted with their

dispositions. The iron hook with which they direct

them is pretty heavy, about sixteen inches long, with•

a straight spike advancing a little beyond the curve of

the hook, so that altogether it is exactly like that which

ferrymen or boatmen use fastened to a long pole.

In this account of the process for catching and

taming elephants, I have used the masculine gender,

to avoid circumlocution, as both males and temales

are treated in the fame manner. The former are sel

dom so docile ; but, like the males of other animals,

are siercer, stronger, and more untractable, than the

females.

Before I conclude, it may be proper to observe, that

young elephants fuck constantly with their mouths,

and never with their trunks, as Buffon has asserted ;

a conclusion he made merely from conjecture, and the

great and various uses to which they are well adapted

and applied by every elephant.

I have seen young ones, from one day to three years

old, sucking their dams ; but never faw them use their

trunks, except to press the breast, which, by natural

instinct, they seemed to know would make the milk

flow more readily. The mode of connection between

the male and female is now ascertained beyond the

possibility of a doubt; as Mr. Bvller, Lieut. Haw

kins, and many others, faw a male copulate with a

female,
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female, after they were secured in the Keddah, in a

manner exactly similar to the conjunction of the horse

with a mare.

This fact entirely overturns what has been so often

related concerning the supposed delicacy of this useful

animal, and a variety of other hypothesis, which are

equally void of foundation. As far as I know, the

exact time an elephant goes with young has not yet

been ascertained, but which cannot be less than two

years, as one of the elephants brought forth a young

one twenty-one months and three days after she was

taken. She was observed to be with young in April

or May, 1788, and she was only taken in January pre

ceding; so that it is very likely she must have had con

nection with the male some months before she was

secured, otherwise they could not discover that she

was with young, as a fœtus of less than fix months

cannot well be supposed to make any alteration in the

size or shape of so large an animal. The young one,

a male, was produced October 16th, 1789, and ap

peared in every respect to have arrived at its full time.

Mr. Harris, to whom it belongs, examined its mouth

a few days after it was brought forth, and found that

one of its grinders on each side had partly cut the gum.

It is now alive and well, and begins to chew a little

grafs.

I have further to remark, that one of the tusks of the

young elephant made its appearance, so that we can

now ascertain it to be of that species called Mucknak,

the tusks of which are always small, and point nearly

straight downwards. He was thirty-sive inches high

at his bjrth, and is now thirty-nine, so that he has

grown sour- inches in nearly as many months. Ele

phants are always measured at the shoulder ; for the

arch or curve ot the back, of young ones particularly,

is considerably higher than any other part ; and it is a

sure sign pf old age, whenever this curve is found flat

tened,
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lened, or considerably depressed, after an elephant has

once attained his full growth.

Though these remarks, as well as several others in

the above relation, do not come within the plan I pro

posed, which was merely to describe the method of

taking wild elephants in the province of Tipura, yet I

hope they will not be deemed impertinent or super

fluous, especially as several of them tend to establish

some important facts in the natural history of this ani

mal, that are not known, or not attended to, at least

in any accounts that I had an opportunity of seeing.

Explanation of several Words used by the Natives

who catch Elephants.

Bundah, a middle-sized cord, six or eight cubits

long, which is put round either the hind or fore legs

of elephants, in order to secure them. From ten to

twenty are employed.

Chilldh is a very slight soft cord, which the hunters

at sirst put around the hind legs of a Goondah before

they begin to tie him: this is not used for Keddah ele

phants.

Ddugbearee is generally a continuation of every se

cond Bundah that is pat on, a few turns of which are

passed round where the folds of the Bundahs intersect

each other, in order to fasten and keep them sirm.

When the Bundah is not long enough, another cord ii

made use of.

Dooblah is that rope which is made fast on one side

* to the aftermost Pharah, then carried under the tail,

and
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and fastened to both the Pharahs on the opposite side,

so as to answer the purpose of a crupper, and to keep .

the Pharahs in their places.

Dool is a large cable, about sixty cubits long, with a

running noose. Two of them are put round the neck

of the elephant, and fastened to the foremost Pharah,

or girth, one on each side, in such a manner as to pre

vent the nooses from being drawn too tight, or coming

too far forward, and this is effectually done by the Doo-

-blah ; for whenever the elephant draws back, the Dools

pull the crupper forward, which must gall him very

much, and prevent him from using all the force he

might otherwise exert in order to free himself,

Phand is a cable nearly the fame size as the Dool,

the noose of which is put round each leg of the Goon-

dahi, and then it is tied to trees or stakes. The Phahis

used for the Keddah elephants are only about thirty

cubits long.

Phdrah, a rope that is put round the body of an

elephant, like a girth, and to which the Dooblah and

Dools are connected.

Tooman is the rope that is passed round the buttocks

of an elephant, and prevents his stepping out freely ;

it is fastened to the girth and crupper, that it may not

flip down.

Tiftura,* March 29th, 1790.

* The ancient name of. the province was Tripura, or With Thee

T^qwjis. which has been corrupted into Tipra, or Tipara.

i.- 1
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Ot A

COMMONPLACE-BOOK.

By J. H. HARRINGTON, Esq.

MR. Locke esteemed his method of a Common-

place-Book " so mean a thing, as not to de-

" serve publishing in an age full of useful inven-

" tions," but was induced to make it public at the

request of a friend. This, perhaps, should have deter

red me from offering a paper of the fame denomina

tion to a society instituted for inquiring into the more

essential parts of literature; yet, since Mr. Locke

bears testimony to the utility of his method, after

sive-and-twenty years experience, and since whatever

may tend to assist the acquisition of knowledge, can

not, I conceive, be deemed undeserving of attention,

I venture to submit the plan of a Commonplace-Book,

which has occurred to me, founded on Mr. Locke's ;

but calculated, I think, to obviate an inconvenience

to which his is subject.

On considering the method described and recom

mended by Mr. Locke, it appeared to me, that the

number of words having the fame initial letters and

following vowels, might frequently make it tedious

to sind a particular head, if noted in the Index by a

numerical reference to the page only ; and that the

fame cause might render it difficult to ascertain whe

ther any particular head had been entered. For in

stance ; balm, bark, bard, bat, baron, having, with

numerous

r
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numerous other words, the fame initial letter and suc

ceeding vowel, several references to the pages pointed

out by Mr. Locke's numerical index might be ne

cessary, before any of them, in particular, could

be found ; or before it could be ascertained, whether

any one of them had been previoufly entered in the

book. An index, of which the following is a speci

men, would, it is presumed, remedy these apparent

difadvantages. How far it is free from others, will

be known from experience.

A short explanation of the method adopted for this

book will be sufficient. One-and-twenty pages, di

vided each into five columns, and subdivided in the

several columns for the number of the folios, the let

ters of the alphabet written at the head of each page,

and the five vowels inserted in the columns under

each letter, will form a sufficient Index, provided the

letters, J, Q, V, X, and Z, instead of having distinct:

pages appropriated to them, be written in the fame

pages with I, P, U, W, and Y, which they may be

without inconvenience.

The Index, thus prepared, is ready to receive the

heads of whatever subjects may be entered in the

book, under their corresponding initial letters and

following vowels, or under their initial letters and si

milar vowels, when the head is a monosyllable, and

begins with a vowel. It ia hardly necessary to repeat

Mr. Locke's remark, that " every head ought to be

" some important and essential word or term." If a

small margin be left in each folio of the book, and

the indicative word or head be written on it, it will

be conspicuous, although several heads should be in

cluded in the fame folio; but, until it become ne

cessary, from there being no remaining folios wholly

blank, it is adviseable to appropriate a separate folio

to each head, as, by this means, the several subjects

entered are kept more distinct, and any additions

may
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may be made to the fame head, without the trouble

of reference to other folios; for which purposes it is

also advantageous to place the folio-numbers on the

left pages only, leaving the right-hand pages for a

continuation of the subjects entered on the left, or

for remarks thereon, until it become necessary to ap

propriate them to new heads, in order to sill the

book.

To these remarks, which may appear more than

adequate to the occasion, it will be sufsicient to add,

that, if the heads in the Index swell, under any letter,

beyond the dimensions of the single page assigned

to them, (which, however, in a book of moderate

size is not probable,) they may be continued on a se

cond page, to be prepared for the fame letter at the

end of the original Index ; for which purpose ten or

twelve blank leaves may be left between the Index .

and the commencement of the book : and lastly, that

if the entries in the book, under any head, sill more

than the two pages sirst appropriated to it, the fame

head may be continued in any subsequent blank fo

lio, by obvious notes of reference at the foot of the

former, and top of the latter* without any new entry

in the Index, which would then be unnecessarily

silled.

The Ajiatick Society was instituted for enquiring

into the Antiquities, Arts, Sciences and Literature of

Asia; and the humble plan of a Commonplace-Book

cannot claim admission among any one of these ob

jects : it may, however, be considered as connected

with all, since it may assist enquiries concerning the

whole of them. If it be asked, whether such a plan

be within the local limits of this Society, it may be

answered, that it is in its nature univerfal : but if any

particular plan be designed in Asia, such plan may,

with propriety, be tendered to the Asiatick Society,

for the benesit either of publication in their Tranfac

tions,
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tions, if deemed worthy of it; or of suppression, for

the author's fake, if deemed useless. A similar Index,

with thirty pages, and ten columns, according to the

number of the Ndgari consonants and vowels, which

are mostly in use, would suit a Commonplace-Book

intended to comprise the whole extent of Asiatick Li

terature. :

Each of the sigures, A, B, C, must be considered

as representing a large folio page; and it seemed un

necesfary to exhibit the specimen on a more exten

sive scale. The numbers of thefolios are supposed to

be those of the Commonplace-Book. The names

Arabia^ Bahmen, Cdmpilla, and the rest, are given

by way of example, but were not set down with any

particular selection.

,
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Aso'ca. This is

inaccurate

the true name of a charming treej

y named Asjogam in the Hort.

Malab. vpl. 5. tab. 59. It is a plant of the

eighth clas$, and first order, bearing flowers of

exquisite beauts ; and its fruit, which Van

Rheede had not seen, is a legume, compressed,

incurved, long; pointed, with six, seven, or

eight seeds. It will be described very fully

in a paper intended for the Society. The

Brdhmens, who adore beautiful objects, have

consecrated the! lovely AJdca : they plant it

near the temples of Siva; and frequently

mention a grove of it, in which Ra'van con

fined the unfortunate Si'ta'. The eighth day

from the new moon of Chaitra inclusive is

called Asocd/htami,

Crishna. Properly black or dark blue, an epithet of

'. the Hindu God, whose youthful exploits re-.

semble those of Apollo Nomius : he was particu-

. • larly worshipped by the Serasuna, or people of

' Mafhura ; and Arrian fays, that the Suraceni

adored Hercules ; but the deity whom he

means, was Hercules Mufagetes, or Gopindt'ha,

who was the Patron of Science, according to

Mr. Bryant, or the ' God of Eloquence, with

the Muses in his train.' See Anal. Anc. Mythol.

voJ. 2. p. 74. The Go'pyah were the Patronesses

! of Music and Poetry.

Bhu'chaMpac : So the Hindus call a beautiful plant,

t described by Rheede, and admitted by Lin-

is -*us, under the names of Rœmpferia rotunda .

; The Indian appellation is very improper; as

the flower has no resemblance to the Champac,

except in the richness of its odour. Bhu means

ground, from which the blossoms rife with a

short scape, and scarce live a whole day.

Ce'sari9
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Ce'sari, a lion in Sanscrit, so named from his mane ;

Cesa and Cesara signifying hair. Etymologists

will decide, whether Ccesaries and Cæsar had an

affinity with those Indian words.

Ahilva', the celebrated consort of an old Indian fage,

named Go'tama : hence it is the name of a rich

Mahrdta lady, who employs her wealth in works

of devotion at Benares and Gayd, as well as in

her own country.

Borax, a corruption of the Arabic word bural, or

brilliant. It is found in its native state both in

Tibet, according to Giorgi, and in Nepal, ac

cording to Father Giuseppe.

Cusha, pronounced more correctly Cufd with a pala

tial i : a grafs held facred by the Brdhmens from

time immemorial. It is the Poa Cynosuroides

of Dr. Koenic.

Beli, the Belus, probably, of the Greeks ; for though

bal signify lord in most eastern dialects, yet in

Chaldaic, according to Selden, it was written

Bel, exactly as the name of the Hindu monarch

is vulgarly pronounced.

Co'rapushpi, or, Thief-flowered; the corymbed Scir-

pus with awled spikes, so troublesome in our

Indian walks.

Campilla, commonly called Camald-guri, a plant

used by dyers, of a new genus ; described by

Dr. Roxburgh.

Bahmen, an old Persian month, and the genius pre

siding over it : the name also of a celebrated

king and hero.

BlLVA,
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BiLVA, the Cratœva Marmelos, but certainly misplaced

in Linnæus. Its fruit has lately been found

very beneficial in diarrhœas.

Ahremen : So Hafiz writes the vowels in this name

of the evil genius ; but in some Arabian books

it is written Ahermen.

Arabia. In this celebrated Peninsula the richest and

most beautiful of languages was brought to

perfection. The Arabic dictionary by Gon us

, . , . is the most elegant, the most convenient, and,

in one word, the bejl, that was ever compiled

in any language.

Aguru, the true name of the fragrant aloe-wood.

The tree grows in Silhet, but has not blossomed

in gardens near Calcutta.
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XII.

THE LUNAR YEAR

OF THE

HINDUS,

BY THE PRESIDENT.

HAVING lately met by accident with a wonderfully

curious tract of the learned and celebrated Ra~

ghunandana, containing a full account of all the rites

and ceremonies in the lunar year, I twice perused it

with eagerness, and present the Society with a cor

rect outline of it, in the form of a calendar, illustrated

with short notes. The many passages quoted in it from

the Vedas, the Puranas, the Sajlras of law and astro

nomy, the Calpa, or facred ritual, and other works of

immemorial antiquity and reputed holiness, would be

thought highly interesting by such as take pleasure in

researches concerning the Hindus ; but a tranflation of

them all would fill a considerable volume, and such

only are exhibited as appeared most distinguished for

elegance or novelty. The lunar year os three hundred

and sixty days, is apparently more ancient in India

than the solar, and began, as we may infer from a

verse in the Mdtfya, with the month Aswin, so called

because the moon was at the full when that name was

imposed, in the first lunar station os the Hindu ecliptic,

the origin of which, being diametrically opposite to

the bright star Chitrd, may be ascertained in our sphere

with exactness; but^ although most of the Indian fasts

Vol. III. S and
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and festivals be regulated by the days of the moon, yet

the most solemn and remarkable of them have a mani

fest reference to the supposed motions of the fun; the

Durgo'tfava and Ho'lica relating as clearly to the au

tumnal and vernal equinoxes, as the sleep and rise of

Vishnu relate to the solstices. The sancrdntis, or days

which the fun enters a new sign, especially those of

Tuld and Mefhd, are great festivals of the solar year,

which anciently began with Paujha near the winter

solstice, whence the month Margasirfha has the name

of A'grahaydna, or the year is next before. The twelve

months, now denominated from as many stations of

the moon, seem to have been formerly peculiar to the

lunar year; for the old solar months, beginning with

Chaitra, have the following very different names in a

curious text of the Veda, or the order of the six Indian

seasons, Madhu, Mddhava, Sucra, Suchi, Nabhas, Nab-

hayfa, J'fa, Urja, Sahas, Sahajya, Tapas, Tapasya. It

is necessary to premiso, that the muc'hya ckdndra^ or

primary lunar month, ends with the conjunction, and the

gauna chdndra, or secondary, with the opposition. Both

modes of reckoning are authorized by the several

Purdnas. But, although the astronomers of Cdsi have

adopted the gauna month, and place in Bhadra the

birth-da"y of their pastoral God, the muc'hya is here

preferred, because it is generally used in this province,

and especially at the ancient seminary of Brdhmens at

Mdydpur, now called Navadwipa, because a new island

has been formed by the Ganges on the site of the old

academy. The Hindus desine a tifhi, or lunar day, to

be the time in which the moon pastes through twelve

degree* of her path; and to each facjha, or half month,

they allot sifteen tit'his, though they divide the moon's

orb into sixteen phases, named calas, one of which they

suppose constant, and compare to the string of a neck

lace or chapiet, round which are placed moveable

gems and flowers. The Mahdcald is the day of the

conjunction, called Ama, or Amdvdsyd, and desined by

'Gobhilla, the day of(he nearest approach to the sun ; on

3 which
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which obsequies are performed to the fslahes of the

Pitns, or certain progenitors of the human race* to

whom the darker fortnight is peculiarly facred. Many

subtile points are discussed by my author concerning

the junction of two, or even three lunar days, in forming

one fast or festival : but such a detail can be useful

only to the Brdhmens, who could not guide their flocks,

as the Raja of Crijlinanagar assures me, without the

assistance of Raghunandan. So fond are the Hindus of

mythological personifications, that they represent each

of the thirty tit'his as a beautiful nymph j and the

Gdyatn'tantra, of which a Sannydsi made me a present,

thpugh he considered it as the holiest book after the

Veda, contains flowery descriptions of each nymph,

much resembling the delineations of the thirty Rdginis

in the treatises on Indian music.

In what manner the Hindus contrive so far to recon*

cile the lunar and solar years, as to make them proceed

concurrently in their ephemerides, might easily have

been shown, by exhibiting a version of the Nadiyu, or

Vardnes almanack; but their modes of intercalation

form no part of my present subject, and would injure

the simplicity of my work, without throwing any light

on the religion of the Hindus. The following Tables,

have been very diligently compared by myself with

two Sanscrit almanacks, with a superficial chapter in

the work of Abu'lfazl, and with a list of Indian holi-r

days published at Calcutta ; in which there are nine or

ten fasts called Jayantis, distinguished chiefly by the

titles of the Avatdras, and twelve or thirteen days

marked as the beginnings of as many Calpas, or very

long periods, an hundred of which constitute Brah

ma's age ; but having found no authority for those

holidays, I have omitted them. Some festivals, how-'

ever, or fasts, which are passed over in silence by Raj

ghunandan, are here printed in Italic letters j because

they may be mentioned in other books, and kept holy

in other provinces, or by particular sects* I cannot

S » refrain
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refrain from adding, that humansacrifices were anciently

made On the Mahanavamz ; and it is declared in the

Bhdwijhya Purdna, that the head of aJlaughtered man

gives Durga' a thousand times moresatisfaction than that

of a buffalo :

Ndrena 'sirash v'tra pujitd vidhiwannripa,

triptd bhawed bhruam Durga verjhani lacfhamevacha.

But in the Brdhma every neramedha,orsacrifice osa man,

is expressly forbidden; and in the sifth book of the Bhd-

gawat are the following emphatical words : " Yitwiha

" vaipurujhdh purushamedhenayajante,ydschaflriybnri-

** pasun c'hddanti, tdnscha tdfcha tepasava iha nihatdya-

" ma fddaneydtayanto, raeshoganasaunied ivasudhittind

" 'vaddyafric pivanti." That is, " Whatever men in

" this world facrisice human victims, and whatever wo-

" men eat the flesh of male cattle, those men and those

" women shall the animals here slain torment in the

" mansion of Yama, and, like slaughtering giants, hav-

" ing cleaved their limbs with axes, shall quaff their

" blood." It may seem strange that a humanfacrifice

by a man, should be no greater crime than eating the

ilesh of a male heast by a woman; but it is held a mor

tal offence to kill any creature, except for facrisice; and

none but males must ever be facrisiced; nor must women,

except after the performance of a srdddha by their hus

bands, taste the flesh even of victims. Many strange

ceremonies at the Durgotfava still subsist among the

Hindus, both male and female, an account of which

might elucidate some very obscure parts of the Mofaic

law ; but this is not a place for such disquisitions. The

ceremony ofsvjinging with iron hooks through the mus

cles, on the day of the Cherec, was introduced, as I am

credibly informed, in modern times, by a superstitious

Prince, named Vdna, who was a Saiva of the most au

stere sect : but the custom is bitterly censured by learn

ed Hindus, and the day is, therefore, omitted in the fol

lowing abridgment of the Tit'hi tatzva.

A' WINA.
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A'SWINA.

I. NavaratrTcam. a.

II.

III. Acfhaya. b.

IV.

V. Sayam-adhivafa. c.

VI. Shastyadicalpa bodhanam. d.

VII. Patrica-pravefa. e.

VIII. Mahafhtami fandhipuja.

IX. Mahanavami.y. Manwantara. g.

X. Vijaya. h.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV. A'swiiri. Cojagara. t.

a. By sonie the sirst nine nights are allotted to the

decoration of Durca', with ceremonies peculiar to

each.

Bhatvifnyottra.

b. When certain days of the moon fall on certain

days of the week, they are called ac/hdyds, or unperijh-

able.

c. The evening preparation for her dress.

d. On
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d. On this day she is commonly awakened, and her

festival begins,

Devi-purdna.

e. She is invited to a bower of leaves from nine

plants, of which the Bilva is the chief.

f. The last of the three great days, " The facri»

" siced beasts must be killed at one blow, with a broad

** sword or a sharp axe,"

Calicd-purdna.

g. Thefourteen days, named Manwantards, are sup

posed to be the sirst of as many very long periods, each

of which was the reign of a Menu : they are all placed

according to the BhawiJhya and Mdtfya.

h. The Goddess dismissed with reverence, and her

image cast into the river, but without Mantras.

Baudhdyana.

i. On this full moon the siend Nicumbha led his

army against Durga'j and Lacshmi descended, pro

mising wealth to those who were awake : hence the

night is passed playing at ancient chefs, Cuve'ra also

and I nora are worshipped.

Lainga and Brahma.

A'swina ;
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A'swina;

Or, Cartica.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII. Dagdha. a.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV. Bhutachaturdasi Yamaterpanam. b.

XV. 'Lacfhrmpuja dipanwita. c. Syamapuja. Ul-

cadanam. d.

a. The days called dagdhd, or burnt, are variable,

and depend on some inauspicious conjunctions.

Vidya-Jiromani.

h. Bathing, and libations to Yama, regent of the

south, or the lower world, and judge of departed

spirits.

Lainga.

c. A fast
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c. A fast all day, and a great festival at night, in

honour of Lacshmi, with illuminations on trees and

houses. Invocations are made at the fame time to

Cuve'ra.

Rudra-dhcra.

" On this night, when the Gods, having been de-

'* livered by Ce'sava, were flumbering on the rocks

" that bounded the sea of milk, Lacshmi, no longer

" fearing the Daityas, flept apart on a lotos."

Brdhma.

d. Flowers are also offered on this day to Sydmd, or

the Black, an epithet of Bhava'ni, who appears in

the Calijvg, as a damsel twelve years old.

Vardnasi Panjica.

Torches and flaming brands are kindled and con

secrated, to burn the bodies of kinsmen who may be

dead in battle or in a foreign country, and to light

them through the shades of death to the mansion of

Yama.

These rites bear a striking resemblance to those of

Ceres and Proserpine.

Ca'rtica..
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Ca'rtica.

I. Dyuta pratipat. a. Belipuja. h.

II. Bhram dwitiya. c.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII. Acshaya.

VIII. Gosht'hashtami. d.

IX. Durga navami. e. Yugaday._/1

X.

XI. Utt'hanaieadasi. g. Baca panchacam.

XII. Manwantara.

XIII.

X IV. Srihcreruifhdnam.

XV. Cartica. Manwantara. Danamavafyacam. h.

a. Maha'de'va was beaten on this day at a game

of chance by Pa'rvati' : hence games of chance are

allowed in the morning j and the winner expects a

fortunate year.

Br&hma.

b. A nightly festival, with illuminations and offer

ings of flowers, in honour of the ancient king Beli.

Vamena.

c. Yama, child of the Sun, was entertained on

this lunar day by the river-goddess Yamuna', his

younger sister ; hence the day is sacred to them both ;

and
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and sisters give entertainments to their brothers, who

make presents in return.

Lainga. Mahdbhdrata.

d. Cows are on this day to be fed, caressed, and at

tended in their pastures ; and the Hindus are to walk

round them with ceremony, keeping them always to

the right-hand.

Bhima pardcrama.

e. " To eat nothing but dry rice on this day of the

'f moon for nine successive years, will secure the favour

"ofDURGA'."

Calicd-purdna.

f. The first day of the Tritd Yuga.

, Yaijhnava. Bhdhma.

• - •

g. Vishnu rises on this day, and in some years on

the fourteenth, from his flumber of four months. He

is waked by this incantation : " The clouds are dis-

" persed ; the full moon will appear in perfect bright-

" ness ; and I come, in hope of acquiring purity, to

" offer the fresh flowers of the season. Awake from

" thy long stumber, awake, O Lord of all worlds !"

Vdrdha. Mdtfya.

The Lord of all worlds neither flumbers nor fleeps.

A strict fast is observed on the eleventh ; and even

the Baca, a water bird, abstains, it is faid, from his

usual food.

VidydJiro'mani.

h. Gifts to Brdhmens are indispenfably necessary on

this day.

Rdmdyana.

Ca'rtica.
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Ca'rtica;

Or, Mdrgastrjha.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV. Acfhaya.

XV. Gofahasri. a.

a. Bathing in the Ganga, and other appointed cere

monies, on this day, will be equally rewarded with a

gift of a -thousand cows to the Brdhmens.

Vydfa.

Ma'rcasi'rsha.
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Ma'rgasi'rsha.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI. Guha shafhti. a.

VII. Mitra septami. b, Navannam.

VIII. Navannam.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII. Ac'handd dwadasi. Navannam.

XIII.

XIV. Pafhana chaturdasi. c.

XV. Margasirstn. Navannam:

a. Sacred to Scan da, or Ca'rtice'ya, God of

Arms.

Bhawijliya.

b. In honour of the Sun. Navannam signifies new

grain, oblations of which are made on any of the days

to which the word is annexed.

c. Gauri' to be worshipped at night, and cakes of

rice to be eaten in the form of large pebbles.

Bhawijhya.

Ma'rgasi'rsha :
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Ma'rgasi'rsha:

Or, Paujha.

L

n.

•in,

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII. Pupashtaca. a.

IX. Dagdha.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII. S

XIV. t

XV.

a. Cakes of rice are offered on this day, which is

'also called Aindrt, from Indra, to the manes of an

cestors.

Gobhila.

Pausha.
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Pausha,

I. The morning of the Gods, or beginning of the

old Hindu year.

II. Dagdhd.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI. Manwantara.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV. Pauflii.

Pausha,
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Pausha :

Or, Magha.

I.
.

II.

III. * .»

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.
-

VIII. Mansashtaca. a.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV. Ratantf, or the waters speak, b.

XV.

a. On this day, called also Prdjapalya, from Pro.'

jdpdti, or the Lord of Creatures, the flesh of male

kids or wild deer is offered to the manes.

Gobhila.

u On- the eighth lunar day Icshwa'cu spoke thus

W to his son Vicucshi : Go, robust youth, and having

" slain a male deer, bring his fle(h for the funeral

" oblation."

Herivan'sa.

b. Bathing at the sirst appearance of Arnna, or

the dawn.

Yam a.

Ma'gha.
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Magha.

I.

II.

III.

IV. Varada. chaturt'hs. Gaunpuja. a.

V. Sri panchami. b.

VI.

VII. Bhascara septami. c. Macari Manwantara.

VIII. Bimmafhtaim. d.

IX. Mahdnandd.

X.

XI. Bhainn. e.

XII. Shtatiladanam. s.

XIII.

XIV.

XV. Magtn. Yugadya. g. Danamavasyacam.

a. The worship of Gauri', surnamed Varada, or

granting loons.

Bhazuijhyottara.

b. On this lunar day Saraswati% here called Sri\

the Goddess of Arts and Eloquence, is worshipped

with offerings of perfumes, flowers, and dressed rice.

Even the implements of writing and books are treated

with respect, and not used on this holiday.

Samvatfara fcradipa.

A Meditation on Saraswati'.

' May the goddess of speech enable us to attain

' all possible felicity ; she who wears on her locks a

* young
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1 young moon, who shines with exquisite lustre, whose

* body bends with the weight of her full breasts, who

' sits reclined on a white lotos, and from the crimson

4 lotos of her hands, pours radiance on the instruments

' of writing, and on the books produced by he*

* favour!" . Sdraddtilaca.

c. A fast in honour of the Sun, as a form of

Vishnu. Vdrdha-fiurdna*

It is called also Mdcari, from the constellation of

Macara, into which the Sun enters on the first of the

solar Mdgha. Critya calpa taru.

This day has also the names of Rafhyd and Rat'ha

septami, because it was the beginning of Mantuan-

tard when a new Sun ascended his car.

Ndrasinha. Mdtjya.

d. A libation of holy water is offered by all the

four classes, to the manes of the valiant and pious

Bhi'shma, son of Ganga'. Bhawijliyottara.

e. Ceremonies with tila, orsesamwn, in honour of

Bhi'ma. Vijhnu-dherma»

. /. Tila offered inJix different modes. Mdtjya*

g. The first day of the Caliyugdi Brahma*

Vol. III. f Ma'ghA,
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Ma'gha:

Or, Phdlguna.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII. Sacafhtaca. a.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV. Sivaratri. h.

XV.

. a. Green vegetables are offered on this day to the

manes of ancestors: it is called also Vaiswedevisi,

from the Vaiswedevdh, or certain paternal progeni

tors.

* ' Gobhila.

b. A rigorous fast, with extraordinary ceremonies

in honour of the Sivalinga, or Phullus.

rfdnafamhita.

P'ha'lguna,
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P'ha'lguna.

I.

II.

III.

IV. Dagdhd.

V.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII. Govinda dwadasi. a.

XIII.

XIV. P'halgum. Manwantara Dolayatra. L

a. Bathing in the Gangd for the remission of mor

tal sins.

Pddma.

b. ffolicd, or P'halgutsava, vulgarly-Hw/z, the great

festival on the approach of the vernal equinox.

Kings and peoplesport on this day in honour of Go-

vinddj who is carried in a dold, or palanquin.

Brahma. Scdnda.

T 2 P'ha'lguna:
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P'ka'lguna:

Or, Chaitra*

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII. •'

VIII. Sitala pvja.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII. Mahdvarunt?

XIV.

XV. Mattni. a. Acfbaya. Manwantara.

a. Bathing in filence. Vyafa. Scdnda.

Chaitra,
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Chaitra.

I. The lunifolar year of Vicrama'ditya begins.

II.

III. Manwantara.

IV.

V.

VI. Scanda-fhafhti. a.

VII.

VIII. Asocafhtanri. b.

IX. Srirama-navami. c.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII. Madana-trayodasi. d.

XIV. Madana-chaturdasi. e.

XV. Chaitn. Manwantara.

a. Sacred to Ca'rtice'ya, the God of War.

Devt-purana.

b. Men and women of all classes ought to bathe in

some holy stream, and, if possible, in the Brahmaputra :

they should also drink water with buds of the Asdca

floating on it. See p. 254. Scdnda.

c. The birth-day of Ra'ma Chandra. Ceremonies

are to be. performed with the mystical stone Salagrd-

ma and leaves of Tulast. Agajlya.

d. A festival in honour of Cdma deva, God of

Love. Bhawijhya.

e. The fame continued with music and bathing.

Saurdgama. Devala.

The
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The Hymn to Ca'ma.

1. Hail, god of the flowery bow; hail, war

rior with a fish on thy banner; hail, powerful di

vinity, who causeth the firmness of the fage to forfake

him, and subduest the guardian deities of eight re

gions !

2. O, Candarpa, thou son of Ma'dhava ! O,

Ma'ra, thou foe of Samrhara! Glory be to thee,

who lovest the goddess Reti ; to thee, by whom all

worlds are subdued; to thee, who springest from the

heart !

3. Glory be to Madana, to Ca'ma; to Him who

is formed as the God of Gods; to Him, by whom

Brahma', Vishnu, Siva, Indra, are filled with emo

tions of rapture !

4. May all my mental cares be removed, all my

corporeal sufferings terminate ! May the object of my

foul be attained, and my felicity continue for ever 1

Bhaviijhya purana.

, ,

ClIAITRA :
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. Chaitra :

Or, Vaisdc'ha.

I.

II. Dagdhd.

III.

IV. .

V.

VI.

VII. . . ..

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII. Varuni. a. '

XIV. Angaraca dinam. b. •

XV.

0. So called from F«rM«Æ, or the lunar constellation

Satabhijhd. When it falls on Saturday, it is named

Mahdvdruni. Bathing by day and at night in the

Gangd.

Scania.

1. Sacred, I believe, to the planet Mangala. " A

" branch of Snuhl (Euphorbia) in a whitened vessel,

*c placed with a red flag on the house-top, on the

" fourteenth of the dark half Chaitra, drives away

" sin and disease." - . • .

Rajamdrtanda.

Vaisa'c'ha.
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Vaisa'c'ha,

I,

II.

III. Acfhayd tritsya. a. Yug&dya\ b. Para'surina.

IV.

V.

VI. Dagdhi.

VII. Jahnu septanii,

VIII.

IX,

X.

XI.

XII. Pipitaca dwadasi. c.

XIII.

XIV. Nrisihha chaturdasu

XV. Vaisac'hi. Danamdvafyacara.

a. Gifts on this day of water and grain, especially

of barley, with oblations to Crishna of perfumes, and

other religious rites, produce fruit without end in the

next world,

Scania. Brdhma. Bhdwijhya,

b. The
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b. The sirst day of the Satya yuga.

Brdhma. Vaijhnava.

" Water and oil of tila, offered on the Yugddyds to

" the Pitris, or progenitors of mankind, are equal to

" obsequies continued for a thoufand years."

Vifiinu-purdna.

This was also the day on which the river Gangd

flowed from the foot of Vishnu down upon Himalaya,

where she was received on the head of Siva, and led

afterwards to the ocean by king Bhdgi'rat'ha : hence

adoration is now paid to Gangd, Himalaya, Sancara,

and his mountain Cailasa ; nor must Bhdgirat'ha be

neglected. ,

Brdhma.

c. Libations to the manes.

Raghunandan.

Note on p. 275.

Dolaydtra. b.

Compare this holiday, and the superstition on the

Jourth of Bhddra, with the two Egyptian festivals

mentioned by Plutarch ; one called the entrance of

Osiris into the Moon, and the other, his confinement

or enclosure in an Ark

The people usually claim four other days for their

sports, and sprinkle one another with a red powder,

in imitation of vernal flowers; it is commonly made

with the mucilaginous root of a fragrant plant, co

loured with Bakkam, or Sappan-wood, a little alum

being added to extract and six the redness.

Vaisa'c'ha :
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Vaisa'c'ha :

Or, JyaislWha.

I» • is .

II.
« . .

III. -

IV. Dagdha.

VI. _ ^

VII.

VIII.

IX. ' ' *

XL

XII.

XIII.

XIV. Savitri vratam. a.

• XV: . • . .

. . • '4

a. A fast, with ceremonies by women, at the roots

of the Indian sig-tree, to preserve them from widow

hood.

Pdrafara. Rdjamdrtanda.

Critya chintdmeni.

Jyaisht'ha.
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Jyaisht'ha.

I.

II.

III. Rembha tritiya. a.

IV.

V.

VI. Aranya shashti. b.

VII. Acjhaya.

VIII.

IX.

X. Dasahara. c.

XI. Nirjalakadasi. 3.

XII. •'* n >

XIII.

XIV. Champaca chaturst. e.

XV. Jyaifht'hL Manwantara.

a. On this day of the moon the Hindu women imi

tate Rembha', the sea-born goddess of beauty, who

bathed on the fame day, with particular ceremonies.

Bhawishyottara.

I. Women

i
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b. Women walk in the sorejls with a fan in one

hand, and eat certain vegetables, in hope of beautiful

children.

Rajamdrtanda.

See the account given by Pliny of the Druidical

misletoe, or vzscum, which was to be gathered when

the moon was six days old, as a preservative from

slerility.

c. The word means ten -removing; or removing ten

Jins, an epithet of Gangd, who effaces ten sins, how

heinous soever, committed in ten previous births by

such as bathe in her waters. ,

Brahmd-vaiverta.

1
1 . /

A Couplet by Sanc'ha.

" On the tenth of Jyaijht'ha, in the bright half of

" the month, on the day of Mangala, Son of the

" Earth, when the moon was in Hafla, this daughter

" of Jahnu burst from the rocks, and flowed over the

" land inhabited by mortals : on this lunar day, there-

" fore, she washes off ten sins (thus have the venerable

" fages declared) and gives an hundred times more

" felicity than could be attained by a myriad of

" Afwamedhas, ox sacrifices of a horse."

d. A fast so strict, that even water must not be

tasted.

e. A festival, I suppose, with the flowers of the

Champaca.

j yatsht'ha :
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Jyaisht'ha:

Or, Ajhdrha.

I.

IL

III.

IV. Dagdha.

v. "v .

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X. Ambuvachi pradam. a.

XI.

XII.

XIII. Ambuvachi tyagah.

XIV. „

XV. Gofahasn.

a. The Earth in her courses till the thirteenth.

A'sha'o'ha.
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A'sha'd'ha.

I.

II. Rat'ha Yatra. a.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII;

VIII.

IX.

X. Manwantara.

XI. Sayanaicadass. Ratrau sayanam. b.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV. A'fharhi. Manwantara. Danamavafyacam.

a. The image of Crishna, in the character of Jagan-

ndt'ha, or Lord of the Universe, is borne by day in' a

car, together with those of Balara'ma and Subha-

drax : when the moon rises the feast begins, but must

end as soon as it sets. . Scania.

b. The night of the Gods beginning with the sum

mer solstice, Vishnu reposesfour months on the ser

pent Se'sha. Bhagdvata. Mdtsya. Vdrdha.

A'sha'd'ha;
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A'shaVha :

Or, Srdvana.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V. Manasapanchami. a.

VI. Dagdhd.

VII.

VIII. Manwantara.

IX.

X.

XL

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV.

a. In honour of De'vi, the goddess of Nature,

furnamed Manafd, who, while Vishnu and all the

Gods were sleeping, fat in the shape of a serpent on a

branch of Snuhi, to preserve mankind from the venom

of snakes. Gdruda. Devi-purana.

s Sra'vana.
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Sra'vana.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V. Nagapanchamn a.

VI.

VII.

VIII.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII.

XIV.

XV. S'ravam.

a. Sacred to the Demi-gods in the form of Serpents,

,who are enumerated in the Padma and Qdruda puranas.

Doors of houses are smeared with cowdung and

Nimba-lea.ves} as a preservative from poisonous rep

tiles.

Bhawijhya.

Retndcara.

Both in the Padma and Garuda, we find the serpent

Cdliya, whom Crishna flew in his childhood, among

the deities worshipped on this day ; as the Pythian

snake, according to Clemens, was adored with Apollo

at Delphi.

Sra'vana j
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Sra'vana:

Or, Bhddra.

I.

II.

III.

IV.

V.

VI.

VII. Dagdhd.

VIII. Crimnajanmashtarni. a. Jayanti. b.

IX.

X.

XI.

XII.

XIII. Yugadya. c.

XIV.

XV. Amavasya.

a. The birth-day of Crishna, son of Maha'ma'ya,

in the form of De'vaci\

Va'sijht'ha. Bhawishyottara.

b. A strict: fast from midnight. In the book, en

titled Dwaita nirnaya, it is faid, that the Jayanti yoga

happens whenever the moon is in Rohini, on the eighth

of any dark fortnight: but Vara'ha Mihira consines

it to the time when the Sun is in Sinha. This fast,

during which Chandra and Ro'hini* are worshipped,

is also called Rohini vrata.

Brahmdnda.

c. The sirst day of the Dvjapara Yuga.

Brahma.

Vol. III. U Bha'dra.
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Bha'dra.

I.

II.

III. Manwantara.

IV. Heritalica. Ganefa chaturfhi. Nafhtachan-.

dra. a.

V. Rijlii fanchami.

VI.

VII. Acfhaya lalita. b.

VIII. Durvafhtami. c.

IX.

X.

XI. Parswaperivertanam. d.

XII. S'acrott'hanam. e.

XIII.

XIV. Anantra vratam./.

, XV. Bhadri.

a. Crishna, falsely accused in his childhood of

having stolen a gem from Prase'na, who had been

killed by a lion, hid himself in the moon ; to fee which

on the twofourth days of Bhddra is inauspicious.

. -. ^ Brahma. Bhojadeva.
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b. A ceremony, called Cuccuti vratam^ performed

by women, in honour of Siva and Durga'.

Bhawifliya.

c. " The family of him who performs holy rites

" on this lunar day, mall flourish and increase like

" the grass durvH." It is the rayed Agroftis.

Bhawijhyottara.

d. Vishnu sleeping, turns on his side.

Mdtsya.

Bhawifhya,

e. Princes erect poles adorned with flowers, by

way of standards, in honour of Indra. The cere

monies are minutely described in the Calica-purand.

/. Sacred to VishiW* with the title of Ananta, ot

Insinite.

Bhawijhysttarat
• .. . i. ... -(
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Bha'dra :

Or, A'fwina.

I. Aparapacfha. Brdhma favttri.

II.

III.

IV. Nashta-chandra. '

V.

VI.

VII. Agastyodayah. a.

VIII.

IX. Bodhanam. b.

X.

XL

XII.

XIII. Maghdtrayodasi fradiham.

XIV.

XV. Mahalaya. Amivasya. . •

a. Three days before the fun enters the constel

lation of Canya, let the people who dwell in Gaura

offer a dish of flowers to Agastya.

Brdhma~vaiverta.

»i . t Having
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Having poured water into a sea-Ihell, let the vor

tary fill it with white flowers, and unground rice:

then, turning to the south, let him offer it with this

incantation: * Hail, Cumbhayo'ni, born in the sight

' of Mitra and Varuna, bright as the blossom of

* the grafs cdsa ; thou, who sprangest from Agni and

' Ma'ruta.' Cdsa is the spontaneous Saccharum.

Ndrasinha.

This is properly a festival of the solar year, in ho

nour of the fage Agastya, supposed, after his death,

to preside over the star Canopus.

b. Some begin on this day, and continue till the

ninth of the new moon, the great festival called Dur-

gotsava, in honour of Durga', the Goddess of Na

ture; who is now awakened with sports and music, as

she was waked in the beginning by Bra'hma during

the night of the Gods. Calicd-purdna.

Note on p. 265. Utt'hanaicadasi. g.

In one almanack I fee on this day Tulast-vivdha,

or the marriage of Tulasi*; but have no other autho

rity for mentioning such a festival. Tulasix was a

nymph beloved by Crishna, but transformed by him

into the Parndsa, or black Ocymum, which commonly

bears her name.

General Note.

If the festivals of the old Greeks, Romans, Persians,

Egyptians, and Goths, could be arranged with ex

actness in the fame form with these Indian Tables,

there would be found, I am persuaded, a striking re

semblance among them; and an attentive compari

son of them all, might throw great light on the reli

gion, and, perhaps, on the history, of the primitive

world.
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XIII. .

ON EGYPT,

AND

Other Countries adjacent to the Ca'li' River,

or Nile of Ethiopia.

FROM THE ANCIENT BOOKS OF THE HINDUS.

B V

Lieutenant Francis Wiiford, v

SECTION THE FIRST.

MY original design was to compose a dissertation

entirely geographical, on Egypt and other Coun

tries bordering upon the Nile ; but as the Hindus have

no regular work on the subject of geography, or none

at least that ever came to my knowledge, I was under

a necessity of extracting my materials from their histo

rical poems, or, as they may be called more properly,

their legendary tales; and in them I could not expect

to meet with requisite data for ascertaining the relative

situations of places : I was obliged, therefore, to study

such parts of their ancient books as contained geogra

phical information; and to follow the track, real or

imaginary, of their deities and heroes; comparing all

their legends with such accounts of holy places in the

regions of the west, as have been preserved by the

Greek mythologists ; and endeavouring to prove the

identity of places by the similarity of names, and of re

markable circumjlances ; a laborious though necessary

operation, by which the progress of my work has been

greatly retarded.

The
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The mythology of the Hindus is often inconsistent

and contradictory, and the fame tale is related many

different ways. Their physiology, astronomy, and his

tory, are involved in allegories and enigmas, which

cannot but seem extravagant and ridiculous : nor

could any thing render them supportable, but a belief

that most of them have a recondite meaning; though

many of them had, perhaps, no firmer basis than the

heated imagination of deluded fanaticks, or of hypo

crites interested in the worship of some particular deity.

Should a key to their eighteen Purdnas exist, it is"

more than probable that the wards of it would be

too intricate, or too stiff with the rust of time, for any

useful purpose ; yet, as a near coincidence between

proper names and circumjlances could scarce have been

accidental, some light might naturally be expected

from the comparison which I resolved to make. It is

true, that an accurate knowledge of the old northern

and western mythology, of the Coptick and other dia

lects now used in countries adjacent to the Nile, of

eastern languages, and, above all, of Sanscrit, may be

thought essentially necessary for a work of this nature ;

and unfortunately I possess few of these advantages ;

yet it will not, I hope, be considered as presumptuous,

if I present the Asiatic Society with the result of my

inquiries, desiring them to believe, that when I seem to

make any positive assertion, I only declare my own

humble opinion, but never mean to write in a dogma

tical style, or to intimate an idea, that my own convic

tion should preclude in any degree the full exercise of

their judgment

So striking, in my apprehension, is the similarity

between several Hindu legends and numerous passages

in Greek authors concerning the Nile, and the coun

tries on its borders, that, in order to evince their iden

tity, or at least their affinity, little more is requisite

than barely to exhibit a comparative view of them.

The Hindus have no ancient civil history, nor had the

Egyptians
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Egyptians any work purely historical ; but there is

abundant reason to believe that the Hindus have pre

served the religious fables of Egypt, though we cannot

yet positively fay by what means the Brdhmens acquir

ed a knowledge of them. It appears, indeed, that a

free communication formerly subsisted between Egypt

and India, since Ptolemy acknowledges himself in

debted for much information to many learned Indians

whom he had seen at Alexandria ; and Lucian informs

us, that pilgrims from India resorted to Hierapolis in

Syria ; which place is called in the Purdnas, at least

as it appears to me, Mahdbhdgd, or the station of the

Goddess Devi, with that epithet. Even to this day

the Hindus occasionally visit, as I am assured, the two

Jwald-muc'his, or Springs of Naphtha, in Cusha-dwU

pa within ; the sirst of which, dedicated to the fame

goddess, with the epithet Andydsd, is not far from the

Tigris; and Strabo mentions a temple, on that very

spot, inscribed to the goddess Ana'ias.

The second, or great jwald-muc'hi, or spring with a

Jlaming mouth, is near Baku ; from which place, I am

told, some Hindus have attempted to visit the Sacred

I/lands in the west ; an account of which, from the

Purdnas, will (if the publick approve this essay) be the

subject. of a future work. A Yogi, now living, is faid

to have advanced, with his train of pilgrims, as far as

Mofcow; but, though he was not ill used by the Russians,

they flocked in such crowds to fee him, that he was

often obliged to interrupt his devotions, in order to

fatissy their curiosity ; he therefore chose to return ;

and, indeed, he would probably have been exposed to

similar inconvenience in the Sacred Isles, without ex

cepting Breta-ft'hdn, or the place of religious duty.

This western pilgrimage may account for a fact men

tioned, I think, by Cornelius Nepos, (but, as printed

books are scarce in this country, I speak only from re

collection,) that certain Indi, or Hindus, were ship

wrecked
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wrecked oh the shores of the Baltick. Many Brdh-

mens, indeed, assert, that a great intercourse anciently

subsisted between India and countries in the west; and,

as far as I have examined their facred books, to which

they appeal as their evidence, I strongly incline to be

lieve their assertion.

The Sanscrit books are, both in size and number,

very considerable ; and, as the legends relating to

Egypt lie dispersed in them, without order or con

nexion, I have spared neither labour nor expense to

collect them; but, though I have in that way done

much, yet much remains to be done, and must be left,

I fear, to others, who can better afford to make a col

lection so voluminous and expensive. I had the hap

piness to be stationed at Benares, the centre of Hindu

learning ; and, though my laborious duties left me

very little time for literary pursuits, yet my appoint

ment supplied me with means to defray the necessary

charges, which I could not otherwise have afforded.

To the friendship of Mr. Duncan I am deeply in

debted : his encouragement and support had a great

effect on the Brdhmens ; nor should I, without his as

sistance, have met with that success which has reward

ed my labour. It will appear, in the course of my

essay,' that I have derived insinite advantage from the

Travels of Mr. Bruce, to which I so frequently refer,

that it was hardly possible to cite them constantly ; and

I make this general acknowledgment of my obligation

to him : even the outline of the map presixed to this

dissertation, is borrowed from his elaborate Chart.

Those who may follow me in this path, will add con

siderably, no doubt, to the materials which I have

amassed, and may possibly correct some errors into

which I may have fallen: happy shall I be to have led

the way to discoveries, from which very important con

clusions may be deduced.

The
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The Hindus, I believe, have no work professedly

written on popular geography, that is, on the face of

this globe, according to the system of their astrono

mers. They have large charts of the universe, ac

cording to the Paurdnicas, with explanatory notes,

and, perhaps, with treatises to elucidate their fables;

and some of the Purdnas contain lists of countries,

rivers and mountains, with a general division of the

known world, which are also to be found in a few of

their astronomical books. The Bauddhas, or followers

of Jina, have a small tract on geography, entitled

Triloca Derpan, or, The Mirror of Three Worlds,

which Mr. Burrow was so kind as to lend me : it

is a most extravagant composition ; and such is the

antipathy of the Brdhmens to the Jainas, that no ex

planation of it can be expected from them ; but,

should I have leisure and opportunity to examine it,

the task may be attended with some advantage; though

the proper names are in general changed, and accom

modated to the heterodox system.

According to the orthodox Hindus, the globe is

divided into two hemispheres, both called Me.ru •

but the superior hemisphere is distinguished by the

name of Sumeru, which implies beauty and excel

lence, in opposition to the lower hemisphere, or Cu-

meru, which signisies the reverse. By Meru, with

out any adjunct, they generally mean the higher or

northern hemisphere, which they describe, with a

profusion of poetical imagery, as the feat of delights;

while they represent Cumeru as the dreary habitation

of demons, in some parts intensely cold, and in

others so hot that the waters are continually boiling.

In strict propriety, Meru denotes the pole and the

polar regions; but it is the celestial north pole

round which they place the gardens and metropolis

of Indra; while Yama holds his court in the op

posite polar circle, or the station of Asuras, who

warred with the Suras, or Gods of the Firmament.

There
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There is great reason to believe that the old in

habitants of the southern hemisphere, among whom

were the Ethiops and Egyptians, entertained a very

different opinion os their own climate, and of course

represented the summit of the northern hemisphere

as a region of horrors and misery. We find, ac

cordingly, that the Greeks, who had imported most

of their , notions from Egypt, placed their hell under

the north pole, and confined Cronos to a cave in the

frozen circle. In the Purdnas we meet with strong

indications of a terrejlrial paradise, different from that

of the general Hindu system, in the southern parts of

Africa; and this may be connected with the opinion

adopted by the Egyptians, who maintained it against

the Scythians with great warmth, (for the ancient in

habitants of the two hemispheres were perpetually

wrangling on their comparative antiquity,) that the

Ethiopians were the oldest nation on earth.

Several divisions of the whole continent were made

by different persons at different times ; and the modern

Brdhmens have jumbled them all together. The most

ancient of them is mentioned in the Purdnas, entitled

Vdyu and Brahmdnda ; where that continent is divided

into seven dwipas, or countries with water on two

fides ; so that, likejazirah in Arabick, they may signify

either ijlands or peninsulas. They are faid to be

wholly surrounded by a vast ocean, beyond which lie

the region and mountains of Atala ; whence most pro

bably the Greeks derived their notion of the celebrated

Atlantis, which, as it could not be found after having

once been discovered, they conceived to have been

destroyed by some shock of nature; an opinion form

ed in the true Hindu spirit ; for the Brdhmens would

rather suppose the whole economy of the universe dis

turbed, than question a single fact related in their

books of authority. The names of those iflands, or

peninsulas, are Jambu, Anga, Yama, Yamala or

Malaya-, Sanc'ha, Cu/ha, and Vardha.

3 . I"
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In the centre is Jambu, or the inland part of Asia:

to the east of it are Anga, Yama, and Yamala, reckoned

from north to south; to the west, Sanc'ha, Cufha, and

Vardha, reckoned from south to north. Yama and

Cujha are faid to be due east and west, in respect of

India; and this is indubitably proved by particular

circumstances.

Sanc'ha dwtp is placed on the south-west, supposed

to be connected with JYamala, and with it to embrace

an immense inland sea. Between them the Hindus

place Lancd, which they conceive extended to a con

siderable distance, as far as the equator; so that Sanc'ha

must be part of Africa; and Yamala, or Malaya, the

peninsula of Malacca, with the countries adjacent.

This notion of a vast inland sea, Ptolemy seems to

have borrowed from the Hindus whom he faw at Alex

andria ; for before his time there was no such idea

among the Greeks. He calls it Hippados ; a word

which seems derived from Abdhi, a general name for

the sea in the language of the Brdhmens. We may col

lect, from a variety of circumstances, that Cujha dwip

extends from the more of the Mediterranean, and the

mouths of the Nile, to Serhind, on the borders of

India.

In a subsequent division of the globe, intended to

specisy some distant countries with more particular

exactness, six dwipas are added; PlacJha, Salmali,

Crauncha, Sdca, Pufhcara, and a second Cujha, called

Cujha dwipa without, in opposition to the former,

which is faid to be -within ; a distinction used by the

Brdhmens, and countenanced in the Puranas, though

not positively expressed in them. The six new dwipas

are supposed to be contained within those before men

tioned ; and the Puranas differ widely in their accounts

of them, while the,geography of the former division is

uniform.

Six
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Six os the ancient divisions are by some called upa-

dwzpas, because they are joined to the large dtaipa^

named Jambu ; and their names are usually omitted in

the new enumeration. Thus Crifha-dwip -within is in

cluded in Jambu-dwip, and comprises three out of se

ven fhandas, or sections of Bhdrataverjha. Another

geographical arrangement is alluded to by the poet

Ca'lida's, who fays, that " Raghu ereHed pillars of

** conquest in each of the eighteen dwtpas" meaning,

fay the Pandits, seven principal, and eleven subordinate,

ifles or peninsulas. Upa, the fame word originally

with hypo and sub, always implies inferiority ; as upa-

veda, a work derived from the Veda itself ; upapdtaca,

a crime in a lower degree; upadherma, an inferior

duty : but great confusion has arisen from an improper

use of the words upadwipa and dwtpa.

.a*

Cu/ha-dwipa withmet is Abyjsinia and Ethiopa ; and

the Brdhmens account plausibly enough for its name,

by asserting, that the descendants of Cusha, being

obliged to leave their native country, from them called

C«/7ifl"d\vipa within, migrated into Sanc'ha'-dwip, and

gave to their new settlement the name of their an

cestor ; for, though it be commonly faid, that the

diuipa was denominated from the grafs Cusha, of the

genus named Poaby Linnæus, yetitis acknowledged,

that the grafs itself derived both its appellation and

fanctity from Cusha, the progenitor os a great Indian

family. Some fay that it grew on the valmica, or hill

formed by termites, or white ants, round the body of

Cusha himself; or of Caushica, his son, who was per

forming his tapafyd, or act of austere devotion : but

the story of the ant-hill is by others told of the sirst

Hindu poet, thence named Va'lmi'ca.

The
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The countries which I am going to describe lie in

Sanc'ha-dwip, according to the ancient division; but,

according to the new, partly in Cw/%Æ-dwip without, and

partly in Sanc'ha-dwip proper: and they are some

times named Calztata, or banks of the tali, because

they are situated on both sides of that river, or the Nile

of Ethiopia. By Calztata we. are to understand Ethio

pia, Nubia, and Egypt. It is even to this day called

by the Brdhmens the country of Devatas ; and the Greek

mythologist asserted, that the Gods were born on the

banks of the Nile. That celebrated and holy river

takes its rife from the Lake of the Gods, thence named

Amara, or Deva, Sardvera, in the region of S'harma,

or Sharma-Jl'hdn, between the mountains of Ajdgara

and Sitdnta, which seem part of Soma-giri, or the

Mountains of the Moon, the country round the lake

being called Chdndri-Jfhdn, or Moonland: thence the

Cali flows into the marshes of the Padma-van, and

through the Nijliada mountains, into the land of Bar

bara, whence it passes through the mountains of Hema-

cuta, in Sslnc'Aa-dwip proper; there entering the forests

of Tapas, or Thebais, it runs into Can'taca-defa, or

Mi'shra-fthan, and through the woods emphatically

named Arahya and Atavi, into Sanc'hdbdhi, or our

Mediterranean. From the country of Pupipaversia it

receives the Nandd, or Nile of Abyssinia; the Ajl'hi-

mati, or smaller Crtjhnd, which is the Tacazze, or lit

tle Abdy ; and the Sanc handgd, or Mareb. The prin

cipal tribes or nations who lived on its banks, were,

besides the favage Pulindas,, 1. the S'hdrmicas, or

S'hdmicas; 2. the Shepherds, called Palli ; 3. the

Sanc'hayanas, or Troglodytes, named also Sane hayani ;

4. the Cutila-cefas, or Cutlalacas; 5. the S'ydma-muc'has ;

6. the Ddnavas ; and 7. the Yavanas. We find in the

iame region a country denominated Stri-rdjya, because

it was governed by none but Queens. .

The river Colt took its name from the goddess M.v-

ha'-ca'li\ supposed to have made her first appearance

on its banks in the character of Rdjardjefwari, called

also
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also Isa'ni and Isi ; and, in the character of Sati',

she was transformed into the river itself. The word

Cala signifies black ; and, from the root cal, it means

also devouring, whence it is applied to Time; and,

from both fenses in the feminine, to the Goddess in

her dejlruBive capacity ; an interpretation adopted, as

we shall fee hereafter, in the Purdnas. In her charac

ter of Maha'ca'li she has many other epithets, all im

plying different shades of black or dark azure ; and in

the Calicd-purdn, they are all ascribed to the river.

They are Calt or Cald, Nild, Afitd, S'hydmd or S'hyd-

mald, Mechacd, Anjandbhd, CriJlind. The fame river

is also called Ndhu/hi, from the celebrated warrior

and conqueror, usually entitled Deva'-Nahusha, and,

in the spoken dialects, Deo-naush. He is the Diony-

sius, I believe, of the ancient Europeans.

By the Greeks, Romans, and Hebrews, the Nile

(which is clearly a Sanscrit word) was known also by

the following names : Melas, Melo, Ægyptos, Sikhor

or Sihor, Nous or Nus, A'etos, Siris, Oceanus, Triton^

Potamos. The word Nous (a) is manifestly corrupt

ed from Nahujh, or Naush; A 'etos, from king I't or

Ait, an avdntara, or inferior incarnation, of Maha'-

deva; Ægyptos, from A'gupta, ox on allJides guarded ;

and Triton, probably Trituni ; as the Ethiops, having

no such letter as p, and generally substituting t in its

room, would have pronounced Tripuni, which is a

common Indian corruption of Trivent,

The Sanscrit word Trivenl properly means with

three plaited locks ; but it is always applied to the con

fluence of threesacred rivers, or to the branching of a

river into threejlrearns. Æthicus, in his Cofmogra-

(a) Hor. Atollo. Ns/As iyxGictis* B. u
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phy, instead of faying that the Hydafpes flows from a

place named Trivent, uses the phrase three hairs, or

three locks of hair, which is a literal version of the

Sanscrit. Now the Call consists of three sacredstreams ;

the Nild, or Nile of Ethiopia ; the Nandd, or Nile of

Abyjfinia ; and the little Chrijhnd/or AjFhimaft, The

junction of the great Christina with the Nandd was

held peculiarly facred, as it appears from the following

couplets in the At'harvdveda, which are cited in the

original as a proof of their authenticity :

Bhadrd bhagavaCi ChrTshna grahanacstiatra malim\

Samve'sani fahyamant, viiwajya jagato nisd ;

Agnichaura nipdtejhuserva graha nivdrane,

Dacjhd bhagavatt devi Nandayajya^asangata

Serva papa pra'samant bhadre pdrama'si maht,

Sitdsitasamdyogdt param yd na nivertate.

That is, word for word,

" Cri'shna' the prosperous, the imperial, the gives

" of delight, the restrainer osevil, decked, like the night

" of the whole world, with a chaplet of planets and

"stars; the sovereign goddess transcendently bene-

" sicial in calamities from sire and robbers, in check-

" ing the bad influence ofall planets, where she is united

" with the Nanda*: (he it is who expiates all sin. O,

" propitious river, thou art the mighty goddess, who

" causes us to attain the end of mortal births, who, by

" the conjunction of black with white waters, never

" ceases to produce the highest good*" _^

Potamos, or the river, in Theophrastus, is com

monly supposed to be only an emphatical appellative

denoting superiority ; but I cannot help thinking it

Vol. III. X derived
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derived from the Sanscrit word Padma, which I have

heard pronounced Padam, and even Patam, in the

vulgar dialects. It is the Nymphœa of Linnæus, and

most. certainly the lotos of the Nile, on the pericarp of

which a frog is represented sitting in an Egyptian

emblem engraved by Montfaocon (a). That river,

and the marshes near it, abound with that lovely and

useful plant; and we {hall see presently, that Call her

self is believed to have made its beautiful flower her fa

vourite place of residence, in the character of Padmd-

ievi, or the Goddess in the lotos. Most of the great

rivers on which the Nymphœa floats in abundance,

have the epithet of Padmavati, or Padmemati ; and the

very word Potamas, used as an appellative for a large

river, may be thence derived ; at least the common

etymology of that word is far less probable.

We before observed, that the source of the Ntld is in

the extensive region of Sharma, near the mountains of

So'ma, m the masculine, or.Dei Lunij and that it issues

from the Lake of the Gods, in the country of Chandri,

in the feminine, or Deœ-Lunœ. To the word Sarovara,

or Considerable Lake, is presixed in composition, either

Amara, Sura, or Deva ; and the compound Deva-Ja-

rovara is generally pronounced, in common speech,

Deo-saraur. It lies between two ranges of hills ; one

to the east, called Ajdgara, or not wakeful ; and the

other to the west, named Sitanta, or end of cold, which

implies that it may have snow on its summit, but in a

very small quantity.

* .

Shartna-Jl'han, called also the mountainous region

of Ajdgara, is faid, in the Brahmdnda-purdn, to be 300

Yogans, or 1476,3 BritiJh miles, in length, and 100 in

breadth,

(a) 2 Bryant. Anc. Mythol. 334. pi. 6.
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breadth, or 492,12 miles. The mountains were named

Ajdgara, or of those who watch not, in opposition to

the mountains of AbyJJinia, which were inhabited by

Nisacharas, or night-rovers ; a numerous race of Yac-

Jkas, but not of the most excellent class, who used

to sleep in the day time, and revel all night. Mr.

Bruce speaks of a kowas, or watching dog, who was

worshipped in the hills of Abyjfinia.

The mountains of So'ma, or the Moon, are so well

known to geographers, that no further description of

them can be required ; but it may be proper to re

mark, that Ptolemy places them too far to the south,

and M. D'Anville too far to the north, as it will here

after be shown. According to Father Lobo, the na

tives now call them Toroa. The Ajdgara Mountains,

which run parallel to the eastern shores of Africa,

have at present the name os Lupata, or the Backbone of

the World : those os Sttdnta are the range which lies

west of the Lake Zambre, or Zaire, words not impro

bably corrupted from Amara and Sura. The Lake oj

the Gods is believed to be a vast reservoir, which,

through visible or hidden channels, supplies all the

rivers of the country. The Hindus, for mythological

purposes, are fond of supposing subterranean commu

nications between lakes and rivers ; and the Greeks had

similar notions. Mr. Bruce, from the report of the

natives, has placed a reservoir of this kind at the source

of the White River (a), which (though the two epi

thets have opposite fenses) appear to be the Call of the

Purans. It may have been called white from the Cw-

muda, which abounds in its waters ; at least the moun

tains near it are thence named Cumudddri ; and the

Cumuda is a water-flower facred to the Moon, which

Van Rheede has exhibited, and which seems to be

X 2 either

(a) III Bruce, 719.
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either a Menianthes, or a Hydrophyllum, or a small

white Nymphœa. The lake of the Amard, or Immor

tals, was not wholly unknown to the Greeks and Ro

mans ; but they could not exactly tell where it was si

tuated ; and we are not much better acquainted with

its true (a) situation: it is called Nilides by Juba; Ni-

liducus and Nufaptis, in the Peutingerian Table. It is

the Oriental Mar/h of Ptolemy, and was net far from

Rapta^ now Quiloa ; for that well-informed geographer

mentions a certain Diogenes, who went on a trading

voyage to India, and, on his return, was overtaken near

the Cape, now called Garde/an, by a violent storm

from the N. N. E. which carried him to the vicinity of

Rapta, where the natives assured him, that the marfhes

or lakes whence the Nile issued, were at no consider

able distance.

The old Egyptians themselves, like the present Hin

dus, (who are apt, indeed, to place reservoirs for water,

of different magnitudes, on the high grounds of most

countries,) had a notion of a receptacle which sup

plied the Nile and other great African rivers ; for the

Secretary of Mixfrva's temple informed Herodo

tus, that the holv river proceeded from deep lakes be

tween the mountains of Crophi and Mophi ; that part

of its waters took their course toward the north, and

the rest to the south through Ethiopia : but either the

secretary himself was not perfectly master of the sub

ject, or the historian misunderstood him ; for Hero

dotus conceived that those lakes were close to Syene,

(b;) and, as he had been there himself without seeing

any thing of the kind, he looked upon the whole ac

count as a siction. It is not improbable, however, that

the lakes were faid by the secretary to be near the

country of Azania, or Azanf which was mistaken for

Syene, in Egypt called U/wan, or Afxvdn.

From

Ca) Plin. 1. 5• c. 9. (b) 2 Herod, c. 28.
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From this idea of a general reservoir, the ancients

concluded that the Niger also had its origin from the

fame lakes with the Nile: but Juba acknowledged

that the channels ran underground for the space of

twenty days march, or about 300 miles, (a.) In con

formity to the relation of Diogenes, the marshy lakes

were faid by Juba to lie near the Ocean ; but he as

serted positively, that the Nile did not immediately

rise from them; adding, that it flawed through sub-'

terraneous pasfages for the space of several days' jour

ney, and, on its re-appearance, formed another marshy

lake, of still greater extent, in the land of the Majsœsyli,

who were, perhaps, the Mahdhdfyasilas of the Purans.

The second lake corresponds in situation with the ex

tensive marshes from which the NahnClabyai of the

Arabs, or the White Rivrr, has its source, according to

Mr. Bruce, who places the lake about the 3d or 4th

degree of north latitude. It is named Cowir in the

maps j and is noticed by the Nubian geographers.

The word Nufaptis, which is applied, as before-

mentioned, to the sirst lake, may be derived from Nisd-

pati, or the Lord of Night, a title of the God Lunus.

The whole country, indeed, with its mountains, and

most of its rivers, had appellations relating to the

moon ; and we sind in it several smaller rivers, which

we cannot now ascertain, with the names Rajani, or

Night; Cuhu, or the Day after the Conjunction ; Anu-

mali, or that after the Opposition; Rdcd, or the full Orb

of the Moon; and Sinivall, or sirst visible Crescent.

The inhabitants of that region are by Ptolemk called '

Majlitœ ; by Juba, as we before observed, MaJJ'œsyli ;

and in the Maps, Majfi, or Majsagueios. In all those

denominations, the leading root Majsa, whatever be

jts meaning, is clearly distinguishable ; and, as there.

were people with a similar name in Mauritania, Pliny

and his followers make Juba alledge, that the lakes

just

.
- '

. saJ Plin. 1. 5. c. 9, '
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just mentioned were in that country ; but it is hardly

possible that Juba could have made such a mistake

with respect to a country so near his own : nor can we

refrain from observing, that Pliny was an indifferent

geographer, and that his extracts and quotations are in

general very inaccurate. •

The second lake, or marsh, appears to be the Pad-

mavana of the Sanscrit legends; and that word implies,

that it abounded with the Nymphœa ; but it was pro

bably the Padma, distinguished by the epithet of Co'ti-

,patra, or with ten millions ofpetals, which I conceive

to be the Ensete of Mr. Bruce, who mentions it as

growing there in the greatest abundance. It is true,

that the Ensete has no botanical affinity with the Nym

phœa ; but the Hindus were superficial hotanists, and

gave the fame appellation to plants of different classes,

as the word Lotos, indeed, was applied by the Greeks

to the common Padma, or water-lily, and to the cele

brated fruit of the Lotophagi, which had no relation to

it. The usual number of petals on the Nymphœa Lo

tos is Jifteen; but some have only eight. The charac

ter of the genus, indeed, is to have numerous petals ;

and the Sanscrit epithet Sahasra-patra, or thoufand-pe-

talled, is applied in dictionaries to the common Pad

ma: but nothing could have justified such an epithet

as Coti-patra. On some Egyptian monuments we

find Isis reclined among the leaves of a plant, supposed

to be the Cadali, or Mauza, which has been changed

into Musa by Linnæus : but Mr. Bruce has ex

ploded that error, and shewn that the plant was no

other than^iis Ensete. The Indian Goddess, indeed,

sits in the character of Yacshin^ devl, on the leaves

of' the Mauza; but in that form, which was an avan-

tara, or lower incarnation, she never has the majesty or

the title of Padma'. It is expressly faid in the Purd-

nas, that, on the banks of the Call river, Padma'

resides in the Coti-patra, a flower unknown in India,

and
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and consequently ill described in the Sanscrit books.

Where Pliny mentions the Lotos of the Nile, he uses

a phrase very applicable to the Ensete, " foliis densa\

" congerie stipatis;" and, though he adds a few parti

culars not agreeing with Mr. Bkuct's full description

of that plant, yet Pliny, being a careless writer, and

an inaccurate botanist, might have jumbled together

the properties of two different flowers.

The before-named country of Chandrt-sl'hdn was

thus denominated from a fable in the Purdns : The

God Chandra, or Lunus, having lost his sex in India,

became Chandri, or Luna, who concealed herself in

the mountains near the lakes of which we have been

treating. She was there visited by the Sun, and by

him had a numerous progeny, called Pulindas, from

Pulina, an islet or sand-bank, who dwelt near the rivers

that ran from thole mountains, and acknowledged no

ruling powers but the Sun and Moon.

Sharmasl'hdn, of which we cannot exactly distin

guish the boundaries, but which included Ethiopia

above Egypt, as it is generally called, with part of

Abyssinia and Azan, received its name from Sharma,

of whom we shall presently speak. His descendants,

being obliged to leave Egypt, retired to the moun

tains of Ajdgar, and settled near the Lake of the Gods.

Many iearned Brdhmens are of opinion, that by the

Children of Sharma, we must understand that race of

Devatds who were forced to emigrate from Egypt

during the reigns of Sani and Ra'hu, or Saturn and

Typhon. They are said to have been a quiet and

blameless people, and to have subsisted by hunting

wild elephants, of which they fold or bartered the teeth,

and even lived on the flesh. They built the town of

Rupavati, or the beautiful ; which the Greeks called

Rafta, and thence gave the name of Raptii, or Rapjii,

to
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to its inhabitants. It is generally supposed, that only

one town in that country was named Rapta ; but Ste

phan us of Byzantium positively asserts, that there were

two of the name, (a:) one, the capital of Ethiopia;

and another, a small town or village, consisting of huts

inhabited by seafaring men, near a harbour at the

mouth of the river Raptus. The former is the Rupa-

vati of the Purdnas, in which it is declared to have

stood near the Call. We cannot perfectly ascertain its

position ; but it was, I think, situated near the southern

extremity of the Divine Lake, now called Zambre, or

Maravi ; for Ptolemy places the Raptii about the

sources of the Nile, that is thirteen orfourteen degrees

from the city, whence, as he supposes, that people

was named. No further description can justly be ex

pected of a country so little known : but we may ob

serve, that the Nubian geographer mentions a moun

tain near the Lake of the Gods, called the Mount of

the Painted Temple; because, probably, it contained

hieroglyphicks cut on stone, and painted, such as are

to be seen at this day in some parts of Egypt. He

adds, that on the bank of the second lake was the statue

of a certain Majha, supposed to be his body itself pe

trified as a punishment for his crimes.

I. It is related in the Padma-purdn, that Satyavra'»

ta, whose miraculous preservation from a general de

luge is told at length in the Mdtjya, had three sons,

the eldest of whom was named Jya'peti, or Lord of

the Earth, The others were C'harma and Skarma,

which last words are, in the vulgar dialects, usually

pronounced Cham and Sham; as we frequently hear

-Kifhn for Crj'shna, The royal patriarch (for suchishis

character

(a) Stb p h. Byjant. on the word Rapta.
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character in the Purdns) was particularly fond of Jya*

peti, to whom he gave all the regions to the north of

Himalaya, or the Snowy Mountains, which extend from

sea to sea, and of which Caucasus is a part. To Shar-

ma he allotted the countries to the south of those

mountains: But he cursed C'harma; because, when

the old monarch was accidentally inebriated with a

strong liquor made of fermented rice, C'harma laugh

ed; and it was in consequence of his father's impre

cation, that he became a slave to the slaves of his

brothers.

The children of Sharma travelled a long time, un

til they arrived at the bank of the Nild-, or Call : and a

Brdhmen informs me (bu t the original passage from the

Purdn is not yet in my possession) that their journey

began after the building of the Padmd-mandira, which

appears to be the tower of Babel, on the banks of the

river Cumudvatt, which can be no other than the Eu

phrates. On their arrival in Egypt, they found the

country peopled by evil beings, and by a few impure

tribes of men, who had no sixed habitations: their

leader, therefore, in order to propitiate the tutelary di

vinity of that region, fat on the bank of the Nile, per

forming acts of aultere devotion, and praising Padma-

devi, or the Goddess residing on the Lotos. Padma'

at last appeared to him, and commanded him to erect

a pyramid in honour of her, on the very spot where he

then stood. The associates began the work, and raised

a pyramid of earth two cros long, one broad, and one

high, in which the Goddess of the Lotos resided; and

from her it was called Padmd-mandira, and Padmd'

mat'ha. By mandira is meant a temple or palace ; and

by mat ha, or mer'ha, a college or habitation ofJludents :

for the Goddess herself instructed Sharma and his fa

mily in the most useful arts, and taught them the

Yacjha-lipi, or writing of the Yacjhas, a race of supe

rior beings, among whom Cuve'ra was the chief. It

does not clearly appear on what occasion the Sharmicas

left
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left their sirst settlement, which had so auspicious a be

ginning ; but it has before been intimated, that they

probably retreated to Ajdgara, in the reigns of Sani

and Ra'hu, at which time, according to the Purdns,

the Devatds, among whom the Sharmicas are reckoned,

were compelled to seek refuge in the mountains. A

similar flight of the Devdtas is, however, faid to have

been caused by the invasion of Deva-Nahush, or

DlONYSlUS.

The Padmd-mandir seems to be the town of Byblos,

in Egypt, now called Babel ; or rather that of Babel,

from which original name the Greeks made Byblos. It

stood on the canal, which led from the Balbitine branch

of the Nile to the Phatmetic ; a canal which is pretty

well delineated in the Peutingerian Table : and it ap

pears, that the most southern Iseum of that table is the

fame with the Byblos of the Greeks. Since this mound,

or pyramid, was raised but a short time after that on

the Cumudvad, and by a part of the fame builders, and

since both have the fame name in Sanscrit, whence it

should seem that both were inscribed to the fame divi

nity, we can hardly fail to conclude, that the Padmd-

mandiras were the two Babels ; the sirst on the Eu

phrates, the second on the Nile. The old place of

worship at Byblos was afterwards much neglected, be

ing scarce mentioned by ancient authors. Stephan us

of Byzantium fays it was veryJlrong ; and it was there,

according to Thucydides, and to the Perficksoi Cte-

8ias, quoted by Photius, that Inarus, king of Lybia,

with his Athenian auxiliaries, and the Egyptians, who

were attached to him, sustained a siege of a year and a

half against the whole Persian army, under Megaby-

zus : but, as it stood in low marshy ground, it proba

bly owed its chief strength to the vast mound of earth

mentioned in the Purdnas, the dimensions of which

are, however, (as it is usual in poetical descriptions,)

much exaggerated. One of the three grand branches

of the Nile, in the vicinity of Padma-mai'h, is called

Palhmcti
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Pathmeti by Ptolemy, and Phatmi by DiodOrus the

Sicilian. Both seem derived from the Sanscrit cor

rupted : for Padma is in many Indian dialects pro

nounced Padm, or Podm, and in some Patma. To

the fame root may be referred the appellation of the

nome Phthembuthi, or Phthemmuthi, as it is also writ

ten ; for the Padmd-mat'h was in the nome Profopitis,

which once made a part, as it evidently appears, of

the nome Phthembuthi ; though it was afterwards con

sidered as a separate district, in consequence of a new

division. Profopitis, most certainly, is derived from a

Greek word, and alludes to the summit of the Delta,

seen on a passage down the Nile from the city of Mem"

phis ; but Potamitis, which was applied to Egypt it

self, can hardly mean any more, than that the country

lies on both sides of a large river, which would not be

a sufficient discrimination to justisy that common ety

mology : and we have already hazarded a conjecture

that Potamos, as a proper name of the Nile, relates to

the holy and beautiful Padma.

Of the Yacjha letters, before mentioned, I should

wish to give a particular account ; but the subject is

extremely obscure. Crinitus asserts, that the Egyp

tian letters were invented by Isis; and Isis on the

Lotos, was no other, most certainly, than Padma-

de'vi, whom the Purdnas mention as the instructress

of the Sharmicas in the Yacfha mode of writing. Ac

cording to the Brdhmens, there are written characters

of three principal forts, the Devandgdri, the Pahachi,

and the Ydcjhi ; but they are only variations of the

fame original elements. The Devandgdri characters

are used in the northern, the Patsdchi in the southern,

parts of India • and the YdcJlu, it is faid, in Batan, or

in Tibet. The Pandits consider the Devandgdri as the

most ancient of the three ; but the beauty and exqui-»

site perfection of them renders this very doubtful ;

especially as Atri, whom they suppose to have re*

ceived
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ceived them from the Gods, lived a long time, as

•they fay, in the countries bordering on the Call, before

he repaired to the Devdntca Mountains, near Cabul9

and there built the town of Devanagar, from which

his system of letters had the name of Devandgdri.

As to the Pdisdcha characters, they are faid to have

been invented by the Palis, or Shepherds, who car

ried them into Ethiopia. The Yacjlia writing I had

once imagined to be a system of hieroglyphicks ; but

had no authority from the Purdnas to support that

opinion, and I dropped it on better information ;

especially as the Brdhmens appear to have no idea of

hieroglypicks, at least according to our conception of

them.

The Sharmicas, we have observed, rank among the

Devatds, or Demi-gods; and they seem to have a place

among the Yacjhas of the Purdns, whom we find in the

northern mountains of India, as well as in Ethiopia.

The country in which they finally settled, and which

bore the name of their ancestors, was in Sanc'ha-dwip,

and seems to comprise all that sub-division of it, which,

in the Bhdgavat, and other books, is called Cu/lia-dmp

without.

Several other tribes, from India or Persia, settled

afterwards in the land of Sharma, The first and

most powerful of them were the Palis, or Shep

herds, of whom the Purdnas give the following ac

count.

II. I'rshu, fumamcd Pingdcjha, the son of Ug»

ra, lived in India to the south-west of Cd/hi, near

the Naravindhyd river, which flowed, as its name

implies, from the Vindhya mountains. The place of

his residence to the south of those hills was named

Palli, a word now signifying a large town and its dis

trict j or Pali, which may be derived from Pala, a

herdsman or shepherd. He was a prince mighty and

3 warlike,
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warlike, though very religious : but his brother

Ta'ra'c'hya, who reigned over the Vindyhan moun

taineers, was impious and malignant ; and the whole

country was infested by his people, whom he sup

ported in all their enormities. The good king always

protected the pilgrims to Caji, or Vardnes, in their pas

fage over the hills, and supplied them with necessa

ries. for their journey ; which gave so great offence to

his brother, that he waged war against I'rshu, over

powered him, and obliged him to leave his kingdom.

But Maha'de'va, proceeds the legend, assisted the fu

gitive prince, and the faithful Palis, who accompanied

him ; conducting them to the banks of the Call, in

Sanc'ha-dwip, where they found the Sharmicas, and

settled among them. In that country they built the

temple and town Punyavati, or Punya-nagari ; words

implying holiness and purity, which it imparts,- fay

the Hindus, to zealous pilgrims. It is believed at this

day to stand near • the Call, or the low hills of Man-

dara, which are faid, in the Purdnas, to consist of

red earth; and on those hills the Palis, under their

virtuous leader, are supposed to live, like the Gandhar-

vas, on the summit of Himalaya, in the lawful enjoy

ment of pleasures ; rich, innocent, and happy, though

intermixed with some Mleck'has, or people who speak

a barbarous dialed, and with some of a fair com

plexion. The low hills of Mandara include the tra6t

called Meroe, or Merho'e, by the Greeks ; in the centre

of which is a place -named Mandara in the Jesuits*

Map, and Mandera by Mr. Bruce, who fays, that of

old it was the residence of the shepherds, or Palli

kings. In that part of the country the hills consist of

red earth ; and their name Mandara is a derivative

from manda, which, among other fenses, meansJharp-

pointed, from the root mand, which may have the fense

of bhid, to cut : so that Mandara-parvata signifies a

mountain dividing the waters, and forcing them to

run different ways ; an etymology confirmed by Mr.

Bruce in his description of Meroe, where he accounts

for
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for its being called an ifland. The compound Punya-

nagari, or City of Virtue, seems to imply both a feat

of government, and a principal temple with a college

of priests : it was, therefore, the celebrated city of

Meroe, a word which may be derived from Merha

(vidydrt'hindm griham ; the mansion ofstudents, as it

is explained in the dictionaries ;) or from Mrara, of

whom we shall presently speak.

To the king of the Palis, named also Palli, from

those whom he governed, Maha'de'va gave the title

of Nairrita, having appointed him to guard the

nairriti, or south-west : and though he was a Pifdcha

by birth, or naturally bloody-minded, yet he was re

warded for his good disposition, and is worshipped in

India to this day, among the eight Dic-palas, or

guardians of as many quarters, who constantly watch,

on their elephants, for the 'security of Cast, and

other holy places in Jamhu-dwipa : but the abode of

his descendants is declared, in the Puranas, to be still

on the banks of the Call, or Nild. One of his de

scendants was Lubdhaca, of whom an account will

be given in a subsequent section; and from Lubdhaca

descended the unfortunate Li'na'su, (not the bard

Heridatta, who had also that name, and who will

be mentioned hereafter more particularly ; but) a

prince whose tragical adventures are told in the Rd-

jam'ti, and whose death was lamented annually by the

people of Egypt. All his misfortunes arose from the

incontinence of his wife Yo'ga, BhrastV, or Yo -

ga'cashta : and his son Maha'sura, having, by mis

take, committed incest with her, put himself to death,

when he discovered his crime, leaving issue by his law

ful wife. May we not reasonably conjecture, that

Lubdhaca was the Labdacas ; Li'na'su, the Laius;

and Yo'ga'cashta, the Jocasta, of the Greeks ? The

word Yadupa, from which Œdipus may be derived,

signifies King of the Yadu family, and might have

been a title of the unhappy Maha'sura.

This
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This account of the Palis has been extracted from

two of the eighteen Purdnas, entitled Scan da, or the

God of War, and Brahma'nda, or the Mundane

Egg. We must not omit, that they are faid to have

carried from India not only the At'harvd-veda, which

they had a right to possess, but even the three others,

which they acquired clandestinely ; so that the four

books of ancient Indian scripture once existed in

Egypt; and it is remarkable, that the books of

Egyptian science were exactly four, called the books

of Harvionia, or Hermes, which are supposed to have

contained subjects of the highest antiquity, (a.) Non-

nus mentions the first of them as believed to be coeval

with the world ; and the Brdhmens assert, that their

three first Vedas existed before the creation.

The Palis remaining in India have different names.

Those who dwell to the south and south-west of Be

nares, are, in the vulgar dialects, called Palis and

Biiils ; in the mountains to the north-east of that city,

they are in Sanscrit named Cirdtas ; and toward the

Indus, as I am informed, a trihe of them has the ap-,

pellation of Harilas. They are now conlidered as

outcasts, yet are acknowledged to have possessed a

dominion in ancient times from the Indus to the eastern

limits of Bengal, and even as far as Siam. Their an

cestors are described as a most ingenious people, vir*

tuous, brave, and religious; attached particularly to

the worship of Maha'de'va, under the symbol of the

Linga or Phallus; fond of commerce, art, science;

and using the Paisdchi letters, which they invented.

They were supplanted by the Rdjaputras ; and their

country, before named PaliJfhan, was afterwards called

Rdjaputana in the vulgar dialect of their conquerors.

The history of the Palis cannot fail to be interesting,

especially as it will be found much connected with

that of Europe ; and I hope soon to be supplied with

, • ' materials

(a) See a Bryant, 150.
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materials Tor a fuller account of them. Even their

miserable remains in India must excite compassion,

when we consider how great they once were, and from

what height they fell through the intolerant zeal and

superstition of their neighbours. Their features are

peculiar, and their language different, but perhaps not

radically, from that of other Hindus. Their villages

are still called Palli. Many places, named Palita, or,

more commonly, Bkilata, were denominated from

them ; and in general, Palli means a village or town of

shepherds or herdsmen. The city of Irshu, to the

south of the Vindhya mountains, was emphatically

styled Palli ; and, to imply its distinguished eminence,

Sri-palli. It appears to have been situated on or near

the spot where Bopal now stands, and to be the Sari~

palla of Ptolemy, which was called Palibothræ by

the Greeks, and, more correctly in . the Pentingerian

Table, Palipotra ; for the whole tribe are named •

Paliputras in the facred books of the Hindus, and

were indubitably the Palibothri of the ancients, who,

according to Pliny, governed the whole country from

the Indus to the mouth of the Ganges : but the Greeks

have confounded them and their capital city with the

Baliputras, whose chief town, denominated from them,

had also the name of Rajagriha, since changed into

Rdjamahall. As it was in the Mandala, or circle of

the Baliputras, it is improperly called by Ptolemy,

who had heard that expression from travellers, Pali-

lothrœ of the Mandalas.

We have faid, that IVshu had the surname of Pin-

gdcsha, or yellow-eyed ; but in some dictionaries he

is named Pingdsd, or yellow as fine gold ; and in the

track of his emigration from India, we meet with in

dications of that epithet. The Turkish geographers

consider the sca-coast of Yemen, fays Prince Kan-

temir, as part of India, calling its inhabitants yellow

Indians. The province of Ghildn, fays Texeiea, has.

also the appellation of Hindu'l Asfar, or Yellow India;
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and the Caspian itself is by the Turks called the YeN

low Sea, (a.) This appears to be the origin of the

Panchæan tribes, in Arabia, Egypt, and Ethiopia^

whose native country was called Panchœa ; and the

iflands near it, Panchæan: though DiODORusof Sicily^

attempting to give a description, from Euhemerus,

of Panchœa, or Pingdfa, has confined it to an incon

siderable ifland near Dwarach ; yet it was really India

itself, as his description sufficiently shows : and the

place which he names Oceanida, is no other than old

So'gar, at the mouth of the Ganges. The northern

mountain, which he speaks of, is Meru : and the three

towns near it are described in the Purdns with almost

the fame appellations.

Orus, the shepherd, mentioned in ancient accounts

of Egypt, but of whom few particulars are left on re

cord, was, most probably, Ir'shu, the Palli ; whose

descendants, the Pingdcjhas, appear to have been the

Phenician shepherds, who once established a govern

ment on the banks of the Nile. The Phenicians first

made their appearance on the shores of the Erythrean

or Red Sea, by which we must understand the whole

Indian Ocean between Ajrick and the Malay coasts ;

and the Purdnas thus represent it, when they describe

the waters of the Arunodadhi, as reddened by the re

flection of solar beams from the southern side of

mount Sumeru, which abounds with gems of that

colour. Something of this kind is hinted by Pliny,

(b.) It is asserted by some (and from several circum

stances it appears most probable) that the first settle

ments of the Phenicians were on the Persian Gulph,

which is part of the Erythrean Sea. Justin fays,

that, having been obliged to leave their native country,

(which seems from the context to have been very far

eastward,) they settled near the Assyrian Lake, which is

Vol. Ill Y ' the

(aJ Miller, p. 106, (b) Lib. 6 Cap. 23.
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the Persian Gulph ; and we sind an extensive district,

named Pale/tine, to the east of the Euphrates and

Tigris. The word Palestine seems derived from Pal-

li/Chdn, the feat of the Palis, or Shepherds, (a.) The

Samaritans, who before lived in that country, seem to

have been a remnant of the Palis, who kept them

selves distinct from their neighbours, and probably re

moved for that reason to the Palestine on the shore of

the Mediterranean ; but, after their arrival in that

country, they wished to ingratiate themselves with the

Jews and Phenicians, and, for that purpose, claimed

affinity with them ; alledging, sometimes, that they

were descended from Jacob, and at other times, that

they sprang from Pinkhas; a word pronounced also

Phineas, and supposed (but, I think, less probably)

to mean the son of Aaron. Certainly, the Jews

looked upon the Samaritans as a tribe of Philistines •

for mount Garizim was called Palitan and Peltan.

Tremelius, in the Wisdom of the Son of Sirach,

writes Palischthoea ; but in the Greek we sind the Phi

listines, who reside on the mount of Samaria, (h.) But

let us return to Palestine in Assyria.

Whether the posterity of Pingacjha, or the Yellow

Hindus, divided themselves into two bodies, one of

which pasted directly into Phenice, and the other went

along the Arabian shores to Abyjjmia, or whether the

whole nation sirst entered the southern parts of Arabiay

then crossed over to A/rick, and settled in the coun

tries adjacent to the Nile, I cannot determine; but we

have strong reasons' to believe, that some, or all of

them', remained a considerable time on the coast os

Yemen. The Panchœan tribes in that country were

considered as Indians. Many names of places in it,

which ancient geographers mention, are clearly San

scrit, and most of those names ave found at present in

India*

(a) Lib. 6. cap. 70. (b) Chap. <jO> v. 26s
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India. The famed Rhadamanthus, to whom Homer

gives the epithet yellow, and his brother Minos, were<

it seems, of Phenician extraction. They are faid to

have reigned in Arabia, and were, probably, Palis,

descended from Pinga'csha, who, as we have ob

served, were named also Cirdtas ; whence the western

ifland, in which Minos, or his progeny, settled,

might have derived its appellations of Curetis (a) and

Crete. In scripture we find the Peleti and Kerethi

named as having settled in Palejline ; but the second

name was pronounced KeretM by the Greek interpreters,

as it is by several modern commentators : hence we

meet with Krita, a district of Palejline, and at Gaza

with a Jupiter Cretœus, who seems to be the Crite-

ftvara of the Hindus. In the spoken Indian dialects,

Palita is used for Palli, a herdsman ; and the Egyp

tians had the fame word; for their priests told He

rodotus, that their country had once been invaded

by Philitius, the Shepherd, who used to drive his

cattle along the Nile, and afterwards built the pyra

mids, (b.) The Phyllitaf of Ptolemy, who are called

Bulloits by Captain R. Covert, had their name from

Bhilata, which , in India means a place inhabited by

Pallis, or Bhils. The ancient Shepherds made so con-

spicuous a sigure in Egypt, that it is needless to ex

patiate on their history ; and for an account of the

Shepherds in or near Abyjfmia, I refer to the Travels

of Mr. Bruce. Let us return to Meroe.

The writers of the Purdnas, and of other books

esteemed facred by the Hindus, were far from wishing

to point out the origin of mer« cities, how distinguished

soever in civil tranfactions : their object was to account

Y a for

(aj Plin. lib. 4. cap. 12, Curetis was named, according to

Anaximandbr, from the Curetes under their King Philistides.

(tj Herod. B. 2. 148.
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for the foundation of temples and places of pilgri

mage : but it often happened, that several places of

•worship were in different periods erected at a small

distance from each other ; and, as the number of in

habitants increased round each temple, an immense

town was at length formed out of many detached

parts ; though we are never told in the Purdnas,

whether those consecrated edisices were contiguous or

far asunder. This happened to Memphis, as we shall

presently show; and it seems to have been the cafe

with Punyavati, and with Merha, or Mrira. Those

words are written Met'ha and Mrira ; but there is

something so peculiar in the true sound of the Ndgari

letters, la, I'ha, Ha, (I'ha, that they are generally pro

nounced, especially when they are placed between two

vowels, like a palatial ra. The vowel ri has likewise

a great peculiarity, and, as we before observed on the

word Kishn for Crijhna, is frequently changed. Now

the whole Troglodytica was named Midoe, or Mirhoe ;

and he who shall attentively consider the pasfage in

Pliny, where the towns of Midoe and Asa I are men

tioned, will perceive that they can be no other than

Meroe and Æsar. This interchange of Ha and ra so

exactly resembles the Sanscrit, that the name of Meroe

seems more probably derived from MriBa, than from

Metfia, or a college os priests ; especially as the Palis

were almost exclusively attached to the worship of

Mrira, or Maha'de'va. A place in Pegu, called

Mrira from the fame deity, has, in Ptolemy, the

name of Mareura, and is now pronounced Mero by the

natives.

According to the Purdns, the residence of King

t'T (who formerly ruled over Egypt and Ethiopia) was

on the banks of the Call river, and had the name of

Mrira, or Mrira-ft'hdn, because its principal temple

was dedicated to Mrira, and his consort Mrina'ni ,or

Pa'rvati. Now, when we read in Stephanus of

Byzantium, that the fort of Merufium, near Syracuse,

was
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was believed by some to have taken its name from

Meroe in Ethiopia, we must understand, that it was

named from a place of worship facred to Mrira, the

chief Ethiopian divinity : and the fame author informs

us, that Mcroejsa Diana, or Mrire'swari Devvi, who

is represented with a crescent on her forehead, was

adored at Merufium in Sicily. We may conclude, that

her husband, MrTre'swara, was the God of Meroe,

called a barbarous deity by the Greeks, who, being

themselves unable to articulate his name, insisted that

it was concealed by his priests. It has been imagined,

that Cambyses gave the name of his sister and wife to

Meroe, but it is very dubious, in my opinion, whether

he penetrated so far as that city. In all events, he

could have made but a short stay in the district, where,

as he was abhorred by the Egyptians and Ethiops, it is

improbable that a name imposed by him could have

been current among them : and, whatever might have

been his first intention as to the name of his wife, yet,

when he had killed her, and undergone a series of

dreadful misfortunes in those regions, it is most pro

bable that he gave himself no further trouble about her

or the country.

In the book entitled Saiva-ratndcara, we have the

following story of King I't, who is supposed to have

been MrTra himself in a human shape, and to have

died at Meroe, where he long reigned.

On the banks of the Nild there had been long con

tests between the Devatds and the Daityas : but the

latter tribe having prevailed, their king and leader,

Sanc'ha'sura, who resided in the ocean, made fre

quent incursions into the country, advancing usually

in the night, and retiring before day to his submarine

palace. Thus he destroyed or made captive many ex

cellent princes, whose territories and people were be

tween two fires; for, while Sanc'ha'sura was ravag

ing
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ing one side of the continent, Cracacha, king of

Crauncha-dwip, used to desolate the other: both ar

mies consisting of favages and cannibals, who, when

they 'met, fought together with brutal ferocity, and

thus changed the most fertile of regions into a barren

desert. In this distress the few natives, who survived,

raised their hands and hearts to Bhagava'n, and ex- ,

claimed, ' Let him that can deliver us from these dis-

' asters be our King ;' using the word 1't, \vhich re

echoed through the whole country. At that instant

arose a violent storm, and the waters of the Call were

strangely agitated, when there appeared from the waves

of the river a man, afterwards called I't, at the head

of a numerous army, faying, " abhyam," or, there is

no fear; and, on his appearance,, the Daityas de

scended into Pdtala, the demon Sanc'ha'sura plunged

into the ocean, and the favage legions preserved them

selves by a precipitate flight. The King I't, a subordi

nate incarnation of Mrira, re-established peace and

prosperity through all Sancha-dwlpa, through Barba-

radeja, Mifra-Jl'hdn, and Arva-jl'hdn, or Arabia; the

tribes of Culila-cefas and Hdsyastlas returned to their

former habitation, and justice prevailed through the

whole extent of his dominions. The place near which

he sprang from the middle of the Nild is named I'ta,

or Vi-fthdn ; and the capital of his empire, Mrira, or

Mrira-Jt'hdn. His descendants are called Ait, in the

derivative form, and their country Aiteya. The king

himself is generally denominated Arr, and was thus

erroneoufly named by my Pandit and his friends, till,

after a long search, they found the passage in which his

adventure is recorded. The Greeks, in whose lan

guage aetos means an eagle, were very ready, as usual,

to find an etymology for Ait. They admit, however,

that the Nile was first called Aetos, after a dreadful

swelling of the river, which greatly alarmed the Ethio

pians, (a ;) and this is conformable to what we read in

the

(si) Diod. Sic. B, i.
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the Saiva-ratndcara. At the time of that prodigious

intumescence in the river, it is faid that Prometheus

was King of Egypt ; but Prometheus appears to be

no other than Pramat'he'sa, a title of Mrira, signi

fying Lord of the PramaChas, who are supposed to be

the Jive fenses ; and in that character he is believed to

have formed a race of men. Stephan us ofByzantium

and Eustathius (a) assert, that Aetus was an Indian

or Hindu ; but as nothing like this can be collected

from the Purdnas, they confounded, I imagine, I't or

Ait with Yadu, of which I shall instantly speak. The

chief station of I't, or Aitdm, which could not have

been very distant from Mrira-jl'kdn, I take to be the

celebrated place of worship mentioned by Strabo, (b)

and by Diodorus, called Avatum, (c,) which was

near Meroe". It was the fame, I believe, with the

Tathis of Ptolemy, and Tatu of Pliny, situated in

an ifland, which, according to Mr. Bruce, is at present

known by the name of Kurgos, and which was so near

Meroe as to form a kind of harbour for it.

The origin of the Ydtus is thus related. Ugra-

se'na, or Ugra, was father of De'vaci, who was*

Crishna's mother. His son Cansa, having impri

soned him, and usurped his throne, became a merci

less tyrant, and showed a particular animosity against

his kinsmen the Yddavas, or descendants of Yadu,

to whom, when any of them approached him, he

used to fay, ydtu, or, be gone, so repeatedly, that they

acquired the nickname of Ydtu, instead of the re

spectable patronymick by which they had been dis-

tinguifiied. Cansa made several attempts to destroy

the children of De'vaci; but Crishna, having been

preserved from his machinations, lived to kill the

tyrant, and restore Ugrase'na, who became a so

vereign of the world. During the infancy, however,

of

(a) On Lionys. Tlifiny. ft) Strabo. B. 17. p. 823.

CO Di«d. Sic. P. 4. C. 1.
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os Crishna, the persecuted Yddavas emigrated from

India, and retired to the mountains of the exterior

Cu'sha dwip, or AbyJJinia. Their leader, Ya'tu, was

properly entitled Ya'dave'ndka, or Prince of Ya

davas ; whence those mountains acquired the fame ap-,-

pellation. They are now called Ouremidre, or Arduie-

midre, which means, we are told, the Land of Arwe,

the first king of that country, (a ;) but, having heard

the true Sanscrit name pronounced, in common speech,

Yarevinda, I cannot but suspect: a farther corruption

of it in the name of the Abyjsmian mountains. Those

Indian emigrants are described in the Purdnas as a

blameless, pious, and even a facred, race ; which is

exactly the character given by the ancients to the ge

nuine Ethiopians, who are faid, by Stephan us of By~

zantium, by Eusebius, by Philostratus, by Eusta-

thius, and others, to have come originally from India

under the guidance of Aetus, or Ydtu ; but they con

found him with King Ait, who never was there,

Ya'dabe'ndra (for so his title is generally pronounced)

seems to be the wife and learned Indian mentioned in

the Paschal Chronicle by the name of Andubarius,

(b.) The king or chief of the Yatus is correctly

named Ya'tu pa, or, in the western pronunciation,

Ja'tupa; and their country would, in a derivative

form, be called, Jdtupeya. Now the writers of the

Univerfal History assert, that the native Ethiopians

give their country, even at this day, the names of

Itiopia and Zaitiopia. There can be little or no doubt

that Ya'tupa was the King Æthiops of the Greek

mythologists, who call him the son of Vulcan ; but,

according to the Purdnas, that descent could not be

ascribed to Ya'tu, though it might, perhaps, to King

I't; for it will be shown, in a subsequent part of this

Essay, that the Vulcan of Egypt was also considered

by the Hindus as an avdntara, or subordinate incar

nation of Maha'de'va.

Not

(a) Univ. Hist. vol. 16. p. 222. (b) Chron. fasch. p. 36-
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Not only the land of Egypt, and the countries bor

dering on the Nile, but even Africa itself, had former

ly the appellation of Atria, from the numerous settle

ments, I suppose, of the Ahirs, or Shepherds, as they

are called in the spoken Indian dialects. In Sanscrit,

the true word is Abhir ; and hence, I conceive, their

principal station in the land of Goflien, on the borders

of Egypt, was named Abaris and Avaris ; for GhoJliend

itself, or Gho'Jhdyana, means the abode of shepherds, or

herdsmen; and Goflia, though it also signify a Go'pdl, or

Cowherd, is explained, in Sanscrit dictionaries, by the

phrase Abhirapalll, a town or village of Abhiras or

Palis.

The mountains of Abyjinia have in Sanscrit the

name of Nifliadha ; and from them flowed the Nandd,

(which runs through the land of Pujlipaverjliam about

the lake Bembea,) the Little Crifind, or Tacazze, and

the Sanchandgd, or Mareb ; of which three rivers we

shall hereafter speak more particularly. Since the

Hindus place another Meru in the Southern Hemis

phere, we must not be surprized to find the Nild de

scribed by them as rustling over three ranges of moun

tains, which have the fame names with three similar

ranges over which the Gangd, in their opinion, forces

its way, before it enters the plains of India. Those

mountains are the Himalaya, or, feat oJsnow, the Ni-

Jliadha, and the Hemacuta, or with a golden peak. The

Hindus believe that a range of African hills is covered

with snow : the old Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans,

believed the fame thing ; and modern travellers assert,

that snow falls here and there in some parts of Africa :

but the Southern Himalaya is more generally called

Sitdnta, which implies the end, or limit, of cold. On

the Northern Himalaya is the celebrated lake Mdnafa*

faras, or fyLdnafaro'vara, near Sume.ru, the abode of Gods ;

who are represented sometimes as reclining in their

bowers, and sometimes as making aerial excursions in

$.heir Vimdnas, or heavenly cars. Thus on} qr within,

2 the
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the Southern Himalaya,-we find the Lake of the Gods,

which corresponds with that in the north ; with this

difference, that the exigence of the southern lake can

not be doubted, while that of the northern may well

be called in question, (unless there be such a lake in

the unknown region between Tibet and the high plains

of Bokhdra;) for what the Sannydsis call Mdnafdrovar,

is, in truth, the Vindhyafaras of the Pardns. Beyond

the Southern Lake of the Gods is another Meru, the

feat also of divjnities, and the place of theirairy jaunts;

for it is declared in the Purdns, as the Brdhmens in

form me, that within the mountains, towards the

source of the Nild, there are delightful groves, inhabited

by deities, who divert themselves with journeying in

their cars from hill to hill. The Greeks gave to that

Southern Meru the appellation of Qsuv oyj\y.ot, in allu

sion to the Vtmdns, or celejlial cars ; but they meant

a- range of hills, according to Pliny and Agatheme-

rus, (a,) not a single insulated mountain. Pliny,

who places that mountainous tract: in the south of Ethi

opia, makes it project a great way into the southern

ocean. Its western limit is mentioned by Ptolemy; and

the Nubian geographer speaks of all the three ranges.

By the Chariot oj the Gods, we are to understand the

lofty grounds in the centre of the African peninsula,

from which a great many rivers, and innumerable ri

vulets, flow in all directions. Fires were constantly

seen at night on the summit of those highlands ; and

that appearance, which has nothing very strange in it,

has been fully accounted for by- modern travellers.

We come now to the Hdjyasilas, or Habafnis, who

ere mentioned, I am told, in the Purdnas, though

but seldom ; and their name is believed to have the

following etymology. C'harma, having laughed at

his father Satyavra'ta, who had, by accident, intoxi

cated

(a) PHn. 1. 6. c. 30. 1. 5. c. 1. 1. a, c. 106. Agathem.

B. 3. ch. 9.
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cated himself with a fermented liquor, was nicknamed

Hdsyastla^ or the Laugher ; and his descendants were

called from him Hdsyastlas in Sanscrit; and in the

spoken dialects, Hasyas, Hanfelis, and even Habajhis ;

for the Arabick word is supposed by the Hindus to be

a corruption of Hafya, By those descendants of Char-

ma they understand the African Negroes, whom they

suppose to have been the first inhabitants of Abyssinia;

and they place Abyjfinia partly in the dwipa of CuJlia,

partly in that of Sanc'ha Proper. Dr. Pocock was told

at the Cataracts, that beyond them, or in the exterior

Cujha-dwip, there were seven mountains; and the

Brdhmens particularly affect that number. Thus they

divided the old continent into seven large iflands, or

peninsulas; and in each ifland we find seven districts,

with as many rivers and mountains. The following is

the Paurdnic division of Cit//ia-dwip, called exterior,

with respect to that of Jambu :

Districts, Mountains. Rivers.

Apydyana.

Pdribhadra.

Devaverjlia,

Ramanaca.

Sumanaja.

Surdchana.

Avijnydta.

Pujhpaversha.

Cumudddri.

Cundddrz.

Vdmadeva.

Sata'sringa.

Sarafa.

Sahafrafruti.

Nandd,

R^ajarii.

Cuhu.

Saraswatl.

Sinivali.

AnumalL

Rdcd.

It seems unnecessary to set down the etymology of

all these names ; but it may not be improper to add,

that S'atasrmga means with a hundred peaks ; and Sa-

hasrafruti, with a thousandstreams.

Between the exterior Cusha-dwip and Sanc'/ia Pro

per lies, according to the Purdns, on the banks of the

Wild, the country of Barbara ; which includes, there-

3 sore,
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sore, all the land between Syene and the confluence of

the Nile with the Tecazze, which is generally called

Barbara and Barbar to this day; but, in a larger fense,

it is understood by the Pauranics to comprize all the

burning fands of Africa. Barbara-deja, which an

swers to the Loca arida et ardentia mentioned by Pli

ny as adjacent to the Nile, was a fertile and charming

country before it was burned, according to the Hindu

legends, which will be found in a subsequent section j

first, by the approach of Su'rya, or the Sun; and after

wards by the influence of Sani, or Saturn. Its prin

cipal city, where Barbarejwara had a distinguished

temple, was called Barbara-Julian, and stood on the

banks of the Nile. The Tamovanfa, or Children of

Tamas, resided in it; and it is most probably the

town of Tama, which Pliny places on the eastern

bank of the Nile, an hundred and twenty-nine Roman

miles above Syene, (a.)

The crude noun Tamas, in the first cafe Tamah, and

Tamo before certain consonants, means darkness; and

it is also a title of Sani; whose descendants are sup

posed to have lived in Barbara; and are represented as

an ill-clothed, half-starved race of people, much like

the present inhabitants of the fame country. The fol

lowing fables appear to be astrological, but might have

had some foundation in history, as the Hindu regents

of planets were, in truth, old Philosophers and Legis

lators, whose works are still extant.

Tamah, or Saturn, had two wives ; St'havira'

and Jarat'ha', whose names imply age and decre

pitude. By the former he had seven sons, Mrityu,

Ca'la, Da'va, Ulca', Ghora, Adhama, Canta'-

ca; by the latter only two, Ma'ndya and Gulica.

The sons of Ma'ndya were Asubha, Arisht'ha,

Gulma, Pliha: those of Gulica were Gad'ha

and

(a) Plin. lib, 6. cap. 29,
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and Grahila. They were all abominable men, and

their names denote every thing that is horrid. It is

expressly faid in the Purdnas, that Tamah was expel

led from Egypt exactly at the time when Arama, a

grandson of Satyavra'ta, died; and his children re

tired into Barbara; and that his grandson Gulma,

reigned over that country when it was invaded by Ca-

pe'nasa, who will presently appear, beyond a doubt, to

be Cepheus. The Tamovanfas are described as living

in Barbara Proper, which is ndw called Nubia, and

which lay, according to the Indian geography, between

the dwipas of Sanc'ha and of CusHAwithout : but the

other parts of Barbara, toward the mouths of the Nilet

were inhabited by the children of Ra'hu ; and this

brings us to another astronomical tale, extracted from

a book entitled Chintdmahi.

Ra'hu is represented, on account os his tyranny, as

an immense river-dragon, or crocodile, or rather a fa

bulous monster with four talons, called Grdha, from a

root implying violent seizure. The word is commonly

interpreted hdnger, orJhark; but in some dictionaries

it is made synonymous to nacra, or crocodile ; and in

the Purdnas it seems to be the creature of poetical fan

cy. The tyrant, however, in his human shape, had six

children, Dhwaja, Dhu'mra, Sinha, Lagud'a,.

Dand'a, and Cartana, (which names are applied to

comets of different forms,) all equally mischievous with

their father. In his allegorical character, he was de

capitated by Vishnu : his lower extremity became the

Cetu, or dragon's tail ; and his head, still called Rdhu,

the ascending node : but the head is supposed, when it

fell on earth, to have been taken up by Pit"hinas, or

Pit"hin, and by him placed at Rdhu-jl'hdn, (to which

the Greeks gave the name of Heroopolis), where it was

worshipped, and gave oracular answers; which may be

the origin of the speaking heads, mentioned by Jewijh

writers as prepared by magick. The posterity of

Ra'hu were from him denominated Grdhas ; and they

might
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might have been the ancestors os those Graii, orGreeks,

who came originally from Egypt. It is remarkable

that Hesiod, in his Theogony, mentions women in ,

Africa named Graia, who had fine complexions, and

were the offspring of Phorcys and Cz'ro. The Grd-

has are painted by the writers of the Purdnas in most

unfavourable colours; but an allowance must be made

for a spirit of intolerance and fanaticism. Ra'hu was

worshipped in some countries, as Hailal, or Lucifer,

(whom in some respects he resembles :) was adored in

the eastern parts of Egypt, and in Arabia, the Stony

and the Desert, according to Jerom, in the life of

Hilarion ; but though we must suppose that his vo

taries had a very different opinion of the Grdhas from

that inculcated by the Hindus, yet it is certain that the

Greeks were not fond of being called Graioi, and very

seldom gave themselves that appellation.

The fandy deserts in Egypt, to the east and west of

the Nile, are considered by the Purdns as part of Bar

bara ; and this may account for what Herodotus fays

of the word Barbaras, which, according to him, was

applied by the Egyptians to all who were unable tospeak '

their language, meaning the inhabitants of the Desert,

who were their only neighbours. Since the people of

Barbara, or Children of Saturn, were looked upon as

a cruel and deceitful race, the word was afterwards

transferred to men of that disposition; and the Greeks

who lived in Egypt, brought the appellation into their

new settlements, but seem to have forgotten its primi

tive meaning.

On the banks of the Nild we find the CrtJlina-giri,

or Black Mountain of Barbara, which can be no other

than the black and barren range of hills which Mr.

Bruce faw at a great distance towards the Nile from

Tarfowey. In the caves of those mountains lived the

Tamavatfas,oi' whom we shall speak hereafter. Though

jhe land of Barbara be faid, in the Purdnas, to lie be

tween
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tween the dwipas of Cusha and Sanc'ha, yet it is ge

nerally considered as part of the latter. The Nile, on

leaving the burning fands of Barbara, enters the coun

try of Sanc'ha Proper, and forces its way through the

Hema-cuta, or Golden Mountains ; an appellation which

they retain to this day. The mountain called Pan-

chryfos by the Greeks, was part of that range which

is named Ollaki by the Arabs : And the Nubian geo

grapher speaks of the Golden Mountains, which are a

little above Ofcvdn. Having passed that ridge, the Nild

enters Cardavia-Jl'hdn, or the Land ofMud; which ob

viously means the fertile Egyptian valley so long co

vered with mud after every inundation. The Puranas

give a dreadful idea of that muddy land, and assert that

no mortal durst approach it: but this we must under

stand as the opinion formed of it by the sirst colonists,

who were alarmed by the reptiles and monsters abound

ing in it, and had not yet seen the beauty and richness

of its fertile state. It is expressly declared to be in

Misra-Jl'kdn, or the Country of a mixed People ; for

such is the meaning in Sanscrit of the word Mi'sra.

Sometimes the compound word Miira-jFh&n is applied

to the Lower Egypt, and sometimes (as in the history

of the wars of Capenasa) to the whole country ; in which

fense, I am told, the word Gupta-JThdn is used in anci

ent books; but I have never yet seen it applied so ex

tensively. Agupta certainly mezns guarded on allfides ;

and Gupta, or guarded, is the name of a place reputed

holy; which was, I doubt not, the famed Coptos of our

ancient geographers; who mentioned a tripartite ar

rangement of Egypt exactly conformable to the three

divisions of Mi'sra-Jl'hdn, particularly recorded in the

Puranas. The sirst of them was Tapbvana, the Wood

lands of Tapas, or aujlere devotion, which was proba

bly Upper Egypt, or Thebais : the second, Mi'sra Pro

per, called also Cantaca-defa, or the Land bf Thorns,

•which answers to the Lower Egypt, or Heptanomis ; and

the third Aranya and Atavi, or The Forests, emphati

cally so named, which were situated at the mouths of

the
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the Nild, and formed what we call the Delta. The sirst

inhabitants of Egypt found, on their arrival, that the

whole country about the mouths of the Nile was ar»

immense forelt ; part impervious, which they called

Atavi, part uninhabited, but practicable, which had

the name of Aranya.

Tapovana seems to have been always adapted to reli

gious austerities; and the sirst Chrijiian anchorets used"

to seclude themselves in the wilds of Thebes for the pur

pose of contemplation and abstracted piety. Thus we

read, that the Abbot Pachomius retired, with his dis

ciples, to the wilderness of Tabenna, and there built a

monastery, the remains of which are still visible, a day's

journey below Dendera, near an island now called Ta

benna, and, according to Sicard, a little below the site

of Thebes. The country around Dendera is at this day

covered with forests of daum; a tree which some describe

as a dwarf palm, and others as a rhamnus ; thence Den

dera was called by Juvenal theJhady Tentyra.

There can be no doubt, that Tapovana was Upper

Egypt, or the Thebais ; for several places, the situation

of which will be clearly ascertained in the course of

this Eflay, are placed by the authors of the Purans in

the foresls of Tapas. The words Thebaius and Thebinites,

are both faid to be derivatives of Thebai ; but the se

cond of them seems rather derived from Tapovan or

Tabenna. So fond are nations of accommodating fo

reign words to their own language, that the Arabs,

who have changed Tapojiris into Ahijfair, or Father

of Travel, have, in the fame spirit, converted Tabenna

into Medinatabind, or the Town of our Father ; though

some of them call it Medmat Tabu, from Tapo, which

an Arab could not pronounce. The principal place in

this division was Carddma-Jl'halt, which is mentioned in

the Purans as a temple of considerable note. The le

gend is, that GupteWaha and his consort had long

beeu.
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been concealed in the mud of the Nild, near Gupta-JVhan^

or Coptos ; but at length sprang from it, and appeared

at Cardama-jl'hah, both wholly besmeared with mud ;

whence they had also the titles of Cardame'swara and

Cardame'swari. We may observe, that Gupta signi

fies both guarded and concealed, and in either fense

may be the origin of the word Aiguptos. As to Car-

dama, the canine letter is so often omitted in the vul

gar pronunciation of Sanscrit words, that Cardam, or

Cadam, seems to be the Cadmus of the Greeks ; and

we shall hereafter illustrate this etymology with cir

cumstances which will fully confirm it.

Misra-Jl'hdn is called also Mifra and Mifrena in the

facred books of the Hindus ; where it is faid that the

country was peopled by a mixed race, consisting of va

rious tribes, who, though living for their convenience

in the fame region, kept themselves distinct, and were

perpetually disputing either on their boundaries, or,

which is most probable, on religious opinions. They

seem to be the mingled people mentioned in Scripture.

To appease their feuds, Brahma' himself descended in

the character of Iswara ; whence Misrefwara became

one of his titles. The word Misr, which the Arabs -

apply to Egypt, and to its metropolis, seems clearly de

rived from the Sanscrit ; but, not knowing its origin,

they use it for any large city, and give the appellation of

Almisrdn in the dual, to Cuja and Basra : the fame word

is also found in the fense of a boundary, or line ossepa

ration. Of Misr the dual and plural forms in Hebrew

are Misraim and Misrim, and the second of them is

often applied in Scripture to the people of Egypt. As

to the Mazor, or more properly, Maiur, there is a

difference of opinion among the tranflators of Isaiah :

(a.) In the old Englijh version we find the passage, in

which the word occurs, thus rendered, " the brooks

" of defence shall be emptied and dried up :" but

Vol. III. Z Bishop

.("J Cbap. 19. v. 6. See 2 King'. 18. 24.
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Bishop Lowth, after some commentators, changes

the brooks of defence into the canals of Egypt; and

this is obvioufly the meaning of the Prophet ; though

the form of the word be more like the Arabian plural

Mufur, than any form purely Hebrew.

Stephan us of Byzantium fays, that Egypt was called

Myara by the Phenicians ; but surely this is a mistake

for Myfara : according to Suidas, and Eusebius, it

had the name of MeJlraia; but this I conceive should

be written Mefraia from Misreya, which may be gram

matically deduced from the. root Mifr. The name

Caniaca-defa was given to Mifra for a reason similar

to that of Acanthus, a town and territory abounding

in thorny trees.

It was an opinion of the Egyptian priests, and of

Herodotus also, when he was in their country, that

the valley of Egypt was formerly an arm of the sea,

which extended as far as the Cataracts : whether this

opinion be well founded, is not now the question; but

a notion of the fame kind occurs in the Purdnas ; and

the Brdhmens account, in their way, for the alteration

which they suppose to have happened. Pramoda,

they fay, was a king of Sanc'ha-dwip Proper, and re

sided on the shore of the sea called Sanc'hodadhi The

country was chiefly peopled by MlecKhas, or such as

speak barbaroujly, and by favage RdcJliaJhas, who are

believed to be evil demons ; nor was a single Brdhman

to be found in the kingdom, who could explain the

Vedas, and instruct mankind in their duties. This great

ly afflicted the pious king; till he heard of a Riflii, or

holy man, eminent in piety and in facred knowledge,

who lived in the country of Barbara, and was named

Pit'hi, or PiViwxasa, but was generally distinguish

ed by the title of Pit'hi-rTshi. He was visited by

Pramoda in person, and aster many intreaties, pre

vailed on to accompany the king to Sanc'ha-dwipa; but,

when he faw the incorrigible wickedness of its inhabi

tants,
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tants, he was wholly in despair of effecting any good

in that country, and passed the night without sleep.

Early in the morning he repaired to the sea-shorej

where, taking water and CwiAa-grass in his hand, he

T*as on the point of uttering an imprecation on Sanc'-

hodadhi. The Godof the Ocean perceived his intent,

and threw himself trembling at his feet, asking humbly

what offence he had committed. " Thy waters (an-

" swered the Saint) wash a polluted region, into which

" the king has conducted me, but in which I cannot

" exist : give me instantly a purer piece of land, on

*' which I may reside, and perform the duties of reli-

^ gion." In that instant the sea of Sanc'ha. retired

for the space of a hundred yojands*. or 492 miles, and

left the holy man in possession of all the ground appear

ing on that dereliction. The king, on hearing of the

miracle, was transported with joy, and caused a splen

did palace to be built on an island in the territory new

ly acquired : it was called Pit'hi-Jl'hdn, because Pit'-

hi resided in it, having married the hundred daugh

ters of Pramodaj and, on his beginning to read

lectures on the Veda, he was in a short time attended

by numerous disciples. This fable, which had$ pro

bably, some foundation in truth, is related in a book

entitled Viswasara-prdcdsd, or a Declaration of what

is mojl excellent in the Universe* so,

Pit'hi-st'lidn could not be very distant from Cara*a->

ma-Jl'hali, or the city of Thebes, to which, according

to the Brdhmdnda, the Sage's daughter, from him

called Pait'hini, used to go almost every day for the

purpose of worshipping Maha'de'va: it seems, there

fore, to be the Pathros of Scripture, named Pathurts

by the Greek interpreters, and Pathuris by Pliny, from

whose context it appears to have stood at no great dip*

tance from Thebes; and it was, certainly, in Upper

Egypt. It was probably the fame place which Ptole

my calls Tathyris, either by mistake, or in conformity

to the pronunciation of the Ethiopians, who generally

Z a substituted
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substituted the letter T for P, which they could not

articulate. From the data in Ptolemy it could not have

been above six miles to the west of Thebes, and was,

therefore, in that large ifland formed by an arm of the

Nile, which branches out at Ermenth, and rejoins the

main body of the river at the Memnonium. According

to the old Egyptians, the sea had left all Upper Egypt

from the Cataracts as far as Memphis ; and the distance

between those two places is nearly that mentioned in

the Purdnas, or about a hundred yojans. The God of the

Ocean, it seems, had attempted to regain the land which

he had been forced to relinquish ; but Maiia'de'va

(with a new title derived from Nabhas, or the Jky,

and Iswara, or lord,) effectually stopped his encroach

ments ; and this was the origin of Nabha-fl'hdn, or

Memphis, which was the moil distinguished among the

many considerable places in Mifra, and which appears

to have consisted of several detached parts; as i. Ugra-

fCIu'ni, so called from Ugra, the Uchoreus of the

Greeks ; 2. Nabhah, the Nophof Scripture; 3. a part

named Mifra; 4. Mohanajl'hdn, which may, per

haps, be the present Mohannan ; and 5. Laya-jl hdn9

or Laya-vatt, vulgarly pronounced Layati, the suburb

of Lete, or Letopolis.

Rodana-fihdn, or the Place of Weeping, is the

ifland in the lake of Mdr'islid, or Morris, concerning

which we have the following Indian story in the

Vifwajdra pracdfa.

Peit-'suca, who had a power of separating his foul

from his body, voluntarily. ascended toward heaven;

and his wife, Ma'risha', supposing him finally de

parted, retired to a wilderness, where she fat on a hil

lock, shedding tears so abundantly, that they formed

a lake round it ; which was afterwards named A'sru-

urt'ha, or. the Holy Place of Tears. Its waters were

black, or very dark azure ; and the fame colour is

ascribed by Strabo to thole of Mtsris, Her son Me'd
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hi, or Mf/rhi, Suca, had also renounced the world,

and, seating himself near her, performed the fame re

ligious austerities. Their devotion was so fervent, and

so long continued, that the inferior Gods began to

apprehend a diminution of their own influence. At

length Matisha', dying petivratd, or dutiful to her

lord, joined him among the Visnnu-loca, or inhabitants

of Vishnu's heaven; and her son, having solemnized

the obsequies of them both, raised a sumptuous tem

ple, in which he placed a statue of Vishnu, at the feat

of his weeping mother; whence it acquired the appel

lation of Rodana-jl'hdna. " They who make ablu-

" tions in the lake of Afrit iifShk (fays' the Hindu

" writer) are purisied from their sins,. and: exempt

" from worldly affections, ascending after death to

" the heavenly Vishnu; and they who worsliip the

f* Deity at Ro'dana-fl'hdn, enjoy heavenly bliss, with-

" out being subject to any future transmigration." No

lake in the world, except that of Mœris, corresponds,

both in name and in circumstances, with that of Afru-

trrt'ha, and the island in' the midst of it, which was

also callen Merhi, or Merhi-ji'h/in, from the: name of

the prince who consecrated it. The two statues on it

were faid by the Greeks to be those of Moeris and

his Queen; but they appear from the Puranas to have

been those of Vishnu,- or Osiris, and of Ma^isha'^

the mother os Moeris; unless the image of the God

was considered in substance as that .'of' the departed

king, who, in the language of the Hindu theologians,

was wholly absorbed in the divine essence. Three lakes,

in the countries adjacent to the Nile, have names in

the Purans derived from asm, or tears. First, S6-

cafru, or Tears of Sorrow, another name for Ajru-tir-

t'ha, or Mœris ; secondly, Herjhdfru, or Tears of Joy;

and, thirdly, KAnandajru, or Tears of'an inward pleasure

able Sensation; to both which belong legendary narra

tives in the Puranas. One of the infernal rivers was

named Asrumati, or the Tearful ; but the sirst of them

was Vaitaraw, where a boatman had been stationed to

ferry
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ferry over the souls of mortals into the region of Yama.

The word vitarana, whence the name of the river is

derived, alludes to thefare given for the pasfage over it.

III. We must now speak particularly of Sanc'ha-

dwipa Proper, or the Island of Shells, as the word lite-

rally signifies ; for Sanc'ha means a sea-fliell, and is

generally applied to the large buccinum. The Red

Sea, which abounds with shells of extraordinary size

and beauty, was considered as part of the Sanc'hdbdhi,

or Sanc'ho'dadhi ; and the natives of the country before

us wore large collars of shells, according to Strabo,

both for ornament and as amulets. In the Purdnas,

however, it is declared, that the dwipa had the appel

lation of Sanc'ha because its inhabitants lived in jliells,

or in caverns of rocks hollowed like shells, and with

entrances like the mouths of them. Others insist,

that the mountains themselves, in the hollows of

which the people sought shelter, were no more than

immense heaps of shells thrown on shore by the waves,

and consolidated by time. The strange idea of an ac

tual habitation in a shell was not unknown to the

Greeks, who represent young Nerites, and one of the

two Cupids, living in shells on the coasts of that very

sea. From all circumstances collected, it appears,

that jSanc'ka-dvjtpa, in (A iconfined fense, was the

Trogladytica of the ancients, and included the whole

western shore of the Red Sea ; but that, in an exten

sive acceptation, it comprised all Africa. The Tro

glodytes, or inhabitants of caves, are called in Scrip

ture also, Sukim, because they dwelt in fucas, or dens ;

but it is probable that the word fuca, which means a

den only in a secondary sense, and signifies also an ar

bour, a booth, or a tent, was originally taken in the

sense of a cave, from Sanc ha; a name given by the

first inhabitants of the Troglodytica to the rude places

of shelter which they found or contrived in the moun

tains, and which bore some resemblance to the mouths

of large shells. The word Sanc'ha-dwtya has also

in
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in some of the Purdnas a sense yet more limited, and

is restrained to the land inhabited by the snake Sanc'ha-

ndgd, which included the mountains of Hubdb, or the

Serpent, and the Abyssinian kingdom of Tigre. The

fame region is, however, sometimes called Sanc'ha-

vana, and is reported to be a wonderfully sine country,

watered by noble riVers and streams, covered with

forests of the most useful and beautiful trees, and a

hundred yogans in length, or 492 miles; a dimension

which corresponds exactly enough with a line drawn

from the southern limit of Tigre to the northern ex

tremity of the Hubdb Mountains. It lay between the

Calicd, or Cald, and the sea. Its principal river was

the Sanc'hd-negd, now called Mdreb ; and its capital

city, near the fea-fhore, where the royal snake resided,

had the name of Cotimi : not far from which was a

part of the mountain Dyutimdn, or brilliant, so called

from the precious metals and gems with which it

abounded.

In the Dhcrma-fdjlra, both Ndgas and Garudds are

named as races of men descended from Atri, concern

ing whom we stiall presently speak more at large; bus,

in the language of mythology, the Ndgas, or Uragas,

are large serpents ; and the Garudds, or Supernas, im

mense birds, which are either the Conders of M.

Buffon, and Vulture Griffons of Linnæus, called

Rokhs by the Arabian fabulists, and by M.\rco Polo,

or mere creatures of imagination, like the Simorg of

the Persians; whom Sadi describes as receiving his

daily allowance on the mountain of Kdf. Whatever -

be the truth, the legend of Sancha ndgd and Garudds

is told in the ancient books of the Hindus.

The King of Serpents formerly reigned in Chacra,

giri, a mountain very far to the eastward ; but his

subjects were obliged by the power of Garud'a to

supply that enormous bird with a snake each day.

Their king at length refused to give the daily pro^

• • vision,
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vision, and intercepted it himself, when it was sent

by his serpentine race. This enraged Garud'a, who

threatened to devour the snakes and their king : nor

would his menaces have been vain, if they had not all

retired to Sancha-dwip, where they fettled in Sanc'ha-

vana, between the Call and the sea, near the station

of Swa'mj Ca'rtice'ya, God of Arms, where they

are supposed to live still unmolested, because Garud'a

dares not approach the mansion of that more power

ful divinity. " They (fays the Indian writer) who

" perform yearly and daily rites in honour of Sanc'-

" ha-na'ga will acquire immense riches." That

royal serpent is also called Sanc'ha-muc,hay because his

mouth was like that of a shell; and the fame denomi

nation is given to the rocks on which he dwelt. The

Mountains of Snakes, are . mentioned by the Nubian

Geographer, and are to this day called Hubdb, which

jn Arabick means a snake in general, according to

Jauheri, and a particularspecies ofserpent, according

to Maida'ni. The fame region was named Ophiusa

by the Greeks,, who sometimes extended that appella

tion to the whole African continent. The breath of

Sanc'ha-ndgd is believed by the Hindus \o be a fiery

poisonous wind, which burns and destroys animals and

vegetables tp the distance.of a hundred yojans round

the place of his' residence ; and by this hypothesis they

account for the' dreadful esfects of the samiim, or hot

cnveiiomed wisidi, which blows frorr^ the mountains of

'Hubab through the whole extent of the Desert. Two

'Rzsliis, or Saints, named A9AST1 and A/stica, un

dertook to stop To 'tremendous an evil. The first of

them repaired for that purpose to Sanc'ha-vana, where

he took his abode at a place thence callec}, Agajli^-

hhuvana, near the Tea-more, and not from Cbtiml ;

but the gentle means to which he had recourse with

the royal snake proved inesfectual. A'stica, by

harsiier measures, had more success ; and made the

snake (say the Erdhmens) not only tractable, but even

well-disposed to all such as^ respectfully approached

' him.
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him. He even reduced the size of the serpent so much,

as to carry him about in an earthen vessel : and crowds

of people are now faid to worship him at the place of

his residence near the river Call. This is, probably,

the snake Heredi, so famed throughout Egypt. The

Mufelmans insist that it is a Shaikh of that name trans

formed into a snake ; the Chrijlians, that it is Asmo-

deus, mentioned in the bookof Tobit; the Ajhmugh-

dtv of the Persian romances ; and the Hindus arc equal

to them in their superstitious notions. My-learned

friends at Cqsi informs me, that the facred snake is at

this day visited by travelling Sannyajis; but I cannot

assert this as a fact, having never seen any Hindu who

had travelled so far. Thoifc.whom I have Teen, had

never gone beyond the Euphrates : but they allured

me, that they would have passed that river, if they

had not been deterred -by -reports of disturbances

among the Arab chiefs' to tjie: westward.- The boldest

religious adventurers among the: Sannyajis are. those

from the north-west of India.; for no native .of ^Bengal,

or, indeed., of the countriesieast of the Ganges, would

now• attempt (at least I never heard of any• who had

attempted) such perilous jouruie?. As to the belief

of the Hindus, that A'stica put an effectual stop to

the siery breath of Sanc'hd-ndga, or the Samum, it ap

pears, from the relation of Mr. Bruce, that the second

public-spirited faint had ipo m»'re": success than the

first. ' • v . l *. .. . /-: .-:-!..

. • - - . 1 '• «. '; . • .••„ ( - 'ii t • «>••'i \ :. ..

'.• -We jjriust observe, that n'agaf or 'tmviiorikfs, is a

Sanscrit name for a mountain ;. aiid that naga, its .regu

lar -derivative/,. signisies both .a. mountain-snake and a

wild elephant : accordingly we. read of an clephani-kmg

in Sanc'ha, .who reigned op tbe banks of the Mareb,

thence called Sancha-ndgd ; and when Crishna had

flain both him and his subject elephants, their bones

w.ere heaped on the banks of the Taoazze, which from

tbaj• event had•the name Qt'A&hitnatt, .'.

. The
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The other parts of Sanc'ha-dwip Proper, adjacent

to the sea, were inhabited by the subjects of Sanc'ha-

$ura, whose palace was a /liell in the ocean: but they

are faid to have resided in Jhells on or near the moun

tains of the African continent. They are represented

as cannibals, and even as demons incarnate, roaming

by night, and plundering the flat country, from which

they carried off men, women, and children, whom

they devoured alive ; that is, perhaps, as raw flesh is

now eaten in Abyjfinia. From this account it should

seem, that the Sanc'ha-suras lived in the caves of

mountains along the coast, while their king resided in

a cavern of the small ifland Suakem, where there still

is a considerable town, in the middle of a large bay.

He there, probably, concealed his plunder; and thence

was reported to dwell in the ocean. The name of

that ifland appears to have been derived from Sukhim,

the plural of Sukh, in Hebrew, and the Sanc'h of the

Hindus. By the ancient geographers it is called both

* Sukhœ, aud the Harbour ofpreserving Gods, from the

preservation, I suppose, of Sanc'ha-dwip, and its in

habitants, by the divine assistance of Crishna; who,

with an army of deities, attacked and defeated Sanc'-

ha'sura, pursuing him even through the sea, where he

drew the monster from his Jhell, and put him to death.

: Besides these first inhabitants of Sanc'ha-dwipa, who

are described by the mythologists as elephants, demons,

and snakes, we find a race, called- S'hanc hd-yanas,

,who are the real Troglodytes, or Shangalas; for la is a

regular termination of Sanjcrit adjectives, as Bhdgala,

fortunate; Sinhala, lion-like; Bengala, which pro

perly means belonging to the country of Benga. They

were descendants of Atri, before named, whose his

tory, being closely connected with that of the Sacred

J/les in the west, deserves peculiar attention. He sprang

(fay the writers of the Puranas) from the mind of

Brahma1, who appointed him a Prajapati, or Lord of

Creatures, commanding him to produce a numerous

race,
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race, and entrusting him with the Vedas, which had

existed eternally in the divine idea, that he might in

struct: his posterity in their civil and religious duties.

Atri sirst repaired to a western region, where he be

came the father of the lovely Tubina-raimi, or with

dewy beams. He thence passed into the country wa

tered by the river Sanc'ka-nagd, where proceeding to

the Sanc'ha-muc'ha hills, he fat on the Sweta-giri, or

White Mountain, sixed in deep meditation on the au

thor of his existence. His arrival was quickly known

throughout the country; and the few inhabitants of it

came to worship him, bringing even their wives and

daughters, that they might bear children by so holy a

personage : but his daysandnights beingwholly devoted

to contemplation and facred acts, his only time for

dalliance was during the morning twilight. He became,

however, the ancestor of a considerable nation, who

were distributed, like other Hindus, into the facerdotal,

military, commercial, and servile classes. • . '

His sirst born, Sanc'ha'yana, had a fair complexion,

and great bodily strength; but was irreligious, turbu

lent, and libidinous, eating forbidden flesh, and living

in the caverns of rocks. Nor were his brethren and

their ofFspring better in the end than himself. Thus

the Jews, who have borrowed many Indian fables,

which were current, I suppose, among their neigh

bours, insist, in their Talmud, that Adam begat none

but demons till he was 150 years old, (a ) • The pious

patriarch, deeply afflicted by the vices of his children,

expostulated with them long in vain; and seeing no

remedy, contented himself with giving them the best

advice; teaching them how to make more habitable

caves in the mountains ; pallis, or arbours under trees ;

and gho/has, or inclosures, for their herds ; permitting

them to eat what they pleased ; commanding them to

^Iwell constantly on the mountains assigned to them,

.• . * and

(a) Esuvib, p. 18.
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and to take particular care of the spot which their

forefather inhabited, calling it from his name Atri-

JThdn. After this arrangement, he left them, and

went to the country near the Sindhu, or Indus, fettling

on the Devantcd Mountains, where he avoided the

morning-twilight, which had before been unprosper-

ous, and produced a race eminent in virtue ; for

whom, when they multiplied, he built the famous city

of Nagdfa,' emphatically so called, and generally

named Deva-nagara, which stood near the site of the

modern Cabal.••- :

j. j, i'>'. i/' t: (. , t, ,r " , .

Since the Sweta-giri, on. which Atri-Jl'hdn is de

clared to have stood, was at no great distance from

the river Sanc'ha-ndgd, it is most probably the fame

•with the Amba-tzaada, or White Mountain, men

tioned1 by Mr. Bruce, who fays, that it is the most

considerable settlement of the Shangalas. , It stands

almost due north-west from Dobarowa, and is nearer

by one-third to the March than to the Tacazze. The

pallis, or arbours, of the..Shangalas are fully described

by Mr. Bruce, in a. manner entirely conformable

to the descriptions of them in the Purdnas, except

that they are not faid adways to be covered with skins.

The Palis of India live still in similar arbours during

the greatest 'part of the year. That the Sanc'hdyanas

were the predecessors of the Shangalas, I have no

doubt; though the former are faid to have white com

plexions, and the latter to be' black ; fpr, not to insist

that the climate alone would, in a long course of

years, effect a change of complexion, it is probable

that the race might be mixed^ or that most of the old

and genuine Sanc'halas might have been extermi

nated; and Pliny mentions a race of white Ethiopians,

who lived to the west of the Nile, (a.) Though

'Atri,Jt'hdn^be applied in the Purdns to the country

also of the so, Sanc hdyanas^ ;as..\vell .as to: the station of

Atiu,

(a) Ljb. 5. Cap. 79.
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Atri, yet the regular derivative from his name is

A'treya ; and we find accordingly a part of Ethiopia

named Ætheria by the Greeks, who called its inhabi

tants Etherii. And Strabo confines this appellation

to a particular tribe, who seem to be the Attiri of

Ptolemy, and live near the confluence of the Tacazzi

and the Mareb, (a). They were A'treyas, or descend

ed from Atri : jbut the Greeks, as usual, referred a

foreign epithet to a word in their own language. In

the Dionysiacks of Nonnus we read of 'AtiStfoj Mffour,

which is tranflated Meroe, with perpetualsummer.; but

surely the word can have no such meaning ; and Meroe

must have been so named, because it was once the

capital of Ætheria, (b).

It appears from the Purans, that the Sanc 'hdyanas,

or old Shangalas, were not destitute of knowledge ;

and the Brdhmens admit that they possessed a part at

least of the Vedas.

IV. The history of the Cutila-cetas, or men with

curled-hair, is disguised in the following legend.

Sagara, an ancient monarch, who gave his name to

the sagara, or ocean, was going to perform the Aswa-

medha, orsacrifice of a horse; when Indra descended,

and stole the victim, which he conveyed to a place

near the mouth of the Gangd, where the fage Capila

was intent on his religious austerities. The God of the

Firmament there tied the horse by the side of the holy

rnan, and retired unperceived by him. The mo

narch, missing the consecrated horse, dispatched his

fixty thousand sons, or descendants, in search of him.

They roved over the whole earth, and finding him

at last near the mansion of Capila, accused him of

the facrilege, and began to treat him with vio

lence ; but a flame issued from the eyes of the

faint, which consumed them all in an instant. Their

father,

(a) Sirabo, B, 1 1. p. 82. (b) Dionys. B. 17. v. 396.
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father, being apprised of their death, sent an army

against Capila, who stood fixed to receive them;

and, when they approached, unbound his jatd, or

long plaited hair, and, giving it a twist, struck the

ground twice or thrice with it, casting an oblique

glance of contempt on his adverfaries. In that mo

ment an army of men, with curled hair, sprang from

the earth, attacked the legions of Sagara, and defeated

them. After their victory, they returned to the fage,

asking who they were, and demanding a fit place of

abode. Capila told them, that they were Jatapat,

or produced by thefall of his locks on the ground; that

from the Jide look which he had cast on his enemies,

their hair was culila, or crisp; that they should thence

be called Cu'tilas and Cu'tilas-cefas ; that they must be

ydshata"hyas, or live as they were when produced by

him; that is, always prepared for just war; that they

must repair to Sanc'ha-dwip, and form a settlement,

in which they would encounter many difficulties, and

be continually harrasted by bad neighbours ; but that,

when Crishna should overpower and destroy Sanc'-

ha'sura, he would establish their empire, and secure

it from future molestation. They accordingly tra

velled through the interior Cujlia-dwipa, where the

greatest part of them chose to remain, and received

afterwards a terrible overthrow from Parasu-ra'ma.

The others passed into Sanc'ha-dwip, and fettled on

the banks of the Call : but having revolted against

De'vanahusha, they were almost wholly extirpated

by that potent monarch.

Violent feuds had long subsisted between the family

of Gautama on one fide, and those of Viswa-

mitra and Jamadagni on the other. The kings of

Cujlia-dwip -within took the part of Gautama ; and

the Haihayas, a very powerful nation in that country,

(whom I believe to have been Perfians,) were invete

rate against Jamadagni, whom they killed after de

feating his army. Among the confederates in Cujha

dwi'pa
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dwtpa were the Ro'macas, or dressed in hair-cloth; the

Sacas, and a tribe of them called Sacasenas ; the Hin

dus of the CJhatriya class, who then lived on the banks

of the Cacfhus, or Oxus ; the Pdrajicas, a nation be

yond the Nile ; the Barbaras, or people of Nubia ; the

inhabitants of Cdmbdja ; the Cirdtas and Haritas,' two

tribes of the Pæ/ks ; and the Yavanas, or ancestors of

the Greeks. These allies entered India, and defeated

the troops of Viswa'mitra in the country called

Yudha-bhumi, or the Land of War ; now Yehud, be

tween the Indus and the Behat.

Para's u-ra'ma, the son of Jamadagni, but sup

posed afterwards to have been a portion of the divine

essence in a human form, was enraged at the success

of the confederates, and circulated a publick decla

ration, that Na'red had urged him to extirpate them

entirely ; assuring him, that the people of Cujha-

dwipa, who dwelt in the hollows of mountains, were

cravyddas, or carnivorous ; and that their King Cra-

vya'da'dhipeti, or Chief Ruler of Cannibals, had

polluted both earth and water, which were two of the

eightsorms of I'sa, with the mangled limbs and blood

of the strangers, whom he and his abominable sub

jects had cruelly devoured. After this proclamation,

Parasu-ra'ma invaded Cu/ha-dwip, and attacked the

army of Cravya'da'dhipeti, who stepped from the

ranks, and challenged him to single combat. They

began with hurling rocks at each other ; and Ra'ma

was nearly crushed under a mountain thrown by his

adverfary; but, having disengaged himself, he darted

huge serpents, which enfolded the giant in an inex

tricable maze, and at length destroyed him. The

blood of the monster formed the Lohlia-chamda ; and

that of his army, the Lohitodd, or river with bloody

waters. It is, I believe, the Adonis of the ancients,

now called Nahru Ibrdhim, the waters of which, at

certain seasons of the year, have a (anguine tint. I

suppose Cravya'da'dhipeti to be the Lycurgus

3 Ebonos
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Edonos of the Greeks, who reigned in Palestine, and in

the country around Damascus. His friend Caice'ya,

whom the Greeks called Orontes, renewed the fight,

and was also flain. Then came the King of the Cu'tila-

cefas, and M aha'sya'ma,- ruler of the Sydma-muc'has,

and usually residing mArva-fi'hdn, or Arabia ; the for

mer of whom I conceive to be Blemys; and the second

Arabus, whom the Greek Mythologists also named

Orobandas and Oruandes. They fought a long time

with valour, but were defeated; and, on their humili

ating themselves, and imploring forgiveness, were al

lowed to retire, with the remains of their army, to the

banks of the Call, where they settled; while Para'su-

ra'ma, having terminated the war in Custia-dwipa^

returned to his own country, where he was destined to

meet with adventures yet more extraordinary.

This legend is told nearly in the fame manner by

the poet Nonnus, a native of Egypt ; who fays, that,

after the defeat of Lycurgus, the Arabs yielded, and

offered facrifices to Bacchus; a title corrupted from

Bhagavat, or the preserving power, of which a ray

orportion had become incarnate in the person of Para'-

su-ra'ma. He relates, that " Blemys, with curled-

" hair, chief of the ruddy or Erythrean Indians, held

" up a bloodless olive branch with the supplicating

" troops, and bowed a servile knee to Dionysos, who

" had slain his Indian subjects; that the God, behold-

" ing him bent to the ground, took him by the hand,

<s and raised him ; but conveyed him, together with

" his many-tongued people, far from the dark Ery-

" threan Indians (since he abhorred the government

'* and manners of Deriadeus) to the skirt of Arabia ;

u that he, near the contiguous ocean, dwelt in the

" happy region, and gave a name to the inhabitants of

" it,s towns; but that rapid Blemys passed onward to

14 the mouth of the Nile with seven branches, destined

" tobe contemporary rulerover thepeopleof Ethiopia;

" that
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" that the low ground of Etherian Meroe received him

" as a chief, who should leave his name to the Blemyes

" born in subsequent ages, (a)."

The emigration of' the Cu'tila-cesas from India to

Egypt, is mentioned likewise by Philostratus in his

life of Apollonius. When that singular man visited

the Brdhmens who lived on the hills to the north of

Sri-nagara, at a place now called Triloci-narayana,

near the banks of the Cedara-gangd, the chief Brah

man, whom he calls Iarchas, gave him the following

relation concerning the origin of the Ethiopians.

" They resided (faid he) formerly in this country,

" under the dominion of a king named Ganges; du-

" ring whose reign the Gods took particular care of

" them, and the earth produced abundantly whatever

** was necessary for their subsistence ; but, having slain

" their king, they were considered by other Indians as

" desiled and abominable. Then the feeds which they

" committed to the earth rotted ; their women had

" constant abortions; their cattle was emaciated ; and,

" wherever they began to build places of abode, the

" ground funk, and their houses fell. The spirit of

" the murdered king incessantly haunted them, and

" would not be appeased until the actual perpetrators

" of the murder had been buried alive ; and even then

" the earth forbad them to remain longer in this coun-

" try. Their sovereign, a son of the river Ganges,

" was near ten cubits high, and the most majestic

personage that ever appeared in the form of man.

" His father had once very nearly overflowed all India;

" but he directed the course of the waters towards

" the sea, and rendered them highly benesicial to the

" land ; the goddess of which supplied him, while he

" lived, with abundance, and fully avenged his death,

" (b)." The basis of this tale is unquestionably

<• Vol. III. A a Indian^

v - . , •

''*'i'. '.

(a) DionyGac. B. 17. v. 385—397.

,c. . (ij philostr. ApolloD. B. 3. ch. 6.
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Indian, though it be clearly corrupted in some parti,

culars. No Brdhmen was ever named Iarchas, which

may be a corruption of Arsha, or Artjha, or, possibly,

of Yasca, the name of a fage, who wrote a glossary

for the Vedas : nor was the Ganges ever considered

as a male deity; but the son of Ganga', or Ga'nge'ya,

was a celebrated hero. According to the Hindu le

gends, when Cap i la had destroyed the children of

Sagara, and his army of Cirfila-cesas had migrated

to another dwipa, the Indian monarch was long in

consolable ; but his great grandson Bhagirat'ha,

conducted the present Ganges to the spot where the

ashes of his kindred lay ; and they were no sooner

touched by the divine water, than the sixty thoufand

princes sprang to life again. Another story is, that,

when the Ganges, and other great rivers, were swoln to

such a degree, that the Goddess of Earth was appre

hensive of a general inundation, Bhagirat'ha

(leaving other holy men to take care of inferior

rivers) led the Ganges (from him named Bho'gi-

rat'hi) to the ocean, and rendered her falutary to the

earth, instead of destructive to it. These tales are ob

viously the fame in substance with that told by Iar-

chas, but with some variations, and additional cir

cumstances. Apollonius most certainly had no

knowledge of the Indian language ; nor is it, on the

whole, credible, that he was ever in India or Ethiopia,

or even at Babylon. He never wrote an account of his

travels: but the sophist Philostratus, who seems to

have had a particular design in writing the history of

his life, might have possessed valuable materials, by

the occasional use of which he imposed more easily on

the publick. Some traveller might have conversed

with a set of ignorant Sannydsis, who had (what most

of them now have) an imperfect knowledge of ancient

legends concerning the Devdats : and the description

which Philostratus gives of the place in the bills,

where the supposed Brdhmens resided, corresponds

exactly with a place called Triloa'-ndrdyana in the

' \ . ' \"..... Purdns,
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Purdns, which has been described to me from the in

formation of Sannydsis, who ignorantly called it Triyo-

gindrayan; but for a particular account of it, I must

refer to a geographical and historical description of the

Ganges-, and the countries adjacent to it, which I have

nearly completed.

The people named Cuiila-cefas are held by some

Brdhmens to be the fame with the Hdsyastlas, or at least

a branch of them; and some suppose that the Hdsyastlas

are the before mentioned remnant of the Cuiila-cefas,

who first settled on the banks of the Nile, and, after

their expulsion from Egypt by De'va-nahusha, were

scattered over the African deserts. The Gaituli, or

Gaityli, wereof old the most powerful nation in Africa ;

and I should suppose them to be the descendants of the

first CutHas, or Cutils, (for so they are frequently

called, especially in converfation,) who settled first

near the Call river, and were also named Hdsyastlas :

but they must have dwelt formerly in Bengal, if there

be any historical basis for the legend of Capila, who

was performing acts of religious austerity at the mouth

of the Ganges, near old Sdgar, or Gangd, in the Sun-

derbans. They were black, and had curled hair, like

the Egyptians in the time of Hf.rodotus : but at pre

sent there are no such negroes in India, except in the

Andaman Iflands, which are now faid to be peopled

by cannibals, as they were, according to Ptolemy, at

least eighteen hundred years ago. From Andaman the

Greeks made Eudaimon, and conceived it to be the

residence of a good Genius. It is certain, that very

ancient statues of Gods in India have crisp hair, and

the features of negroes. Some have caps, or tiaras,

with curls depending over their foreheads, according

to the precise meaning, os the epithet Cutilalaca.

Others, indeed, seem to have their locks curled by

art, and braided above in a thick knot ; but I have

seen many idols on which the woolly appearance of

the hair was so well represented as to preclude all

A a 2 doubt ;
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doubt; and we may naturally suppose that they were

made by the Cutila-cejas when they prevailed in this

country.- The Brdhmens ascribe these idols to the

Bauddhas ; and nothing can hurt them more, than to fay

that any of their own Gods had the sigure of Habafhis,

or Negroes : and even the hair of Buddha himself, for

whom they have no small degree of respect, they con

sider as twisted in braids, like that of some modern

Sannydsis : but this will not account for the thick lips

and flat noses of those ancient images : nor can it rea

sonably be doubted, that a race of negroes formerly

had power and pre-eminence in India. In several parts of

India, the mountaineers have still some resemblance to

negroes in their countenance and hair, which is curled,

and has a tendency to wool. It is very probable that,

by intermarriages with other outcasts, who have black

complexions, but straight hair, they have changed in a

course of ages, like the Cutila-cejas, or old Egyptians :

for the modern Copts are far from answering to the

description given by Herodotus; and their features

differ considerably from those of the mummies, and of

ancient statues brought from Egypt, whence it appears

that their ancestors had large eyes with a long flit, pro

jecting lips, and folded ears of a remarkable size.

V. Ofthe Syama-muc'has, who migrated from India,

the origin is not yet perfectly known ; but their faces

were black, and their hair straight, like that of the

Hindus who dwell on the plains. They were, I be

lieve, theJlraight-haired Ethiops of the ancients, (a;)

and their king, furnamed Maha'sya'ma, or the Great

Black, was probably the king Arabus, mentioned by

the Greek mythologists, who was contemporary with

Ninos. They were much attached to the Cu'tila-cesas,

whence we may infer, that the religious tenets of the

two nations were nearly the fame. It is believed that

they were the sirst inhabitants of Arva-fthdn, or Arabia ;

• . but

» •» . . ; • ; .

(a) 'iSJrfixtst H«rod. Polyhymn.
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but passed thence into A/rick, and settled on the banks

of the Nile. The part of .Egypt which lies to the east

of that river, is by some considered as part of Arabia ;

and the people who lived between the Mediterranean

and Meroe, were by Juba faid to be Arabs.

VI. The first origin of the Ddnavas, or Children of

Danu, is as little known as that of the tribe last men

tioned; but they came into Egypt from the west of

India; and their leader was Beli, thence named Da-

nave'nora, who lived at the time when the Padma*

mandira was erected on the banks of the Cumudavatz.

The Ddnavas, whom he governed, are frequently men

tioned in the Purdnas among the inhabitants of coun

tries adjacent to the Call, i • ; , ,

As to the Stri-rdjya, or country governed by women,

the Hindus assert, that the sovereign of it was always a

Queen; and that all her officers, civil and military, were

females; while the great body of the nation lived as in

other countries; but they have not in this respe6t

carried the extravagance of fable to the fame pitch

with the Greeks in their .accounts of the Amazons.

It is related in the Malldri Mdhdtmya that when Ra'-

vana was apprehensive of being totally defeated, he

sent his wives to distant countries, where they might

be secure : that they first settled on the Indian pe

ninsula, near the site of Srirangapattana, or Scringa-

patnam; but that being disturbed in that station,

part of them proceeded to the north of Dxvdraca,

in Gujarat, and part into Sanc'ha-dw'ipa, where they

formed a government of women, whence their set

tlement was called Stri-rdjya. It was on the sea-shore,

near the Cula Mountains, extending about forty yojanas

in length, and surrounded by low swampy grounds,

named Jalabhumi, in Sanscrit, and Daldal in the vul

gar idiom. Stri-rdjya, therefore, must he the country of

Saba, now Ajsab, which was governed by a celebrated

Queen, and the- land round which has to this day the

name
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name of Taltal. The Cula Mountains are that range

which extends from Dobarowa (the Coloe of the anci

ent geographers) to the source of the Tacazze, which

Ptolemy calls the Marsh of Coloe ; a word which I

suppose to be derived from the Sanscrit.

VII. Yavana is a regular participal form of the

root^w, to mix ; so that yavana, like misra, might have

signisied no more than a mingled people: but since yoni,

or thefemale nature, is also derived from the fame root,

many Pandits insist that the Yavanas were so named

from their obstinate assertion of a superior influence in

thefemale over the linga,ormale nature, in producing a

perfect offspring. It may seem strange that a question

of mere physiology should have occasioned not only a

vehement religious contest, but even a bloody war; yet

the fact appears to be historically true ; though the Hin

du writers have dressed it up, as usual, in a veil of ex

travagant allegories and mysteries, which we should

call obscene, but which they consider as awfully facred.

They represent Na'ra\ana moving (as his name im

plies) on the waters, in the character of the firjl male,

and the principle of all nature, which was wholly sur

rounded in the beginning by Tamas, or Darkness, the

Chaos and primordial Nightbf the Greek mythologists;

and, perhaps, the Thaumaz, or Tham'as, of the anci

ent Egyptians. The Chaos is also called Pracriti,

or crude Nature; and the male deity has the name of

Purusha, from whom proceeded SaHi, orpower,vthich,

when it is ascribed to the earth, in contradistinction to

the waters, is denominated AKhdra S'acti, or, the

power ofcontaining or conceiving ; but that power, in its

sirst state, was rather a tendency or aptitude, and lay

dormant, or inert, until it was excited by the btja, or vi

vifying principle of the plastick I'swara. This power,

or aptitude, of nature, is represented under the symbol

of the yoni, or bhaga, while the animating principle is

expressed by the linga. Both are united by the crea

tive power, Brahmax; and the yoni have been called

the
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the navel of Vishnu; not identically, but nearly; for

though it is held, in the Veddnta, that the Divine

Spirit penetrates or pervades all nature, and though the

Sacti be considered as an emanation from that Spirit,

yet the emanation is never wholly detached from its

source, and the penetration is never so perfect as to be

come a total union or identity. In another point of

view, Brahma* corresponds with the Chronos, or Time,

of the Greek mythologists : for through him generations

pass on successively ; ages and periods are by him put

in motion, terminated, and renewed, while he dies and

springs to birth alternately ; his existence or energy

continuing for a hundred of his years, during which

he produces and devours all beings of less longevity.

Vishnu represents Water, or the humid principle;

and I'swara, firs, which recreates or destroys, as it

is differently applied. Prit'hivi, or Earth, and

Ravi, or the Sun, are severally trimurtis, orforms of

the three great powers acting jointly and separately,

but with different natures and energies; and by their

mutual action, excite and expand the rudiments of ma

terial substances. The word murti, or form, is exact

ly synonymous with ilSuXot ; and, in a secondary sense,

means an image: but in its primary acceptation it de

notes any jhape or appearance assumed by a celestial

being. Our vital fouls are, according to the Veddnta,

no more than images, or iliuXa,, of the Supreme Spirit;

and Homer places the idol of Hercules in Elyfium

with other deceased heroes, though the God himself

was at the fame time enjoying bliss in the heavenly

mansions. Such a murti, fay the Hindus, can by no

means affect with any senfation, either pleasing or pain-

ful, the being from which it emaned; though it may

give pleasure or pain to collateral emanations from the

fame source : hence they offer no facrisices to the Su

preme Essence, of which our own souls are images, but

adore him with silent meditation ; while they make fre

quent homds, or oblations to sire, and perform acts of

worship to the Sun, the Stars, the Earth, and the powers
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of Nature, which they consider as murtis, or images,

the fame in kind with ourselves, but tranfcendently

higher in degree. The Moon is also a great object of

their adoration ; for, though they consider the Sun and

Earth as the two grand agents in the system of the uni

verse, yet they know their reciprocal action to be great

ly affected by the influence of the lunar orb according

to their several aspects, and seem even to have an idea of

attraction through the whole extent of nature. This sys

tem was known to the ancient Egyptians; for, accord

ing to Diodorus, (a,) their Vulcan, or elementalfire,

was the great and powerful deity whose influence con

tributed chiefly toward the generation and perfection

of natural bodies ; while the ocean, by which they

meant water in a collective fense, afforded the nutri

ment that was necessary ; and the Earth was the vase,

or capacious receptacle, in which this grand operation

of nature was performed: hence Orpheus described

the Earth as the universal Mother ; and this is the true

meaning of the Sanscrit word Ambd. Such is the system

of those Hindus who admit an equal concurrence of the

two principles : but the declared followers of Vishnu

profess very different opinions from those adopted by

the votaries of I'swara. Each sect, also, is subdi

vided according to the degree of influence which some

of them allow to be possessed by that principle, which

on the whole they depreciate: but the pure Vaijhnavas

are, in truth, the fame with the Ydnijas, of whom we

shall presently give a more particular account.

This diversity of opinion seems to have occasioned the

general war which is often mentioned in the Puranas,

and was celebrated by the poets of the West as the basis

ofthe Grecian mythology : I mean that between the Gods,

led by J upiter, and the Giants, or Sons ofthe Earth, or,

in other words, between the followers of I'swara and the

Yvnijas, or men produced, as they asserted, by Prit'hi-

(a) Diod. Sic. B. %.

vi,
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Yij a power or form of Vishnu ; for Nonnus expressly

declares (a) that the war in question arose between

the partizans of Jupiter and those who acknowledged

no other Deities but Water and Earth. According to

both Nonnus and the Hindu mythologists, it began in

India, whence it was spreadover the whole globe; and

all mankind appear to have borne a part mite

These religious and physiological contests were dis

guised in Egypt and India under a veil of the wildest

allegories and emblems. On the banks of the Nile,

Osiris was torn in pieces; and on those of the Ganges,

the limbs of his consort I'si, or Sati, were scattered

over the world, giving names to the places where they

fell, and where they still are superstitiously worship

ped. In the book entitled Mahd cald fanhitd, we sind

the Grecian story concerning the wanderings of Da-

mater and the lamentations of Bacchus; for Ts-

wara, having been mutilated, through the impreca

tions of some offended Munis, rambled over the whole

earth, bewailing his misfortune: while I'si wandered

also through the world, singing mournful ditties in a

state of distraction. There is a legend in the Servarasat

of which the sigurative meaning is more obvious.

When Sati, after the close of her existence as the

daughter of Dacsha, sprang again to life in the eba-

ra6ter of Pa'rvati, or Mountain Born, she was re

united in marriage to Maha'de'va. This divine pair

had once a dispute on the comparative influence of

the sexes in producing animated beings, and each re

solved, by mutual agreement, to create apart a new

race of men. The race produced by Maha'de'va

was very numerous, and devoted themselves exclu

sively to the worship of the male deity; but their

intellects were dull, their bodies feeble, their limbs

distorted, and their complexions of different hues.

Pa'rvati had at the fame time created a multitude

of

{a) Dionys, B. 34. v, 241.
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of human beings, who adored the female power only,

and were all well shaped, with sweet aspects, and fine

complexions. A furious contest ensued between

the two races, and the Lingajas were defeated in

battle. But Maha'de'va, enraged against the Yoni-

jas, would have destroyed them with the fire of his

eye, if Pa'rvati had not interposed, and appeased

him : but he would spare them only on condition

that they should instantly leave the country, with a

promise to see it no more; and from the yorii,

which they adored as the sole cause of their existence,

they were named Yavanas. It is faid, in another

passage, that they sprang from the cow S'avila' ; but

that cow was an incantation of the goddess I'si ; and

here we find the Egyptian legend adopted by the

Greeks of lo and Isis. After their expulsion, they

settled, according to the Purdnas, partly on the bor

ders of Varahd-dwip, and partly in the two dwipas

of Cusha, where they supported themselves by pre

datory excursions and piracy, and used to conceal

their booty in the long grass of Cujha,dwip within :

but Pa'rvati constantly protected them ; and, after

the severe punishment of their revolt against De'va-

nahush, or Dionysius, gave them a fine country,

where in a short time they became a flourishing na

tion. Those Yavanas who remained in the land of

Cusha, and on the banks of the Call, were perhaps

the Hellenick shepherds mentioned in Egyptian his

tory ; and it is probable that great part of those who

had revolted against Dionysius, retired, after their

defeat, into Greece. All the old founders of colonies

in that country had come originally from Egypt ; and

even the Athenians admitted that their ancestors for

merly resided in the districts round Sais.

It is evident that the strange tale in the Servaraja

was invented to establish the opinion of the Yonyan-

citas, or votaries of De'vi, that the good shape,

strength, and courage of animals, depend on the su-

, .. • - i perior
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perior influence of the female parent, whose powers

are only excited, and put into action, by the male aura :

but the Lingdncitas maintain an opposite doctrine;

and the known superiority of mules begotten by

horses over those which are brought forth by mares,

appears to consirm their opinion, which might also

be supported by many other examples from the ani

mal and vegetable worlds. There is a sect of Hindus,

by far the most numerous of any, who, attempting to

reconcile the two systems, tell us, in their allegorical

style, that Pa'rvati and Maha'de'va found their

concurrence essential to the perfection of their off

spring; and that Vishnu, at the request of the God

dess, effected a reconciliation between them : hence

the navel of Vishnu, by which they mean the os tincæ,

is worshipped as one and the fame with the facred

yoni. This emblem too was Egyptian ; and the mys

tery seems to have been solemnly typisied, in the tem

ple of Jupiter Ammon, by the vast umbilicus made

of stone, and carried, by eighty men, in a boat, which

represented the ojsa navicularis. Such, I believe,

was the mystical boat of Isis, which, according to

Lactantius, was adored in Egypt, (a.) We are

assured by Tacitus, that the Suevi, one of the oldest

and most powerful German nations, worshipped Isig

in the form of a ship : and the Chaldeans insisted that

the Earth, which, in the Hindu system, represents

Pa'rvati, was shaped and hollowed like an immense

boat. From Egypt the type was imported into Greece;

and an umbilicus of white marble was kept at Delphi,

* in the fanctuary of the temple, where it was carefully

wrapt up in cloath, (b.) The mystical boat is called

also, by Greek mythologists, the cup of the Sun, in

which Hercules, they fay, traversed the Ocean; and

this Hercules, according to them, was the son of

Jupiter: but the Greeks, by whom the notion of an

avaieira, or descent of a god in a human form, had

not

♦

(a) Laclant. Dlvln. Instit. L. t» C. £. (b) Strabo, B. 9. 420.
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not been generally adopted, considered those as the

sons, whom the Hindus consider as incarnate rays or

portions of their several deities. Now Jupiter was

the 1'swara of the Hindus, and the Osiris of the

Egyptians; and Hercules was an avatdra of the fame

divinity, who is sigured, among the ruins of Luxorein,

in a boat, which eighteen men bear on their moulders.

The Indians commonly represent this mystery of their

physiological religion by the emblem of a Nymphæa,

or Lotos, floating like a boat on the boundless ocean ;

where the whole plant signisies both the Earth, and the

two principles of its fecundation. The germ is both

Meru and the linga : the petals and filaments axe. the

mountains which encircle Meru, and are also a type

of the yoni ; the leaves of the calyx are the jour vast

regions to the cardinal points of Meru: and the leaves

of the plants are the dwipas, or isles, round the land

.of Jambu. Another of their emblems is called Argha,

"which means a cup, or difli, or any other vefjel in which

fruit and flowers are offered to the deities, and which

pught always to be jhaped like a boat ; though we now

fee arghas of many different forms, oval, circular, or

square ; and hence it is that 1'swara has the title of

Arghandt'ha, or the Lord of the boatjhaped vefjel. A

rim round the argha represents the mysterious yoni j

and the navel of Vishnu is commonly denoted by a

convexity in the centre, while the contents of the ves

sel are symbols of the linga. This argha, as a type of

the ddhdra-sacti, or power of conception, excited and

vivisied by the linga, or Phallus, I cannot but sup

pose to be one and the fame with the ship Argo, which*

was built, according to Orpheus, by Juno and Pal

las, ..and according to Apollonius, by Pallas and

Argus, at the instance of Juno, (a.) The word Yoni,

as it is usually pronounced, nearly resembles the name

of the principal Hetrufcan Goddess ; and the Sanscrit

jphrateArghandt'ha I'swARAseemsaccuratelyrenderedby

Plutarch,

(*) Drph. Argon, v, 66. Apoll. Rhod. 3. 2. v. 1190.
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PlIutarch, when he asserts that Osiris was commander

of the Argo, (a.) I cannot yet affirm, that the words

p'hala, or Jruit, and p'hulla, or a jlower, had ever the

fense of Phallus : but fruit and flowers are the chief

oblations in the argha ; and trip'hala is a name some

times given, especially in the west of India,io the trifulat

or trident, of Maha'ce'va. In an Essay on the Geo

graphical Antiquities of India, I shall show that the

Jupiter Triphylius of the Panchœan Iflands was no

other than Siva holding a trip'hala, who is repre

sented also with three eyes, to denote a triple energy ;

as Vishnu and Prit'hivi are severally typified by an

equilateral triangle, (which likewise gives and idea of

capacity ; j and conjointly, when their powers are sup

posed to be combined, by two such equal triangles in

tersecting each other.

The three sects which have been mentioned, appear

to have been distinct also in Greece. 1. According to

Theodoret, Arnobius, and Clemens of Alexandria,

the Ydni of the Hindus was the sole object of vene

ration in the mysteries of Eleusis. When the people

of Syracuse were facrificing to goddesses, they offered

cakes in a certain shape, called pjAAoj; and in some

temples, where the priestesses were probably ventri

loquists, they so far imposed on the credulous mul

titude, who came to adore the yo'ni, as to make them

believe that it spoke, and gave oracles. 2. The rites

of the Phallus were so well known among the Greeks,

that a metre, consisting of three torchees only, de

rived its name from them. In the opinion pf those

who compiled the Purdna's, the Phallus was first pub-

lickly worshipped, by the name of Balefwara-linga,

on the banks of the Camudvatz, or Euphrates : and the

Jews, according to Rabbi Aeha, seem to have had

some such idea, as we may collect from their strange

tale concerning the different earths which formed the

body of Adam, (b.) The middle sect, however,

which

(aJ Plut, on Jfis and Osiris,

(b) Gemara Sanhedrin, C. 30. cited hgr Reland. . ., •,
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which is now prevalent in India, was generally dif

fused over ancient Europe; and was introduced by the

Pelargi, who were the fame, as we learn from Hero

dotus, with the Pelasgi. The very word Pelargos

was probably derived from P'hala and Argha, those

mysterious types, which the latter mythologists dis

guised under the names of Pallas and Argo; and

this conjecture is consirmed by the rites of a deity,

named Pelarga, who was worshipped near Thebes

and Bceotia, and to whom, fays Pausanias, no victim

was offered, but a female recently covered and impreg~

nated; a cruel facrisice, which the Indian law po

sitively forbids, but which clearly shows the character

of the goddess to whom it was thought acceptable.

We are told that her parents were Potneus and Isth-

mias, or Bacchus and Ino, (for the Baccantes were

called also Potniades,) by whom we cannot but under

stand Osiris and Isis, or the I'swara and I'si of the

Hindus. The three words ambd, ndbhi, and argha,

seem to have caused great confusion among the Greek

mythologists, who even ascribed to the earth all the

fanciful shapes of the argha, which was intended at

first as a mere emblem : hence they represented it in

the shape of a boat, of a cup, or of a quoit with a

boss in the centre, sloping towards the circumference

where they placed the ocean. Others described it as a

square or a parallelogram, (a;) and Greece was sup

posed to lie on the summit, with Delphi in the navel,

or central part of the whole, (b ;) as the Jews, and

even the sirst Christians, insisted that the true navel of

the earth was Jerusalem ; and as the Mufelmans hold

Mecca to be the mother of cities, and the nafi zemin, or

earth's navel. All these notions appear to have arisen

from the worship of which we have been treating.

The yo'ni and ndbhi, or navel, are together denomi

nated ambd, or mother ; but gradually the words ambd,

ndbhi, and argha, have become synonymous : and

as

fa) Agathem, B. X, C. 1. (b) Pind. Pyth. 6. Eujip. Ion. v. 233.
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as jSjpC* and umbo seem to be derived from ambd, or

the circular argha, with a boss like a target, so fy*p«A©»

and umbilicius apparently spring from the fame root :

and even the word navel, though originally Gothick,

•was the fame anciently with nabhi in Sanscrit, and

nas'va. Persian. The facred ancilia, one of which was

revered as the Palladium of Rome, were probably

types of a similar nature to the argha; and the shields

which used to be suspended in temples, were possibly

votive ambds. At Delphi the mystick Omphalos was

continually celebrated in hymns as a sacred pledge of

divine favour, and the navel os the world. Thus the

mystick boat was held by some of the first emigrants

from Asia to be their palladium, or pledge of fafety,

and as such was carried by them in their various jour-

nies; whence the poets feigned that the Argo was

borne over mountains on the shoulders of the Argo

nauts. I know how differently these ancient emblems

of the Hindus, the lotos and mount Mem, the argha,

or facred vessel, and the name Arghandt'ha, would

have been applied by Mr. Bryant; but I have ex

amined both applications without prejudice, and ad

here, to my own as the more probable, because it cor

responds with the known rites and ceremonies of the

Hindus, and is confirmed by the oldest records of their

religion.

Such have been, according to the Purdnas, the

various emigrations from India to Cujha-dwip ; and

hence part of Africa was called India by the Greeks.

The Nile, fays Theophylact, flows through Lybia,

Ethiopia, and India, (a). The people of Mauritania

are faid, by Strabo, to have been Indians, or Hindus,

(b ;) and Abysfina was called Middle India in the time

of Marco Paolo. Where Ovid speaks of Andro

meda, he asserts, that she came from India; but we

(hall show, in another Section, that the scene of her

adventures

(a) B. 7. C. 17. (b) B. 17. p. 8 a 8.
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adventures was the region adjacent to the Nile. The

country between the Caspian and the Euxine had the

names both of India and Ethiopia. Even Arachofia is

called White India by Isidorus: and we have already

mentioned the Yellow India of the Perfian, and the

Yellow Indians of the TurkiJli geographers. The most

venerable emigrants from India were the Yddavas :

they were the blameless and pious Ethiopians whom Ho

mer mentions, and calls the remotest of mankind. Part

of them, fay the old Hindu writers, remained in this

country ; and hence we read of two Ethiopian nations,

the Western and the Oriental. Some of them lived

far to the east; and they are the Yadavas who stayed

in India ; while others resided far to the west, and they

are the facred race, who settled on the mores of the

Atlantick. We are positively assured by Herodotus,

that the oriental Ethiopians were Indians ; and hence

we may infer, that India was known to the Greeks^ in

the age of Homer, by the name of Eastern Ethiopia.

They could not then have known it by the appellation

of India; because that word, whatever may be its ori

ginal meaning, was either framed or corrupted by the

Persians, with whom, as long as their monarchs re

mained fatisfied with their own territories, the Greeks

had no fort of connection. They called it also the

land of Panchæa ; but knew so little of it, that, when

they heard of India, through their intercourse with

the Persians, they supposed it to be quite a different

country. In Persian, the word Hindu means both an

Indian, and any thing black ; but whether, in the lat

ter fense, it be used metaphorically, or was an ad

jective in the old language of Persia, I am unable to

ascertain. It appears from the book of Esther, that

India was known to the Hebrews in Persia by the name

of Hodu, which has some resemblance to the word

Yadu, and may have been only a corruption of it.

Hindu cannot regularly be derived, as an Englijh writer

has suggested, from a Sanscrit name of the Moon,

since that name is Indu; but it may be corrupted from
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Sindhu, or the Indus, as a learned Brahman has con

jectured; for the hissing letter is often changed into an

aspirate ; and the Greek name for that river seems to

strengthen his conjecture. Be it as it may, the words

Hindu and Hindufthan, occur in no Sanscrit book of

great antiquity : but the epithet Haindava, in a deri

vative form, is used by the poet Ca'lida's. The

modern Brdhmens, when they write or speak Sanscrit,

call themselves Hindus : but they give the name of

Cumdra-c'handa to their country on both sides the

Ganges, including part of the Peninsula; and that of

Ndga-c'handa to the districts situated on the Indus.

Next to the emigration of the Yddavas, the most

celebrated was that of the Palis, or Paliputras; many

of whose settlements were named Palist'hdn, which the

Greeks changed into Palaiftine, A country so called

was. on the banks of the Tigris, and another in Syria,

The river Strymon had the epithet Palaistinos. In Italy

we sind the Palestini ; and at the mouth of the Po, a

town called Philistina ; to which may be added the

Philistinasofliones, and the Philistina arena in Epirus.

As the Greeks wrote Palai for Pali, they rendered the

word Paliputra by Palaigonos, which also means the

offspring of Pali ; but they sometimes retained the

Sanscrit word forson ; and the town of Palaipatrai, to

this day called Paliputra by the natives, stood on the

shore of* the Hellespont. These disquisitions, however,

would lead me too far ; and I proceed to demonstrate

the ancient intercourse between Egypt and India, by

a faithful epitome of some mythological and astro

nomical fables which were common to both those

countries.

SECTION THE SECOND.

Osiris, or, more properly, Ysiris, according to

Hellanicus, was a name used in Egypt for the Su-

Vol. III. B b preme
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prerae Being, (a.) In Sanscrit it signifies Lord; and

in that fense is applied by the Brdhmens to each of their

three principal deities, or rather to each of the prin

cipal forms in which they teach the people to adore

Brahm, or the Great One : and if it be appropriated

in common speech to Maha'd'e'va, this proceeds from

the zeal of his numerous votaries, who place him

above their two other divinities. Bra'hma, Vishnu,

and Maha'de'va, fay the Purdnics, were brothers: and

the Egyptian Triad, or Osiris, Horus, and Typhon,

were brought forth by the fame parent; though Ho

rus was believed to have sprung from the mysterious

embraces of Osiris and Isis before their birth: as the

Vaijhnavas also imagine, that Hara, or Maha'de'va,

sprang mystically from his brother Heri, or Vishnu.

In the Hindu mythology, Bra'hma is represented of a

red; Vishnu, of a black, or dark azure; and Hara

of a white complexion : but in that of Egypt, we

find Osiris black, Horus white, and Typhon red.

The indiscriminate application of the title I'swara, has

occasioned great confusion in the accounts which the

Greeks have transmitted to us of Egyptian mythology ;

for the^priests of Egypt were very reserved on subjects

of religion ; and the Grecian travellers had, in general,

too little curiosity to investigate such points with scru

pulous exa£tness. Since Osiris, however, was painted

black, we may presume that he was Vishnu, who, on

many occasions, according to the Purdnas, took Egypt

under his special protection. Crishna was Vishnu

himself, according to the most orthodox opinion ; and

it was he who visited the countries adjacent to the Nile,

deltroyed the tyrant Sanc'ha'sura, introduced a more

perfect mode of worship, cooled the conflagrations

which had repeatedly desolated those adust regions,

and established the government of the Cu'tila-cesas, or

genuine Egyptians, on a permanent basis. Thus Osi

ris, as we are told by Plutarch, taught the old

Egyptians

, (aJ Plut.ion Jfts and Ofiris.
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Egyptians to make lawsj and to honour the Gods. The

title Sri-Bhagavat, importing prosperity and dominions

is given peculiarly to Chrishna* or the slack deity;

and the black Osiris had also the titles of Sirius,

Seirius, and Bacchus. It is related, indeed* that Osi

ris, or Bacchus, imported from India the worship of

two divine Bulls; and in this character he was Maha'-

de'va, whose followers were pretty numerous irt

Egypt: for Hermapion, in his explanation of the

hieroglyphicks on the Heliopolitan obelisk, calls Ho-

rus the Supreme Lord, and the author of Time, (a.)

Now I'swara, or Lord, and Ca'la, or Time, are

among the distinguished titles of Maha'de'va ; and

obelisks, or pillars, whatever be their shape, are among

his emblems. In the Vrihad-haima, which appears

to contain many curious legends concerning Egpyt, it

is expressly faid, that " I'swara, with his consort

" Pa'rvati, descended from heaven, and chose for

•c his abode the land of Misra, in Sanc'ha-dwf.p^*

We must observe, that the Egyptians feared and ab

horred Typhon, or Maha'de'va, in his character of

the Destroyer; and the Hindus also dread him in that

character, giving him the name of Bhairava, or Tre

mendous. The Egyptian fable of his attempt to break

the Mundane Egg, is applied to Maha'de'va in the

little book Chandi, which is chiefly extracted from the

Marcandeya Purdn. There is a striking resemblance

between the legendary wars of the three principal Gods

in Egypt and India. As Osiris gave battle to Ty

phon, who was defeated at length, and even kilted, by

Horus, so Bra'hma fought with Vishnu, and gained

an advantage over him, but was overpowered by Maha'

de'va, who cut off one of his sive heads ; an allegory,

of which I cannot pretend to give the mealiing.

- Plutarch asserts, that the priests of Egypt called

the Sun their Lord and King ; and their three Gods

B b a resolve

(*) Annuu; Marcellin,
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resolve themselves ultimately into him alone. Osi

ris was the Sun; Horus was the Sun; and so, I sup

pose, was Typhon, or the power of destruction by heat ;

though Plutarch fays gravely, that such as main

tained that opinion were not worthy to be heard. The

cafe was nearly the fame in ancient India ; but there

is no subject on which the modern Brdhmens are more

reserved; for when they are closely interrogated on

the title of Deva, or God, which their most facred

books give to the Sun, they avoid a direct answer,

have recourse to evasions, and often contradict one

another and themselves. They confess, however,

unanimously, that the Sun is an emblem, or image,

of their three great deities jointly and individually ;

that is, of Bra'hma, or the Supreme One, who alone

txijls really and absolutely ; the three male divinities

themselves being only Maya, or allusion. The body

©f the Sun they consider as Mayh; but since he is the

most glorious and active emblem of Gon, they respect

him as an object of high veneration. All this must

appear very mysterious ; but it flows from the prin

cipal tenet of the Veddntis, that the only being which

has absolute and real existence, is the Divine Spirit,

insinitely wife, insinitely benign, and insinitely power

ful, expanded through the universe ; not merely as

the foul of the world, but as the provident ruler of it ;

sending forth rays or emanations from his own essence,

which are the pure vital fouls of all animated crea

tures, whether moveable or immoveabli ; that is, (as

we should express ourselves,) both animals and ve

getables, and which he calls back to himself, accord

ing to certain laws established by this unlimited wis

dom. Though Brahma be neuter in the character of

the Most High One, yet in that of Supreme Ruler, he

is named Parame'swara : but through the insinite

veneration to which he is entitled, the Hindus

meditate on him with silent adoration, and offer

prayers and facrisice only to the higher emanations

from him. In a mode incomprehensible to inferior

creature
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creatures, they are involved at first in the gloom of

Maya, and subject to various taints from attachment

to worldly affections ; but they can never be reunited

to their source, until they dispel the illusion by self-de

nial, renunciation of the world, and intellectual abstrac

tions; and until they remove the impurities which

they have contracted, by repentance, mortification,

and successive passages,through the forms of animals,

or vegetables, according to their demerits. In such a

reunion consists their final beatitude ; and to effect it

by the best possible means, is the object of their su

preme ruler ; who, in order to reclaim the vicious, to

punish the incorrigible, to protect the oppressed, to

destroy the oppressor, to encourage and reward the

good, and to show all spirits the path to their ultimate

happiness, has been pleased (fay the Brdhmens) to

manifest himself in a variety of ways, from age to age,

in all parts of the habitable world. When he acts im

mediately, without assuming a shape, or sending forth

a new emanation, as when a divine sound is heard from

the sky, that manifestation of himself is called dcdja-

vdni, or an ethereal voice. When the voice proceeds-

from a meteor, or a flame, it is faid to be agnirupl, or

formed of Jire : but an avatdra is a descent of the deity

in the shape of a mortal ; and an avdntara is a similar

incarnation of an inferior kind, intended to answer some

purpose of less moment. The Supreme Being, and

the celestial emanations from him, are nirdcard, or bo

diless, in which state they must be invisible to mortals;

but when they are pratyacjhd, or obvious to fight, they

become sdcdrd, or embodied, either in shapes different

from that of any mortal, and expressive of the divine

attributes, as Crishna revealed himself to Arjun, or in

a human form, which Crishna usually bore; and in that

mode of appearing, the deities are generally supposed

to be born of woman, but without any carnal inter

course. Those who follow the Purva Mmdnja, or

Philosophy of Jaimini, admit no such incarnations of

deities, but insist that the Devas were mere mortals,

whom
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whom the Supreme Being was pleased to endue with

qualities approaching to his own attributes ; and the

Hindus, in general, perform acts of worship to some of

their ancient monarchs and fages, who were deified in

consequence of their eminent virtues. After these in

troductory remarks, we proceed to the several manifes

tations, in Egypt, and other countries adjacent to the

Nile, of De'vi, and the three principal Gods of the

Hindus, as they are expressly related in the Puranas,

and other Sanscrit books of antiquity.

De'vi, or the Goddess, and Isi, or the Sovereign Queen,

is the Isis of Egypt, and represents Nature in general,

but in particular the Earth, which the Indians call

Prit'hivi ; while water, and humidity of all kinds, are

supposed, by the Hindus, to proceed from Vishnu, as

they were by the Egyptians to proceed from Osiris,

This account of Isis we find corroborated by Plu

tarch ; and Servius asserts, that the very word Isis

means Earth in the language of the Egyptians; but

this I conceive to be an error.

I. It is related in the Scanda, that, when the whole

earth was covered with water, and Vishnu lay extend

ed afleep in the bosom of De'vi, a lotos arose from his

navel, and its ascending flower soon reached the sur

face of the flood ; that Bra'hma sprang from that

flower, and, looking round, without seeing any crea

ture on the boundless expanse, imagined himself to be

the first born, and entitled to rank above all future

beings; yet resolved to investigate the deep, and to as

certain whether any being existed in it, who could con

trovert his claim to pre-eminence, he glided, there

fore, down the stalk of the lotos, and, finding Vishnu

afleep, asked loudly who he was. " I am the first

born," answered Vishnu, waking; and when Bra'h

ma denied his primogeniture, they had an obstinate

battle, till Maha'de'va pressed between them in great

wrath, faying, It is I who am truly the first-born ;

H but. J wjl} resign my pretensions to either of you,

*' whc)
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** who shall be able to reach and behold the summit

*' of my head, or the soles of my feet." Bra'hma

instantly ascended; but having fatigued himself to

no purpose, in the regions of immensity, yet loth to

abandon his claim, returned to Maha'de'va, declaring

that he had attained and seen the crown of his head,

and called, as his witness, the first-born cow. For

this union of pride and falsehood, the angry god or

dained, that no facred rites should be performed to

Bra'hma; and that the mouth of the cow mould be

defiled, and a cause of defilement, as it is declared to

be in the oldest Indian laws. When Vishnu re

turned, he acknowledged that he had not been able

to fee the feet of Maha'de'va, who then told him,

that he was really the first-born among the Gods, and

should be raised above all. It was after this that Ma

ha'de'va cut off the fifth head of Bra'hma, whose

pride (fays the writer of the Scania Puran) occasioned

his loss of power and influence in the countries bor

dering on the river Call. Whether these wild stories

on the wars of the three principal Gods, mean Only

the religious wars between the several sectaries, or

whether they have any more hidden meaning, it is

evident, from the Purdnas, which represent Egypt as

the theatre of action, that they are the original legends

of the wars between Osiris, Horus, and Typhon ;

for Bra'hma, in his character of all-destroying Time^

corresponds with Typhon ; and Maha'de'va, in that

of the produBive principle, with Horus, or Hara, who

assumes each of his characters on various occasions,

either to restore the powers, or to subdue the oppo

nents, of Vishnu, or active Nature, from whom his

auxiliary springs. In Egypt (fays Plutarch) certain

facrifices were made even to Typhon, but only on

particular days, and for the purpose of consoling him

after his overthrow; as in India no worship is paid to

Bra'hma, except on particular occasions, when cer

tain offerings are made to him, but placed at

some distance from the person who offers them. The

'3 - Creeks
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Greeks have confounded Typhon with Python, whose

history has no connection with the wars of the Gods,

and who will appear in the following section to be the

Pait^hinasi of the Hindus. The idea of Maha'de'va

with his head in the highest heaven, and his feet in the

lowest parts of the earth, is conformable to the lan

guage of the Oracle, in its answer to Nicocrates,

King of Cyprus :

Tata St fio< voSu——

And the fame image is expressed, word for word, at the

beginning of the fourth Veda, where the deity is de

scribed as Mahdpurujha, or the Great Male.

In the story of the war between Osiris and Ty

phon, mention is made by Plutarch, of a stupendous

boar, in search of whom Typhon travelled, with a

view, perhaps, to strengthen his own party, by making

an alliance with him. Thus it is faid, in the Vaijhna-

vdgama, that Crordfura was a demon, with the face

of a boar, who, nevertheless, was continually reading

the Veda, and performing such acts of devotion, that

Vishnu appeared to him on the banks of the Brah

maputra, promising to grant any boon that he could

ask. Crordfura requested that no creature, then ex

isting in the three worlds, might have power to de

prive him of life; and Vishnu granted his request :

but the demon became so insolent, that the Devatas,

whom he oppressed, were obliged to conceal them

selves, and he assumed the dominion of the world.

Vishnu was then sitting on a bank of the Call, greatly

disquieted by the malignant ingratitude of the demon;

and, his wrath being kindled, a shape, which never be

fore had existed, sprang from his eyes. It was Maha'

de'va, in his destructive character, who dispelled in a

moment the anxiety of Vishnu, whence he acquired

the surname of Chinta'hara. With (laming eyes,

contracted brows, and his whole countenance distorted

with anger, he rushed-toward Crordfura, seized him
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with fury, and carried him under his arm in triumph

over the whole earth; but at length cast him lifeless on

the ground, where he was transformed into a moun

tain, still called the Mountain of Crora, or the Boar.

The place where Vishnu fat by the river Call, has the

name of Chintdhara-Jl 'hall ; and " all they (fay the

" author of the A'gama) who are troubled with anxi-

" ous thoughts, need only meditate on Chinta'hara,

*' and their cares will be dissipated." The word

Chinid was, I imagine, pronounced Xanthus by the de

scendants of Darda'na'sa, or Dardanus, who carried

into their new settlements not only the name, but

some obscure notions relative to the power of the deity

Chinta'hara. The district of Troas, where they set

tled, was called also Xanthe. There was a town Xan

thus, in Lycia ; and a nation of Xanthi, or Xantii, in

Thrace. A river of Lycia had that name; and so had

another near Troy ; in the waters of which grew a

plant supposed capable of dijpelling cares and terrors,

which both Greeks and Indians believed to be caused

by the presence of some invisible deity, or evil spirit,(a).

The river Xanthus, near Troy, was vulgarly called

Scamander ; but its facred name, used in religious rites,

was Xanthus ; as most rivers in India have different

names, popular and holy. Xanthus, according to

Homer, was a son of Jupiter, or, in the language of

Indian Mythology» an avdntara, or inferior manifesta

tion, of Siva. Others make him a son of the great

Tremilus, (b,) whom I should suppose to be Jupi

ter Temelius, or rather Tremelius, worshipped at Bien-

nus, in Crete ; for the Tremili, or Tremyliœ, came ori

ginally from that island. According to Stephan us of

Byzantium, the native country of Xanthus was Egypt,

(c ;) and on the shores of the Atlantick there were

monsters shaped like bulls, probably sea-cows, called

Xanthari. A poet, cited by Stephan us under the

word Tremile, lays, that Xanthus, son of Jupiter,

travelled

(a) Plul. on Rivers, art. Scamander. (b) Steph. Byzant; Tremile.

(cj See the word Xanthus.
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travelled with his brothers over the whole world, and

did a great deal of mischief; that is, according to the

Purdnas, destroyed the insolent Crora'sura, who was

probably revered in the more western countries, where

Vara'he'swara once reigned according to the Hindus,

and where they believe his posterity still to live in the

shape of white vardhas, or boars. The legend of the

wars between those vardhas and the sarabhas, a sort of

monster, with the face of a lion, and wings like a bird,

shall be explained in another essay on Varaha-dwip ;

and I shall only add in this place, that the war was re

presented, according to Hesiod, on the shield of Her

cules. At present the place where the temple of Am-

mon formerly stood, has the name of Santariah, which

may be derived from some altar anciently dedicated to

Chinta'hara.

II. We are told in the Nareda Purdn, that Su'rya,

the regent of the Sun, had chosen a beautiful and well-

peopled country in Sancha-dzuip, for the purpose of

performing his devotions; but that he had'no sooner

begun, thanthe whole region was in flames, the waters

dried up, and all its inhabitants destroyed; since

which it has been denominated Barbara. The Deva-

tds, it is added, were in the greatest distress ; and

Vishnu descended, with Bra'hma, to expostulate with

the author of the conflagration. Su'rya praised and

worshipped them, but lamented that his devotion had

not prospered, and promised to repair the injuries

done -by his flames. *' It is I (faid Vishnu) who

" must repair them ; and when I shall revisit this

" country in the character of Crishna, to destroy the

" demon -Sanc'ha'sura, the land shall cool, and be

** replenished with plants and animals. The race of

" Palis.shall the•n settle here, with the CvHla-cefas} the

" Yavanas, and other Mtictiha tribes,"

In
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In the Uttara-charitra, and other ancient books,

we find many stories concerning Su'rya, some of

which have a mixture of astrological allegory. Once,

it seems, he was performing acts of austere devotion,

in the character of Tapana, or the Injlamer, when his

consort Prabhav, or Brightness, unable to bear his in

tense heat, assumed the form of Ch'ha'ya\ or Shade,

and was impregnated by him. After a period of a hun

dred years, when gods and men, expecting a terrible

offspring, were in the utmost consternation, she was

delivered of a male child, in a remote place, after

wards called Arki-Jl'hdn, or Sauri-jl'Aslw,from Arci and

Sauri, the patronymicks of Arca and Su'rya. He

was the genius of the planet which the Latians called

Saturn ; and acquired among the Hindus the epithet

of Sani, and Sanaischara, or Jlow-moving. For

twelve years, during his education at Arki-jl'hdn, no

rain fell ; but a destructive wind blew continually, and

the air blazed with tremendous meteors. A dread

ful famine ensued ; and the Devatds, together with the

Daityas, implored the protection and advice of Su'

rya, who directed them to propitiate Sani, by per

forming religious rites to Vishnu, near the pippal-

tree, which is an emblem of him; and assured them,

that, in future ages, the malignant influence of the

planet mould prevail only during its passage through

four signs of the Ajaviihi, or Zodiack. The reign of

Su'rya in Barbara continued long ; but he resigned

his dominion to Sani, whose government was tyran

nical. All his pious and prudent subjects fled to the

hilly countries, bordering on the river Nandd; while

the irreligious and rash perished in the deserts of burn

ing sand, to which the baneful eyes of the tyrant re

duced all the plains and meadows on which he looked.

His father, returning to visit his ancient realm, and

seeing the desolation of the whole country, expelled

Sani, and sent for another of his sons, named Aurva,

who, being appointed successor to his brother, purified

j.he land, recalled the holy men from the hills, and made
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his subjects happy in ease and abundance, while he

resided at Aurva-jl'hdn, so called from his name : but he

returned afterwards to Vahni-st'hdn, the present Azar-

bdijan, or the Seat of Fire, in the interior Cusha-dwipat

where he was performing his devotions on Trisringa,

or the mountain with three peaks, at the time when hii

father summoned him to the government of Barbara.

Just before that time he had given a dreadful proof of

his power ; for as Ara'ma, the son of a son of Satya-

vra'ta, (and consequently the Aram of Scripture,)

was hunting in that country with his whole army, near

a spot where Durva'sas, a cholerick faint, and a sup

posed avdntar of Maha'de'va, was sitting rapt in

deep meditation, Arama inadvertently shot an arrow,

which wounded the foot of Durva'sas, who no sooner

opened his eyes, than Aurva sprang from them, in

the shape of a flame, which consumed Arama and his

party, together with all the animals and vegetables in

Cujlia-dwip. It seems to me that Aurva is Vulcan,

or the God of Fire, who reigned, according to the

Egyptian priests, aster the Sun ; though some have

pretended, fays Diodorus, that he had existed before

that luminary j as the Hindus alledge, that Agni, or

Fire, had existence in an elementary state before the

formation of the Sun, but could not be faid to have

dominion till its force was concentrated. In another

character he is Orus the Elder, or Apollo, a name

derived, I imagine, from a Sanscrit word, implying a

power of dispelling humidity. No doubt, the whole

system of Egyptian and Indian mythology must at first

view seem strangely inconsistent ; but, since all the

Gods resolve themselves into one, of whom they were

no more thznsorms or appearances, it is not wonderful

that they should be confounded ; especially as every

emanation from the Supreme Spirit was believed to

fend forth collateral emanations, which were blended

with one another, sometimes recalled, sometimes con

tinued or renewed, and varioufly reflected or refracted

in all directions. Another source of confusion is

1 the
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jhe infinite variety of legends which were invented,

from time to time, in Greece, Egypt, Italy, and India ;

and when all the causes of inconsistency are considered,

we shall no longer be surprised to see the fame appel

lation given to very different deities, and the fame

deities appearing under different appellations. To

give an example in Saturn : the planet of that name

is the Sani of India, who (fays Diodorus) was con

sidered by the Chaldeans as the most powerful of the

heavenly bodies, next to the Sun j but his influence

was thought baneful ; and incantations, with offerings

of certain perfumes, were used to avert or to mitigate it.

When the name is applied to Cronos, the Father of

the Gods, it means Ca'la, or Time, a character both

of Maha'de'va and Bra'hmaj but when he is called

Chronos, he seems to be the gigantick Crauncha of

the Hindus ; while the Saturn of Latium, and of the

Golden Age, appears to be quite a different person ;

and his title was probably derived from Satyaverna,

which implies an age of veracity and righteousness.

Bra'hma, with a red complexion, is worshipped (fay

the Puranas) in the dwip of Pushcara, which I sup

pose to be a maritime country at no great distance

from Egypt. He was there called the First-born of

Nature, Lord of the Universe, and Father of Deities :

and the mythology of Pujhcara having passed into

Greece, we find Chronos represented in those charac

ters, but mild and beneficent to the human race, with

some features borrowed from the older system, which

prevailed on the banks of the Nile and the Ganges. 1

cannot help suspecting that the word Cala was the

origin of Coelus, or Coilus, as Ennius wrote it; and

the Arhan of the Jainas, who was aform of Maha'-

ca'la, might originally have been the fame with

Uranus. As to Rhea, there can be no doubt that

Che is the Goddess Ri, whom the Hindus call the Mo

ther of the Gods : but some fay that she also pro

duced malignant beings : and Pliny tells us that

the was the mother of Typhon, who became sove

reign
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feign of Egypt, (a,) but was deposed and expelled

by Averis, or Horus, where we have precisely the

story of San 1 and Aurva. We cannot but observe,

that the succession of the Gods in Egypt, according to

Manetho, is exactly in the spirit ps Hindu mytho

logy, and conformable, indeed, to the Purdnas them

selves ; and we may add, before we leave the planets,

that, although Vrihaspeti, an ancient legiflator and

philosopher, be commonly supposed to direct the mo

tions of Jupiterj which now bears his name, yet

many of the Hindus acknowledge that Siva, or the

God Jupiter, shines in that planet; while the Sun is

the peculiar station of Vishnu ; and Saturn is di

rected by Bra'hma, whom, for that reason, the Egyp.

tians abhorred, not daring even to pronounce his true

name, and abominating all animals with red hair, ber

cause it was his colour.

There is something very remarkable in the number

of years during which Arca and his son reigned on

the banks of the Call. The Sun, according to the

Brahmens, began his devotions immediately after the

flood, and continued it a hundred years. Sani, they

fay, was born a hundred years after his conception,

and reigned a hundred years, or till the death of

A'ra'm, who must therefore have died about three

hundred years after the deluge, and fifty years before

his grandfather; but the Pauranics insist' that they

were years of Bra'hma. Now one year of mortals

is a day and night of the Gods, and 360 of our years

is one of theirs : 12,000 of their years, or 4,320,000

of ours, constitute one of their ages, and 2000 such

ages are Bra'hma's day and night, which must be

multiplied by 360 to make one of his years : so that

the chronology of Egypt, according to the Brdhmens,

would

.. ....... ~ ^ .

.(*) Lib. 2. Cap. 25, 8cc,
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would be more extravagant than that of the Egyptians

themselves, according to Manetho. The Talmud

contains notions of divine days andyears, founded on

pasfages in Scripture ill understood. The period of

12,000 years was Etruscan; and that of 4,320,000 was

formed in Chaldea by repetitions of the faros. The

Tardetani, an old and learned nation in Spain, had a

long period nearly of the fame kind. But, for parti

cular inquiries into the ancient periods, and the affinity

between them, I must, refer to other esfays, and pro

ceed to the geography of Egypt,. as it is illustrated by

the Indian legends. ."

The place where the Sun is feigned to have per

formed his acts of religious austerity, is named the

jl'han, or station, of Arca, SVrya, and Tapana.

As it was on the limit between the dwi'pas of Cujh and

Sanc'ha, the Purdns ascribed it indifferently to either

of those countries. I believe it to be the Tahpanhes

of Scripture, called Taphna, or Taphnai, by the se

venty Interpreters, and Daphne in the Roman Itine

rary, where it is placed sixteen miles from Pelufium.

It is mentioned by Herodotus* under the name of

Daphnœ Pelujiæ, (a,) and by Stsphanus under (hat

of Daphne near Pelnsium ; but the moderns have cor

rupted the name into Safnas. .. .

Sauri-jl'hdn, where San i was born and educated,

seems to have been the famed Beth Sheme/k, or Helio-

polis, which was built (fays Diodorus) by Aetis, in

honour of his father the Sun, (b). Aetis first taught

astronomy in Egypt ; and there was a college of astro

nomers at Heliopolis, with an observatory, and a tem

ple of the Sun, the magnificence and celebrity of

which might have occasioned the change of the an

cient name into Surya-jl'hdn, as it was tranflated by the

Hebrews and Greeks. It is faid by the Hindus, that Sani,

or

(a) B. 2. C. 30. (b) B. 6, p. 13.
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or Arki, built several places of worship in the regions

adjacent to the Call ; and we still find the town of

Arkico near the Red Sea, which is not mentioned, in

deed, by any of the Grecian geographers ; but the

headland contiguous to it, is called, by Ptolemy, the

Promontory of Saturn. The genius of Saturn is

described in the Purdns as clad in a black mantle, with

a dark turban loosely wrapped round his head ; his

aspect; hideous, and his brows knit with anger ; a tri

dent in one of his four hands, a cimeter in a second,

and in the two others, a bow and shafts. The priests

of Saturn in Egypt, where his temples were always

out of the towns, are faid by Epiphanius to have

worn a dress nearly similar.

To conclude this head, we must add, that theJl'hdn

of Aurva is now called Arju by the Copts, (a ;) but

as Aurva corresponded with Orus, or Apollo, the

Creeks gave it the name of Apollonopolis.

III. The metamorphosis of Lunus into Luna was

occasionally mentioned in the preceding Section; but

the legend must now be told more at length. The

God Soma, or Chandra, was traversing the earth

with his favourite consort Rohini j and, arriving at

the southern mountain, Sahyddri, they unwarily en

tered the forest of Gaurl, where some men having

surprised Maha'de'va caressing that Goddess, had been

formerly punished by a change of their sex, and the

forest had retained a power of effecting the like change

on all males who should enter it. Chandra, instant

ly becoming a female, was so afflicted and ashamed,

that she hastened jar to the wejl, sending Rohini

to her seat in the sky, and concealed herself in a

mountain, afterwards named Soma-giri, where she per

formed acts of the most rigorous devotion. Darkness

then,

(a) Lett. Edif. vo!. 5. p. 257.
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then covered the world each night : the fruits of the

earth were destroyed ; and the universe was in such

dismay, that the Devas, with Bra'hma at their head,

implored the assistance of Maha'de'va, who no soon

er placed Chandri* on his forehead, than she became

a male again ; and hence he acquired the title of

Chandra'sec'hara. This fable has been explained to me

by an ingenious Pandit. To the inhabitants of the

countries near the source of the Cdti, the Moon, being

in the mansion of Ro'hini, or the Pleiads, seemed to va-

nish behind the southern mountains. Now, when the

Moon is in its opposition to the Sun, it is the god

Chandra; but when in conjunction with it, the god

dess Chandri*, who was in that state feigned to have

conceived the Pulindas mentioned in the former Sec

tion. The Moon is believed, by the Hindu naturalists,

to have a powerful influence on vegetation, especially

on certain plants, and, above all, on the So'malatd, or

Moon-plant ; but its power, they fay, is greatest at

thepurnimd, or full, after which it gradually decays, till,

on the dark tit'hi) or amdvdfyd, it wholly vanishes.

This mode ofinterpretation may serve as a clue for the

intricate labyrinth of the Purdnas, which contain all

the history, physiology, and science, of the Indians and

Egyptians, disguised under similar fables. We have

already made remarks on the region and mountains of

the Moon, which the Purdnas place in the exterior

CuJlia-dwip, or the southern parts of Africa ; and we

only add, that the Pulindas consider the female Moon

as aform of the celestial I'si, or I sis, which may seem

to be incompatible with the mythological system of In

dia : but the Hindus have, in truth, an Isis with three

forms, called Swar-df/vi" in heaven, Bhu-de'vi" on

earth, and Pa'ta'la-de'vi" in the infernal regions. The

consort of the Terrestrial Goddess is named Bhu-de'va,

who resides on Sume'ru, and is a vicegerent on earth

of the three principal deities. He seems to be the

Bftvt of the Greek Mythologies, and the Budyas of

Vol. III. C c Arrian :
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Arrian ; though the Grecian writers have generally

confounded him with Buddha.

IV.. When this earth was covered with waters, Ma-

ha'ca'la, who floated on their surface, beheld a com

pany of Apsarases, or Nymphs, and expressed with such

force his admiration of their beauty, that Maha'ca'li,

his consort, was greatly incensed, and suddenly vanish

ed. The God, Hung with remorse, went in search of

her, and, with hasty strides, traversed the earth, which

then had risen above the waters of the deluge, as they

were dried up or subsided j but the ground gave way

under the pressure of his foot at every step, and the ba

lance of the globe was nearly destroyed. In this distress

he was seen by the relenting Ca'li on the site of Sriran-

gapattana ; and considering the injury which the uni

verse would sustain by her concealment, she appeared

in the character of Ra'jara'je'swari, and in the form

of a damsel more lovely than an Apfaras, on the banks

of a river since named Call. There, at length, he faw

and. approached her, in the character of Ra'jara'je'-

swara, and in the shape of a beautiful youth. They

were soon reconciled, and travelled together over the

world, promoting the increase of animals and vegeta

bles, and instructing mankind in agriculture and use

ful arts. At last they returned to Cujha-dwip, and set

tled at a place which from them was named the St'hdn

of R a'jara'je'swara, and Ra'jara'j e'swari, and which

appears to be the Nyfaot Arabia, called Elim'm Scrip

ture, and El Tor by modern geographers : but Al Tur

belongs properly to the interior dwtp of Cujha. They

resided long in that station, conversing familiarly with

men, till the iniquities of later generations compelled

them to difappear; and they have since been worshipped

under the titles of Isa'na, or Isa; and Isa'ni,. or Isi.

Since the goddess Isis made her sirst appearance in

Egypt, that country is called her nursing mother in an

inscription mentioned by Diodorus, ^nd said to have

been
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been found on a pillar in Arabia. She was reported by

the Egyptians, to have been Queen of that country ; and

is declared in the Purdns, to have reigned over Cusha-

dwlp within, as her consort has the title, in the Ara

bian inscription, of King Osiris; conformably, in both

instances, to the characters under which they appeared

on the banks of the Nile. The place where Is is was

first visible, became of course an object of worship; but,

as it is not particularly noticed by the mythologists of

the west, we cannot precisely ascertain its situation. It

was probably one of the places in the Delta, each of

which was denominated Iseum ; and I think it was the

town of Isis, near Sebennytus, (a,) now called Bha-beit,

where the ruins of a magnificent temple, dedicated

to Isis, are still to be seen. As Ysiris came from the

western peninsula of India, he was considered in Egypt

as a foreign divinity, and his temples were built out of

the towns.

V. Bhava, the author of exijlence, and consort of

Amba\ the Magna Mater of the western mythologists,

had resolved to set mankind an example of performing

religious austerities, and chose for that purpose an Ara-

nya, or uninhabitedJorejl, on the banks of the Nik ;

hut Amba*, named also Bhava'ni and Um\a, being

uneasy at his absence, and guessing the place of his re

tirement, assumed the character of Aranya-de'vi, or

Goddess of the Forest, and appeared sporting among the

trees at a place called afterwards Cdmavana, or the

Wood of Desire, from the impression which her appear

ance there made on the amorous deity. They retired

into an Atavi, or the impervious forest, whence the

Goddess acquired also the title of Atavi-de'vi; and the

scene of their mutual caresses had the name of Bhavd-

tavi-Ji'hdna, which is mentioned in' the Vedas. The

place of their subsequent residence, near the Nile, was

denominated Crirdvana, or the Grove of Dalliance ;

C c 2 and

(a) Tab. Pcutinger. Plin, Stepb, Byzantium.
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and that where Bhava was interrupted in his devo

tions, was sirst called Bhava-Jl'hdn, and seems to be

the celebrated Bubaftos, or, in the oblique cafe,

Burba/Ion, peculiarly facred to Diana, the Goddess of

Woods. From Bhavdtavi, which was at some dis

tance from the Nile, in the midst of an impervious

sored, the Greeks made Buloi in the oblique case,

whence they formed Buto and Butus : and there also

stood a famous temple of Diana. The situation of

Criravana cannot be so easily ascertained ; but it could

not have been far from the two last-mentioned places,

and was probably in the Delta, where we sind a most

distinguished temple of Venus at Aphroditopolis, (a,J

now Atar-bekhi, which, according to Stephan us of

Byzaniium, was at no great distance from Atribi. The

Goddess had, indeed, laid aside the character of Diana

when Bhava perceived her, and assumed that of Bha-

va'ni, or Venus. The three places of worship here

mentioned, were afterwards continually visited by nu

merous pilgrims, whom the Brahmdnda-purdn, from

which the whole fable is extracted, pronounces entitled

to delight and happiness both in this world and the

next.

Bhave'swara seems to be the Busiris of Egypt;

for Strabo asserts, positively, that no Egyptian king

bore that name ; though altars, on which men were

anciently facrisiced, were dedicated to Busiris; and

the human victims of the Hindus were offered to the

consort of Bhave'swara. The Naramidha, or sacri

fice of a man, is allowed by some ancient authorities ;

but since it is prohibited under pain of the severest tor

ture in the next world, by the writers of the Brahma^ of

the A'ditya-purdn, and even of the Bhdgavat itself, we

cannot imagine that any Brdhmen would How officiate

at so horrid a ceremony ; though it is asserted by

some,

..I „

(a) Herod. B. 2. C. 42.
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some, that the Pdmaras, or Pariar nations, in diffe

rent parts of India, disregard the prohibition ; and

that the Carharas, who were allowed by Para'su-

ra'ma to settle in the Concern, to facrifice a man, in

the course of every generation, to appease the wrath

of Re'nuca'-de'vi*.

Before we quit the subject of Atavi, we must add

two legends from the Brdhmdnda, which clearly relate

to Egypt. A just and brave king, who reigned on the

borders of Himalaya, or Imaus, travelled over the

world to destroy the robbers who then inserted it; and,

as he usually surprised them by night, he was surnamed

Nactamchara. To his son NisVchara, whose

name had the fame signification, he gave the king

dom of Barbara, near the Golden Mountains, above

Syent; and NisVchara followed, at first, the exam

ple of his father, but at length grew so insolent as to

contend with Indra, and oppressed both Devas and

Ddnavas, who had recourse to Ataviv-de'vi% and so

licited her protection. The Goddess advised them to

lie for a time concealed in Swerga, by which we must

here understand the mountains j and, when the tyrant

rashly attempted to drive her from the banks of the

Nile, she attacked and flew him. The Divas then

returned singing her praises; and on the spot where

she fought with NisVchara they raised a temple,

probably a pyramid, which from her was called Ata-

vl-mandira. Two towns in Egypt are still known to

the Copts by the names of Atfi, Atfieh, and Itfu ; and

to both of them the Greeks gave that of Aphroditopolii.

The district round the most northerly of them is to

this day named Ibrit, which M. D'Anville with good

, reason thinks a corruption of Aphrodite ; but Atavi-

mandtr is Atfi to the south of Alkdhirah, not the AtJi

or Itfu near Thebes, which a-lso is mentioned in the

Purdnas, and faid to have stood in the forests of

Topas,

. , , Another
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Another title of the Goddess was Ashta'ra', which

, she derived from the following adventure. Vijaya's-

vva, or victorious on horseback, was a virtuous and

powerful king of the country round the Nijhadha

Mountains ; but his first minister, having revolted

from him, collected an army of Mlech'has in the hills

of Gandha-mddan, whence he descended in force, gave

battle to his master, took him prisoner, and usurped

the dominion of his country. The royal captive,

having found means to escape, repaired to the banks

of the Cdli, and fixing eight sharp iron spikes in a

circle at equal distances, placed himself in the centre,

prepared for death, and resolved to perform the most

rigorous acts of devotion. Within that circle he re

mained a whole year, at the close of which the God

dess appeared to him, issuing like a flame from the

eight iron points ; and presenting him with a weapon

called Ajldrd mudgara, or- a staff armed with eight

spikes fixed in an iron hall, she assured him, that all

men, who should see that staff in his hand, must either

fave themselves by precipitate flight, or would fall

dead and mangled on the ground. The king received

the weapon with confidence, soon defeated the usur

per, and erected a pyramid in honour of the Goddess,

by the name of Ashta'ra'-de'vi. The writer of the

Purdna places it near the Call river in the woods

of Tapas ; and adds, that all such as visit it will

receive assistance from the Goddess for a whole year.

Ajlitan means eight ; and the word dra properly signi

fies the spoke of a wheel, yet is applied to any thing

resembling it ; but, in the popular Indian dialects,

ajhta is pronounced dtt ; and the appearance, which

Strabo mentions, of the Goddess Aphrodite under

the name of Attara, must, I think, be the fame with'

that of Ashta'ra'. The AJlitaroth of the Hebrews,

and the old Persian word ajldrah, now writtenJitdrah,

(or aJiar with eight rays,) are most probably derived

from the two Sanscrit words. Though the place

where Vijayas'wa raised his pyramid, or temple,

3 was
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was named A/Iitdrd-jl'hdn, yet, as the Goddess to whom

he inscribed it was no other than ArAvl-devi, it has

retained among the Copts the appellation of Atfi, or

Atfu, and was called Aphroditopolis by the Greeks• : it

is below Akmim, on the western bank of the Nile.

VI. Among the legends concerning the transforma

tion of De'vi, or 3iwn; zro\upog$!&>, ' we sind a wild

astronomical tale in the Ndfatya Sanhitd, or History

of the Indian Castor and Pollux. In one of her

forms, it seems, she appeared as Prabha' or Light,

and assumed the shape of AJwini, or a mare, which is

the sirst of the lunar mansions. The Sun approached

her in the form of a horse ; and he no sooner had

touched her nostrils with his, than she conceived the

twins, who, after their birth, were called Aswimtu-

mdrau, or the two sons of Aswini. Being left by

their parents, who knew their destiny, they were

adopted by Brahma, who entrusted them to the care

of his ion Dacsha; and, under that fage preceptor,

they learned the whole Ayurveda, or system of medi

cine. In their early age they travelled over the world,

performing wonderful cures on gods and men ; and

- they are generally painted on horseback, in the forms

Of beautiful youths, armed with javelins. At sirst

they resided on the Cula Mountains, near Colchis ; but

In dr a, whom they had instructed in the science of

healing, gave them a station in Egypt, near the river

Cdli, and their new abode was from them called Aswi-

Jl'hdh. As medicated baths were among their most

powerful remedies, we sind near their feat a pool,

named Abhimatada, or granting what is defired ; and a

place called Rupa-yauvanaJl'hala, or the land of beau

ty and youth. According to some authorities, one of

them had the name of A'swin, and the other of Cu-

ma'r; one of Na'satya, the other of Dasra; but,

by the better opinion, those appellations are to be

used in the dual number, and applied to them both.

They are also called Aswana'sau, or Aswacana'sau,

because
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because their mother conceived them by her nojlrih ;

but they are considered as united so intimately, that

eachseems either, and they are often held to be one in

dividual deity. As twin brothers, the two Dasras, or

Cuma'ras, are evidently the Dioscori of the Greeks ;

but when represented as an individual, they seem to

be Æsculapius, which my Pandit supposes to be

Aswiculapa, or Chief of the race of Afwi. That

epithet might, indeed, be applied to the Sun ; and

Æsculapius, according to some of the western my-

thologists, was a form of the Sun himself. The adop

tion of the twins by Bra'hma, whose favourite bird

was the pheenicopteros, which the Europeans changed

into a swan, may have given rise to the fable of Leda :

but we cannot wonder at the many diversities in the

old mythological system, when we sind in the Puranas

themselves very different genealogies of the fame di

vinity, and very different accounts of the fame ad

venture,

Æsculapius, or Asclepius, was a son os Apollo ;

and his mother, according to the Phenicians, was a

goddess, that is, a form of De'vi\ He too was

abandoned by his parents, and educated by Autolaus,

the son of Arcas, fa. ) The Afwiculapas, or Afcle*

piades, had extensive settlements in Thefjaly, (b,) and,

I believe, in Meffenia. The word Afwini seems to

have given a name to the town of Afphynis, now As*

fun, in Upper Egypt; for Afwa, a Horse, is indubita

bly changed by the Perfians into Ajb, or Asp : but

Afwi-Ji'hdn was probably the town of Abydus in the

Thebais ; and might have been so named from Abhida,

a contraction of Abhimatada ; for Strabo informs us

that it was anciently a very large city, the second in

Egypt, after Thebes ; that it stood about seven miles

and a half to the west of the Nile ; that a celebrated

temple of Osiris was near it• and a magnisicent edi-.

sice

Pai&n. B. 7. C, 23. (b) Pausan. B. 8. C. a^,
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sice in it, called the palace of Memnon ; that it was

famed also for a well or pool of water, with winding

steps all round it ; that the structure and workmanship

of the reservoir were very singular, the stones used in

it of an astonishing magnitude, and the sculpture on

them excellent, (a.) Herodotus insists that the

names of the Dioscuri were unknown to the Egyp

tians ; but since it is positively asserted in the Puranas,

that they were venerated on the banks of the Nile, they

must have been revered, I presume, in Egypt under

other names. Indeed, Harpocrates and Halito-

menion, the twin sons Osiris and Isis, greatly re

semble the Dioscuri of the Grecian Mythologists.

VII. Before we enter on the next legend, I must

premise, that ilia, pronounced ira, is the root of a

Sanscrit verb, signisying praise, and synonymous with

ila, which often occurs in the Veda. The Rigveda

begins with the phrase Agnim tie, or, I sing praise to

jire. Vishnu then had two warders of his ethereal

palace, named Jaya and Vijaya, who carried the

pride of office to such a length, that they insulted the

seven Maharshis, who had come, with Sanaca at

their head, to present their adorations : but the offend

ed Rishis pronounced an imprecation on the insolent

warders, condemning them to be adhdyoni,ov born below,

and to pass through three mortal forms before they could

be re-admitted to the divine presence. In consequence

of this execration, they sirst appeared on earth as Hi-

ran ya'csha, or Golden-eyed ; and Hiran yacasipu, or

Clad in gold ; secondly, as Ra'vana and Cumbhacar-

na; and lastly, as Cansa and Sis'upa'la.

In their sirst appearance they were the twin sons

of Casyapa and Diti. Before their birth, the body

of their mother blazed like the fun ; and the Devatas,

unable

(a) Sirabo, B. 9. p. 434, 438.
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unable to bear its excessive heat and light, retired to

the banks of the Call, resolving to lie concealed till

Ihe was delivered ; but the term of her gestation was

so long, and her labour so difficult, that they remained

a thoufand years near the holy river, employed in acts

of devotion. At length De'vi appeared to them in a

new character, and had afterwards the title of I'di'ta,

or I'n'r'A, because she was praised by the Gods in their

hymns, when they implored her assistance in the deli

very of Diti. She granted their request, and the

two Daitvas were born; after which I'l^ta-deVi as

sured mankind, that any woman, who should fervent

ly invoke her in a similar situation, should have im-

mediate relief. The Devas erected a temple in the

place where fte made herself visible to them, and it

was named theJl'hdn of I'di'ta, orl'n'TA; which was

probably the sown of Idithya, or Ilithya, in Upper

Egypt; where facred rites were performed to Eiti-

thya, or Eleutho, the Lucina of the Latians, who

assisted women in labour. It stood close- to the Nile,

opposite to Great Apollonopolis, and seems to be the

Leucoihea of Pliny. This goddess is now invoked in

India by women in child-bed, and a burnt-offering of

certain perfumes is appropriated to the occasion.

VIII. We read in the Mahad-himalaya-c'hana'a,

that, after a deluge, from which very few of the human

race were preserved, men became ignorant and brutal,

without arts or sciences, and even without a regular

language ; that part of 5'anc'ha-dwip, in particular,

was inhabited by various tribes, who were perpetually

disputing; but that I'swara descended among them,

appeased their animosities, and formed them into a

community of citizens mixed without invidious distinc

tions.; whence the place where he appeared was deno

minated Misra-Jt hdn ; that he sent his consort Va'c^l'-

swari, or the Goddess of Speech, to instruct the

rising generations in arts and language; for which pur

pose me also visited the dxutp of Cusha. Now the

ancient
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ancient city of Misra was Memphis; and when the

feat of government was transferred to the opposite side

of the river, the new city had likewise the name of

Mtfr, which it still retains; for Alkdhirah, or the

Conqueress, vulgarly Cairo, is merely an Arabick

epithet.

Va'gi'swara, or Va'gi'sa', commonly pronounced

BagYswar, and Ba'gi's, means the Lord of Speech;

but I have seen only one temple dedicated to a god

with that title : it stands at Gangdpur, formerly Deh-

terea, near Bandres, and appears to be very ancient.

The image of Va'gi'swara, by the name of Siro-

de'va, was brought from the west by a grandson of

Ce'tu-misra, descended from Gautama, together

with that of the God's consort and sister, vulgarly

named Bassari; but the Brdhmens on the spot in

formed me, that her true name was Ba'gi'swari'. The

precise meaning of Siro'ide'va is not ascertained : if

it be not a corruption of Sri'de'va, it means the God

of the Head: but the generality of Brdhmens have a

singular dislike to the descendants of Gautam, and

object to their modes of worship, which seem, indeed,

not purely Indian. The priests of Ba'gi'swara, for

instance, offer to his consort a lower mantle with a red

fringe, and an earthen pot shaped like a coronet. To

the god himself they present a vase full of arak^ and

they even facrisice a hog to him, pouring its blood

before the idol, and restoring the carcase to its owner;

'a ceremony which the Egyptians performed in honour

of Bacchus Osiris, whom I suppose to be the fame

deity, as I believe the Bcjfarides to have been so named

from Bajsari. Several demigods (of whom Cicero

reckons sive) (a) had the name of Bacchus; and it

is not improbable that some confusion has been caused

by the resemblance of names. Thus Ba'gi'swara

was changed by the Greeks intoBACcus Osiris j and

when

(a) Ue Nat. Deor.
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when they« introduced a foreign name, with the termi

nation of a case in their own tongue, they formed a no

minative from it; hence from Bhagawa'n also they

first made Bacchon, and afterwards Bacchos ; and,

partly from that strange carelessness conspicuous in all

their inquiries, partly from the reserve of the Egyptian

priests, they melted the three divinities of Egypt and In

dia into one, whom they miscalled Osiris. We have

already observed, that Ysiris was the truer pronuncia

tion of that name, according to Hellanicus; though

Plutarch insists that it mould be Sir is, or Sirios : but

.Ysiris, or Iswara, seems in general appropriated to

the incarnations of Maha'de'va, while Siris, or Sirius,

was applied to those of Vishnu.

IX. When the Pandavas, according to the Vrihad-

haima, wandered over the world, they came to the

banks of the Call river, in Sanc'ha-dwip, where they

faw a three-eyed man sitting with kingly state, sur

rounded by his people, and by animals of all forts,

whom he was instructing in several arts, according to

their capacities. To his human subjects he was teach

ing agriculture, elocution, and writing. The de

scendants of Pandu, having been kindly received by

him, related their adventures at his request ; and he

told them, in return, that, having quarrelled in the

mansion of Bra'hma, with Dacsha, his father-in-law,

he was cursed by Menu, and doomed to take the form

of a Mdnava, or man, whence he was named on earth

A'mane'swara ; that his faithful consort transformed

herself into the river Call, and purified his people ;

while he guided them with the staff- of empire, and

gave them instruction, of which he had found them

in great need. The place, where he resided, was called

A'manefwaru-jl'hdn, or the feat of A'man, or A'mon,

which can be no other than the Amonno of Scripture,

tranflated Diofpolis, by the Seventy Interpreters; but it

was Diofpolis between the canals of the Delta, near

the
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the sea and the lake Manzale ; for the Prophet Na-

hum (a) describes it as a town Jituated among rivers,

,with waters round about it, and the seafor its rampart;

so that it could not be either of the towns named also

Diospolis in Upper Egypt; and the Hindu author fays

expressly, that it lay to the north of Himddri.

Having before declared my opinion, that the Nopk

of the three greater Prophets was derived from Nabhas,

or the Jliy, and was properly called Nabha-lfwara

jl'hdn, or Nabha-jl'hdn, I have little to add here.

Hosea once calls it Moph, (b,) and the Chaldean pa-

raphrast, Maphes ; while Rabbi KiaMCHi asserts, that

Moph and Noph were one and the fame town. The

Seventy always render it Memphis, which Copts and

Arabs pronounce Menus, or Men/; and though I am

well aware that some travellers, and men of learning,

deny the modern Men/ to be on the site of Memphis,

yet in the former Section I have given my reasons for

dissenting from them, and observed, that Memphis oc

cupied a vast extent of ground along the Nile, con

sisting, in fact, of several towns or divisions, which

had become contiguous by the accession of new build

ings. May not the words Noph and Men/ have been

taken from Nabha and Mdnava, since Nabhomdnava,

as a title of Iswara, would signify the celejlial man ?

The Egyptian priests had nearly the fame story which

we find in the Purdns ; for they related, that the

ocean formerly reached to the spot where Memphis was

built by king Mines, Minas, or Minevas, who forced

the sea back, by altering the course of the Nile, which

depositing its mud in immense quantities, gradually

formed the Delia. . .

Diospolis, distinguished by the epithet great, was a

name of Thebes, which was also called the City of the

Sun,

(a) Ca. 3. v. 8. (bj Ch. 9. v. 6.
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Sun, (a) from a celebrated temple dedicated to that

luminary, which I suppose to be the Suryeswara-Jl''hdn

of the old Hindu writers. The following legend con

cerning it is extracted from the Bhdfcara-mdhdtmya*

The son of So'mara'ja, named Pushpace'tu, having

inherited the dominions of his father, neglected his

public duties, contemned the advice of his ministers,

and abandoned himself to voluptuousness; till Bhi'ma,

son of Pa'mara, (or of an outcast,) descended from

the hills of Ntlddri, and laid siege to his metropolis.

The prince, unable to defend it, made his escape,

and retired to a wood on the banks of the Cali. There,

having bathed in the facred river, he performed pe

nance for his former dissolute life, standing twelve

days on one leg, without even tasting water, and

with his eyes sixed on the Sun ; the regent of which

appeared to him in the character of Su'rye'swara,

commanding him to declare what he most desired.

" Grant me mo'cjka, or beautitude," faid Pushpa

ce'tu, prostrating himself before the deity ; who

bade him be patient, assured him that his offences

were expiated, and promised to destroy his enemies

with intense heat ; but ordered him to raise a temple,

inscribed to Su'rye'swara, on the very spot where

he then stood ; and declared that he would ef

face the sins of all such pilgrims as should visit it

with devotion. He also directed his votary, who be

came, after his restoration, a virtuous and fortunate

monarch, to celebrate a yearly festival in honour of

Su'rya, on the seventh lunar day, in the bright half

os Mdgha. We need only add, that Heliopolis, in

Ijower Egypt, though a literal translation of Surya-

Ji'hdn, could not be the fame place, as it was not on

the banks of the Nile,

X. One of the wildest sictions, ever invented by

mythologists, is told in the Padma and the Bhdgavat ;

yet

K (aJ Died. S'c. 0. s. c. 1.
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yet we sind an Egyptian tale very similar to it. The

wife of Ca's'yA, who had been the guru, or spiritual

guide, of Crishna, complained to the incarnate God,

that the ocean had swallowed up. her children near the

plain of Prabhdfa, or the western coast of Gujara, now

called Gujarat ; and she supplicated him to recover

them. Crishna hastened to the shore, and being in

formed by the Sea-god, that Sanc'ha'sura, or Pa'n-

chajanya, had carried away the children of his pre

ceptor, he plunged into the waves, and soon arrived at

Cufha-dwip, where he instructed the Cutila-cefas in the

whole system of religious and civil duties, cooled and

embellished the peninsula, which he found smoking

from the various conflagrations which had happened to

it, and placed the government of the country on a se

cure and permanent basis. He then disappeared ; and,

having discovered the haunt of Sanc'ha'sura, engaged

and Hew him, after a long conflict, during which the

ocean was violently agitated, and the land overflowed;

but, not sinding the Brahmen's children, he tore the

monster from his shell, which he carried with him as

a memorial of his victory, and used afterwards in bat

tle by way of a trumpet. As he was proceeding to

Vardha-ixuip, or Eurape, he was met by Varuna, the

chief God of the Waters, who assured him positively,

that the children of Ca's'ya were not in his domains.

The preserving power then descended to Yamapuri,

the infernal city, and, sounding the shell Pdnchajanya^

struck such terror into Yama, that he ran forth to

make his prostrations, and restored the children, with

whom Crishna returned to their mother.

Now it is related by Plutarch, (a) that Garma-

thone, queen of Egypt, having lost her son, prayed

fervently to Isis,on whose intercession Osiris descended

to

(dJ On Rivers, art. Nile,
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to the shades, and restored the prince to life; in which

fable Osiris appears to be Crishna, the black divini

ty. Garmatho, or Garbatho, was the name of a hilly

district, bordering on the land of the Troglodytes, or

Sanchdsuras ; and Ethiopia was in former ages called

Egypt. The flood in that country is mentioned by

Cedrenus, and faid to have happened sifty years after

Cecrops, the sirst king of Athens, had begun his reign.

Abyjjinia was laid waste by a flood, according to the

Chronicle of Axum, about 1600 years before the birthof

Christ (a ;) and Cecrops, we are told, began to reign

1657 yeass before that epoch ; but it must be confessed

that the chronology of ancient Greece is extremely un

certain.

XI. Having before alluded to the legends of Gupta

and C ardama, we shall here set them down more at

large, as they are told in the Purdnas, entitled Brah-

mdnda and Scdnda, the second of which contains very

valuable matter concerning Egypt, and other countries

in the west. Su'rya having directed both gods and men

to perform facred rites in honour of Vishnu, for the

purpose of counteracting the baneful influence of San i,

they all followed his directions, except Maha'de'va,

who thought such homage inconsistent with his exalted

character ; yet he found it necesfary to lie for a time

concealed, and retired to Barbara, in Sanc'ha-dwip, where

he remained seven years hidden in the mud which co

vered the banks of the Cdh: hence he acquired the title

of Guptje/swara. The whole world felt the loss of his

vivifying power, which would long have been suspend

ed, if Mamdapa, the son of Cushmanda, had not fled,

to avoid the punishment of his vices and crimes, into

Cujha-dwip ; where he became a sincere penitent, and

wholly devoted himself to the worship of Maha'

de'va, constantly singing his praise, and dancing in

honour

(a) Bruc»'s Travel's, vol. I. 398.
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honour of him : the people, ignorant os his former dis

solute life, took him for a holy man, and loaded him

with gifts till he became a chief among the votaries of

the concealed God, and at length formed a design of re

storing him to light. With this view he passed a whole

night in Cardama-fthdn, chanting hymns to the mighty

power of destruction and renovation, who, pleased with

his piety and his musick, started from themud, whence

he was named Cardame'swara, and appeared openly

on earth; but, having afterwards met Sanaischara,

who scornfully exulted on his own power in compelling

the Lord of three Worlds to conceal himself in a fen, he

was abashed by the taunt, and ascended to his palace

on the top of Caildsa.

Gupte'swara-sthan, abbreviated into Gupta, on

the banks of the Nile, is the famed town Coptos, called

Gupt or Gypt.to this day; though the Arabs, as usual,

have substituted their kdf for the true initial letter of that

ancient word. I am even informed, that the land of

Egypt is distinguished in some of the Purdnas by the

name of Gupta-Jl'hdn ; and I cannot doubt the informa

tion, though the original passages have not yet been pro

duced to me. Near Gupta was Cardamajl'halt, which

I suppose to be Thebes, or part of it ; and Cadmus,

whose birth-place it was, I conceive to be Iswara, with

the title Gardama, who invented the Jyjlem of letters,

or at least arranged them as they appear in the Sanscrit

grammars. The Greeks, indeed, confounded Card ame-

swara with Cardama, father of Varuna, who lived

on the western coasts of Asia ; whence Cadmus is by

some called an Egyptian, and by others, a Phenician ;

but it must be allowed, that the writers of the Purdnas

also have caused insinite confusion by telling the fame

story in many different ways; and the two Cardamas

may, perhaps, be one and the fame personage.

Vol. III. " Cadmus
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** Cadmus was born, fays Diodorus, (a) at Thebes,

M in Egypt : he had several sons, and a daughter named

*' Semele, who became pregnant, and, in the seventh

" month, brought forth an imperfect male child greatly

*' resembling Osiris; whence the Greeks believed, that

*' Osiris was the son of Cadmus and Semele." Now

I cannot help believing, that Osiris of Thebes was Is-

wara springing, after his concealment forseven years,

from the mud (Cardama) of the river Syamald, which

is a Pauranic name for the Nile : whatever might have

been the grounds of so strange a legend, it probably

gave rife to the popular Egyptian belief, that the hu

man race were produced from the mud of that river ;

since the appearance of Cardame'swara revivisied

nature, and replenished the earth with plants and ani

mals.

XII. The next legend is yet stranger, but not more

absurd than a story which we shall sind among the

Egyptians, and which in part resembles it, Maha'di-

va and Pa'rvati were playing with dice at the ancient

game of Chaturanga, when they disputed and parted in

wrath; the goddess retiring to the forest of Gauri, and

the god repairing to Cnjhadwip : they severally per

formed rigid acts of devotion to the Swpreme-JSeing^

but the sires, which they kindled, blazed so vehemently

as to threaten a general conflagration. The Divas m

great alarm hastened to Bra'hma, who led them to

Maha'dl'va, and supplicated him to recall his consorts

but the wrathful deity only answered, that she must

come by her own free choice : they accordingly dis*

patched Ganga', the river-goddess, who prevailed on

Pa'rvati to return to him on condition that his love

For her should be restored. The celestial mediators

then employed Ca'ma-de'va, who wounded Siva with

fa) B.'i.-C. 13.
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ohe ofhis flowery arrows; but the angry divinity re

duced him to ashes with a flame from his eye. Pa'r-

vati soon after presented herself before him in the form

of a Cirdti, or daughter of a mountaineer, and, seeing

him enamoured of her^ resumed her own shape. In

the place where they were reconciled, a grove sprang

up, which was named Cdmavana; and the relenting god,

in the character of Ca'me'swara, consoled the afflicted

Reti, the widow of Ca'ma, by assuring her, that she

should rejoin her husband when he should be bom

again in the form of Pradyumna, son of Crishna,

and should put Sambara to death. This favourable

prediction was in due time accomplished; and Prady

umna having sprung to life, he was instantly seized by

the demon Sambara, who placed him in a chest, which

he threw into the ocean; but a large sish, which had

swallowed the chest, was caught in a net, and carried to

the palace of a tyrant, where the unfortunate Reti had

been compelled to do menial service : it was her lot to

open the sish, and, seeing an infant in the chest, she

nursed him in private, and educated him till he had suf

sicient strength to destroy the malignant Sambara. He

had before considered Reti as his mother j but, the

minds of them both being irradiated, the prophecy of

Maha'de'va was remembered, and the god of Love was

again united with the goddess of Pleasure. One of his

names was Pushpadhanva, or with aJlowery bow ; and

he had a son, Visvadhan va, from whomVijAYADHAN-

va and Cirtidhan va lineally sprang ; but the two last,

with whom the race ended, were surnamed Cauna'pa,

for a reason which shall presently be disclosed.

Visvadhan va, with his youthful companions, was-

hunting on the skirts of Hima'iaya, where he faw a

whiteelephantofan amazing size with four tusks,wbowas

disporting himself with his females ; the prince imagined

him to be Aira'vata, the great elephant of lNDRA,andj

D d 2 ordered
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ordered a circle to be formed round him ; but the noble

beast broke through the toils, and the hunters pursued

him from country to country, till they came to the

burning fands of Barbara, where his course was so much

impeded, that he assumed his true shape of a Racjhasa,

and began to bellow with the found of a large drum,

called dundu, from which he had acquired the name of

Dundi bhi. The son of Cama, instead of being dis

mayed, attacked Jie giant, and, after an obstinate com

bat, flew him ; but was astonished on seeing a beautiful

youth rise from the bleedingbody, with the countenance

and form of a Gandharva, or celestial quirister; who told.

him, before he vanished, that " he had been expelled.

" for a time from the heavenly mansions, and, as a pu-

" nifiiment for a great offence, had been condemned to

" pass through a mortal state in the shape of a giant,

" with a power to take other forms; that his crime was

i-" expiated by death, but that the prince deserved, and

" would receive, chastisement, for molesting an ele-

<: phant who was enjoying innocent pleasures." The

place, where the white elephant resumed the shape of a

Racjhafa, was called Rdcjhasa-ft'hdn ; and that where

he was killed, Dandubhi-mara-Jl'hdn, or Racjhasa-moe-

s/iana, because he there acquired mocsha, dr a release

from his mortal body. It is declared in the Uttdra-cha-

ritra, that a pilgrimage to those places, with the per

formance of certain holy rites, will ever secure the

pilgrims from the dread of giants and evil spirits.

Cantaca, the.younger brother of Dundubhi, me

ditated vengeance, and assumingthe character of a Brah

man, procured an introduction to Visvadhanwa as a

person eminently 'hulled in the art of cookery : he was

Æocordingly appointed chiefcook, and a number osBrM-

:wuns- having been invited to a solemn entertainment, he

/sfcewedia cithapa or corpse, (some fayputridfi/hjand gave

Jifeitiscnip to the guests; who, discovering the abominable

t -J'. : - affront,
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affront, were enraged at the king, telling him, that he

should live twelve years as a night- wanderer, feeding

on cunapds, and that Caunapa should be the surname

of his descendants : some add, that, as soon as this

curse was. pronounced, the body of Visvadhanwa

became festering and ulcerous, and that his children

inherited the loathsome disease.

We sind clear traces osthis wild story in Egypt; which

from Ca'ma was formerly named Chemia, and it is to

this day known by the name of Chemi to the few old

Egyptian families that remain : it has been conjectured,

that the more modern Greeks formed the word Chemia

from this name of Egypt, whence they derived their sirst

knowledge of Chemijlry. The god Caimis was the fame,

according to Plutarch, with Orus the Elder, or one

of the ancient Apollos; but he is described as very

young and beautiful; and his consort was named Rhy-

tia; so that he bears a strong resemblance to Ca'ma,

the husband of Reti, or the Cupid of the Hindus.

There were two gods named Cupid, fays Ælian (a)f

the elder of whom was the son of Lucina, and the

lover, if not the husband, of Venus : the younger was

her son. Now Smu, or Typhon, fays Herodotus,

wished to destroy Orus, whom Laton a concealed in a

grove of the island Chemmis, in a lake near Butus ; but

Smu, or Sambar, found means to kill him, and left

him in the waters, where I sis found him, and restored

him to life (b). Ælian fays, that the Sun, a form of

Osiris, being displeased with Cupid, threw him into

the ocean, and gave him a (hell for his abode. Smu, We

are told, was at length defeated and killed by Orus. We

have faid, that Ca'ma was born again in this lower world,

or became Adhoyoni, not as a punishment for his offence,

which that word commonly implies, but as a mitigation of

the

(a) B. 14. C..?8. (fe) Dipi. Sic. B. 14,

.
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the chastisement which he had received from Iswara,

and as a favour conferred on him in becoming a son of

Vishnu : this may, therefore, be the origin both of the

name and the story of Adonis; and the yearly lamenta

tions of the Syrian damsels may have taken rife from

(the ditties chanted by Reti, together with the Apfa-

rases, or nymphs, who had attended Ca'ma, when he

provoked the wrath of Maha'de'va : one of the

sweetest measures in Sanscrit prosody has the name of

Reti vildpa, or the dirge of Reti,

In the only remaining accounts of Egyptian Mytho

logy, we sind three kings of that country, named

Camephis, which means in Coptick, according to Ja-

blonski, the guardian divinity of Egypt (a) : the his

tory of those kings is very obscure ; and whether they

have any relation to the three descendants of Ca'ma,

I cannot pretend to determine. The Caunapas appear

to be the Nhcw ri^iot supposed to have reigned in

Egypt; for we learn from Synqellus (b), that the

Egyptians had a strange tale concerning a dynasty of

dead men ; that is, according to the Hindus, of men

afflicted with some sphacelous disorder, and, most pro

bably, with Elephantiafis. The seat of Cunapa seems

to have been Canobus, or Canopus, not far from Alex*

(indria. That Can opus died there of a loathsome disease

was asserted by the Greek Mythologists, according to the

writer of the Great Etymological Dictionary, under the

Word 'jLxivtw ; and he is generally represented in a black

shroud, with a cap closely sitted to his head, as if his-

dress was intended to conceal some offensive malady ;

whence the potters of Canopus often made pitchers

with covers in the form of a close cap. His tomb

was to be seen at Helenium, near the town which bore

Jiis name; but that of his wife (who, according to

ppiPHANius, was named Eumenuthis) was in a place

called

(aj See Alphab. Tibet, p. 145. (b) P, 40, cited by Mrf Bryant.
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called Menuthis, at the distance of two stadia. There

were two temples at Canopus ; the more ancient inscribed

to Hercules, which stood in the suburbs (a), and the

more modern, but of greater celebrity, raised in honour

of Serapis (b). Now there seems to be no small

affinity between the characters of Dundhu and An

tæus, or Visvadhanwa and Hercules. Maay he

roes of antiquity (Cicero reckons up fix, and others

forty-tkree, fame of whom were peculiar to Egypt) had

the title of Hercules; and the Greeks, after their

fashion, ascribed to one the mighty achievements of

them all. Antæus was, like Dundhu, a favourite

servant of Osiris, who intrusted part of Egypt to his

government ; but, having in some respect misbehaved,

he was deposed, absconded, and was hunted by Her

cules through every corner of Africa; hence I con

clude, that Dandhu-mara-fl'hdn was the town called

Antcu by the Egyptians, and Antœopolis by the Greeks^

where a temple was raised and facrisices made to An

tæus, in hopes of obtaining protection against other

demons and giants. Rdcfhasa-Jl''hdn seems to be the

Rhacotis of the Greeks, which Cedrenus calls in the

oblique cafe Rhakhaftin : it stood on the site of the

present Alexandria, and must in former ages have been

a place of considerable note ; for Pliny tells us, that

an old king of Egypt, named Mesphees, had erected

two obelisks in it, and that some older kings of that

country had built forts there, with garrisons in them,

against the pirates who infested the coast (c). When

Hercules had put on the fatal robe, he was afflicted,

like Visvadhanwa, with a loathsome andexcruciating

disease, through the vengeance of the dying Nessus.

Others relate (For the fame fable is often differently told

by the Greeki) that Hercules was covered with gan

grenous ulcers from the venom of the Lernean serpent,

and was cured in Phenice at a place called Akt (the

Acca

 

(4j Jkred. 3. a, (i) Stwto, B. rj. fe) Lib. 36. Cap. 9.
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Acco of scripture) by the j uice os a plant, which abounds

both in that spot and on the banks of the Nile (a).

The Greeks, who certainly migrated from Egypt, car

ried with them the old Egyptian and Indian legends,

and endeavoured (not always with success) to appro

priate a foreign system to their new settlements. All their

heroes or demi-gods, named Heracles by them, and

Hercules by the Latians, (if not by the Æolians),

were sons of Jupiter, who is represented in India both

by Hera, or Siva, and by Heri, or Vishnu: nor

can I help suspecting, that Hercules is the fame with

Heracula, commonly pronounced Hercul, and signi

fying the race of Hera, or Heri. Those heroes are

celebrated • in the concluding book of the Mahdbhd-

rat, entitled Herivanfa ; and Arrian fays, that the

Suraseni, or people of Mat'kurd, worshipped Her

cules, by whom he must have meant Crishna and

his descendants.

In the Canopean temple of Serapis, the statue of the

god was decorated with a Cerberus and a Dragon ;

whence the learned Alexandrians concluded, thathe was

the fame with Pluto: his image had been brought

from Sinope by the command of one of the Ptolemies,

before whose time he was hardly known in Egypt. Se

rapis, I believe, is the fame with Yama or Pluto;

and his name seems derived from the compound Afrapa,

implying thirst of blood. The fun in Bhddra had the

title of Yama, but the Egyptians gave that of Plu

to, fays Porphyry, to the great luminary near the

winter solstice (b). Yama, the regent of hell, has

two dogs, according to the Purdnas, one of them,

named Cerbura and Sabala, or varied ; the other,

Sya'ma, or black; the first of whom is also called

Trisiras, or with three heads, and has the additional

epithets of Calmdjha, Chitra, and Cirmtra, all signi

fying

(a) Steph. Byzant, under Ake. . (b) Cited by Euscbi.
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fying stained, or spotted. In Pliny, the Words Cimme-

rium and Cerberion seem used as synonymous (a);

but, however that may be, the Cerbura of the Hindus

is indubitably the Cerberus of the Greeks. The

Dragon of Serapis I suppose to be the Sejhandga,

which is described as in the infernal regions by the.

author of the Bhdgavat.

Having now closed my remarks on the parallel di

vinities of Egypt and India, with references to the an

cient geographers of the countries adjacent to the Nile,

I cannot end this section more properly than with an

account of the Jainas, and the three principal deities

of that sect ; but the subject is dark, because the

Brdhmens, who abhor the followers of J in a, either

know little of them, or are unwilling to make them

the subject of converfation : what they have deigned

to communicate, I now offer to the Society.

Toward the middle of the period named Padmacal-.

pa, there was such a want of rain for many successive

years, that the greatest part of mankind perished, and

Bra'hma himself was grieved by the distress which

prevailed in the universe : Ripunjaya then reigned

in the west of Cujha-dwip, and, seeing his kingdom

desolate, came to end his days at Cast. Here we may

remark, that Cdsl, or the Splendid, (a name retained by

Ptolemy in the word CqfidiaJ is called Bandres by the

Moguls, who have transposed two of the letters in its

ancient epithet Vdrdnesi ; a name in some degree pre

served also by the Greeks in the word Aornis on the

Ganges ; for, when old Cdsl, or Cajfidia, was destroyed

by Bhagawan, according to the Purdnas, or by Bac

chus, according to Diony^ius Periegetes, it was

rebuilt at some distance from its former site, near a place

called Sivabar, and had the name of Vdrdnasi, or

Aornis.

(a) Lib. 6. C. 6.
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Aornis, which we sind also written Avcrnus. The word

Vdranasl may he taken, as some Brdhmens have con

jectured, from the names of two rivulets, Varuna and

Asi, between which the town stands ; but more learned

grammarians deduce it from vara, or mojl excellent, and

anas, or water, whence come Vdrdnasi, an epithet of

Gangd, and Vdrdnasi (formed by Pa'nini's rule) of the

city raised on her bank. To proceed : Bra'hma of

fered R i pun j aya the dominion of the whole earth,

•with Cdsi for his metropolis, directing him to collect the

scattered remains of the human race, and to aid them in

forming new settlements; telling him, that his name

should thenceforth be D ivo'd a's a, or Servant of Heaven.

The wife prince was unwilling to accept so burden

some an ofsice, and proposed as the condition of his

acceptance, that the glory which he was to acquire,

mould be exclusively his own, and that no Devata

should remain in his capital : Bra'hma, not without

reluctance, assented ; and even Maha'de'va, with his

attendants, left their favourite abode at Cdji, and retired

to the Mandara hills near the source of the Ganges*

The reign of Divodas began with acts of power,

which alarmed the gods ; he deposed the Sun and Moon

from their seats, and appointed other regents of them,

making also a new sort of sire : but the inhabitants of

Cdsi were happy under his virtuous government. The

deities, however, were jealous, and Maha'de'va, im

patient to revisit his beloved city, prevailed on them to

assume different shapes, in order to seduce the king and

his people. De'vi tempted them, without success, in

the forms of sixty-four Ydginis, or female anachorets :

the twelve A'dityas, or Suns, undertook to corrupt

them; but, ashamed of their failure, remained in the

holy town : next appeared Gane'sa, commissioned by

his father Maha'de'va, in the garb of an astronomer,

attended by others of his profession, and assisted by

thirty-six Vaindyacis, or Gdnejis, who were his female

descendants; and by their help he began to change the

disposition.
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disposition of the people, and to prepare them for the

coming of the three principal deities.

VrsHNu came in the character of Jina, inveighing

against facrisices, prayers, pilgrimage, and the ceremo

nies prescribed by the Veda, and asserting, that all true

religion consisted in killing no creature that had life : his

consort Jaya'de'vi preached this new doctrine to her

own sex ; and the inhabitants of Cast were perplexed

with doubts. He was followed by Maha'de'va, in

the form of Arhan or Mahiman, accompanied by his

wife Maha'ma'nya\ with a multitude of male and fe

male attendants: he supported the tenets of Jina, al

ledging his own superiority over Bra'hma and Vishnu,

and referring, for the truth of his allegation, to Jina

himself, who fell prostrate before him ; and they tra

velled together over the world, endeavouring to spread

their heresies. At length appeared Bra'hma in the

sigure of Buddha, whose consort was named Vijnyxa:

he consirmed the principles inculcated by his predeces

sors, 'and, sinding the people seduced, he began, in the

capacity of a Brahmen, to corrupt the mind of the king.

Divo'da'sa fcstened to him with complacency, lost his

dominion, and gave way to Maha'de'va, who returned

to his former place of residence; but the deposed king,

reflecting too late on his weakness, retired to the banks

of the Gomatl, where he built a fortress, and began to

build a city on the fame plan with Can : the ruins of

both are still to be seen near Chanwoc, aboutfourteen

miles abovethe confluenceofthe Gumti with theGange$9

and about twenty to the north of Benares. It is added,

that Maha'de'va having vainly contended with the

numerous nnd obstinate followers of the new doctrine,

resolved to exterminate them ; and, for that purpose,

took the shape of Sancara, surnamed A'chdrya, who

explained the Vedas to the people, destroyed the temples

of the Jamas, caused their books to be burned, and

massacred all who opposed them. This tale• which has

been
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been extracted from a book, entitled Sancara-prddur-

bhdva, was manifestly invented for the purpose of ag

grandizing Sancara'cha'rya, whose exposition of the

Upanis/iads, and comment on the Veddnta, with other

excellent works, in prose and verse, on the being and

attributes of GOD,are still extant,and scdulously studied

by the Vedanti school : his disciples considered him as an

incarnation of Maha'de'va; but he tarnished his bril

liant character by fomenting the religious war, in which

most of the persecuted Jaihaswere slain or expelled from

these parts of India ; very few of them now remaining

in the Gangetitk provinces, or in the western peninsula,

and those few living in penury and ignorance,apparently

very wretched, and extremely reserved on all subjects of

religion. These heterodoxlndians are divided into three

sects : the followers of Jin a we sind chiefly dispersed on

the borders of India; those of Buddha, in Tibet, and

other vast regions to the north and east of it ; while those

of Arhan (who are faid to have been anciently the

most powerful of the three) now reside principally in

Siam, and in other kingdoms of the eastern peninsula.

Arhan is reported to have left impressions of his feet

on rocks in very remote countries, as monuments of his

very extensive travels : the most remarkable of them is

in the island of Sinhal, or Silan, and the Siamese revere

it under the name of Praput, from the Sanscrit word

Prapdda ; but the Brdhmens insist, that it was made by

the foot of Ra'vana. Another impression of a foot,

about two cubits long, was to be seen, in the time of

Herodotus, on the banks of the river Tyras, now

called the Dniester : the people of that country were

certainly Bauddkas, and their high-priest, who resided

on mount Cocajon, at present named Casjon, was believ

ed to be regenerate, exactly like the Lama of Tibet.

As to Jina, he is faid by his followers to havcaffumed

twenty-four rupas, orforms, at the fame time, for the

purpose
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purpose of disseminating Iiis doctrine, but to have exist

ed really and wholly in all and each of those forms at

once, though in places very remote ; but those riipas

were of different orders, according to certain myste

rious divisions of twenty-four* and theforms are con

sidered as more or less perfect, according to the greater

or less perfection of the component numbers and the

several compounds ; the leading number being three,

as an emblem of the Trimurti: again, the twenty-four

riipas, multiplied by those numbers, which before were

used as divisors, produce other forms; and thus they

exhibit the appearances of Jina in all possible varieties

and permutations, comprising in them the different

productions of nature/

Most of the Brahmins insist, that the Buddha, who

perverted Divo'da'sa, was not the ninth incarnation of

Vishnu, whose name, some fay, siiould be written

Bauddha, or Bo'ddha; but, not to mention the Arma-

eo'sh, the Mugdhabodh, and the Gitagovinda, in' all of

which the ninth avatar is called Buddha, it is expressly

declared in the Bhagavat, that Vishnu should appear

.ninthly in -the form of" Buddha, Ion of Jina, for the

" purpose of confounding the Daityas at a place named

M Ckata, when the Cali age should be completely be-

" gun." On this passage it is< only remarked by

Sridhara Swami, the celebrated commentator, that

'Jina and Ajina were two names of the fame person,

and that Cicala was in the district of Gayd ; but the

Pandits, who assisted in the Persian translation of the

.Bhdgavat, gave the following account of the ninth ava-

idra. The Daityas had asked Indra, by what means

they could attain the dominion of the world ; and he

had answered, that they could only attain it by facrisice,

purisication, and piety : they made preparations ac

cordingly for a solemn facrisice, and a general ablution :

but Vishnu, on the intercession of the Devas, descend
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ed in the shape of Sannyasl, named Buddha, with Ms

hair braided in a knot on the crown of his head, wrapt

a in squalid mantle, and with a broom in his hand. Bud

dha presented himself to the Daityas, and was kindly

received by them ; but, when they exprefled their sur

prise at his foul vesture,and the singular implementwhich

he carried, he told them, that it was cruel, and conse

quently impious, to deprive any creature oflife; that, what

ever might be faid in the Vedas, every sacrifice of an

animal was an abomination, and that purification itself

was wicked, because some small insect might be killed in

bathing or wafting cloths that he never bathed, and

constantly swept the ground Before him, lest he should

tread on some innocent reptile : he then expatiated on

the inhumanity of giving pain to the playful and harm

less kid, and reasoned with such eloquence, that the

Daityas wept, and abandoned all thought of ablution

and sacrisice. As this Maya, or illusive appearance, of

VisHNu,frustrated the ambitious project of the Daityas,

one of Buddha's titles is the son of Ma'ya* : he is

also named Sa'cyasinha, or the Lion of the race of

Sacya, from whom he descended ; an appellation which

seems to intimate, that he was a conqueror or a warrior,

as well as a philosopher. Whether Buddha was a fage

or a hero, the leader of a colony, or a whole colony

personisied, whether he was black or fair, whether his

hair was curled or straight, if indeed he had any hair,

(which acommentator on the Bhagavat denies), whether

he appeared ten, or two hundred, or a thoufand, years

after Crishna, it is very certain, that he was not of the

true Indian race; in ail his images, and in the statues of

Bauddhas, male and female, which are to be seen io

many parts of these provinces, and in both peninsulas,

there is an appearance of something Egyptian or Ethio

pian; and both in features and dress, they differ widely

from the ancient Hindu sigures of heroes and demigods.

Sa'cya has a resemblance in sound to Sisac, and we

3 find
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find Cha'nac abbreviated from Cha'nacya; so that

Sisac and Sesonchosis may be corrupted from Sa'cy-

asinha, with a transposition of some letters, which we

know to be frequent in proper names, as in the word

Benares. Many of his statues in India are colossal,

nearly naked, and usually represented sitting in a con

templative attitude : nor am I disinclined to belive, that

the famed statue of Memnon in Egypt, was erected in

honour of Mahiman, which has Mahimna" in one of

its oblique cafes, and the Greeks could hardly have pro

nounced that word otherwise thanMAiMNAor Memna.

They certainly usedMaz instead ofMaha; forHESYCHius

expressly fays, Mai, ptyu.. 'hi*; and Mai signifies great

even in modern Coptick. We are told, that Mahiman,

by his wife Maha'ma'nva1, had a son named Sarmana

Cardama, who seems to be the Sammano Codom

of the Bauddhas, unless those last words be corrupted

from Samanea Go'tam, which are found in the Amar-

cojh among Buddha's names. Cardam, which pro

perly means clay or mud, was the first created man ac

cording to some Indian legends; but the Puranas men

tion about seven or eight, who claimed the priority of

creation; and some Hindus, desirous of reconciling the

contradiction, but unwilling to admit that the fame fact

is differently related, and the fame person differently

named, insist that each was the first man in his respective

country. Be this as it may, Cardama lived in Varuna*

t'handa, so called from his son Varuna, the god of

ocean, where we see the ground-work of the fable

concerning Palæmon, or Melicertus, grandson of

Cadmus: now that c'handa, or division of Jambu-dwip^

comprised the modern Perfia, Syria, and Asia the Less ;

in which countries we find many traces ofMAHiMAN and

his followers, in the stupendous edifices remarkable for

theirmagnificenceandsolidity,which the Greeks ascribed

lo the Cyclopes. The walls of Sufa, about sixteen miles

in circumference, were built by the father of Memnon ;

the
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the citadel was called Memnonium, and the town, Mem*

nonia : the palace is represented by Ælian asamazingly

sumptuous; and Strabo compares its ancient walls, ci

tadel, temples, and palace, to those of Babylon; a noble

high road through the country was attributed to Mem-

nom; one tomb near Troy was supposed to be his, and

another in Syria; the Ethiopians, according to Diodo-

,rus of Sicily, claimed Memnon as their countryman,

and a nation in Ethiopia were styled Memnones; on the

borders of that country and of Egypt, stood many old

palaces, called Memnonian ; part of Thebes had the name

of Memnonium ; and an astonishing building at Abydus

was denominated Memnon's palace. Strabo fays,

that many supposed Isman des to have been the fame

with Memnon, and consequently they must have thought

the Labyrinth a Memnonium structure (a). .

Divoda'sa, pronounced in the popular dialects Dio-

da's, reigned over some western districts of Cw/ftsl-dwlp

toithin, which extended from the shores of the Mediter

ranean to the banks of the Indus ; and he became, we

find, the first mortal king of Vardnes : he seems to have

been the Hercules Diodas mentioned by Eusebius,

who flourished in Phenice, and, it is supposed, about

1524 years before our era; but, in my humble opinion,

we cannotplace any reliance on such chronological cal

culations; which always err on the side of antiquity.

The three sects of Jina, Mahiman, and Buddha,

whatever may be the difference between them, are all

named Bauddhas; and as the chief law, in which, as

the Br-ahmens aflert, they make virtue and religion con-

•iist} is to preserve the lives oj all animated beings, w-e can

not' but suppose, that the founder of their sect was

Bl'ddua, the ninth avatar, who, in the Agnipurdn, has

: , - " > fi ' - , ,', ' '.1. V ;. • « the

 

Æl. XIII. 18. DI0d.III.69. Strab. XV.
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the epithet of Sacripa, or Benevolent, and, in the Gita-

govinda, that of Sadaya-hridaya, or Tender-hearted : it

is added by Jayade'va, that " he censured the whole

" Veda, because it prescribed the immolation of cattle."

This alone, we fee, has not destroyed their veneration

for him; but they contend that atheistical dogmas have

been propagated by modern Bauddhas, who were either

his disciples, or those of a younger Buddha, or so na-

nied from buddhi, because they admit no supreme di

vinity, but intellect; they add, that even the old Jainas,

or Jayanas, acknowledged no gods but Jyax, or Earthj

and Vishnu, or Water; as Deriades (perhaps Dur-

yo'dhan) is introduced by Nonnus, boasting that

Water and Earth were his only deities, and reviling his

adverfaries, for entertaining a different opinion (a); so

that the Indian war, described in the Dionyfiacks, arose

probably from a religious quarrel. Either the old

Bauddhas were the fame with the Cuiila-cesas, or nearly

allied to them j and we may suspect; some affinity be

tween them and the Palis, because the facred language

of Siam, in which the laws of the Bauddhas are com

posed, is properly named Pali : but a complete account

of Buddha will then only be given, when some stu

dious man shall collect all that relates to him in the

Sanscrit books, particularly in the Vdyu-purdn, and shall

compare his authorities with the testimonies drawn from

other sources by Kæmpfer, Giorgi, Tachard, De

La Loubere, and by such as have access to the lite

rature of China, Siam, and Japan. . V .. i

' Vol. III. £e • SECTION

(a) DlonylWc. B. it. v. 247, &c. 259, &c.
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SECTION THE THIRD.

We come now to the demigods, heroes, and sages,

who at different times visited Egypt and Ethiopia; some

as vindictive conquerors, and some as instructors in

religion and morality.

I. Pe't'hina's, or Pit'he'na's, was a kffhi, or holy

man, who had long resided near Mount Himalaya, but

at length retired to the places of pilgrimage on the

banks of the Call, designing to end his days there in

the discharge of his religious duties : his virtues were so

transcendent, that the inhabitants of the countries bor

dering on that river, insisted on his becoming their so

vereign, and his descendants reigned over them to the

thirteenth generation ; but his immediate successor was

only his adopted son. The following series offifteen

kings may constitute, perhaps, the dynasty ; which, in

the history of Egypt, is called the Cynick Circle :

Pe/t'hina's.

Pait'hinasi, Critrimends,

IJhtends, 10 Carmanyends,

Yajhtends, PiChini^

5 Capitends, . PdChini^

Jufhtends, Pdttyamsuca^

PvJhtendS} Pe't'hi-s'uca,

Sujhtcnds, 15 Me\Trri-s'uca.

Each of those princes is believed to have built a place

of worship, near which he usually resided ; but of the

sifteen temples, or consecrated edisices, we can only

ascertain the situation of seven with any degree of ac

curacy.

The
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The founder of the family was a pious and excellent

prince, observing in all respects the ordinances of the

Veda : his name is to this day highly venerated by the

Brdhmens ; many facerdotal families in India boast of

their descent from him; and the laws of Pait'hinasi

are still extant, in an ancient style, and in modulated

proie, among the many tracts which collectively form

the Dherma-Safira. It must be observed, that hie was

often called Pit'he'rTshi, or Pit'hershi; and his

place of residence, Pzk'he-rijhi-ft'hdn ; but the short

vowel ri has the found of ru in the western pronuncia

tion, like the sirst syllable of Richard in some English

counties : thus, in parts of India, amrita, or ambro

fia, is pronounced amrut, whence I conjecture, that

the feat of Pit'he-rujhi was the Pathros of Scripture,call-

ed Phatures by the Seventy, and Phatori by Eusebius,

which gave its appellation to the Phaturitie nome of

Pliny. Some imagine Phaturis to have been Thebes, or

Diofpolis ; but Pliny mentions them both as distinct

places, though, from his context, it appears that they

could not be far asunder; and I suppose Phaturis to be

no other than the Tathyris of Ptolemy, which he

places at no great distance from the Memnonium, or

western suburb of Thebes ; and in the time of Ptole

my, the nome of Phaturis had been annexed to that of

Diospolis, so that its capital city became of little impor

tance : we took notice, in the sirst Section, that the

Ethiopians, who, from a defect in their articulation, fay

Taulos instead of Paulos, would have pronounced

Tithoes for Pithoes, and Tathuris for Pathuris.

Though we before gave some account of the fabulous

Ra'hu and the Grahas, yet it may not be superfluous to

relate their story in this place at greater length. Ra'hu

was the son of Cas'yapa and Diti, according to some

authorities : but others represent Sinhica' (perhaps,the

Sp'hinx) as his natural mother : he had four arms j his

E e 2 lower
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lower parts ended in a tail like that of a dragon; and his

aspect was grim and gloomy, like the darkness of the

chaos, whence he had also the name of Tamas. He

was the adviser of all mischief among the Daityas, who

had a regard for him ; but among the Devatds it was his

chief delight to sow dissention; and, when the gods had

produced the amrit by churning the ocean, he disguised

himself like one of them, and received a portion of it ;

but, the Sun and Moon having discovered his fraud,

Vishnu severed his head and two of his arms from the

rest of his monstrous body. That part of the nectarious

fluid which he had time to swallow, secured his immor

tality : his trunk and dragon-like tail fell on the moun

tain of Malaya, where Mini, a Brdhmen, carefully pre

served them by the name of Ce'tu ; and, as if a com

plete body had been formed from them, like a dismem

bered polype, he is even faid to have adopted Ce'tu

as his own child. The head with two arms fell on the

fands of Barbara, where Pit'he'na's was then walking

with Siniiica', by some called his wife: they carried

the Daitya to their palace, and adopted him as their

son; whence he acquired the name of Pait"he'nasi.

This extravagant fable is, no doubt, astronomical ; Ra-

hu and Ce'tu being clearly the nodes, or what astrolo

gers call the head and tail of the dragon : it is added,

that they appeasedVisHNU, and obtained re-admiflion to

the firmament, but were no longer visible from the

earth, their enlightened sides being turned from it; that

Ra'hu strives, during eclipses, to wreak vengeance on

the Sun and Moon, who detected him ; and that

Ce'tu often appears as a comet, a whirlwind, a fiery

meteor, a water-spout, or a column of fand. From.

Paithi'na's the Greeks appear to have made Pytho-

nos in their oblique case ; but they seem to have con

founded the stories of Python and Typhon, uniting

two distinct persons in one (a). Pait'he'nasi, who

reigned

(aJ Plut, Isis and Osiris.
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reigned on the banks of the Call after Pit'he'nas,

his protector, I suppose to be Typhon, Typhaon,

or Typhœus : he was an usurper and a tyrant, op

pressing the Devatds, encouraging the Daityas, and

suffering the Vedas to be neglected. Herodotus

represents him, like Ra'hu, as constantly endeavour

ing to destroy Apollo and Diana, (a) ; and the My-

thologists add, that he was thunderstruck by Jupiter,

and fell into the quickfands of the lake Sirbonis, called

also Sirbon and Sarbonis: now Swarbhdnu, one of his

names, signisies Light of Heaven, and, in that charac

ter, he answers to Lucifer. The fall of that rebel

lious angel is described by Isaiah, who introduces him

faying, that " he would exalt his throne above the

" stars of God, and would sit on the mount of the

'* congregation in the sides of the North." The hea

venly Meru of the Purdnas, where the principal Devas

are supposed to be seated, is not only in the North,

but has also the name of Sabhd, or the congregation.

Fifty-six comets are faid, in the Chintdmani, to have

sprung from Ce'tu ; and Ra'hu had a numerous pro*

geny of Grdhas, or crocodiles. We are told byÆnAN,

that Typhon assumed the form of a crocodile, (bj and

Ra'hu was often represented in the -shape of that

animal, though he is generally described as a dragon.

The constellation of the dragon is by the Japanese

called the Crocodile ; and the sixth year of the Tartarian

cycle has the fame appellation : it is the very year

Avhich the Tibetians name the year of Lightning, allud

ing to the dragon, who was stricken by it (4). A real

tyrant of Egypt was, probably, supposed to be Ra'hu,

or Typhon, in a human shape ; for we sind, that he

was actually expelled from that country together with

his Grdhas : I have not yet been able to procure a

particular account of their expulsion. TheJVhdn of

Ra'hu,

(a) B. 2. C. 156. (b) On Animals, B. 10. C. 21.

Ccj Alphab. Tibet, p, 463.
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Ra'hu, or Paithi'nasi, named also Pait'hi, seems to

have been the town of Pithom on the borders of

Egypt: the Seventy wrote it Peitho, and Herodotus

calls it Patumos ; but, the second cafe in Sanscrit being

generally affected in the western dialects, we find it

written Phithom by the old Latin interpreter, Fithom by

Hieronymus, and Pethom in the Coptick tranflation.

The Greek name ofthat city was Heroopolis,ar according

to Strabo, Herob'n ; but we are informed by Stepha-

nus of Byzantium, (a,) that, " when Typhon was

" smitten by lightning, and blood flowed from

" his wounds, the place where he fell was thence

" called Ha-mus, though it had likewise the name of

'* Hero:" so the station os Ra'hu was on the spat

where Pi't'he'na's and Singhica' sound his bloody

head rolling on the fands; and, if Singhica, or the Wo

man like a Lioness, be the Sphinx, the monstrous head,

which the Arabs call Abu'lhaul, or Father of Terror,

may have been intended for that of Ra'hu, and not, as

it is commonly believed, for his mother. Though the

people of Egypt abhorred Typhon, yet fear made them

worship him ; and in early times they offered him hu-

man victims : the Greeks fay, that he had a red com

plexion, and mention his expulsion from Egypt,bnt add

a strange story of his arrival in Pale/line, and of his three

sons. We must not, however, confound Ra'hu with

Maha'de'va, who, in his destructive character, was

called also Typhon ; though it be difficult sometimes

to distinguish them : several places in Egypt were dedi

cated to a divinity named Typhon ; as the Tyaphonian

places between Tentyra and Coptos ; and the tower of

Melite, where daily facrifices were made to a dragon

so terrible, that no mortal durst look on him ; the le

gends of the temple relating, that a man, who had once

the temerity to enter the recefles of it, was so terrified

by the fight of the monster, that he soon expired (h),

Melite,

(aJ Under the word 'Hf«. (b) JJLlian on Animals, B. 1 j, C. i j.
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Melite, I presume, was in that part of the Delta which

had been peopled by a colony from Miletus ; and was,

probably, the Milefian wall or fort near the fea-fhore,

mentioned by Strabo.

The usurper was succeeded by Ishte'na's, the real

son of PiVhe'na's, who had also a daughter named

Pait'he'ni ; and her story is related thus in the

Brahmdnda-purdn. From her earliest youth she was

distinguished for piety, especially towards Maha'de'va,

on whom her heart was ever intent ; and, at the great

festival, when all the nation resorted to Cardamaft'hali,

or Thebes, the princess never failed to sing and dance

before the image of Cardame'swara : the goddess

Isvvari was so pleased with her behaviour, that she

made Pait'he'ni her Sac'hi, or female companion ; and

the damsel used to dance thrice a day in the mud before

the gate of the temple-but with such lightness and ad

dress as never to soil her mantle. She died a virgin,

having devoted her life to the service of the god and

his consort. The female patronymick Pait'he'ni comes

from Pit'h\ or Pit'he'na, but from Pit'he'na's the

derivative form would be Paithe'nasi; and thence

Nonnus calls her Peithianassa, and describes her as

a handmaid of Seme le, the daughter of Cadmus, in

which character file received Juno, (a,) who was devi

sing the ruin of Semele, and with that intent had as

sumed the form of a loquacious nurse : this passage in

the Dionyjiacks is very interesting, as it proves, in my

opinion, that the Semele and Cadmus of the Greeks,

were the fame with the Sya^mala* and Cardama of

the Hindus,

The fourteenth prince of this dynasty was devoted

from his infancy to the worship of I'swara, on whom

his mind was perpetually sixed, so that he became in

sensible

*

(a) Dionyfiac. B. 8. v. 193,
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sensible of all worldly affections, and indifferent both

to the praise and censure of men : he used, therefore,

to wander over the country, sometimes dwelling on

hills and in woods, sometimes in a bower, rarely in 3•

house, and appearing like an idiot in the eyes of the

vulgar, who, in ridicule of his idle talk and behaviour,

called him Pet'hisuca, Panjara-fuca, or Sald-iuca, mean

ing the parrot in a chef, a cage, or a house, which names

he always retained. When he grew up, and fat on the

throne, he governed his people equitably and wisely,

restraining the vicious byhis just severity,andinstructing

the ignorant in morals and religion : by his wife Ma'-

risha' he had a son called MeVhi-Suca, to whom

at length he . resigned his kingdom, and, by the fa

vour of I'swara, became jzvanmucta, or released, even

during life, from all encumbrances of matter ; but the

story of Ma'risha' and his son has been related in a

preceding section. Med/hi, or Mer'hi, means a pillar,

or a post to which victims are tied, or any straight pole

perpendicularly sixed in the ground ; and Pattyam, I

believe, signisies a cross stick, or a wooden bar placed

horizontally; so that Pattyam-suca might have meant

the parrot an a perch ; but why the thirteenth prince

had that appellation, I am not yet informed. . Suca

is also a proper name ; the son of Vya'sa, and prin

cipal speaker in the Bhdgavat, being called Suca-de-

va. Now many obelisks in Egypt were faid to have

been raised by a king named Suchis, (a); and the fa-

mous labyrinth to have been constructed by King Pe-

tesuccus (b). By A^erhi we may certainly under

stand either a pillar or an obelisk, or a slender and

lofty tower like the Mendrahs of the MuseImans,or even

a high building in a pyramidal form. The Hindus as*

sert, that each of the three Sucas had a particular edi

fice ascribed to him ; and we can hardly doubt, that the

'. .'. ' fihdn.

(a) PU», L. 36, C, 8. 0) Plin, L. 36. C. 13,
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JFhdnof Pe'thi-suca was the Labyrinth: if the three

names of that prince have any allusion to the building,

we may apply Said, or mansion, to the whole of it ;

Panjara, or cage, to the lower story ; and Pet"hi, or

chest, to the various apartments under ground, called

the chests, or coffins, of the facred crocodiles, called

Sukhus, or Sukhis, in old Egyptian (a,) and Soukh to

this day in Coptick, were carefully deposited. Hesy-

chius, indeed, fays, that Buti signified a chest, or

coffin, in Egyptian ; but that, perhaps, must be un

derstood of the vulgar dialect : the modern Copts call

a chest be-nit, or, with their article, tabut ; a word

which the Arabs have borrowed. When Pliny in

forms us, that Petesuccus was named also Tithoes,

we must either read Pithoes, from Pe't'hi, or impute

the change of the initial letter to the defective articula

tion of the Ethiopians, who frequently invaded Egypt,,

From the account given by Herodotus, we may con

jecture, that the coffins of thesacred crocodiles, as they

were called, contained, in fact, the bodies of those

princes, whom both Egyptians and Hindus named Sucas,

though sue means a parrot in Sanscrit, and a crocodile

in the Coptick dialect : the Sanscrit words for a crocodile

are Cumbhira and Nacra, to which some expositors

of the Amarcosh add Avagraha and Grdha ; but, if the

royal name was symbolical, and implied a peculiar abi

lity to seize and hold, the symbol might be taken from

a bird of prey, as well as from the lizard-kind; espe

cially as a sect of Egyptians abhorred the crocodile,

and would not have applied it as an emblem of any

legal and respectable power, which they would rather

have expressed by a hawk, or some distinguished bird

of that order : others, indeed, worshipped crocodiles,

and I am told, that the very legend before us, framed

according to their notions, may be found in some of

the Purdms.

We

(a) Strabo, B. 17. p. 8iii Damascius, Life of Isidoru?.
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We sind then three kings, named Sucas, or parrots,

living in a house or a cage, or resting either on an

upright pole, or on one with a cross-bar : but -who

they were, it is not my present object, nor am 1 now

able, to investigate : I will only observe, that besides

the king of Egypt, whom Pliny calls Suchis, or

Sochis, the father of the Curetes, is named Sochus

by a Greek lexicographer, and Socus by the author of

the Dionyjiacks ; and that he was one of the Cabires or

Cuveras, who (or at least some of whom) inhabited in

former ages the countries adjacent to the Nile.

The ruins of that wonderful building, called the

Labyrinth, are still to be seen, near the lake Mœris,

at a place which the Arabs have named the Kasr, or

palace, of Ka'ru'n, whom they suppose to have been

the richest of mortals; as the ruins of Me'dht-su'ca-

Ji'hdn are in a district named the Beldd, or country,

of the fame personage : the place last mentioned is,

most probably, the labyrinth built, according to Da-

moteles in Pliny, by Motherudes, a name derived,

I imagine, from Medhi-rushi. The town of Meta-

camso, mentioned by Ptolemy as opposite to Pselchis,

above Syene, seems to have had some connection with

Medhi-suca ; for camfa and suca were synonymous in

the old Egyptian: Herodotus at least informs us,

that camsa meant a crocodile in that language; and it

appears related to timsdh in Arabick. Patyam (for so

the long compound is often abbreviated) seems to have

been the labyrinth near Arsinoe, or Crocodilopis, now

Fayum, which word I suppose corrupted from Patyam,

or Phatyam, as the Copts would have pronounced it; and

my Pandit inclines also to think, that the building

might have been thus denominated from large pieces

of stone or timber projecting, like patyas, before the

windows, in order to support the frames of a balcony,

which, as a new invention, must have attracted the

notice
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notice of beholders. As to the lake of Mæris, I have

already exhibited all that I have yet found concerning it.

The stupendous pyramid, faid to have been six hun

dred feet high, in the midst of that lake, was raised,

we are told, by a king named Mæris, Myris, Mar-

ros, Maindes, Mendes, and Imandes (a;) a strong

instance of one name variously corrupted ; and I have

no doubt, that the original of all those variations was

Merhi, or Medhi. Even 10 this day in India, the

pillars, or obelisks, often raised in the middle of tanks,

or pools, are called Merhis ; but let us proceed to ano

ther legend faithfully extracted from the Mahd calpa,

in which we fee, beyond a doubt, the affinity of Indiant

Egyptian and Grecian Mythology.

II. On the mountains of Jwdldmuc'ha, in the interior

Cufia dwip, reigned a virtuous and religious prince,

named C'harvana'yana's, whose son, Cape'yana's,

preferred arms and hunting, in which he was continually

engaged, to the study of the Veda, and was so frequent

ly concerned in contests and affrays with his neighbours,

that his father, after many vain admonitions, banished

him from his palace and his kingdom : the dauntless

young exile retired to the deserts, and at length reached

Mocjhefa, believed to be Mecca, where, hungry and

fatigued, he bathed in the MocjhaMrt'ha, or consecrated

well, and passed the night without fleep. Visvacse'na,

then sovereign of that country, had an only daughter,

Padmamuc'hi, or with aface like a lotos, who went to

perform religious rites to Maha'de'va, god of the tem

ple and the well ; and there seeing the prince, she brought

him refreshment, and heard his adventures : their inter

view ended in mutual love, and the old king, who de

nied her nothing, consented to their marriage, which

was solemnized with the ceremony of Pdnigraha, or

fajlifig hands ; and the young pair lived many years hap

pily

(a) Strabo, B. 17. p. 8u. Diod. Sic B. 1, p. 55,
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pily in the palace of their father. It happened some

time after, that the city was besieged by two kings ofthe

Danavas with a numerous army: but Cape'yana's en

tirely defeated them : the venerable monarch met his

brave fon-in-law returning with conquest, and, having

resigned the throne to him, went to the banks of the

Call, accompanied by his wife, and entered with her

into the third order, called Vanapreftha, or that of

hermits, in which they passed the remainder of their

lives, and, after death, obtained laya, or union with the

fupremespirit; whence their stationwasnamedZslysl/2Vz«?z,

or Layavati, and was visited, for ages after, by such as

hoped for beatitude. Cape'yana, or Cape'nas, (for

he is differently named in the fame book,) adhered so

strictly to justice, and governed so mildly, that he was

respected by his neighbours,and beloved by his subjects;

yet he became a great conqueror, always protecting the

weak, and punishing their oppressors. All the princes

to the east of Mo'cjhefa paid him tribute; but Ca'lase -

na, king of the exterior Cujha-iwtp, having insolently

refused to become his tributary, he invaded Abyjsinia,

and, after a very long battle, at a place named Ranotjava,

or the fejlival of combat, wholly defeated Ca'lase'na,

whom he replaced on his throne, exacting only a regular

acknowledgment of his dominion paramount : then,

following the course of the Call river, he came to Bar

bara, or the burning fands of Nubia, the king of which

country was Gulma, one of the Tamovansas, or the son

of Ma'ndya, who was the son of Tamas, or Sani,

by his wife Jarat'ha'; but from Gulma he met with

no resistance, for the wise king laid his diadem at the

feet of Cape'nas, who restored it, and desired his com

pany, as a friend, in his expedition to Misra-Jl'hdn.

The sovereign of Misra was at that time Ranasu'ra,

who, disdaining submission, sent his son Ranadurmada

with a great force against Cape'nas, and soon followed

him at the head of a more powerful army : an obstinate

battle was fought, at a place called afterwards Gho'ra-

v Jl'han,
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jl'hdn, from the horror of the carnage; but Ranasu'ra

was killed, and his troops entirely routed. The conque

ror placed the prince on the throne of Misra, the capital

of which was then called Visva-ctrti-pura, or the city of

Universal Fame; and, having carried immense treasures

to Mocjhesa, he dedicated them to the God of the tem

ple, resolving to end his days in peaceful devotion : by

Padmamuc'hi he had a daughter named Antarmada%

and a son, Bha'le'yana's, to whom, after the example

of ancient monarchs, he resigned his kingdom, when he

grew old, and prepared himself for a better life.

Before his death he was very desirous of performing

the greatsacrifice ofahorse, called Aswamedha, but con

siderable difficulties usually attended that ceremony : for

the consecrated horse was to be set at liberty foracertain

time, and followed at a distance by the owner, or his

champion, who was usually one of his near kinsmen ;

and, if any person should attempt to stop it in its rambles,

a battle must inevitably ensue : besides, as the performer

of a hundred Afwamedhas became equal to tho God of

the firmament, In dra was perpetually on the watch,

and generally carried off the facred animal by force or Uy

fraud; though he could not prevent Beli from comple

ting his hundredth facrifice ; and that monarch put the

supremacy of the Divas to proof, at the time, when the

Padma-mandira was built on the banks of the Cumudvati ;

nor did he prevail against Raghu, whose combat with

I ndra himself is described by Ca'lida\> in a style per

fectly Homerick. The great age of Cape'nas obliged

him to employ his son in that perilous and delicate, ser

vice; but Indra contrived to purloin the horse, and

Bha'le'yan a's resolved never to see his father or king

dom, unless he could recover the mystical victim : he

wandered, therefore, through forests and over deserts, till

he came to the bank of the Ganges near Avaca-pura, or

Alacd-purij about twelve eras N. N. W. of Badari-

ndt'h ;
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ndfh ; and there in the agonies of despondence, he

threw himself on the ground, wishing for death; but

Ganga', the river-goddess, appeared to him, com

manded him to return home, and assured him, that he

should have a son, whom she would adopt by the name

of Ga'nge'yana's, who should overcome In dra, and

restore the horse to his grandfather. Her prediction was

in due time accomplished; and the young hero defeated

the army of In dra in a pitched battle near the river

Cdli, whence he acquired the title of Virauja-jit, or

vanquisher of In dra: the field of battle was thence

named Samara-jl'hdn ; and is also called Vzrdfaya, be

cause the flower of heroes had been there lulled in the

Jleeb of death. Bha'le'yana's, having a very religious

turn of mind, placed his son on the throne; and, ob

serving that his sister Antarmada" had the fame in

clinations, retired with her to the forest of Tapas, in

Upper Egypt ; both intending to close their days in de

vout austeritics,and in meditation on the supreme spirit.

Ma'ya'-de'vi, or the goddess of worldly illusion, who

resembles the Aphrodite Pandemos of the Greeks, and

totally differs from Jnya'na-de'vi, or the goddess of

celestial wisdom, attempted to disturb them, and to

prevent them from reaping the fruit of their piety; but

she was unable to prevail over the fervent devotion of

the two royal anchorites. Her failure of success, how

ever, gave her an unexpected advantage ; for Antarma-

d-a' became too much elated with internal pride, which

her name implies ; and, boasting of her victory over

Ma'ya'-de'vi, she added, that the inhabitants of the

three worlds would pay her homage, that she should be

like Arundhati, the celebrated consort of Vasish-

t'ha, and that, after her death, she should have a seat

in the starry mansion : this vaunt provoked Ma'ya'-

de'vi to a phrenzy of rage; and she flew to Aurva,

requesting him to set on fire the forests of Tapas ; but

Vishnu, in the shape of a hollow conical mountain,

2 surrounded
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surrounded the princess, and faved her from the flames;

whence the place, where {he stood, was called the

Jl'hdn of Ch hdditd, or the covered, and Periracjhitd,

or the guarded on all fides. The enraged goddess then

sent a furious tempest ; but Vishnu, assuming the form

of a laTge tree, secured her with its trunk and branches

at a place thence named Racjhitd-Jl'hdna. Ma'ya'de-

vi, however, seized her, and cast her into a certain sea,

which had afterwards the name of Amagna, because

Vishnu endued its waters with a power of supporting

her on their surface; and they have ever since retained

that property, so that nothing finks in them.

The fourth and last machination was the most dange

rous and malignant: De'vi carried Antarmada' to

the sea-shore, and chained her to a rock, that she

might be devoured by a Grdha, or sea-monster ; but

Vishn u, ever vigilant to preserve her, animated a young

hero, named Pa'rasica, who flew the monster, and

released the intended victim, at a place named, from her

deliverance, Uddhdra-Jl'hdn. He conducted her to his

own country, and married her at a place called Pdni-

grahat because he there took her by the hand in the nup

tial ceremony : they passed through life happily, and

after death, were both seated among the stars, together

with Cape'nas and Padmamuc'hi, who had also the

patronymick of Ca'syapi. Among the immediate de

scendants of Pa'rasica and Antarmada', we sind

Va'rasica and Rasica, who reigned successively. Ti-

mica and Bha'luca, who travelled, as merchants, into

distant countries, and Bha'luca'yani, who seems to

have been the last of the race.

The pedigree of Cape'nas has been carefully pre

served; and many Brdhmens are proud of their descent

from him :

Cas'yapa
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Cas'yapa and Aditi.

'Sdndildyanas, Maunjdyands,

Cohaldyands, Jdnavansdyands^

Payacdyands, Vdnyavatfdyands,

Daiteydyands, C'harvandyands, 15.

Audamoghdyands, 5. Cape'yana's,

MutrdyandS) Bhaleyands,

Vacyasahdhdyands, Gdngeyands,

Charvagdyands, Satrugdyands,

Cdrufhdyands, Vaildyands. 20,.

Vdrtdyands, 10. Jdnghrdyands,

Vdtfandyands, Cansayanas.

A twenty-third prince, named Cansala'yana's, is add

ed in some genealogical tables.

This is manifestly the fame story with that of Ce-

pheus and Cassiopea, Perseus and Andromeda.

The sirst name was written Capheus, or Caphyeus,

by the Arcadians (a,) and is clearly taken from Ca-

pe'ya, the termination nds being frequently rejected.

Some assert, that he left no male issue; and Apol-

lodorus only fays, that he had a daughter, named

Sterope, the fame, I presume, with Andromeda.

The wife os Cape'ya was either descended herself from

Casyapa, or was named Ca'syapi, after her mar

riage with a prince of that lineage. Pa'rasica is

declared in the Purdnas to have been so called, be

cause he came from para, or beyond, that is from

beyond the river Call, or from the west of it; since

it appears from the context, that he travelled from

west to east.: the countries on this side of the Nile, with

respect to India, have thence been denominated Arva-

Jl'hdn,

fa) Pauses Arcad,
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sl'hdn, or, as the Persians write it, Arabi/ldn ; while

those nations who were seated on the other fide of it,

were called Pdrasicdh, and hence came the Pharufii,or

Per/æ, of Lyhia, who are faid by Pliny to have been

of Perfian origin, or descended from Perseus, the

chief scene of whose achievements was all the coun

try from the western bank of the Nile to the ocean ;

but I do not believe that the word Pdrasicdh has any

relation to the Persians, who in Sanscrit are called

Pdrasdh, . or inhabitants of Parasa7 and sometimes Pa-*

rasavdh, which may be derived from Parasu, or

Parasvdh, from their excellent horses. I must not omit,

that Arva-Jl'hdn, or Arabia, is by some derived from

Arvan,^hich signisies a fine horse, the sinal letter being

'omitted in composition. Arvan is also the name

of an ancient fage, believed to be a son of Bra'h-

MA. .

In order to prove, by every species of evidence, the

identity of the Grecianand Indian fables, I one night re

quested my Pandit, who is a learned astronomer, to

ftow -me among the stars the constellation of Antar-

madd; and he instantly pointed to Andromeda, which I

bad taken care not to.cfliQw him sirst as an asterifm, with

which I was acquainted : he afterwards brought me a

very rare, and wonderfully curious, book in Sanscrit),

with a distinct chapter on the Upanacjhatras, or constel

lations out of the Zodiack, and with delineations of

Cape'ya, of Ca'syapi seated, with a lotos-flower in

her hand, of Antarmada', chained with the sish near

her, and of Pa'rasi'ca holding the head of a monster,

.which he hadslain in battle, dropping blood, with snakes

injlead of hair, according to the explanation given irt

the book : but let us return to the geography of the

Purdnas.

Vol. III. Ff We
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We mentioned, in the first Section, the two Jwald'

muc'his, near one of which the father of Cape'yana's

resided : the J-waldmuc'hi, now Corcur, which was also

named Andydsd-devijl'hdn, was at no great distance from

the Tigris, and seems, as we intimated before, to be the

rri( 'Avai'aj 'Iijo* of Strabo (a.) I suppose it to be the

original Ur of the Chaldeans ; original, I fay, because

there were several places of that name, both in Syria

and Chaldea, where superstitious honours were paid to

fire, either natural or artificial. The epithet great is ap

plied in some Purdnas to this Jwaldmuc'hi, and in

others to that near Baku : to this, perhaps, by way of

eminence in fanctity ; and to that, because its flames

were more extended and fiercer. Laya-Jl'hdn, or Laya-

vati, where Visvacse'na closed his days near the Call,

we have also mentioned in a preceding Section; and it

-was, probably, the Lete of Josephus (b,) or some

place very near it. Stephan us of Byzantium calls it

Letopolis, or Latopolis, and fays, that it was a suburb

of Memphis near the Pyramids (c.) Ghora-JVhdn is

yet unknown : it could not have been very far from

Vifwa-cirti pura ; but universaljame is applicable to so

many cities of Egypt, that we cannot appropriate it to

any one of them. Of Tapas and Tapbvana we have al

ready spoken ; and Ch'hddita, or PeriracJJiitd, must have

been in those forests of Thebais : the tree of Racjhitd

was, possibly,the Holy Sycamore mentioned by Pliny,

fifty-four miles above Syene, on the banks of tte

Nile (d.) The sea of Amagna was, most probably, the

Afphaltite lake, the waters of which had, and, some as

sert, have to this day, so buoyant a quality, that nothing

could sink in them : Maundrel takes particular no

tice of this wonderful property. That lake was not far

from Uddhdrajl'hdn, or Joppe, where Andromeda was

chained to a rock: Pliny fays, that the place of her

confinement

(a) B. 17. p. 738. (bj B. 2. (c) B. 17. (d) Plin. L. 6. C. 29.
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consinement and deliverance was shown these in his

time (a ;) and the Sanscrit word Yampd, which the

Arabs pronounce Yd/ah, and Europeans call Joppa,

means deliverance from imminent danger. On the Egyp

tian shore, opposite to Joppa, was a place called the

Watch-tower of Perseus : by Grdha, a crocodile or a

shark, we may understand also one of Ra'hu's de

scendants, among whom the females were the Graial,

or Greets of the western mythologists. Pdnigraha

was, I suppose, the town of Panopolis, which could

have no relation to the God Pan : for Herodotus,

who had been there, informs us, that it was called

both Panopolis and Chemmis; that the inhabitants of it

paid divine honours to Perseus, and boasted that he

was born in it; but had Pan, of whom that historian

frequently speaks, been the tutelary god of the town,

he would certainly have mentioned that fact : in the

acts of the council of Epkefus, we sind that Sabinus

was Panis Epifcopus, as if one named of the town had

been Pani or Panis ; and it might have been anciently

named Pdni-griha, the manfion or place of the hand, that

is of wedlock, which the Greeks would of course translate

Panopolis ; as we sind Rdja-griha rendered Rdja-mahall

in the fame fense. On the banks of the Niger was an

other town of that name, called Panagra by Pto

lemy ; and, to the north of it, we fee Timica, Rusiki-

bar, Rusuccurum, and Ruficade, which have a great af

sinity with Timica and Rasica, before mentioned as

descended from Perseus: both Rasicbdr and Rafic-gher

are Indian appellations of places ; the sirst meaning the

enclosed ground ox orchard, and the second, (which is a

corruption from the Sanscrit) the house of Rqsicat

Great confusion has arisen in the geography of India

from the resemblance in sound of gher, a house, gerht

a fortress, and the second syllable of nagar, a town ;

thus Cri/hna-nagaris pronouncedKi/hna gher, andRam-

F f 2 nagar,

(a) L. 5. C. 13, a.nd 31. See also Josephus, Strain, Mela.
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nagar, Ramna-gher, both very erroneously ; so Bisnagar

was probably Vishnu-nagar, or Visva nagar : we must be

ware of this, and the like, confusion, when we examine

the many names of places in Lybia, and other parts of

Africa, which are either pure Sanscrit, or in such of the

dialects as are spoken in the west of India.

Let us conclude this article with observing, that the

great extent of Cape'ya's empire appears from the

Greek Mythologists and other ancient writers ; for the

most considerable part of Africa was called Cephenia,

from his full name Cape'yanas ; the Persians, from

him were styled Cephenes ; and a district in the south

of Armenia was denominated Cephene ; a passage also

in Pliny shows, that his dominion included Ethiopia,

Syria, and the intermediate countries : " Ethiopia,

** fays he, was worn out by the wars of the Egyp-

" tians, alternately ruling and serving; it was famed,

" however, and powerful even to the Trojan wars in

" the reign of Memnon ; and that, in the time of

" king Cepheus, it had command over Syria, and

" on our coast, is evident from the fables of Andro-

" MEDA."

i

III. The following legend is taken from the Ma-

hacalpa, and is there faid expressly to be an Egyptian

story. An anciejit king, who was named Chatura-

yana, because he was a perfect master of the four

Vedas, to which name Vatsa was usually presixed,

because he was descended from Vatsa, a celebrated

sage, passed a hundred years in a dark cavern of Crijh-

na-giri, or the Black Mountain, on the banks of the

Call, performing the most rigorous acts of devotion : at

length Vishnu, surnamed G-uha'saya, or a dwelling in

caves, appeared to him, and promised him, all that he

desired,ma^ issue ; adding, that his son should be named

Tamo'vatsa, in allusion to the darkness, in which his

father had so long practised religious austerities. Ta

mo'vatsa
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mo'vatsa became a warlike and ambitious, but wife

and devout, prince : he performed austere acts of humi

liation to Vishnu, with a desire of enlarging his em

pire ; and the God granted his boon. Having heard

that Mifra-Jl'han was governed by Nirmarya'da, (a

name, which may possibly be the origin of Nimrod,)

who was powerful and unjust, he went with his chosen

troops into that country, and, without a declaration of

war, began to administer justice among the people, and

to give them a specimen of a good king : he even

treated with disdain an expostulary message from Nir

marya'da, who marched against him with a formidable

army, but was killed in a battle, which lasted twelve

days, and in which Tamo'vatsa fought like a second

Parasu-Ra'ma. The conqueror placed himself on

the throne os Misra, and governed the kingdom with

perfect; equity. His son Ba'hyavatsa devoted himself

to religion, and dwelt in a sorest ; having resigned his

dominion to his son Rucmavatsa, who tenderly lo

ved his people, and so highly improved his country,

that from his just revenues he amassed an incredible trea

sure. His wealth was so great, that he railed three

mountains, called Rucmddri, Rajatadri, and Retnddri, or

the mountain of gold, of Jilver, and of gems : the au

thor fays mountains ; but it appears from the context,

that they were fabricks, like mountains, and probably

in a pyramidal form. ,

Tamo'vatsa seems to be the Timaus of Manetho,

who fays, according Mr. Bryant's translation, that

" they once had a. king called Timaus, in whose

"reign there came on a sudden into their country a

" large body of obscure people, who with great bold-

" ness invaded the land, took it without opposition,

" and behaved very barbarously, slaying the men, and

" enslaving their wives and children." The Hindus^

indeed, fay, that the invaders were headed by Ta

mo'vatsa, who behaved with justice to the natives,

but
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but almost wholly destroyed the king's army, as the

son of Jamadagni nearly extirpated the military class;

but the fragments of Manetho, although they contain

curious matter, are not free from the suspicion of er

rors and transpositions. The feat of Tamo'vatsa,

called Tamovatfa-jl'hdn, seems to be the town of

Thmuis, now Tmaie, in the district of Thmuiles : in later

times ic appears to have communicated its name to the

Phatmetick branch, and thence to Tamiathis, the present

Damiata. We before ascertained the situation of

Cnjhna-giri ; and, as to the three stupendous edifices,

called mountains from their size and form, there can

be little or no doubt, that they were the three great

Pyramids near Misra-Jl'hdn, or Memphis ; which, ac

cording to the Purdnas and to Pliny, were built from

a motive of ostentation, but, according to Aristotle,

were monuments of tyranny. Rucmavatsa was no ty

rant to his own people, whom he cherished, fays the

Mahdcalpa, as if they had been his own children : but

he might have compelled the native Egyptians to work,

for the fake of keeping them employed, and subduing

their spirit. It is no wonder that authors differ as to

the founders of those vast buildings; for the people of

Egypt, fays Herodotus, held their memory in such

detestation, that they would not even pronounce their

names ; they told him, however, that they were built

by a herdsman, whom he calls Philitius, and who

was a leader of the Palis or Bhils, mentioned in our first

Section. The Pyramids might have been called moun

tains ofgold, silver, and preciousjlones, in the hyperbo

lical style of the East ; but I rather suppose, that the

first was faid to be of gold, because it was coated with

yellow marble ; the second of silver, because it had a

coating os white marble ; and the third of jewels, be

cause it excelled the others in magnificence, being

coated with a beautiful spotted marble of a fine grain,

and susceptible of an exquisite polish (a). The Brdh-

mens

(a) Savary, Vol. I. p. 246.
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metis never understood that any pyramid in Misra-

jl'hala, or Egypt, was intended as a repository for the

dead; and no such idea is conveyed by the Mahdcalpa,

where several other pyramids areexpressly mentioned as

places of worship. There are pyramids now at Be

nares, but on a small scale, with subterranean passages

under them, which are faid to extend many miles :

when the doors, which close them, are opened, we

perceive only dark holes, which do not seem of great

extent ; and pilgrims no longer resort to them

throngh fear of mephitic air, or of noxious reptiles.

The narrow passage, leading to the great pyramid in,

Egypt, was designed to render the holy apartment less

accessible, and to inspire the votaries with more awe :

the caves of the oracle at Delphi, of Trophonius, and

of New-Grange, in Ireland, had narrow passages an

swering the purpose os those in Egypt and India ; nor

is it unreasonable to suppose, that the fabulous relations

concerning the grot of the Sibyl in Italy, and the purga

tory of St. Patrick, were derived from a similar

practice and motive, which seem to have prevailed over

the whole Pagan world, and are often alluded to in

Scripture. M. Maillet has endeavoured to show, in

a most elaborate work, that the founder of the great

pyramid lay entombed in it, and that its entrance was

afterwards closed ; but it appears, that the builder of

it was not buried there ; and it was certainly opened

in the times of Herodotus and Pliny. On my de

scribing the great Egyptian pyramid to several very

learned Brdhmens, they declared it at once to have

been a temple; and one of them asked, if it had not

a communication under ground with the river Cdti ;

when I answered, that such a passage was mentioned

as having existed, and that a well was at this day to

be seen, they unanimoufly agreed, that it was a place

appropriated to the worship of Padma'de'vi, and that

the supposed tomb was a trough, which, on certain

festivals, - her priests used to fill with the facred water
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and lotos flowers. What Pliny fays of the Labyrinth

is applicable also to the Pyramid: some insisted, that it

was the palace of a certain king; some, that it had beerl

the tomb of Mœris; and others, that it was built for

the purpose of holy rites : a diversity of opinion among

the Greeks, which shows how little we can rely on them ;

and, in truth, their pride made them in general very

careless and superficial inquirers into the antiquities and

literature of other nations.

IV. A singular story, told in the Uttara-charitra,

setems connected with the people, whom, from their

principal city, we call Romans: It is related, that a fage,

named A'lava'la, resided on the verge of Himddri,

and spent his time in cultivating orchards and gardens ;

his name or title implying asmall canal or trench,usually

dug round trees, for the purpose of watering them. He

had an only son, whose name, in the patronymick form,

was A'lava'li : the young Brdhmen was beautiful as

Ca'made'va, butofan amorous and roving disposition ;

and having left the house of his father, in company

with some youths like himself, he travelled as far as the

city ofRo'macdj-which is described as agreeably situated,

and almost impregnably strong. The country, in which

it stood, was inhabited by Mlech'has, or men who speak

a barbarous dialect; and their king had a lovely daugh

ter, who happening to meet A'lava'li, found means to

discourse with him: the young pair were soon mutually

enamoured, and they had frequent interviews in a secret

grove or garden ; till the princess became pregnant, and,

her damsels having betrayed her to the king, he gave

orders for the immediate execution of A'lava'li ; but

the had sufficient power to esfect his escape from the

kingdom. He returned horne; but his comrades ha

ving long deserted him, and informed his father of his

intercourse with the daughter ofa Mlech'ha, the irritated

fage refused to admit him into his mansion; he wan

dered, therefore, from country to country, "till he ar-

• rived
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rived in Barbara, where he suffered extreme pain from

the burning sends ; and having reached the banks of the

Crijhnd, he performed a rigorous penance for many

years, during which he barely supported life with water

and dry leaves. At length Maha'de'va appeared to

him, assured him that his offence was forgiven, and gave

him leave, on his humble request, to six his abode on

the banks of the holy river Call, restoring him to his

lost facerdotal class, and promising an increase of virtue

and divine irradiation. From the character in which the

God revealed himself, he was afterwards named Agha-

he'sa, or Lord of him whoforsakesJin ; and the station

of A'lava'li was called Aghahefa-Jl'hdn, or Aghar

hejam.

Now we sind the outline of a similar tale in the an-

citmRoman history ; and one would think that th'elTindu

writers wished to supply what was desicient in it. The

old deities of Rome were chiefly rural, such as iheFauns,

the Sylvans, and others who presided over orchards and

gardens, like the fage A'lava'la : the Sanscrit -wordala,

which is lengthened to dlavAla, when the trench is car

ried quite round the tree, seems to be the root of

a vineyard or an orchard, in the fame fense,

gardens, and a gardener or husbandman. We

read of Vertomna with child by Apollo, the daugh

ter of Faunu's by Hercules, and those of Numitor

and Tarchetius, by some unknown Gods, or at least

in a supernatural manner; which may be the fame story

differently told: the king of the Mle'ch'has would, no

doubt, have faved the honour of his family, by pretend

ing that his daughter had received the caresses of a

rural divinity.

The origin of Rome is very uncertain ; but it ap

pears to have been at sirst a place of worship raised

by the Pelasgi under the command of a leader, who,

like many others, was named Hercules : by erect
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ing other edisices round it, they made it the capital

of their new western settlements ; and it became so

strong a city, that the Greeks called it Rhome, or

power itself; but Rcmacd, which all the Hindus place

very far in the west, was thus denominated, according

to them, from Roma, or wool, because its inhabitants

wore mantles of woollen cloth ; as the Greeks gave the

epithet of *ivej£A»/ntc, from linen vesture, to the people

of Egypt, and to those eastern nations with whom they

•were acquainted. Pliny fays, that the primitive name

of Rome was studiously concealed by the Romans fa) ;

but Augustine informs us, that it was Febris : pro

bably that word mould be written Phoberis. About

two generations before the Trojan war,the Pelasgi began

to lose their influence in the west, and Rome gradually

dwindled into a place of little or no consequence ; but

the old temple remained in it : according to the rules of

grammatical derivation, it is more probable, that Romu

lus was thus named, because he was found, when an in

fant, near the site of old Rome, than that new Rome,

.which he rebuilt and restored to power, should have

been so called from Romulus. A certain Roman us,

believed to be a son of Ulysses, is by some supposed

to have built Rome, with as little reason as Romulus;

if, indeed, they were not the fame personage. Roma

nes, perhaps, was the king JLatinus, whom Hesiod

mentions as very powerful; but whether he was the

foreign prince whose daughter inspired A'lava'li with

love, I cannot pretend to decide ; however, these in*

quiries relate to the dwtp of Varaha ; and the scope

of our work leads us back to that of Cusha.

It is reasonable to believe, that Aghahesam was the

celebrated and ancient city of Axum in the vicinity

of the little Crijhnd, or the Aftaboras of our old geo

graphers, now called Tacazze ; which, according to

Mr,

(a) L. 3. C. 5.
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Mr. Bruce, is the largest river in Alyjsinia next to the

Abay or Nile (a). It is also held sacred, and the natives

call it Tenujli Abay, or Little Nile; a very ancient ap

pellation ; for Strabo gives the name of Tenefis to the

country bordering on that river (b). Hence, perhaps,

the ancients mistook this river for the Nile, to which

they erroneoufly applied the name Siris ; for the true

Siris appears to be the Little Crijhnd, The Agows, who

live towards the heads of the Nile and the Tacazze, may

have derived their name from Aghaha ; and we find the

race of A'lava'li settled as well in the ifles of the Red

Sea near the Abyjftnian coast, as in the country adjacent

to Aghahesam : thoseifles were called A lieu&nd A laleœ;

and, in the districts about the Tacazze, were the Elei

or Eleii, surnamed Rhizophagi, who dwelt on the banks

of the A/lapus and the Aflaboras ; in which denomina

tions of iflands and tribes we may trace the radical word

A'la or A'lavala.

The smaller Crijhnd was so denominated, either be

cause its waters were black, or because it had its origin

from an achievement of Crishna ; and its name

AJl'himati, was given on an occasion which has been

already mentioned, but which may here be related at

large from the Brdhmdnda. When Crishna visited

Sanc'ha-dwip, and had destroyed the demon who in

fested that delightful country, he pasted along the bank

of a river, and was charmed with a delicious odour,

which its waters diffused in their course : he was eager

to view the source os so fragrant a stream, but was

informed by the natives, that it flowed from the temples

of an elephant, immensely large, milk-white, and beau

tifully formed; thathe governed a numerous race of ele

phants, and that the odoriferous fluid, which exuded

from his temples in the season of love, had formed the

river, which, from his name, was called Sanshandga ;

that

(a) Vol. 3. p. 157, 612, (b) B. 16. p. 770.
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that the Devas, or inferior gods, and the Apsarafes,

or nymphs, bathed arid sported in its waters, im

passioned and intoxicated with the liquid perfume. The

Hindu poets frequently allude to the fragrantjuice which

oozes at certain seasons from small ducts in the temples

of the male elephant, and is useful in relieving him

from the redundant moisture with which he is then

oppressed ; and they even describe the bees as allured

by the scent, and mistaking it for that of the sweetest

flowers; but, though Arrian mentions this curious

fact, no modern naturalist, I believe, has taken notice

of it. Crishna was more desirous than before of

seeing so wonderful a phenomenon, and formed a design

of possessing the elephant himself ; but Sanc'hana'ga

led against him a vast army of elephants, and attacked

him with such fury, that the incarnate God spent seven

days in subduing the assailants, and seven more in at

tempting to seize their leader, whom at last he was

obliged to kill with a stroke of his Chacra. The head

of the huge beast had no sooner fallen on the ground,

where it lay like a mountain, than a beautiful Yac/ha, or

Genius, sprang from the body, who prostrated himself

before Crishna, informing him, that he was Vijaya-

verdhana, who -had once offended Maha'de'va, and

been condemned by him to pass through a mortal form;

that he was supremely blessed in owing his deliverance to

so mighty a God, and would instantly, with his permis

sion, return to his appeased master. The victor assent- >

ed, and left the sield of battle ; where, from the bones

pf the slain elephants, rose a lake, thence named Afrhi-

tardga, from which flowed the river Ajl'himati, whose

hallowed waters, adds the author of the Purdna, remove

sin and worldly affections : afi'hi, a bone, pronounced

cji'hi in some provinces, is clearly the Greek oriov, and

its derivative ajl"himat becomes ajl'himdn in the sirst cafe,

masculine; whence the liver is by some old geographers

called Aijlamenos ; for the names of rivers, which are

feminine for the most part in Sanscrit, are generally

masculine
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masculine in the western languages. We sind it named

also Ajlaloras and Ajlabaras; for Afthivara means the

most excellent bone, or ivory : and the Adiabaræ, who

lived, fays Pliny, on its banks, took their name, per

haps, from the river, the word afthi being pronounced

ati and ddi in some vulgar dialects : as the Sanscrit word

haJli, an elephant, is corrupted into hdti. March, or

Sane'hdndgd,-wa.s anciently named Aftofabas,orAstufobast.

possibly from Hajlifrava, orflowingfrom an elephant, in

allusion to the legend before related ; and one would

have thought Hajlimat'i, or HaJlimdn, a more rational

appellation for the Tacazze, since there are in fact many

elephants in the country which it waters. We mult

beware of confounding Sanc'hana'ga, or the Elephant

of Sanfha-dwip, with Sanc'ha-na'ga, or the Shell-

serpent, of whom we have already given a sufficient

account, and concerning whom we have nothing to add,

except that the people of the mountains, now called

Hubdb. have legendary traditions of a Snake, who for

merly reigned over them, and conquered the kingdom

of Sire.

V. Concerning the river Nandd, or the Nileoi Abys

finia, we meet with the following tales in the Padmacostia,

or Treasure ofLotos-flowers. A king,namedApYA'YANA,

sinding himself declining very low in the vale of years,

resigned his throne to Apa'mvatsa, his son, and re

paired with his wife S'armadav to the hermitage of a

renowned and holy Brdhmen, whose name was Mrica,

or Mricu, intending to consult him on the mode ofen

tering into the ihirdAsrama,or order,caWcdvdnapreft'ha.

They found only the son of the fage, named Mdrca, or

Mdrcava, who gave them full instructions, and accom

panied them to the hilly parts of the country, where he

advised them to reside. When they arrived at their

destined retreat, the Devas, pleased with their piety,

scatteredjlowers on them like rain, whence the moun

tains were called Pvshpavarjha, according to the deri-

3 vation
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vation of the Mythologists ; but Pujhpavarjham, which

is the name of the country round them, may signify no

more than the region of flowers : the Gods were not

fatissied with a shower of blossoms, and when the first

ceremonies were performed atPiifkpa-versa-fl'hdn, they

rained also tears of joy, which being mingled with those

of the royal pair and the pious hermit, formed the river

Nandd, whose waters hastened to join the Call, and

their united streams fell at length into the Sanchabdhi,

or sea of Sane'ha. The goddess, who presided over the

Nandd, palled near the mansion of a fage named Sa'n-

tapana, a child of Santapana, or the Sun, who

ran with delight to meet her, and conducted her near

his hermitage, where Devatds and Rifhis were assem

bled to pav her divine honours : they attended her to

the place of her confluence with the great Cripina, near

which was afterwards built Sdntapana-Ji''hdn, and there

the fage sixed a linga, or emblem of Sa'ntapana'-siva,

to which prostrations must be made, after prescribed

ablution in the hallowed waters, by all such as desire a

feat in the mansions of Swerga.

The mountains and country of Pujhpavarjha seem to

be those round the lake Dembea, which immediately

after the rains, fays Mr. Bruce, look, from the blos

soms of the Wanzey, as if they were covered with white

linen or new-fallen snow. Diodorus calls them P/eu-

aras in the oblique cafe; and Strabo, Pfebœos ; the

lake itself being also named Pfeboa, or Pfebo, from the

Sanscrit word pujhpa. By one of the old Hindu writers

the river Nandd is placed between Barbara and Cujha-

dwtp ; by another, in Sanc'ka-dwz'p itself ; but this is

easily reconciled, for, according to the more ancient

division of the earth, the exterior dwip of Cusha was

considered as a part of Sanc'ha-dwip ; though, in the

new division, it is just the reverse : all agree, that the

Nandd runs, in great part of its course, from south to

north ; and hence many Brdhmens draw a conclusion,

2 which
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which by no means follows, that the Call, which it

joins, must flow from west to east. Sdntapana-Ji'hdn,

I conceive to have stood at the praydgaox trevenl, that

is, at the confluence of the smaller Cri/hnd with the

united waters of the Nandd and the Call ; and I suppose

it to have been the Apollints oppidum of Pliny (a),

or the capital of the Adiabarce, called also Megabari,

whom I have already mentioned : for Sa'ntapana

was an avatar, or incarnate form, of the Sun, and

the country around his asrama, or hermitage, is known

to this day by the name of Kuara, which means the

Sun, according to Mr. Bruce, and which is no other

than the Sanscrit word Ctvdra, or going round the earth :

the Nandd, I presume, or Nile of Abyjsinia, was also

named the river of Sa'ntapana, whence the Greeks

sirst made Ajlapun in the oblique cafe, and thence,

as usual, formed the nominative Ajlapus. According

to the Purdnas, the Nandd and Little Cri/hna unite

before they fall into the Call; and Ptolemy also sup

poses that they join near the southern border of Meroe,

and then are divided, one branch flowing eastward, and

another westward, into the main body of the Nile.

That inquisitive geographer acknowledges himself in

debted for much useful information to many learned

Indians whom he knew at Alexandria, and those Hin

dus were probably acquainted with the Purdnas but

Eratosthenes was better informed than Ptolemy

with respect: to the rivers in question; and the mistake

of the Hindu authors may have arisen from a fact, men

tioned by Mr. Bruce, that, during the rains, the floods

divide themselves, part running westward into the Nile,

part eastward into the Tacazze. It should not be omit

ted, that the country of the fage Mricu, and his son

Ma'rcava, seems to be that of the Macrobii, now in

habited by the Gonguas, Gubas, and Shangallas ; the

Greeks, according to their custom, having changed

Marcaba

(*) Lib. 6. Cap. 30.
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Marcaba into Macrobios, or long-lived ; though that

country, fays the Abyjsinian traveller, is one of the

most unhealthy on earth ; indeed, if Ma'rcande'ya,

the son of Mricandu, be the fame person with Ma'r-

cava, he was truly Macrobios, one of the nine long-

lived fages of the Purdns.

VI. The next legend is taken from the Mahdcalpa ;

that we introduce here as illustrative of that which

has been related in the second Section, concerning the

two Indian Gods of Medicine, to whom some places

in Egypt were consecrated.

A most pious and venerable Sage, named Rishi'ce-

sa, being very far advanced in years, had resolved to

visit, before he died, all the famed places of pilgri

mage; and, having performed his resolution, he bathed

at last in the facred water of the Call, where he ob

served some sishes engaged in amorous play, and re

flecting on their numerous progeny, which would sport

like them in the stream, he lamented the improbability

of his leaving any children: but, since he might possibly

be a father, even at his great age, he went immediately

to the king of that country, Hiranyaverna, who

had sifty daughters, and demanded one of them in mar

riage. So strange a demand gave the prince great un

easiness ; yet he was unwilling to incur the displeasure

of a faint,. whose imprecations he dreaded : he, there

fore, invoked Heri, or Vishnu, to inspire him with

a wise answer, and told the hoary philosopher, that he

should marry any one of his daughters, who of her own

accord mould six on him as her bridegroom. The

rffage, rather disconcerted, left the palace; but, calling

to mind the two sons of Aswini, he hastened to their

terrestrial abode, and requested that they would bestow

on him both youth and beauty : they immediately con

ducted him to Abhimatada, which we suppose to be

Abydus in Upper Egypt; and, when he had bathed in

the
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the pool of Rupayauvana, he was restored to the flower

of his age, with the graces and charms of Ga'made'va.

On his return to the palace, he entered the secret apart

ments, called antahpura,where the fifty princesses were

assembled; and they were all so transported with th6

vision of more than human beauty, that they fell into

an ecstasy,whence the place was afterwards named Moha-

Ji'hdn, or Mdhana, and is, possibly, the fame with Mo-

hannan: they no sooner had recovered from their trance^

than each of them exclaimed, that she would be his

bride; and their altercation having brought Hirany-

averna into their apartment, he terminated the con

test, by giving them all in marriage to Rishice'sa, who

became the father of a hundred sons ; and, when he

succeeded to the throne, built the city of Suc'haverddha-

na; framed vimdnas, or celestial self-moving cars, in

which he visited the Gods; and made garden s,abounding

in delights, which rivalled the bowers of Indra; butj

having gratified the desire which he formed at Mat-

fyasangama, or the place where the Jish were assembled,

he resigned the kingdom to his eldest son, Hiranya-

vriddha ; and returned in his former shape to the

banks of the Calli where he closed his days in devo

tion.

VII. A very communicative Pandit having told me

a short story, which belongs to the subject of this Sec-

lion, it seems proper to mention it, though I do not

know from what Purdn it is taken. Aruna'tri, the

fifth in descent from Atri before named, was per

forming religious rites on the Devdnka mountains, near

the site of the modern Cabal, when a hero, whose name

was TuLYA,desiredhis spiritual advice; informing him^

that he had just completed the conquest of Barbara,

subdued the Syamamuc'has, who lived to the east of the

river Call, and overcome the Sanc'hdyanas ; but that

so great an effusion of blood, for the fake of dominion

and fame, had sustained his soul with a sinful impurity,

Vol. III. G g which
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which he was desirous of expiating : the Sage accord

ingly prescribed a sit penance, • which the conqueror

performed in the interior Cusha-dwip. A certain

Thou les, or Taules, is mentioned in Egyptian his

tory as a son of Orus the Shepherd.

VIII. In the sirst part of thisEssay, we intimated an

opinion, that Ugra-jl"hdn was a part of Memphis, and

that Ugra, whom the Hindus make a king of Dwdracd,

in Gujjara-des, or Gujardt, was the Uchoreus, or Og-

jjous, of the Greeks : nor is it impossible, that Vexoris,

who is represented as a great conqueror, was the fame

person with Uchoreus. The story of Ugra, or Ug-

rase'na, we sind in a book entitled Amarefxvara-fan-

graha-tantra ; from which the following pasfage is ver

bally translated : " Ugrase'na, chief of kings, was a

" bright ornament of the Yddava race ; and having

" taken Crishna for his associate, he became sove-

" reign of all the Dwipas : the Devds, the Yacjhas,

" and the Rdcjhafas, paid him tribute again and again :

t; having entered Cujha-dwtp,and vanquished its princes,

" elate with pride, the monarch raised an image of

" Iswara on the banks of the river Call, whence the

" God was famed by the title of Ugre'swara, and the

" place was called Ugra-Jt'hdna.'"

IX. The following legend from the Uttara-c'kanda,

is manifestly connected with the oldest history and my

thology in the world. Indra, king of Meru, having

slain a Daitya of the facerdotal class, was obliged to

retire from the world, in order to perform the penance

ordained for the crime of Brahmahatyd, or the murder

of a Brdhmen : his dominions were soon in the greatest

disorder, and the rebel Daityas oppressed the Divas,

who applied for assistance to Nahusha, a prince of

distinguished virtues, whom they unanimously elected

king of their heavenly mansions, with the title of De-

vanahucha. His sirst object was to reduce the Dai

lyas.
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tyas and the sovereigns of all the dwtps, who had shakes*

off their allegiance ; for which purpose he raised an im

mense army, and marched through the interior Cujha-

dwtp, or Iran and Arabia, through the exterior dwip

of Cusha, or Ethiopia, through Sanc'ha-dwip,orEgypf,

throughVardha-dwzp,OT Europe,through Chandra-dwip,

and through the countries now called Siberia and Chi

na : when he invaded Egypt, he overthrew the com

bined forces of the Cuiila-cesas and Sydma-muc'has with

so terrible a carnage, that the Cali (a word which

means also thefemale devourer) was reported to have

swallowed up the natives of Egypt, whose bodies were

thrown into her stream. During his travels he built

many places ofworship, and gave each of them the title

of Devandhujham. The principal rivers of the countries

through which he passed, were also distinguished by his

name j Nahusha being an appellation of the Nile, of

the Chacjhu or Oxus, of the Vardha or IJler, and of

several others. He returned through India to Meruf

but unhappily fell in love with Sachi, or Pulomaja',

the consort of Inora, who secretly resolved on perfect

sidelity to her lord, and, by the advice of Vrihaspati,

regent of the planet jfupiter,and preceptor of the Devasf

promised Nahusha to favour his addresses, if he would

visit her in a do'ld, or palanquin, carried on the shoul

ders of the holiest Brdhmens : he had sufficient influence

to procure a set of reverend bearers; but such was the

slowness of their motion, and so great was his eagerness

to fee his beloved, that he faid with impatience to the

chief of lhem,Serpe, Serpe, which has precisely the fame

sense in Sanscrit and in Latin; and the fage, little used

to such an imperative,answered, " Be thyself a serpent."

Such was the power of divine learning, that the impre

cation was no sooner pronounced, than the king fell

on the earth in the shape of that large serpent which is.

called Ajdgara in Sanscrit, and Boa by Naturalists in

that state of humiliation he found his way to the Black

M8untains7 and glided in search. of prev along the banks

G g 2 qS
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of the Cdh ; but, having once attempted to swallow a

Brdhmen deeply learned in the Vedas, he felt a scorching

flame in his throat, and was obliged to disgorge the

fage alive, by contact with whom his own intellects,

•which had been obscured by his fall, became irradiated ;

and he remembered with penitence his crime and its

punishment. He ceased from that day to devour human

creatures, and, having recovered his articulation toge

ther with his understanding, he wandered through the

regions adjacent to the Nile, in search of some holy

Brdhmen, who could predict the termination of his de

served misery: with this view he put many artful ques

tions to all whom he met, and at length received in

formation, that he would be restored to his pristine shape

by the sons of Pan du. He had no resource, therefore*

but patience, and again traversed the world, visiting all

the temples and places of pilgrimage, which he had

named from himself in his more fortunate expedition:

at last he came to the snowy mountains of Himalaya*

where he waited with resignation for the arrival of the

Pan'davas, whose adventures are the subject of Vva-

sa's great Epick Poem.

This fable of De'va-nahusha, who is always called

Deo-nausb in the popular dialects, is clearly the fame

in part with that of Dion ysius, whether it allude to any

single personage, or to a whole colony ; and we see ia

it the origin of the Grecian siction, that Dionysius

was sewed up in the Meros, or thigh, of Jupiter ; for

Mem, on which Deva-nahusha resided for a time,

was the feat of Indra, or Zeus Ombrios : by the way,

we must not confound the celestial Mer.u with a moun

tain of the fame appellation near Cdbul, which the na

tives, according to the late Mr. Forster, still call

Mer-coh, and the Hindus, who consider it as a splinter

of the heavenly mountain, and suppose that the Gods

occasionally descend on it, have named Meru-sringa.

Names are often so strangely corrupted,. that we sus
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pect Deo-naush to be also the Scythian monarch,

called Tanaus by Justin (a), and Taunasis by

Jornandes, who conquered Asia, travelled into Egypt,

and gave his name to the river otherwise called Iaxartes:

we have already mentioned Nous as a Greek name of the

Nile, and the Danube or IJlherv/as known also by that of

Danujius or Tanais (b); in which points the Purdnas

coincide with Horus, Apollo, Eustathius, and

Strabo.

X. The author of the Visva-pracds gives an account

of an extraordinary personage, named Darda'na'sa,

.who was lineally descended from the great Jamadagni :

his father Abhaya'na's lived on the banks of the river

Vitafia, where he constantly performed acts of devotion,

explained the Vedas to a multitude of pupils, and was

chosen by Chitrarat'ha, who, though a Vaifya,

reigned in that country, as his guru, or spiritual guide.

Young Darda'n a'sa had free access to the secret apart

ments of the palace, where the daughter of the king

became enamoured of him,and eloped with him through

fear of detection, carrying away all the jewels and other

.wealth that she could collect : the lovers travelled from

hill to hill, and from forest to forest, until they reached

the banks of the Call, where their property secured

them a happy retreat. Pramoda, a virtuous and

learnedBrdhmen of that country, had a beautiful daugh

ter, named Pramada*, whom Darda'na'sa, with the

assent of the princess, took by the hand, that is, married,

according to the rites prescribed in the Veda ; and his

amiable qualities gained him so many adherents,that he

was at length chosen sovereign of the whole region,

which he governed with mildness and wisdom. His

ancestry and posterity are thus arranged :

Jamadagni,

faJ Lib. 1. Cap. 1. and Lib. 2. Cap. 36.

(b) Eujtath. on Dionyf. Perieg. v. 298.
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Jamadagni,

Jamadagni,

Prdchinds,

Tdmrdnds,

Ndjhtrdnds,

Bhunjdnds,

Craunchdnds,

Abhayajdtdnds,

Abhaydnds,

Darda'na's,

Vainabhritdnds,

Tecdnds,

Bhdhdnds,

Traicdyanyds,

Avaddtdnas.

The river here named Vitajld, and vulgarly Jelam,

is the Hydaspes of the Greeks : a nation who lived on its

•banks, are called Dardaneis, by Dionysius (a) ; and

the Grecian Dardanus was probably the fame with

Darda'na'sa, who travelled into Egypt with many as

sociates. We find a race of Trojans in Egypt ; a moun

tain, called anciently Troicus, and now Tora, fronted

Memphis ; and at the foot of it was a place actually

named Troja, near the Nile, supposed to have been an

old settlement of Trojans, who had fled from the forces

of Menelaus ; but Ctesias, who is rather blameable

ifor credulity than for want of veracity, and most of

,whose fables are to be found in the Purdns, was of a

different opinion; for he asserted, according to Diodo-

rus of Sicily, that Troja, in Egypt,\/a.s built by Trojans,

,who had come from Ajfyria under the famed Semirat

mis (b), named Sami'rama' by the ancient Hindu wri

ters; and this account is confirmed by Herodotus,

who fays, that a race of Dardanians were settled on

the banks of the riverG)iw^e5,near the Tigris,(cj,where,

I imagine, Darda'na'sa, and his associates, first estar

blifhed themselves, after their departure from India (d),

Eustathius,

(a) Perleg. y. n. 38. si) B. 2. (c) B. ». C. 1

(d) Iliad, Y. v. 215.
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Eustathius, in his comment on the Periegefis, dis

tinguishes the Dardaneis from the Dardanoi, making the

sirst an Indian, and the second a Trojan, race (a;) but

it seems probable, that both races had a common ori

gin : when Homer gives the Trojans the title of Mero~

pians, he alludes to their eastern origin from the bor

ders of Meru ; the very name of king Merops being

no other than Me'rupa, or sovereign of that moun

tainous region.

XI. We come now to a person of a different cha

racter; not a prince or a hero, but a bard, whose life

is thus described in the Vi'svajara. On the banks of the

Cati dwelt a Brahmin, whose name was Le'c'ha'ya-

na's; a fage rigorously devout, {killed in the learning

of the Vedas, and sirmly attached to the worship of

Heri ; but, having no male issue, he was long disconso

late, and made certain oblations to the God, which

proved acceptable; so that his wife Sa'ncrTti became

gregnant, after she had tasted part of the charu, or

cake of rice, which had been offered : in due time she

was delivered of a beautiful boy, whom the Brdhmens,

convened at the jdtacarma, or ceremony on his birth,

unanimously agreed to name Heridatta, or given by

the divinity. When the Janjcara, or institution of a

Brdhmen, was completed by his investiture with the fa

cerdotal string, and the term of his studentship in the

Veda was past, his parents urged him to enter into the

second order, or that of a married man ; but he ran into

the woods, and passed immediately into the fourth or

der, disclaiming all worldly connections, and wholly de

voting himself to VishiNu : he continually practised

thesamddhiydga, or union with the Deity by contemplation ;

sixing his mind so intensely on God, that his vital

soul seemed concentrated in the Brahma-randhrq, or

pineal

(&) 0< A«f 'l»S<xo» 0* f^cvrci AafSaioi, Tfai'/xo'v.

Eujiath. on DionyJ. v. 11. 58,
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pineal gland, while his animal faculties were suspended,

but his body still uncorrupted, till the reflux of the

spirits put them again in motion ; a state, in which

the Hindus assert, that some Yogis have remained for

years, and the fanciful gradations of which are mi

nutely described in the Yoga-Jdjlra, and even delineated,

in the sigures called Shatchacra, under the emblems of

lotos-flowers with different numbers ofpetals, according

to the supposed stations of the foul in her mystical as

cent. From this habit of merging all his vital spirits

in the idea of the Supreme Being, Heridatta was

named Li'na'su ; a name which the people repeated

with enthusiasm ; and he became the guru, or spiritual

director, of the whole nation : he then rambled over

the earth, singing and dancing, like a man in a

phrensy ; but he fang no hymns, except those which

himself had composed ; and hence it came, that all

older hymns were neglected, while those of Lina'su

alone were committed to memory from his lips, and

acquired univerfal celebrity. Other particulars of his

life are mentioned in the Purdnas, where fragments ofhis

poetry are, most probably, cited : I have no doubt,

that he was the fame person with the Linus of the

Greeks; and, if his hymns can be recovered, they will

be curious at least, if not instructive. Lina'su was

the eighth in descent from the fage Bharadwa'-

ja, whom some call the son of Vrihaspati, or the

regent of Jupiter : he is faid to have married at an

advanced age, by the special command of Heri, and

, five of his descendants are named in the following pe

digree

Bharadwa'ja, Lec'hdyands,

Cdrijlrdyands, Li'na'su, or Lhdyands,

CJhdmydyands, Caunddyands, 10,

Gaurivdyands,
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Gaurivdyands, Mdjhdyandi^ , .

Cdrundyand's, 5. Cdmacdyands, , . ,

Bhritydyands, Sdnc'haldyands,

Sic'hdydnds, Cd'sucdyands.

XII. The tale of Lubdhaca relates both to the mo

rals and astronomy of the Hindus, and is constantly re

cited by the Brdhmens on the night of Siva, which falls

on thefourteenth of Mdgha, or of P'hdlgun, according

as the month begins from the opposition or from the

conjunction.

Lubdhaca was descended from the race of Pallit

and governed all the tribes of Cirdtas : he was violent

and cruel, addicted passionately to the pleasures of the

chace, killing innocent beasts without pity, and eating

their flesh without remorse. On the fourteenth lunar

day of the dark half of P'hdlgun, he had found no game

in the forest ; and at sun-set, faint with hunger, he rov

ed along the banks of the Crijhnd, still earnestly look

ing for some animal whom he might shoot : at the be

ginning of night he ascended a Bilva-tree, which is

consecrated to Maha'de'va, whose emblem had been

fixed under it near a spring of water ; and, with a hope

of discerning some beast through the branches, he tore

off the leaves, which dropped on the linga, sprinkling

it with dew ; so that he performed facred rites to the

God, without intending any act of religion. In the

first watch of the night a large male antelope came to

the spring; and Lubdhaca, hearing the sound which

he made in drinking, fixed his arrow, and took aim at

the place whence the noise proceeded ; when the ani

mal, being endued by Siva with speech and intellect,

told him, that he had made an assignation with a be

loved female, and requested him to wait with patience

till the next day, on which he promised to return :

the mighty hunter was softened, and, though nearly

famissied,
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famished, permitted the antelope to depart, having first

exacted an oath, that he would perform his engage

ment. A female antelope, one of his consorts, came

in the second watch to drink at the spring ; who was in

like manner allowed to escape, on her solemn promise,

that she would return, when she had committed her

helpless young to the care of a sister; and thus, in the

third and fourth watches, two other females were re

leased for a time on pretences nearly similar, and on

similar promises. So many acts of tender benevolence

in so trying a situation, and the rites to Maha'de'va,

which accompanied them from watch to watch, though

with a different intention, were pleasing' to the God,

who enlightened the mind of Lubdhaca, and raised in

him serious thoughts on the cruelty of flaying the inno

cent for the gratification of his appetite : at early dawn

he returned to his mansion, and, having told his fa

mily the adventure of the night, asked whether, if he

should kill the antelopes, , they would participate his

guilt, but they disclaimed any share in it, and insisted,

that, although it was his duty to provide them with,

sustenance, the punishment of sin must fall on hira

solelv. The faithful and amiable beast at that moment

approached htm, with his three consorts and all his little

ories, desiring to be the first victim ; but Lubdhaca ex

claimed, thathe wouldnever hurthisfriend and his guide

to the path of happiness, applauded them for their strict

observance of their promises, and bade them return to

the woods,into which he intimated a design of following

them as a hermit : his words were no sooner uttered,

than a celestial car descended with a messenger from

Siva, by whose order the royal convert and the whole

family of antelopes were soon wafted, with radiant and

incorruptable bodies, to the starry regions, fanned by

heavenly nymphs, as they rose, and shaded by genii,

who held umbrellas, while a chorus of etherial song

sters chanted the praises of tenderness to living crea

tures, and a rigorous adherence to truth. Lubdhaca

3 was
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was appointed regent of Sirius, which is called the

yoga star ; his body is chiefly in our Greater Dog,

and his arrow seems to extend from |3 in that asterifm

to x in the knee of Orion, the three stars in whose

neck are the lunar mansion Mrigasiras, or the head of

the male antelope, who is represented looking round at

the archer ; the three stars in the belt are the females,

and those in the sword, their young progeny ; Maha-

de'va, that he might be near his favourites, placed

himself, it is faid, in the next lunar mansion A'rdra, his

head being the bright star in the shoulder of Orion,

and his body including those in the arm with several

smaller stars in the galaxy. The son of Lubdhaca

succeeded him on earth, and his lineal descendants yet

reign, fays the author of the Purdn, on the delightful

banks of the Crijhna.

This legend proves a very material fact, that the

Pallis and Ciratas were originally the fame people ; it

seems to indicate a reformation in some of the religious

tenets and habits ofthe nations bordering on the Crijhna ;

and the whole appears connected with the famous

Egyptian period regulated by the heliacal rising of Si~

rius : the river here mentioned I suppose to be the

smallar Crijhna, or the Siris of the ancients, so named,

as well as the province of Sire, from the word Seir,

which means a dog, fays Mr. Bruce, in the language of

that country. The constellations of Orion and the

two Dogs point at a similar story differently told ; but

the name of Lubdhaca seems changed by the Greeks

into Labdacus : for since, like the ancient Indians,

they applied to their new settlements the history and

fables of their primitive country, they represent Labda

cus as the grandson of Cadmus, the son of Polydo-

rus, (for so they were pleased to disguise the name,)

and the father of Lai us : now Cadmus, as we have

stiown, was CardameWara, or Maha'de'va, and Po-

LYJORUS,
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lydorus, or Polydotus, was Pallidatta, the gift

of the national god Palli or Nairrit. As to Laedacus,

he died in the flower of his age, or difappeared, say the

Hindus, and was translated into heaven; but, during his

minority, the reigns of government were held by Lycus,

a son of Nycteus, or Nactun-chara : he was sue

ceeded by Lai us, which, like Pali, means a herdsman

or jhepherd; for Kxta, Xilx, and Xm, signify herds and

flocks; and thus we sind a certain Laius, who had a

sonBucoLiON, and a grandson Phialus, both which

names have a reference to pajlure, for the Shepherds

were called by the Greeks AytWw, and Agelaia was

synonymous with Pallas. The son of Laius was

Œdipus, with whose dreadful misfortune, as we inti

mated in the sirst section, the Hindus are not unacquaint

ed, though they mention his undesigned incest in a

different manner, and fay, that Y6gabrashta\ whom

they describe as a flagitious woman, entered into the

service of some cowherds, after the miserable death of

her son Maha'su'ra, or the Great Hero, by Lina'si;,

the son of Lubdhaca, who was descended from Pal

li : . the whole story seems to have been Egyptian,

though transferred by the Greeks to Thebes in their own

country.

XIII. The last piece of history, mixed with an astro

logical fable, which I think it useful to add, because

it relates to Barbara, is the legend of Da'sarat'ha,

or the monarch, whofe car had borne him to ten regions,

or to the eight points, the zenith, and the nadir : it

is told both in the Bhawijhya Puran and the Brdhmdnda.

He was descended from Su'rya, or He'li, which is

a name of the Sun in Greek and in Sanscrit : one of his

ancestors, the great Raghu, had conquered the seven

dwipas, or the whole earth, and Vishnu became in

carnate in the person of his son Ra'machandra. It

happened in the reign of Dasarat'ha, that Sani, hav

ing just left the lunar mansion Critticd) or the Pleiads,

2 was.
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was entering the Hyads, which the Hindus call Rohini,

and that passage of Saturn is distinguished by the ap

pellation of Sacata-bheda, or the section of the wain :

an univerfal drought having reduced the country to the

deepest distress, and a total depopulation of it being

apprehended, the king summoned all his astrologers and

philosophers, who ascribed it solely to the unfortunate

passage of the malignant planet ; and Vasisht'ha

added, that, unless the monarch himself would attack

Sani, as he strongly advised, neither Indra nor Bra'h-

ma himself could prevent the continuance of thedrought

for twelve years. Dasarat'ha that instant ascended

his miraculous car of pure gold, and placed himself at

the entrance of Rohini, blazing like his progenitor the

Sun, and drawing his bow, armed with the tremendous

arrow SanhdrdJlra, which attracts all things with irresisti

ble violence : Sani, the Jlovi-moving child of Su'rya,

dressed in a blue robe, crowned with a diadem, havingfour

arms, holding a bow, a spiked weapon, and a cimeter,

(thus he is described in one verse) discerned his formi

dable opponent from the last degree of Critticd, and

rapidly descended into the land of Barbara, which burst

into a flame, while he concealed himself far under

ground. The hero followed him ; and his legions,

marching to his assistance, perished in the burning fands;

but Sani was attracted by the magnetick force of the

Sanhdrdjlra, and, after a vehement conflict, was over

powered by Dasarat'ha, who compelled him to pro

mise, that he never more would attempt to pass through

the wain of Rohini: the victor then returned to his pa

lace, and the regent of the planet went to San i-jl'hdn

in Barbara, while the ground, on which he had fought,

assumed a red hue. The Hindu astrologers fay, that

Sani has hitherto performed his promise, but that, in

four or five years, he will approach so nearly to Rohini

that great mischief may be feared from so noxious a

planet, who has nothing in this age to apprehend from

a hero in a self-moving car with an irresistible weapon :

they
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they add, that Mangala, or Mars, the child of

Prit'hivi, has also been prevented from traversing

the waggon of Rohini, but that VrihAspati, Sucra,

and Budha, or Jupiter, Venus, and Mercury, pass it

freely and innocently, while it is the constant path of

Soma, or the Moon, of whom the beautiful Rohini, or

Aldeberhdn, is the favourite consort.

The history of Dasarat'h being immediately con

nected with that of Ra'machandra, and consequently

of the first colonies who settled in India, it may pro

perly conclude this third section, which has been con

fined to the demigods and fages, who distinguished

themselves in the countries bordering on the Nile of

Ethiopia ; and, whatever may be thought of some ety

mological conjeHures,which I have generally confirmed

by facts and circumstances, it has been proved, I trust,

by positive evidence, that the ancient Indians were ac

quainted with those countries, with the course of that

celebrated river, and with Mifra, or Egypt.

REMARKS
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f

REMARKS

07V THE PRECEDING ESSAY,

By the PRESIDENT.

SINCE I am persuaded, gentlemen, that the learned

Esfay on Egypt and the Nile, which you have just

attentively heard,has afforded you equal delight with that

which I have myself received from it, I cannot refrain

from endeavouring to increase your fatisfactions con

fessing openly, that I have at length abandoned the

greatest part of that natural distrust, and incredulity,

which had taken possession of my mind, before I had

examined the sources from which our excellent associate,

Lieutenant Wilford, has drawn so great a variety of

new and interesting opinions. Having lately read,again

and again, both alone, and with a Pandit, the numerous

original passages in the Purdnas, and other Sanscrit

books, which the writer of the dissertation adduces in

support of his assertions, I am happy in bearing testi

mony to his perfect good faith,and general accuracy,both

in his extracts, and in the tranflations of them ; nor

should I decline the trouble ofannexing literal versions

of them all, if our Third Volume were not already filled

with a sufficient store of curious and (my own part

being excepted) of valuable papers : there are two,

however, of Mr. Wilford's extracts from the Purd

nas, which deserve a verbal tranflation ; and I, there

fore, exhibit them word for word, with a full convic

tion of their genuineness and antiquity.

The first of them is a little poem, in the form of the

hymns ascribed to Orpheus, in praise of the Nild,

which all the Brdhmens allow to be a facred river in

Cujlia-dwip, and which we may confidently pronounce

to
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to be the Nile : it is taken from the Scanda-puran, and

supposed to be the composition of Visva'mitra, the

father of Sacontala', with whose life you are well

acquainted :

1. " Cdli, Crijhnd, likewise Nila'; 'Syamd, Cdld,

" and Afitd also : Anja-ndbha and 'Sydmald : Mecha-

u cd too, and Pdvarii ;

2. " Aghahd and Mo'cjhadd.—These twelve prospe-

" rous names of the Cdlicd, in whatever receptacle of

" water

3. " A man mall repeat at the time of bathing, he

** shall gain the fruit of an ablution in the Cdli. No

" stream on earth is equal to the river Cali, as a giver

u of increase to virtue.

4. " He, who has bathed in her Jlream, is wholly

" released from the murder of a Brdhmen, and every

*' other crime : they, who have been offenders in

46 the highest degree, are purified by her, and con-

" sequently who have committed rather inferior

« sins.

5. " They, who have arrived on the bank of the

" river Cali, are indubitably released from sin; and

*' even by a sight of the river Call, an assemblage of

" crimes is quite effaced :

6. " But to declare the fruit gained by bathing in her

*' waters, is impossible even for Brahma. These de-

" lightful and exquisite names whatever men

7. " Shall repeat, even they are confidered as duly

" bathed in the river Call : constantly, therefore, must

" they be repeated with all possible attention." .

Here
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Here I must observe, that the couplets of the Veda,

which our learned friend has quoted at the beginning

of his Essay, are in a similar strain to those of Visva'-

mitra ; nor have a doubt of their authenticity, because

the fifth line is clearly in a very ancient dialect, and the

original ends in the manner of the Hindu Scripture,

with a repetition of the two last words ; but either we

must reject a redundant syllable in the concluding verse,

(though such a redundance often occurs in the Vedajor

we must give a different version of it. The line is

Sitdsitasamdyo'gdt param ydti nanivertate,

which may thus be rendered : ** By whose Union of

M white and dark azure waters, a mortal, who bathes

*c in them, attains the Most High, from whose presence

" he returns not to this terrejlrial manfion."

Of the second passage, from the Padma-pufdn, the

following tranflation is minutely exact ;

1. "To Satyavarman, that sovereign of the

M whole earth, were born three sons ; the eldest, Shf.r-

" ma; then, C'harma; and, thirdly, Jya'peti by

" name :

2. " They were all men of good morals, excellent

*' in virtue and virtuous deeds, skilled in the use of

weapons to strike with or to be thrown; brave men,

*' eager for victory in battle^

3. *' But SatyaVarman, being continually de-

" lighted with devout meditation, and seeing his sons-

sit for dominion, laid upon them the burden of go-

M vernment,

Vol. Ut &h 4. " Whilst
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4. *' Whilst He remained honoring and fatisfying the

" Gods, and priests, and kine. One day by the ad of

" destiny, the king, having drunk mead,

5. " Became senseless, and lay asleep naked : then

" was he seen by C'harma, and by him were his two

brothers called,

6. " To whom he faid : What now has befallen ?

"In what state is this our sire ? By those two was

" he hidden with clothes, and called to his fenses again

" and again.

7. '* Having recovered his intellect, and perfectly

K knowing what had passed, he cursed C'harma, say-

* ing : Thou shalt be the servant of servants;

8. " And, since thou wast a laugher in their presence,

" from laughter shalt thou acquire a name. Then he

" gave to Sherma the wide domain on the south of the

" snowy mountain,

9. " And to J ya'peti he gave all on the north of the

" snowy mountain ; but he, by the power of religious

" contemplation, attained supreme bliss."

. Now you will probably think, that even the concise

ness and simplicity of this narrative are excelled by the

^losaick relation of the fame adventure ; but, whatever

may be our opinion of the old Indian style, this extract

most clearly proves, that the Satyavrata, or Satya-

varman, of the Purdns was the fame personage (as it

has been asserted in a former publication) with the Noah

of Scripture, and we consequently six the utmost limit

of Hindu Chronology ; nor can it be with reason inferred

from the identity of the stories, that the divine legislator
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borrowed any part of his work from the Egyptians : he

was deeply versed, no doubt, in all their learning, such

as it was; but he wrote what he knew to be truth itself,

independently of their tales, in which truth was blended

with fables ; and their age was not so remote from the

days of the Patriarch, but that every occurrence in his

life might naturally have been preserved by traditions

from father to son.

We may now be assured, that the old Hindus had a

knowledge of Mi/r and of the Nile; that the legends of

Cepheus and Cassiopeia (to select one example out

of many) were the fame with those of Cape'ya and

Ca'syapi ; that Perseus and Andromeda were no

other than PA'RAsiCAand Antarmada'; and that Lord

Bacon, whom, with all his faults, (and grievous faults

they were,) we may justly call the great architect ofthe

temple of knowledge, concluded rightly, that the Mytho

logy of the Greeks, which their oldest writers do not

pretend to have invented, was no more than a light air,

which had passed from a more ancient people into the

jlutes of the Grecians, and which they modulated into

such descants as best suited their fancies and the state of

their new settlements : but we must ever attend to

the distinction between evidence and conjecture ; and I

am not yet fully fatisfied with many parts of Mr.

Wilford's Essay, which are founded on so uncertain

a basis as conjeBural Etymology ; though I readily ad

mit, that his etymologies are always ingenious, often

plausible, and may hereafter, perhaps, be confirmed by

historical proof. Let me conclude these remarks with

applying to Him the words of the memorable writer

whom I have just named, and with expressing an opi

nion, in which I have no doubt of your concurrence,

" That, with persevering industry, and with scrupulous

" attention to genealogies, monuments, inscriptions,

" names and titles, derivations of words, traditions and

" archives, fragments of history, and scattered passa
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" ges from rare books on very different subjects, he

" has preserved a venerable tabletfrom theJhipwreck of

" time; a work, operose and painful to the author, but

" extremely delightful to his readers, and highly de-

" serving their grateful acknowledgments."

XIV.
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XIV.

A

DESCRIPTION

or THE

PLANT BUTE A.

By Dr. ROXBURGH.

I. 'T'HE Maduga of the Gentws, and Plaso of the

**. Hortus Malabaricus* is a middle sized, or

rather a large, tree, not very common on the low

lands of this coast, but much more so up amongst the

mountains : it casts its leaves during the cold season ;

they come out again with the flowers about the

months of March and April, and the feed is ripe in

June or July.

Trunk irregular, generally a little crooked, covered

with ash-coloured, spongy, thick, slightly scabrous

bark, the middle strata of which contain a red juice

hereafter to be mentioned.

Branches very irregularly bent in various directions ;

young shoots downy.

Leaves alternate, spreading, threed, from eight jto six

teen inches long. Leaflets emarginated, or rounded

at the apex,leathery,above shining and prettysmooth,

below slightly hoary, entire : the pair are obliquely

oval, from four to seven inches long, and from three

to four and a half broad; the exterior one inverse

hearted, or, in other words, transversely oval, and

considerably larger than the lateral.

Common

♦ The Butea Frtndo/a of Kokkjo.
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Common Petiole round, when young, downy, the

length of the leaflets.

Stipules of the Petiole small, recurved, downy.

, of the Leaflets awled.

Raceme terminal, axillary, and form tuberosities over

the naked woody branchlets, standing in every direc

tion, rigid, covered with a soft greenish purple down.

• Flowers Papilionaceous, pendulous, pedicelled, fasci

cled, large, their ground of a beautiful deep red,

shaded with orange and silver-coloured down, which

gives them a most elegant appearance.

Pedicels round, about an inch long, articulated near

the apex, and covered with the fame greenish vel

vet-like down.

Bracts, one below the insertion ofeach pedicel, lanced,

falling, two similar but smaller, pressing on the Calyx,

falling also.

Calyx : Perianth belled, leathery, two-lipped, upper

lip large, scarce emarginated ; under three- toothed,

covered with the fame dark green down that the ra

ceme and pedicels are covered with, withering,

Corol :

Banner reflected, egged, pointed, very little longer

than the wings.

Wings ascending, lanced, the length of the keel.

Keel below two parted, ascending, large, mooned,

the length of the wings and banner.

Stamens : filaments one and nine, ascending in a regu

lar semicircle, about as long as the corol.

Anthers equal, linear, erect,

Pistil :
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Pistil : Germ short, thick, pedicelled, lanced, downy.

Style ascending, a little larger than the filaments.

Stigma small, glandulous.

Pericarp, legume pedicelled, large, pendulous, all,

but the apex where the feed is lodged, leafy, downy,

about six inches long by two broad, never opening

of itself.

Seed one, lodged at the point of the legume, oval, much

compressed, smooth, brown, from an inch and a quar

ter to an inch and a half long, and about one broad.

From natural fissures, and wounds made in the bark

of this tree, during the hot season, there issues a molt

beautiful red juice, which soon hardens into a ruby-co

loured brittle astringent gum : but it soon loses its beau

tiful colour, if exposed to the air : to preserve the co

lour, it must be gathered as soon as it becomes hard,

and kept closely corked up in a bottle.

This gum, held in a flame of a candle, swells and

burns away flowly, without smell or the least flame, into

a coal, and then ioto fine light white ashes : held in the

mouth it soon dissolves; it tastes strongly, but simply,

astringent; heat does not soften it, but rather renders it

more brittle ; pure water dissolves it perfectly ; the solu

tion is of a deep red colour; it is in a great measure

soluble in spirits, but this solution is paler, and a little

turbid; the watery solution al so becomes turbid when spi

rit is added, and the spirituous more clear by the addi

tion of water; diluted vitriolic acid renders both solu

tions turbid, mild caustic vegetable alkali changes the

colour of the watery solution to a clear deep fiery

red :* the spirituous it also deepens, but in a less degree :

Sal

* With an alkalized decoction of this gum, I tried to dye cotton

cloth prepared with alum, with sugar of lead, and with a solution of

tin
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Sal Martis changes the watery solution into a good

durable ink.

These are, I think, proofs that a very small pro

portion of resin is present in this substance : in this it

differs essentially from the gum resin called Kino, or

Gummi rubrum ajlringens, which the Edinburgh College

has taken into their materia medica (I have used the

recent gum in making my experiments, which may

make some difference) ; but as this can be most per

fectly dissolved in watery menstrua, it may prove of

use where a spirituous solution of the former (being

the most complete) cannot be so properly administered,

consequently it may prove a valuable acquisition also.

Infusions of the flowers, either fresh or dried, dyed

cotton cloth, previoufly impregnated with a solution of

alum or alum and tartar, of a most beautiful bright yel

low, which was more or less deep according to the

strength of the infusion : a little alkali added to the infu

sion, changes it to a deep reddish orange ; it then dyed

unprepared cotton cloth of the fame colour, which the

least acid changes to a yellow or lemon : these beautiful

colours I have not been able to render perfectly per

manent.

Amongst numberless experiments, I expresseda quan

tity of the juice of the fresh flowers, which was diluted

with alum water, and rendered perfectly clear by depu

ration : it was then evaporated by the heat of the fun,

into a soft extract; this proves a brighter water-colour

than any gamboge I have met with ; it is one year

since I first used it, and it remains bright.

Infusions

tin in aqua regia, but the reds produced thereby were bad : that where

alufltt was employed, was the b?st,
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Infusions of the dried flowers yielded me an extract

very little, if any thing, inferior to the last mentioned;

they yield also a very sine durable yellow lake, and all

these in a very large proportion.

The Lac insects are frequently found on the small

branches and the petioles of the leaves of this tree :

whether the natural juices of its bark contribute to im

prove the colour of their red colouring matter, I cannot

fay ; it would require a set of experiments accurately

made on specimens of lac gathered from the various

trees it is found on, at the fame time and as nearly as

possible from the fame place, to determine this point.

I do not sind that the natives make any use of the

gum or flowers, although they promise to be valuable,

the former as a medicine, and the latter as a pigment

and dying drug.

II. Butea Superba,* Tiga Maduga of the Gentoos,

is a very large twining shrub, a native of the moun

tains. Flowering time, the beginning of the hot

season.

Root spindle-form, very large.

Stem twining, as thick as, or thicker than, a man's leg,

woody, very long, running over large trees. Bark,

afh-coloured, pretty smooth.

Branches like the stem, but small, and with a smoother

bark.

Reaves alternate, threed, remote, very large.

Leaflets

* So named by Dr. Roxburgh.
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Leaflets downy, in other respects as in Butea Frondofa,

but greatly larger : the exterior one is generally

about twenty inches long, and broad in proportion,

the lateral somewhat less.

Racemes as in the former, but much larger.

Flowers also the fame, only much larger, and more

numerous.

Calyx divided as the other, but the divisions longer,

and much more pointed.

Corol the fame.

Legumes and feed as in the former, but rather larger.

When this species is in full flower, I do not think the

vegetable world offers a more gaudy show : the flowers

are incomparably beautiful, very large, and very nume

rous ; the colours are so exceedingly vivid, that my best

painter has not been able, with his utmost skill, to

come any thing like near their brightness.

From sissures, &c. in the bark, the fame fort of

ruby-coloured astringent gum exudes : the flowers also

yield the fame beautiful yellow dye and pigment.

Dr. Roxburgh's Description of the Nerium TinRorium would

have been subjoined ; but the publication of it is delayed, until the

Society have been favoured with th; result of his fathar experiments.

XV.
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XV.

ON THE

MANUFACTURE OF INDIGO

AT AMBORE.

By Lieutenant Colonel CLAUDE MARTIN.

I PRESENT the Society with a short description of

the process observed in the culture and manufacture

of Indigo in this part of India. The Ambore district is

comprised within a range of surrounding hills of amode-

rate height. The river Pallar, declining from its appa

rent southerly direction, enters this district about three

miles from the eastward, washes the Ambore Pettah, a

small neat village, distant three miles to the southward

of the fort of that name, situated in a beautiful valley;

the skirts of the hills covered with the Palmeria and

Date trees, from the produce of which a considerable

quantity of coarse sugar is made ; this tract is fertilized

by numerous rills of water conducted from the river

along the margin of the heights, and throughout the in

termediate extent : this element being conveyed in these

artificial canals (three feet deep,) affording a pure and

crystal current of excellent water for the supply of the

Rice-fields, Tobacco, Mango, and Cocoa-nut, planta

tions; the highest situated lands affording Indigo, ap

parently without any artificial watering, and attaining

maturity at this season notwithstanding theintenseness of

the heat, the thermometer under cover of a tent rising

to too, and out of it to 120; the plant affording even

in the driest spots good foliage, although more luxu

riant in moister situations. I am just returned from ex

amining the manufacture of this article. First, the

plant is boiled in earthen pots of about eighteen

inches diameter, disposed on the ground in excavated

ranges,
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ranges, from twenty to thirty feet long, and one broad,

according to the number used. When the boiling pro

cess has extracted all the colouring matter ascertainable

by the colour exhibited, the extract is immediately

poured into an adjoining small jar fixed in the ground

for its reception, and is thence laded in small pots into

larger jars disposed on adjoining higher ground, being

first filtered through a cloth; the jar, when three-fourths

full, is agitated with a split bamboo extended into a

circle, of a diameter from thirteen to twenty inches, the

hoop twisted with a fort of coarse straw, with which the

manufacturer proceeds to beat or agitate the extract, un

til a granulation of the fecula takes place, the operation

continuing nearly for the space of three-fourths of an

hour; a preciptant, composed of red earth and water,

in the quantity of four quart bottles, is poured into the

jar, which after mixture is allowed to stand the whole

night, and in the morning the superincumbent fluid is

drawn off through three or four apertures perforated in

the fide of the jar in a vertical direction, the lowest

reaching to within five inches of the bottom, sufficient

to retain the fecula, which is carried to the houses, and

dried in bags.

This is the whole of the process recurred to in this

part, which, I think, if adopted in Bengal, might in no

small degree supersede the necessity of raising great and

expensive buildings, in a word, fave the expenditure

of so much money in dead stock, before they can

make any Indigo in the European method; to which I

have to add, that Indigo thus obtained possesses a very

fine quality.

As I think these observations may be useful to the

manufacturers in Bengal, I could wish to see them

printed in the Tranfactions of the Afiatick Society.

Amlore,

zd April, 1 791 .

EXTRACT
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EXTRACT OF A TREATISE

ON THE

MANUFACTURE OF INDIGO,

By Mr. De COSSIGNY.

'! r I ""HIS experiment (the Indian process) infallibly

,*- " shows, , that Indigo may be produced by dif-

" ferent methods, and how much it is to be regretted

" that the European artists should remain constantly

** wedded to their method or routine, without having

** yet made the necessary inquiries towards attaining

** perfection. Many travellers on the coast of Coro-

" mandel having been struck with the apparent sim-

" plicity of the means used by the Indians in prepar-

*' ing Indigo, from having seen their artists employed

" in the open air with only earthen jars, and from not

" having duly examined and weighed the extent of the

*' detail of their process, apprehended that it is effected

" by easier means than with the large vats of masonry

" and the machinery employed by Europeans : but

'* they have been greatly mistaken, the whole appearing

*' a delusive conclusion from the following observation,

" viz. that one man can, in the European method of

<£ manufacture, bring to issue one vat containing fifty

cc bundles of plant, which, according to their nature

" and quality, may afford from ten to thirty pounds

*' of Indigo ; whereas, by the Indian process, one em-

" ployed during the fame time would probably only

*' produce one pound of Indigo : the European method

" is therefore the most simple, as Well as every art where

" machinery is used instead of manual labour."

XVI.

NOTE.

Experience alone must decide between the opposite opinions of Colo

nel Martin and M. se Cossigny,
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XVI.

DISCOURSE THE NINTH,

... - -^

ON THE

ORIGIN and FAMILIES of NATIONS.

Delivered 23d February, 1792.

. By the PRESIDENT.

YOU have attended, gentlemen, with so much in

dulgence to my discourses on the five Asiatick

nations, and on the various tribes established along their

several borders, or interspersed over their mountains,

that I cannot but flatter myself with an assurance of

being heard with equal attention, while I trace to one

centre the three great families from which those

nations appear to have proceeded, and then hazard a

few conjectures on the different courses which they may

be supposed to have taken toward the countries in

which we find them settled at the dawn of all genuine

history.

Let us begin with a short review of the propositions,

to which we have gradually been led, and separate such

as are morally certain from such as are only probable :

that the first race of 'Perfians and Indians, to whom we

may add the Romans and Greeks, the Goths, and the old

Egyptians orEthiops, originallyspoke the fame language,

aud professed the fame popular faith, is capable, in my

humble opinion, of inco.ntestible proof; that the Jews

wdArabs, theAJfyrians, or second Persian race, the peo
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pie who spoke Syriack, and a numerous tribe of AbyJ/i-

nians, used one primitive dialect, wholly distinct from

the idiom just mentioned, is, I believe, undisputed, and

I am sure, indisputable; but that the settlers in China and

Japanhud a common origin with the Hindus, is no more

than highly probable; and that all the Tartars, as they

are inaccurately called, were primarily ofa third separate

branch, totally differing from the two others in lan

guage, manners, and features, may indeed be plausibly

conjectured, but cannot, from the reasons alledged in a

former essay, be perspicuously shown, and for the pre

sent, therefore, must be merely assumed. Could these

facts be verisied by the best attainable evidence, it

would not, I presume, be doubted, that the whole earth

was peopled by a variety of shoots from the Indian,

Arabian, and Tartarian branches, or by such inter

mixtures of them, as, in a course of ages, might natu

rally have happened.

Now I admit without hesitation the aphorism of Lin

næus, that, " in the beginning God created one pair

" only of every living species, which has a diversity

f* of sex;" but, since that incomparable naturalist ar

gues principally from the wonderful diffusion of vege

tables, and from an hypothesis, that the water on this

globe has been continually subsiding, I venture to pro

duce a shorter and closer argument in support of his

doctrine. That Nature, of which simplicity appears

a distinguishing attribute, does nothing in vain, is a

maxim in philosophy; and against those who deny

maxims we cannot dispute ; but it is vain and super

fluous to do by many means, what may be done byfewer,

and this is another axiom received into courts of judi

cature from the schools of philosophers : we must n&t

therefore, fays our great Newton, admit more causes of

natural things, than those which are true, and sufficiently

account for natural phenomena ; but it is true, that one

pair at least of every living species must at sirst hav&
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been created ; and that one human pair was sufficient

for the population of our globe in a period of no consi

derable length, (on the very moderate supposition of

lawyers and political arithmeticians, that every pair of

ancestors left on an average two children, and each of

them two more^) is evident from the rapid increase of

numbers in geometrical progression, so well known to

those who have ever taken the trouble to sum a series

of as many terms as they suppose generations of men

in two or three thoufand years. It follows, that the

Author of Nature (for all nature proclaims its divine

Author) created but one pair of our species; yet, had

it not been (among other reasons) for the devastation s$

which history has recorded, of water and sire, wars, fa-

minej and pestilence, this earth would not now have

had room for its multiplied inhabitants. If the human

race then be, as we may considently assume, of one na

tural species, they must all have proceeded from one

pair; and if perfect justice be, as it is most indubitably

an essential attribute of GOD, that pair must have been

gifted with sufficient wisdom and strength to be vir

tuous, and, as far as their nature admitted, happy4

but intrusted with freedom of will to be vicious, and

consequently degraded: whatever might be their option,,

they must people in time the region where they sirst

were established, and their numerous descendants must

necessarily seek new countries, as inclination might

prompts or accident lead, them; they would of course

migrate in separate families and clans, which, forgetting

by degrees the language of their common progenitor^

would form new dialects to convey new ideas, both

simple and complex: natural affection would unite them

at sirst* and a sense of reciprocal utility, the great and

only cement of social union in the absence of publick

honour and justice, for which in evil times it is a general

substitute, would combine them at length in Commui-

ties more or less regular; laws would be proposed by a

part of each community, but enacted by the whole; and

Vol, III, li government*
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governments would be variously arranged for the happi

ness or misery of the governed, according to their own

virtue and wisdom, or depravity and folly; so that, in

less than three thoufand years, the world would exhibit

the fame appearances which we may actually observe

on it in the age of the great Arabian impostor.

On that part of it to which our united researches are

generally consined, we fee Jive races of men peculiarly

distinguished, in the time of Muhammed, for their

multitude and extent of dominion ; but we have re

duced them to three, because we can discover no

more, that essentially differ in language, religion, man-

ners, and other known characteristics^ : now these three

races, how variously soever they may at present be dis

persed and intermixed, must (if the preceding conclu

sions be justly drawn) have migrated originally from a

central country, to sind which is the problem proposed

for solution. Suppose it solved; and give any arbitrary

name to that centre : let it, if you please, be Iran. The

three primitive languages, therefore, must at sirst have

been concentrated in Iran, and there only in fact. we

fee traces of them in the earliest historical age; but, for

the fake of greater precision, conceive the whole em

pire of Iran, with all its mountains and valleys, plains

and rivers, to be every way insinitely diminished ; the

sirst winding courses, therefore, of all the nations pro

ceeding from it by land, and nearly at the fame time,

will be little right lines, but without intersections, be

cause those courses could not have thwarted and crossed

cne another: if then you consider the feats of all the

migrating nations as points in a surrounding sigure, you

.will perceive, that the several rays, diverging from Irant

may be drawn to them without any intersection ; but

this will not happen, if you assume as a centre Arabia,

or Egypt ; India, Tartary, or China : it follows, that

Iran, or Persia, (I contend for the meaning, not the

name,) was the central- country which we sought. This

. v , * 3 mode
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mode of reasoning I have adopted, not from any affec

tation (as you will do me the justice to believe) of a

scientifick diction, but for the fake of conciseness and

variety, and from a wish to avoid repetitions ; the sub

stance of my argument having been detailed in a diffe

rent form at the close of another discourse; nor does

the argument in any form rife to demonstration, which

the question by no means admits: it amounts, however,

to such a proof, grounded on written evidence and cre

dible testimony, as all mankind hold sufficient for de

cisions affecting property, freedom, and life.

Thus then have we proved, that the inhabitants of

Asia, and consequently, as it might be proved, of the

whole earth, sprang from three branches of one stem :

and that those branches have shot into their present state

of luxuriance, in a period comparitively short, is ap

parent from a fact univerfally acknowledged, that we

find no certain monument, or even probable tradition,

of nations planted, empires and states raised, laws en

acted, cities built, navigation improved, commerce en

couraged, arts invented, or letters contrived, above

twelve, or at most fifteen or sixteen, centuries before the

birth of Christ; and from another fact, which cannot

be controverted, that seven hundred or a thoufand

years would have been fully adequate to the supposed

propagation, diffusion, and establishment of the hu

man race.

The most ancient history of that race, and the oldest

composition perhaps in the world, is a work in Hebrew,

which we may suppose at first, for the fake of our ar

gument, to have no higher authority than any othef

work of equal antiquity that the researches of the cu»-

rious had accidentally brought to light: it is ascribed to

Musah ; for so he writes his own name, which, after

the Greeks and Romans, we have changed into Mosss j

and, though it was manifestly his object to give an hisr

I i 2 torical
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torical account of a single family, he has introduced it

with a short view of the primitive world, and his in

troduction has been divided, perhaps improperly, into

eleven chapters. After describing with awful sublimity

the creation of this universe, he asserts, that one pair of

every animal species was called from nothing into exist

ence ; that the human pair were strong enough to be

happy, but free to be miserable; that, from delusion

and temerity, they disobeyed their supreme Benefactor,

whose goodness could not pardon them consistently with

his justice; and that they received a punishment ade

quate to their disobedience, but softened by a mysterious

promise to be accomplished in their descendants. We

cannot but believe, on the supposition just made of a

history uninspired, that these facts were delivered by

tradition from the sirst pair, and related by Moses in

a sigurative' style ; not in that sort of allegory which

rhetoricians describe as amere assemblage of metaphors,

but in the symbolical modeof writing adopted by eastern

sages, to embellish and dignisy historical truth; and, if

this were a time for such illustrations, we might produce

the fame account of the creation and thefall, expressed

by symbols very nearly similar, from the Puranas them

selves, and even from the Veda, which appears to stand

next in antiquity to the five books of Moses.;

The sketch of antediluvian history, in which we sind

anany dark passages, is followed by the narrative of a

deluge, which destroyed the whole race of man, except

four pairs; an historical fact admitted as true by every

nation to whose literature we have access, and particu

larly by the ancient Hindus, who have allotted an entire

Parana to the detail of that event, which they relate, as

usual, in symbols or-allegories. I concur most heartily

•with those, who insist, that, in proportion as any fact

mentioned in history seems repugnant to the course of

nature, or, in one word, miraculous, the stronger evi

dence is required to induce a rational belfef of it; but we

• • • . : 1 . i hear
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hear without incredulity, that cities have been over

whelmed by eruptions from burning mountains, terri

tories laid waste by hurricanes, and whole islands depo

pulated by earthquakes :• if then we look at the sirma

ment sprinkled with innumerable stars ; if we conclude

by a fair analogy, that every star is a fun, attracting,

like ours, a system of inhabited planets ; and if our ar

dent fancy, soaring hand in hand with sound reason,

waft us beyond the visible sphere into regions of im

mensity, disclosing other celestial expanses, and other

systems of funs and worlds, on all sides without number

or end, we cannot but consider the submersion of our

little speroid as an insinitely less event in respect of the

immeasurable universe, than the destruction of a city or

an isle in respect of this habitable globe. Let a general

flood, however, be supposed improbable, in proportion

to the magnitude of so ruinous an event, yet the con

current evidences of it are completely adequate to the

supposed improbability ; but, as we cannot here expa

tiate on those proofs, we proceed to the fourth impor

tant fact recorded in the Mosaick history ; I mean the

sirst propagation and early dispersion of mankind in se

parate families to separate places of residence.

Three sons of the just and virtuous man, whose line

age was preserved from the general inundation, travelled,

we are told, as they began to multiply, in three large

divisions variously subdivided : the children of Ya'ket

seem, from the traces of Sciavonian names, and the men

tion of their being enlarged, to have spread themselves

far and wide, and to have produced the race, which,

for want of a correct appellation, we call Tartarian ; th?

colonies, formed by the sons of Ham and Shem, appear

to have been nearly simultaneous ; and, among those

of the latter branch, we sind so so many names incontesti-

blv preserved at this hour in Arabia, that we cannot

hesitate in pronouncing them the fame people whom

hitherto we have denominated Arabs ; while the former

branch,
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branch, the most powerful and adventurous of whom

were the progeny of Cush, Misr, and Rama, (names

remaining unchanged in Sanscrit, and highly revered

by. the Hindus,) were, in all probability, the race

which I call Indian, and to which we may now give

any other name that may seem more proper and com

prehensive.

The general introduction to the Jewijh history closes

with a very concise and obscure account of a presump

tuous and mad attempt, by a particular colony, to build

a splendid city,and raise a fabrick of immense height,in-

dependently of the divine aid, and, it should seem, in

desiance of the divine power ; a project, which was baf

fled by means appearing at sirst view inadequate to

the purpose, but ending in violent dissention among the

projectors, and in the ultimate separation ofthem : this

event also seems to be recorded by the ancient Hindus

in two of their Puranas ; and it will be proved, I trust,

on some future occasion, that the lion bursting from a

pillar to dejlroy a blaspheming giant, and the dwarf who

beguiled and held in deri/ion the magnisicent Beli, are

one and the fame story related in a symbolical style.

Now these primeval events are described as having

happened between the Oxus and Euphrates, the moun

tains of Caucasus and the borders of India, that is, with

in the limits of Iran ; for, though most of the Mosaick

names have been considerably altered, yet numbers

of them remain unchanged : we still sind Harrdn in

Mesopotamia, and travellers appear unanimous in six

ing the site of ancient Babel.

Thus, on the preceding supposition, that the sirst ele-.

ven chapters of the book which is thought proper to

call Genesis, are merely a preface to the oldest civil his

tory now extant, we see the truth of them consirmed by

antecedent reasoning, and by evidence in part highly

probable,
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probable, and in part certain; but the connexion of the

Mofaick history with that of the Gospel by a chain of

sublime predictions unquestionably ancient, and appa

rently fulfilled, must induce us to think the Hebrew nar

rative more than human in its origin, and consequently

true in every substantial part of it, though possibly ex

pressed in sigurative language ; as many learned and

pious men have believed, and as the most pious may

believe without injury, and perhaps with advantage, to

the cause of revealed religion. If Moses then was en

dued with supernatural knowledge, it is no longer pro

bable only, but absolutely certain, that the whole race

of man proceeded from Iran as from a centre, whence

they migrated at first in three great colonies; and that

those three branches grew from a common stock, which

had been miraculoufly preserved in a general convulsion

and inundation of this globe.

Having arrived by a different path at the fame con

clusion with Mr. Bryant as to one of those families,

the most ingenious and enterprising of the three, but ar

rogant, cruel, and idolatrous, which we both conclude

to be various moots from thei/slmztfraor/4wo7i?'ctwbranch,

I shall add but little to my former observations on his

profound and agreeable work, which I have thrice pe

rused with increased attention and pleasure, though not

with perfect acquiescence in the other less important

parts of his plausible system. The sum of his argument

seems reducible to three heads. First ; '' if the deluge

" really happened at the time recorded by Moses, those

" nations whose monuments are preserved, or whose

'* writings are accessible, must have retained memorials

" of an event so stupendous, and comparitively so re-

" cent; and in fact they have retained such memorials."

This reasoning seems just, and the fast is true beyond

controversy. Secondly ; '' those memorials were ex-

'' pressed by the race of Ham, before the use of letters,

'' in rude sculpture or painting, and mostly in symbo-

4' lical
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lical sigures of the ark, the eight persons concealed in

" it, and the birds which firii were dismissed from it ;

>( this fact is probable, but, I think, not sufficiently as-

f* certained." Thirdly; " all ancient Mythology (ex-

" cept what was purely Sabian) had its primary source

" in those various symbols misunderstood; so that an-

" ciept Mythology stands now in the place of symbolic

?' cal sculpture or painting, and must be explained on

" the fame principles on which we should begin to de-

" cypher the originals, if they now existed." This part

of the system is, in my opinion, carried too far; nor

can I persuade myself (to give one instance out of ma

ny) that the beautiful allegory of Cupid and Psyche

had the remotest allusion to the deluge, or that Hymen

signified the veil which covered the Patriarch and his

family. These propositions, however, are supported

with great ingenuity and solid erudition; but, unpro-

fitably for the argument, and unfortunately, perhaps,

for the fame of the work itself, recourse is had to ety

mological conjecture, than which no mode of reasoning

is in general weaker or more delusive. He who pro

fesses to derive the words of any one language from

those of another, must expose himself to the danger of

perpetual errors, unless he be perfectly acquainted with

both ; yet my respectable friend, though eminently

skilled in the idioms of Greece and Rome, has no sort of

acquaintance with any Afiatick dialect, except Hebrew ;

and he has consequently made mistakes, which every

learner of Arabick and Perfian must instantly detect.

Among Jifty radical words (ma,taph, and ram, being

included) eighteen are purely of Arabian origin, twelve

merely Indian,and seventeen both Sanscri' and Arabick,

but in fenses totally different; while two are Greek only,

and one Egyptian, or barbarous: if it be urged, that

those radicals (which ought surely to have concluded,

jnstead of preceding, an analytical inquiry) are precious •

traces of the primitive language, from which all others

were derived, or to which at least they were subsequent,

I car}
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I can only declare my belief, that the language of Noah

is lost irretrievably, and assure you, that, after a diligent

search, I cannot sind a single word used in common by

the Arabian, Indian, and Tartar families, before the in

termixture of dialects occasioned by Mahomedan con

quests. There are, indeed, very obvious traces of the

Hamian language, and some hundreds of words might

be produced, which were formerly used promiscuously

by most nations of that race; but I beg leave, as a phy-

lologer, to enter my protest against conjectural etymo

logy in historical researches, and principally against the

licentiousness ofetymologists in transposing and inserting

letters, in substituting at pleasure any consonant for ano

ther of the same order, and in totally disregarding the

vowels : for such permutations few radical words would

be more convenient than Cus, or Cijsh, since, dentals

being changed for dentals, and palatials for palatials, it

instantly becomes coot, goose, and by transposition, duck,

all water-birds, and evidently symbolical : it next is the

goat worshipped in Egypt, and, by a metathesis, the dog

adored as an emblem of Sirius, or, more obviously, a

cat, not the domestick animal, but a sort os ship, and

the Catos, or great sea-sish, of the Dorians, It will

hardly be imagined, that I mean by this irony to insult

an author whom I respect and esteem ; but no consi

deration should induce me to assist by my silence in the

diffusion of error ; and I contend, that almost any word

or nation might be derived from any other, if such li

cences as I am opposing were permitted in etymological

histories. When we sind, indeed, the fame words, letter

for letter, and in a sense precisely the fame, in dif

ferent languages, we can scarce hesitate in allowing them

a common origin; and, not to depart from the example

before us, when we see Cush, or Cus, (for the Sanscrit

name also is variously pronounced),among the sons of

Brahma, that is, among the progenitors of the Hindus,

and at the head of an ancient pedigree preserved in

she Rdmayan ; when we meet with his name again in

the
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the family of Ra'ma ; whence we know, that the name

is venerated in the highest degree, and given to a fa

cred grass, described as a Poa by Koenig, which is

used with a thoufand ceremonies in the oblations to

fire, ordained by Menu to form the facrificial zone of

the Brahmans, and solemnly declared in the Veda to

have sprung up soon after the deluge, whence the Pau-

ranicks consider it as the bristly hair of the boar which

supported the globe: when we add, that one of the se

ven dwipas, or great peninsulas of this earth, has the

fame appellation, we can hardly doubt, that the Cush

of Moses, and Va'lmic, was the fame personage, and

an ancestor of the Indian race.

From the testimonies adduced in the six last annual

discourses, and from the additional proofs laid before

you, or rather opened, on the present occasion, it seems

to follow, that the only human family after the flood

established themselves in the northern parts of Iran;

that, as they multiplied, they were divided into three

distinct branches, each retaining little at first, and losing

the whole by degrees, of their common primary lan

guage, but agreeing severally on new expressions for

new ideas; that the branch of Ya'fet was enlarged in

many scattered flioots over the north of Europe and

Asia, diffusing themselves as far as the western and

eastern seas, and, at length, in the infancy of navi

gation, beyond them both ; that they cultivated no

liberal arts, and had no use of letters, but formed a

variety of dialects, as their tribes were varioufly

ramified ; that, secondly, the children of Ham, who

founded in Iran itself the monarchy of the first

Chaldeans, invented letters, observed and named the

luminaries of the firmament, calculated the known

Indian period of four hundred and thirty-two thousand

years, or an hundred and twenty repetitions of" the

faros, and contrived the old system of Mythology,

partly allegorical, and partly grounded on idola

trous
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trous veneration for their fages and lawgivers ; that they

were dispersed at various intervals, and in various colo

nies, over land and ocean; that the tribes of Misr,Cush,

and Rama, settled in Africk and India ; while some of

them, having improved the art of failing, passed from

Egypt, Phenice, and Phrygia, into Italy and Greece,

which they found thinly peopled by former emigrants,

of whom they supplanted some tribes, and united them

selves with others ; whilst a swarm from the fame hive

moved by a northerly course into Scandinavia,and ano

ther, by the head of the Oxus, and through the passes

of Imaus, into Cajhgar and Eighur, Khata, and Khoten,

as far as the territories of Chin and Tancut, where letters

have been used, and arts immemorially cultivated : nor

is it unreasonable to believe, that some of them found

their way from the eastern isles into Mexico and Peru,

where traces were discovered of rude literature and my

thology analagous to those of Egypt and India ; that,

thirdly, the old Chaldean empire being overthrown by

the Assyrians under Cayu'mers, other migrations took

place, especially into India; while the rest of Shkm's

progeny, some of whom had before settled on the Red

Sea, peopled the whole Arabian peninsula, pressing close

on the nations of Syria and Phenice ; that, lastly, from

all the three families were detached many bold adven

turers, of an ardent spirit and a roving disposition, who

disdained subordination,and wandered in separate clans,

till they settled in distant isles, or in deserts and moun

tainous regions ; that, on the whole, some colonies might

have migrated before the death of their venerable pro

genitor, but that states and empires could scarce have

assumed a regular form, till sifteen or sixteen hundred

years before the Chrijlian epoch; and that, for the sirst

thoufand years of that period, we have no history un»

mixed with fable, except that of the turbulent and va

riable, but eminently distinguished, nation descended

from Apraham.

My
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My design, gentlemen, of tracing the origin and

progress of the five principal nations who have peopled

Asia, and of whom there were considerable remains in

their several countries at the time of Muhammed's

birth, is now accomplished; succinctly, from the nature

of these essays ; imperfectly, from the darkness of the

subject and scantiness of my materials, but clearly and

comprehensively enough to form a basis for subsequent

researches : you have seen, as distinctly as I am able to

stiow, who those nations originally were, whence and

when they moved towards their final, stations; and, in

my future annual discourses, I propose to enlarge on the

particular advantages to our country and to mankind,

which may result from our sedulous and united inquiries

into the history, science, and arts, of these Afiatick

regions, especially of the Britijh dominions in India,

which we may consider as the centre (not of the human

race, but) of our common extertions to promote its true

interests; and we shall concur, I trust, in opinion, that

the race of man, to advance whose manly happiness is

our duty, and will of course be our endeavour, cannot

long be happy without virtue, nor actively virtuous

without freedom, nor securely free without rational

knowledge. .

THE END OF THE THIRD VOLUME.

rrinted hy T. Maiden, SierbouroLane, Lombard-Street,
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